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OVERVIEW
This Project Record presents raw data and background information gathered during the
work of Environment AgencyNational R&D Project Wf3005.Evaluating the Benefits CJJ
Hydrometric Networks. It complements the Technical Report of the same title issued in
1999. .In addition, it has been intended from the inception of the project that a user
manual will .be produced in due course, to aid implementation- of the methods presented
in the Technical Report:- As of June 1999, this work had not yet begun.
The scope of this Project record,is as indicated in the Contents below; its purpose is to
collate raw data generated by theproject and make it available to benefit any user for
whom the details of the Technical Report prove insufficient.,
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PROGRESS REPORTS

Twelve Progress Reports were produced within the work of the project, and are
reproduced here in full. Dates and numbers are as follows:
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress
Progress

Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

W6/005/1
W6/005/2
W6/005/3
W6/005/4
W6/005/5
W6/005/6
W6/005/7
W6/005/8
W6/005/9
W6/005/10
W6/005/11
W6/005/12

August 1996
September 1996
October 1996
November 1996
December 1996
January 1997 (mid-way review document)
February 1997
March 1997
April/May 1997
June 1997
December 1997
April 1998,
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Notification was received from the ~Environment Agency :b a letter dated 18 July- 1996
that the contract had been awarded.
As set out in the tender, the contract is being undertaken by. a team of three principal.
investigators:-Dr A R Black’(University pf Dundee), Dr N D Hartley (University of :
Stirling) and Dr A M Bennett (Scotia Water Services), with each making a broadly
equal input. Therefore, although the Agency has entered into a contract with the.
University of Dundee which; in turn, will have sub-contracts with the other two
parties, at a functional level the.work is being undertaken on a collaborative basis by
three equal partners.. In addition, Professor A Werritty (University of Dundee) isacting in a consultative role to the project, and Research Assistants (&Is) at the two
universities will contribute to the work in a supportive capacity.
This Progress Report details work done, and all significant events associated with the
project, from the date of award until the end of August. With an agreed project start
date of -1August, it is the first such’monthly report produced under this project

2.

PROJECT INCEPTION MEETING

Following notification of theaward of contract,. an inception meeting was arranged for
the earliest possible opportunity, f?xed at 25 July 1996 in Reading. Present were:
Environment-Agency
Nigel Fawthrop, Project Proposer
David Rylands, Project Leader
Meg Pestle, EA~Environmental Economist
John Water-worth, SNIFFER Representative
Nicky Bailey, Project R&D Co-ordiriator

Contractors.
Andrew Black, Project Manager
Tony Bennett, -HydrOlogist
Nick Hanley, Environmental Economist
Alan~Werritty;Mentor

It was of particular-use to the contractors to:have a detailed.explanation given
covering the background to the project, and the particular. needs which its outputs
should satisfy. In addition- several helpful ideas-were developed; regarding the choice
of regions and catchments to be used in the development and testing of methods for
assessing benefits.. Some pertinent sources of literature were identified. Full minutes of
the meeting. were subsequently produced and circulated by WDR.

-
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3.

STAFFING

As noted
Stirling.
approval
Approval

above, Research Assistants are to be used to support the work in Dundee and
To date, Michael Steel has been confirmed as the Dundee RA (following
by WDR) and will be issued with an appropriate contract of employment.
is awaited for Ceara Nevin to work in a similar role at Stirling.

Michael Steel has already begun work on the literature review; a September/October
start-date is envisaged for the Stirling RA to fit in with the scheduled development of
methods for assessing benefits.

4.

BENEFIT

DATA

4.1

National Hydrometric

COLLECTION
Group meeting

A crucial element to the success of the project is the collection of information from
regions of the various UK environmental agencies, regarding the value which users
place on the hydrometric data being collected. It was therefore very fortunate that a
meeting of the Environment Agency National Hydrometric Croup was scheduled for 8
August, only a matter of days after the start of de project.
Tony Bennett was able to attend this meeting, and was invited to speak to Regional
Representatives about the project. We considered it important that the originators of
hydrometric data were informed at an early stage about the project, since ultimately it
is intended to contribute directly to their activities and, in the interim, we will need
their co-operation. Tony’s presentation drew a considerable amount of interest.
Information was gathered regarding the extent to which data use had been addressed in
different Regions, and provided useful guidance on which Regions to approach
regarding potential fact-finding visits.
Following this meeting, telephone contact has been made with Anglia, Midlands, North
East and South West Regions of the EA, and East and West Regions of SEPA.

4.2

Regional visits

A visit was made to the East Kilbride office of SEPA West Region on 27 August.
Interviews were held with representatives of the Hydrology, Pollution Control,
Biology, Chemistry and Marine Science sections. We were encouraged by the
willingness of the SEPA staff to co-operate with our work, and felt that the range of
responses received from our questions indicated that there were important differences
in the value of data for difl’erent functions. Some appeared to lend themselves much
more readily to quantihcation than others, and it was especially useful for Nick Hanley
to be able to put economically-driven questions direct to data users. Table 4.1
provides a summary of the most useful observations made.

R&D Progress Report W6/005/1
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Table’ 4.1

Main observatiowfrom

visit to SEPA West Region

Hydrology/Water
Resources
l In.water resources, the importance of characterization of flow regimes should not be :
under-estimated
l Q95 derivation
for discharge consent-setting is one of &most important ,&nctions
supported by hydrometric data..
l It was felt important that gauges should continue to operate in support ofthe
maintenance of a nationalmonitoring network, and to support national research
programmes such as those for flood or. low flow estimation
l New data uses had been emerging over the last few years,, e.g. flood warning
systems, water quality modelling, insurance needs re flood damage
l Telemetry is useful in planning the effective deployment of hydrology
and biology :
staff .Pollution Control ?
l Pollution control is only,as good as the data available to it, so a high level of. )
importance attached to quantity and, accuracy of flow measurement ‘.
l Tncreasing financial awareness amongst water users places an increasing
responsibility on regulatory authorities to be accurate and to be able to justify
decisions, e.g. through quality assurance schemes
l Moves towards variable discharge consents willcplace increasing.demands on
hydrometic data
l Background-monitoring
essential in order to interpret water quality variations
l Increasing pressure on regulators to- ‘prove it’ - e.g. fishermen complain&that
rivers never stay high as long as they once.did. - need for flow data
l Gauging station huts provide
potentially valuable housing for new instruments - e.g.
continuous water quality monitoring
Bioldgy
l Biological modelling (e.g. RJYPACS) often requires flow inputs; but can reasonably
be done on-the basis of estimates; the same applies to lochphosphorous loading
models
l Flow data are useful in the interpretation
of biological survey results, but.need not .:
relate to the sampled site or. river; indeed rainfall data may often sufEce
Chemistry
l Main data requirement is in.the.computation
of loadings to tidal waters, e.g. for Red
List work, OSPARCOM; but these are subject to ‘huge? error%- so accuracy of.
hydrometric data not critical
l Requirements also on a.case study basis, e.g. river pollutant movement studies
l General impression of only general needs for hydrometric
data
Marine Science
l Estuary inflows are needed to say-5% accuracy for modelling water quality especl’ay important in summer months
l If flow data were not,available,
marine scientists would find it necessary to take their
own measurements
l Occasional other needs relate to developments such. as sea-loch fish farms, and
require only approximate flow data

R&D Progress Report W6/005/1
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Visits have now been arranged for Midlands Region of the EA on 6 September and for
North East Region on a date still to be agreed. As with the SEPA visit, the aim will be
to gather information on the difherent needs and perceptions of users across all
sections. By the end of the third visit, it will be possible to draw up a data request for
widespread distribution, which will allow a comprehensive view to be developed on
each of those issues which w-ill allow progress to be made in quantifying benefits.

5.

LITERATURE

REVIEW

Work on the literature review has begun, and so far more than 30 potentially useful
references have been found using on-line and CD-ROM bibliographic search tools.
Some directly relevant works already obtained include a World Meteorological
Organisation report, papers presented by Nigel Fawthrop at a recent conference in
Iceland and some work from Australia reporting on an assessment of hydrometric
network data there. The approach in the latter work seems especially usefbl, in that
the first step is to examine benefits coming from networks as a whole (rather than
single sites). It may prove advantageous to start in a similar direction in this study.
Nick Hanley has contributed to the scope of the search from an economic perspective,
and all this work should be written up by the end of October.

6.

APPROACHES

TO EVALUATING

BENEFITS

Discussion after the East Kilbride visit, and reflection on the Project Inception
Meeting, revealed the view that the project is being drawn strongly towards just one
approach to evaluating benefits of hydrometric networks, namely cost-benefit analysis.
Within this general approach, there are a number of variants which could be adopted:
l Quantification
of all benefits
l Quantification
of selected benefits where justitied
l Do not attempt quantification
(on the basis of recognized inherent problems); instead
develop some more indirect method
- and in each case recogttizing that methods for assessing one type of benefit
cannot be equally applied to other types of benefit
Alternatives such as cost-effectiveness analysis, risk-benefit analysis and multi-criteria
analysis are not presently under consideration. We would like to discuss with the
Agency whether this is their express wish (and, if so, then why), or whether some
considefition could be given to such alternatives.
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7.

FINANCE

Sub-contracts have been drawn up and offered to the Scotia Water Services and the
University of Stirling. The University of Dundee-has agreed the invoicing.
arrangements proposed at the Project Inception Meeting.
The first invoice will fall due at the end of October, following completion of Task 1 of
the 6 identified in Table l- of the Financial Cost Statement.

8.

WORK PLAN -’ MONTH 2

1. Literature review to continue
2.:. Visits to EA Midlandsand North East Regions.
3. Development and. circulation of benefit data request to Regions I
4. Discussion regarding development of methods

R&D Progress Report W6/005/1
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report describes progress made on the project during September- 1996. The main
areas of activity-have been the literature review, and visits to Environment Agency
offices targeted at enhancing understanding of the diverse uses of hydrometric:data.
No problems have been encountered in any contractual or administrative aspects of the
project, and, the principal investigators are now well engaged with the key concepts of
the project.

2.

LITERATURE

REVIEW

Good progress has been made during the month through the efforts of Michael Steel
(Research Assistant) at Dundee. Approximately- 50 technical papers have been
consulted, and- a draft literature review now exists, based on all the material read to
date. A small number of papers are still outstanding from the Inter-Library Loan
system,.and will be used to provide additions to the review where useful. Main.
headings covered are:.

l

History and background.
European context/fimding
Hydrometric data and other reviews.
Network. efficiency and operation
Cost-benefit analysis and hydrometry

l

Whole network- evaluation

l
l
l
l

’
- reservoirs and- storage
- low flows
- flood,protection
- pollution control
- groundwater resources

The draR is due for circulation amongst team members shortly; followtig which the
Project Leader. will be provided with a draft for comment. -Further outstanding
references will be pursued.before submission ofthe &al review at the,end of October.
Following the-meetings described below, Environment Agency staffhave been of:
assistance by forwarding copies of relevampapers for this review.

3.

BENEFIT

DATA

COLLECTION

Following:the visit to SEPA-West in August, two further visits were made by AMB
and ARRin- September,to Environment Agency offices:.
Friday 6 September
Tuesday 10 September.

R&D Progress Report W6/005/2
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In both cases, local hydrometric managers had arranged a fhll day of interviews with
colleagues from all other relevant functions in their respective offices, and excellent
cooperation was received in both cases. Notes following the two visits, and
summarising the most interesting points to arise, are appended to this report. New
ideas and opinions were found in each of the three visits while, with each successive
visit, some common threads were strengthened. It was felt that the full round ofvisits
had placed the team in a good position to proceed to generating a data request/
questiomaire for large-scale distribution to regional and area staff. It should be noted
at this stage that both Environment Agency visits produced a strong impression of
intense network-wide data use, particularly in the fields of flood defence and pollution
control.
A meeting of the three principal investigators was held in Stirling on 24 September to
discuss how best to proceed with the collection of benefit information. We now
propose to issue a number of brief questionnaires to Environment Agency/SEPA/
DoE(NI)/DAM
staff in order to directly survey data use and perceived benefits from a
large proportion of the user base - in line with our tender document proposals.
External data users (eg consultants, Institute of Hydrology) will also be included in this
process. Draft questionnaires will be passed to the Project Leader for comment and
approval before any is issued.
Much of the approach for this exercise was developed by AMB and NDH (ARB was
delayed.in attending this meeting); the general approach has been agreed and can be
summarised as follows:
The data request should be comprehensive in scope, such that the results will
indicate the total benefits being derived from hydrometric data Ii-om users - a list of
all uses will be produced.

l

Once the benefits have been identified, they can be ranked in order of importance.
This may be partly intuitive, but objective bases will be sought in the responses,
and will be combined with the collective experience of the principal investigators.

l

0

Depending on the nature of a review which might be carried out for some given
area (ie network, catchment, river or station), the list will then be used to assess
benefits. Network reviews will be expected to concentrate on data uses at the top
of the list, while catchment reviews may include items from lower ranks. NDH
takes the view that it may not be possible to early out an economic assessment at
the station-scale because information relates not only to a single site but to a river
reach or stage; it may be necessary therefore to use more hydrological approach
similar to that employed by the Institute of Hydrology review of the Northern
Ireland gauging network.

Contact will be made with the Project Leader in the near future on this general topic.
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4.

STAFFING

Michael Steel has begun work as a Research Assistant in Dundee. Ceara Nevin has
been approved by the Agency to work,as a Research Assistant in Stirling, and is due to
begin work on October 1.

5.

FINANCE

University .of Dundee subicontracts have now been signed and returned, both by the
University of Stirling and by Scotia Water Services.
The first invoice will fall due at the end of October, following completion of Task 1 of
the 6 identified in Table 1 ofthe Financial Cost Statement,,ie the literature review.

6.

WORKPLAN

prioritywill be given in the coming month (October) to the rapid production. and
distribution of data request sheets to regional and area offices. The approach
eny>loyed will be to.ask straightforward questions, in the:hope that responses will be
numerous and prompt. Analysis of responses should at least be,begun by the end of
October, ifnot being well advanced:
With the immin ent involvement in the project of Ceara Nevin in Stirling, f&her
progress is expected with NDII onthe approaches to evaluating.benefits. It is likely
that some-further literature~will be accessed, in collaboration with Michael Steel.
The literature review is due for completion at the end of October.
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APPENDIX

coin new ideas hm

EnvlFunment Agency visits to Birmingham

and Leeds

Midlalnd

UiWi-

UBS?

Desigu of new river gauging stations
Real-time coordination of gauging activity (day-to-day; times of stress)
Identification of s&Gun malfunctions - ep telemcrry defe.cts
Water Resources
To keep models as up-to-date as possible - for flood warning. pniiution
(use max amount of ditltr available)
Devttluprnendcalibrarion
of models - f’lood warning, et.c
&cnse setting and monitclring
of abstractions teg, stop abstraction X
when flow falls b&w threshold at gauging station Y)
Water rasuurce situation reporting [only so.me stations required)
Gmundwator mo.nitorin - eg to detect nverabstractiou
Flood Defence
Mottiruring &flood hy (Fraulics - so thar if channel changes,
undtrstinding driver behaviour is up-to-dab
Level monitoring ii1 e!ytunries reqtimJ ill case trenc?in peaks
Catchment WQ modelIing
WaterQuality
Stacirta;ry reporting (:calc.of ioadings)
Fish./Rec/Cons&Javi~ Demonstratian of 11~change in t’lows for public (eg anglers)
Case sl;utiy mosl~ilinp - eg L Seven saliuc mixing problems
Fishljnt StrvicF lur anglers: 4O.ooO ca.ll,s/yr
Navigation ps11~~se.s

&&uumatry

B~c:celastidy ti external data requests .SVRJincrease in requests once.data becamefree+
Atkhs Report (NRA-ST) * S31-aaverage annual potential flood clamagu, across Region

Statutory WY objectives (part of Catchment Mgt Plan) - Regiona! study on Worms Stour,

included CBA.

Leeds
Data Uses:
User

Use

Water Resources

Internal: feedback purposes - is stn operating properly; can
performance be improved?
Resource monitoring - informlicensing
staff if flows getting
low.
Used as basis of routine dialogue with reservoir operators how much release to support river flows?
Resource modelling work. - what if ram only 20% of ,average
over next month; what if compensation flows reduced?
Data for STW operators - what is happening in river (flow,
WQ) - how should treatment process be adjusted?
Support interpretation of potentially inaccurate data from
other sites.
New licensing will be based on real-time flow at gauging
stations, so data will have benefit to water users (estimates
would need to be conservative).
Hydrometric data needed, for license setting (along ,with info
from the applicant), and perhaps real-time if prescribed flow
involved (see above).
Archived event data used.for design purposes (incl PE: ppt
etc).
Data required for Flood Warning System (esp now that EA.
gives warning direct!).
Case-based work eg WQ impact on fish populations.
Flow regime required, often in design context - whether for
channel restoration, species re-introductions.
Non-routine impact assessments of consent-applications.
On-going monitoring is needed despite historical archives,
because historic.-.WQ data is not generally:-available and is
collected specifically for the project.
Flows needed to assess dilution for- discharges (need Q95)
Historic data may be OK-(so might be good estimates), but
what if behaviour of river.changes (trend in Qss or perhaps a
big drought) - best to keep monitoring.-

Licensing

Flood Defence

Fisheries

Env’l Modelling.

Environ

Protection

In .past, investments in the. hydrometric network have been shared :,between Water
Resources (40%), Flood Defence (40%) and Others (20%) (say 15% from Water Quality
and 5% from Fisheries if available).
Charging for abstractions - based on previous year’s Water Resources costs + loss factor +
season factor + cost of supporting flows.
Water supply plc is largest external.user in NE Region - well worth-covering at some stage
RFFS in-Yorkshire - A Akhandi not aware of any CVA done at time of commissioning.
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1.

INTRODUC.TTON

This report describes progress made on the project during October-1996; Work has been :
advancing in a number of key areas:
l
The literature.review has now been completed at Dundee by Mike Steel (MES) under
the guidance of ARB; and with.inputs from Stirling;
l
Tony Bennett (AMB) has been followtig up visits to agency offices, by investigating
the demands,of external data users; and
l
Caera Nevin(CN) has been appointed asa Research Assistant from October 1st at
Stirling University, and has been investigating the feasibility of various approaches toquantifying the-befits of hydrometric data under the guidance of Nick Hanley (NDH).- :

2.

LITERATURE

REVIEW

A comprehensive literature review has now been completed and is enclosed with copies of
this Progress Report. Approximately 100 references have now been consulted;identified
on the basis of CD-Rom and on-line bibliographic searches: following up references in the
papers read, and using papers supplied.by Environment.Agency staff and others.
Surprisingly larg-geamounts of literature have been generated within the last 10 years,
principally in the USA, Australia, the-Nordic countries and the UK: This is indicative of a
high level of interest in the subject of quantif$ing the benefits of data, and provides a rich
starting point-for this study.to consider methods which might be applied in a UK context.
Studies have employed a number of difGerent.approaches to quantifying benefits, and have
been conducted in a small number of scenarios, e.g. flood defence, reservoir design,’
bridge/culvert design data uses. Benefit cost ratios have often exceeded unity, but not in
all cases. Typically, the methods used in obtaining benefit assessmentshave been
complex, and thought will have to be given to the practicalities of implementing. any of
these methods in-the context ofthis study. In some cases, it has been stated that benefits
are not quanttiable,. but several researchers have based their work on minimum benefit
cost ratios, i.e. those calculated on the basis ofthose individual component benefits-which
can reasonably be quantsed..
It is anticipated that, despite exhaustive searching, further relevant literature will be found
duriug the remainiug months of this project. The team therefore wishes to retainrthe
option to add to the review now- presented, subject to any additions being approved by the
Environment Agency Project Leader. The reader is directed to the review itself for-full
details of the literature-surveyed..
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3.

BENEFIT

DATA COLLECTION

3.1
Information requests
A set of eight Information Requests was developed for distribution to offices of the
Environment Agency, SEPA and the Northem Ireland authorities, each Request being
directed to a speci6.c function of an individual office.. These were sent out during week
commencing 21 October, and requested to be returned by 8 November 1996. In England
and Wales, most Requests were sent to Area offices, with only Water Resources directed
to Regional offices in the tist instance. In Scotland, the principal offices of the seven
former RPBs were used in all cases as the main centres of activity while, in Northern
Ireland, telephone calls identified appropriate DoE(N1) and DAN1 contacts who were
willing to copy Requests to other relevant colleagues, For all functions, the aim was to
obtain a comprehensive picture of data use - see Progress Report W6/005/2.
Copies of the eight Information Requests are included as Appendix I. Discussions with
the Project Leader produced several useful suggestions which were taken on board before
producing final versions of the Requests. At the date of wliting (6 November), 68
responses had been received, and a message had been received from DoE(NI) that there
would be a one-week delay in the return of information from that organisation.

3.2
External data users/uses (AMB)
A visit had been made to Yorkshire Water Services in Bradford, following discussions in
North East Region of the Environment Ageticy about the importance of water p!cs as data
users. Contact had also been made with all three EA/SEPA offices where visits had taken
place (see Progress Report W6/005/2) to follow up with details of external data users.
Full notes for all this activity are given in Appendix II.

3.3
Informal talks at Institute of Hydrology
Informal discussions were held on a recent visit to the Institute of Hydrology with Martin
Lees and Telly Marsh of the National Water Archive. Both identified the national
importance of baseline monitoring, where accurate data could be obtained from index
catchments (preferably at sites with already long records). Climate change was identified
as an important reason for maintaining monito&g programmes at sites where arguably the
flow regime has aheady been well characterised by good, long records. Further
discussions may be held with M personnel on specific points.

4.

METHODS

OF EVALUATING

BENEFITS

Caera Nevin has been appointed as a Research Assistant to the project at Stirling
Universityfiom
1st October. In her tist month, she has been working with the literature
relevant to economic methods and begimiing an assessment of the value of each to the
R&D Progress Report W6/005/3
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project at hand. Progress to date is summaksed in the notes included as Appendix III;
these are to be regarded as working notesand report simply, on findings and thoughts to
date. This work has been undertaken under the general guidance of NDH, but Caera has.
also visited Dundee in order to discuss relevant literature and approached with ARB andMES.
CN has been in touch with Meg Postle, who was keen that Caera,should pay a visit to
Norwich to- discuss relevant work.with her-there. However. Meg has become heavily
involved with-a public-inquny, and is notnow likely to be.available until late November.
NDH has spent .a shortperiod-in the USA and has now returned, and will be able to be
more involved in Caera’s work meantime.

5.

LIAISON

ARB has been in contact with David Rylands (Project Leader) during the month,
principally on the subject of the,detail of the Information Requests. With these now
despatched, attention tumed to the proposed progress meeting provisionally scheduled for- ..
13th November: Various members of the Project Board would have had diEcultyGn
attending this meeting, and ARBsuggested that a meeting in-December might have moreto usefully discuss;. The option-for this meeting remains open
A weighty set of papers was received from Nigel Fawtmop (Project Proposer) during the
month; and was found to be of considerable .benefit to the literature review..

6.

STAJWING

As repolted above, Caera Nevinbegan work as a Research Assistant on the project at
Stirling University on 1 October. Mike.Steel officially ended employment-on the project
at the end of the month.

7.

FINANCE

The first invoice due under the main contract is now due, and will now be submitted .I
following production of the literature review.
Two monthly invoices have now been received from Sdotia Wates Selvices and have been
forwarded for payment by the Dundee-University Finance Office;
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In the month of November, work should advance on two fi-oms:
l
Analysis of Information Request returns, and
l
Development of methods for assessing data benefits.
The former item should be expedited quickly in order to inform the latter as soon as
possible.- .It-is-important-for-team members to note that.an absolute deadline exists for the
development of methods by the end of December, with a preferred approach to emerge
also by then or within the early part of January.
Contact with Project Board members may be useful in helping the development of
methods, perhaps in the context of a meeting.

9.

OTHER

ARB was given the opportunity to review a World Meteorological Organisation report
relevant to the subject of this report, for Circulation, the newsletter of the British
Hydrological Society. The opportunity was used to produce a short article which raises in
a ‘public’ forum some of the issues central to this project. It was felt inappropriate to
refer to this R&D project in the review, but it is hoped that the piece will be generally
constructive in raising awareness of relevant issues. The review is included as Appendix
Iv.
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APPENDIX I: INFORMATION
INFORMATION

REQUEST:

REOUEST FORMS.

Pollution control/discharge

consents

What hydrometric data do you use.- type of data and approx number of-stations

How are the hydrometric data used?

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?

If hydrometric data. collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurements:programme?

YES/NO
YESfNO~

If no.flow.data w-ere available for a given reach:of river,- wouldjyou
more restrictive consent than if flow-data were locally available?.

have to.issue a

If so; please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent based on
observed data and one based on-estimates (eg 25% reduction).

What % of the consents in your area are linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?

Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution?
If so, what % of the consents in your area are of this type; are real-time data used to.
assess available -dilution?
If‘ not, are there plans to do so in you-area?

Name:

Telephone:

Position:
Klt7d/.i’

pan’

Region!Area:
CYJpiL’S

10 m7j’

c’o//~c?~I~cs

wi7cJ

mav

nof

haW

received

n copy

of'fhis

reyucsl

please usereverse
of@m
and
lick
here
. . ..
__, _, _. _. .._.
._.
_._
_.. _.
Pleasereturn to: Mike Steel, Geography Department. L’niversity of Dundee, DUNDEE. DD I 3HN by 8/l l/96

..I t7~~~lirrlher

crjmmenls.y

-
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INFORMATION
REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water orders)
What hydrometric data do you use - type of data and approx number of stations

How are the hydrometric data used?

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?

If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
YEWNO
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
YES/NO

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?

If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence based on
observed data and one based on estimates’(eg 25% reduction).

Does the availability of data offer any benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systems and the reource? If so: what are these benefits?

Do you use real-time data at all? If so, how?

How do you consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements?
.........

..

..-

.. .. ... ........ ....... ...... ............................ ....................................................................................................................................

Name:

Telephone:

Position:
h~indlp paxv copies to

Region/Area:
~717~

colleaCyue.s who ma-v

I t~~~.Jtirfhw comm2ni.s~~ - please

not

use i-everse of’jbrm

haw

rccei~eri

ancl tick here

a copy cfihi.v request
_. _.

_. _. _._._. _._, _.

_,

_._. _._.

_.._

Pleasereturn to: Mike Steel, Geography hcpartment. University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/l l/96
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INFORMATION

REQUEST: Flood warning

Whtit data are needed for flood warning purposes (type of data, approx number of ”
stations)?

What is the minimum record,length required for a station to be useful in the setting-up
of a flood warning model?

Have new stations ever been established in your area purely for the creation of-a flood
warning model and,-if so: have any of these stations subsequently been added
permanently to;yow hydrometric network?

Hoti- are hydrometric data used for flood warning models?
(delete as.appropriate)As levels/As flows/Both
a>

b)

Using real-time data in a flood.waming model
Using real-time-data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please specify)

a
a

What is the average annual.economic savtig to the community which is thought,to
accrue from operation of the flood warning.system(s) in your area? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully
received;- 1-2 pey area maximum!)
How sensitive is your warning ,system(s) to g+ging- station data? For,example, what
would be the outcome of removing-,25% or 50% of the.network? If any-sensitivity
analysis has-been undertaken, please comment onthe relative importance of individual
stations (eg are some-supe,rfluous to model performance?).

:

If the hydrometry function were to be removed,-would the flood waming:function wish .I.:
to-assume responsibility for all current flood warning stations?
YES/NO
Would
from more stations if the network were extended?
YES/NO. .
. ........... .it....use
. .........data
.......__...................................................................................................................................................
Name: .:

Telephone:

Position:
Kind& passcopies
I17.!$trfker

Region/Area:
to any colleagues

cwmment.~.~

- please

use

MAO ntav not have received
reverse

oj+rtn

and

tick

here

a copy of thi.v reyue.ct
_,

_. _. _. _. _. _. _.

_. _.

_,_.

Pleasereturn to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DD I 3HN by 8/l l/96
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INFORMATION

REQUEST:

Flood defence

What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only (eg data up to 1 year ago)
Mix of historic and recent

q
q

How are hydrometric data used?

How would flood defence functions be attempted in the absence of any historic
hydrometric data?

Would Flood Defence use data from more stations if the network were extended?

How accurate do hydrometric data need to be for flood defence purposes, and how
accurate do estimated flood levels need to be?

What are the effects of lower accuracy hydrometric data (ie a cost/lost benefit)?

Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for flood
defence programmes and, if so, are copies available?

If the benefit of flood defence measures in your area were assessed as a nominal &lm
pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?

What hydrometric data do you require for channel maintenance and weed-clearing
work?

.__.._..._...__..........................,.......................
...._....._._._._.__.........................,....................................................,..................
_........ .. ......... .

Name:
Position:

Telephone:

-....-....

:

Region/Area :

Kindly pn.s.v copies to qv colleugue.~ who may not have received a cop-v of this request
.~It~~~j~rther comm~nt.s~~ - please use re\:erse q[form and tick here __,. .. .._.__._._..__
,_.____.._.__._.._.__.._.____.
Please return to. Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/l l/96
R&D Progress Report W6/005/3
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REQUEST: Freshwater

INFQRMATION

What hydrometric data are needed in yourfunction
stations)?

chemistry
(type of data, approx.nwnber. of

How are they used? :’

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?

If the hydrometric network in your area were reduced to the. lowest station in each
major catchment, hbw would this network serve your needs?

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?

Do you use hydrometric data for simulation purposes,. either- in real time or with
historic data?

What-% accuracy is required in.the data for your purposes; would-estimates suffice in
some places or do some uses demand observed data?

..-. .. ... .. .. ... . .... . .... .... .. . . .. . . . ... ._......__.___._._.......,...................................,.........................................................,..........
Name:
Telephone:
Position:
E\‘~ncl!~~ pass
1 /?,l~y.lrt/lL’r

Region/Area:
copies
iwm77L’t1t.\.:

to any

m~leap63

) - p1ea.w

wh
uvd xversc

may

not

offimn

have

received

aid

trek

I2ere

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University
R&D.?‘rogress

Repm W6/005/3
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a copy

0fthi.v

request

._............._................._........................................

of Dundee, DUNDEE,

DD I 4HN by S/I I /96

INF’OlXMATION

Freshwater

REQUEST:

Biology

What hydrometric data are needed in your function (type of data, approx number of
stations)?

How are they used?

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?

If the hydrometric network in your area were reduced to the lowest station in each
major catchment, how would this network serve your needs?

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?

Do you use hydrometric data for simulation purposes, either in real tirne~or with
historic data?

What % accuracy is required in the data for your purposes; would estimates suffice in
some places or do some uses demand observed data?

Name:

Telephone:

Position:
Klntlly

pass

Iri~*,~tirther

Region/Area:
wpiq
commeriis?

to atly

colleagues

- please

who

use revers6

ma!

trot base

:Lf’fi)rrn

recei\d

aticl

[id

a copy.
here

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University
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._. ._..

qf’this
_._.

reytresf
_.

___,._. ,_. ,_ ,__., ____._._. _.

of Dundee, DUNDEE.

DD 1 3HN by S/l l/96

INFORMATION

REQ~ST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and.Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of data, approx number of stations)?

How are they used?

Are any stations used more than-others; if so: which and why?

Would youuse hydrometric data from,more stations if the network were extended?

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?

If so, please provide details of usage -levels, call. charges, revenue (if possible).

If a navigation jhction
is sewed.
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?

-................-....
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.......---.................

N me: s.

Telephone:.

Position:
h~rtd(\~

paxs

I/7~~,/ilr/ker

RegidArea:
crtpiss

10 at?>’ col1engue.s

cw~7n7er7f.~~

) - please

use

n:l7c>
rewrse

rnav

no1 have

0 ffbrm

xccived

and

Lick

a copy
l7ere

_. ._.

oj’1hi.r

reyz~e.s~

.___.

._ ._. .._ _. .__ __

Please return to: Mike Steel. Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,
R&D Progress Report W6/005/3
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_.

DDI 1HN by 8/l l/96

INFORMATION

REQUEST:

Marine/estuary

survey

What hydrometric data do you use (data type, approx number of stations)?

How are the data used?

Do you have any requirements regarding the accuracy of hydrometric

data?

Do you ever have hydrometric data needs which cannot be met by the hydrometric
network (if so, please elaborate)?

Would you use hydrometric data from m&e stations if the network were extended?

Name:

Telephone:

Position:
Kindly pas copi

Region/Area:
lo sty collea~ws

who may not have received a copy o/‘this ?equzrl

Ir7~~~,Jtirths~
ronvnents~~ - please we reverse ofform and tick here _. _. _. _. _. _. _. .I _,_. _. _. _.
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96
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APPENDIX II: EXTERNAL
PROGRESS.

‘DATA

USES - NOTES‘ ON

NOTES FROM VISIT :TO YORKSHIRE WATER SERVICES
Ian Stevens - Water Supply

Direct

abstraction

*

YWS have, at present, 8 major-river intakes,.and at all of these the abstraction rate
is directly related to the flow in the river;
YWS have access to the’Agency telemetry network’(he thinks it is shared at these
8 sites?) and will typically access the systemthree times a day;
At present, all controls:are manually operated and the operatives access the .flows
directly from the Agency;
At all intakes the weir ‘is -the property of the Agency and;’ given legislative
requirements, he cannot see how the Agency would be allowed to control these 8
stations.
The Agency. also have one’ measmjng weir for compensation -flows from ‘a
headwater reservoir; flows are not .continually read -at this site, omy .-manual
observations are taken forregulatory purposes.

*
*
*

*

sites:

Use both historical ADFs from archived data, and real time data for updating
models that are currently in use on a daily time scale;
Data, are obtained from Richard Maxted and Mike Low;
The general Resource Model is updated on a very course interval,-say B-monthly,
and looks-at the Region as a whole as well as individual catchments;
The Emphasis is on modelling the system as a whole as a management tool for.
yield assessment;
Some .historic data are also used for.-FDC generation etc; and .for spell duration
events;
Jf no data were available, would have to ,rely on synthesised data derived from .: :
rainfall records;
At the weekly timescale they have to report on resource availability, current
stocks, flows, recharge rates etc;
The planning model is then run to determine the next weeks-operation, taking into ,.
account likely flows and demand; ..

R&D Progress Report W6/005/3
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*

*
*

0nly a small number of Agency sites are used for this weekly assessment - say 6 or
so:
In total, 12 or so stations are essential to YWS for their routine work in supply
management;
During times of stress there is increased co-operation with the Agency and data are
taken from a greater number of sites.

Ed Bramley, Environmental

Quality

Have no routine data requirements from the Agency, though they do work in collaboration
on specific projects relating to waste water quality and policy. Recent examples include:
;i:

*
Q
*

*

UPM studies - one in Sheffield and 1 in York - data requirements are:
Fishery surveys - flows needed to put survey results into perspective;
Ditto for biological ssurveys;
Time of travel studies of contaminants to potable supplies - almost 40 studies have
been carried out in recent years at different flow rates, all require extensive use of
Agency data;
Greater use has been made of the data during the recent dry spell.

In general, when YWS require flow data for water quality studies they will need intensive,
accurate data Corn the Agency stations, together with less intensive and less accurate data
f?om intermediate sites. If the Agency are unable to assist with this they have to
commission outside contractors to collect the data for them often using the Agency for
advice.

A WIDER

ASSESSMENT

OF EXTERNAL

DATA USERS

It has been recognised that significant use is made of hydrometric data by external
organisations or individuals. In order to ensure that this is Molly accounted for we have
approached the three Regions that were visited during the questionnaire development
phase.
The data requested/received

is as follows:

S&nmaly data requests have been obtained for
was chosen as it was felt that the requests often
and summer extremes. Amongst other details
address of requester, time taken to fulfil
(IntemallExtemal/S~TW). A total of over 1000

R&D Progress Report W6/005/3
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the past hydrological yeas; this timescale
came in pulses associated with the winter
the folms list date of request, name and
request and the category of user
requests were made during the year. We

are currently categorising. the requests in order to assess the. relative demands of the
external, users;,.one usefi&bonus is that it will also be possible .for us to breakdown the
internal users and quantify their demands on the data.

North Em t Region
Ridings Area of North East Region have been able to provide us-with ,a summary of data
requests for the period January 1995 to October 1996. The totals are as follows:
Internal users
External traders
Students

172 requests
46 1 requests
40 requests

This demonstrates the extensive use -of data that is made by external users. A more
detailed analysis has been carried out.on the requests made since March 1996.. The top
ten are asfollows:
Yorkshire Water
Calderdale MBC
Yorks Wildlife Trust
IoH.
Bradford MB C
Mott MacDonalds
Binnie & Co
Alter Power
Aspinwalls :
Acer Environmental

21
5
5
5.
4
4
4
3
3
3

From thisit is clear that one of the main groups-of external users are the major engitieering
consultancies. We are thus now beginning to focus on these in order to tly and assessthe.
merent uses and benefits-that they derive from the hydrometric data. For this we have
decided to-work closer-to home, drawing on the users of SEPA West.

SEPA WEST
We have requested the past.6 months data request foxns fiom.the SEPA- West office in
East Kilbride. These forms, of which there is one for-.-each data..request,. will provide’
details of the data user, address and.contact name; data requested, the use to which it was
to be put, the data. which was supplied and any supporting analysis or information. We
intend to. select a sample of these requests and .then approach the major.users to obtain
their perspective on the benefits that they derive,fiom the,hydrometric data. We hope to.
start the visits during the later part of November.
AMB

R&D.Progress

Report WG/OO5/3
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APPENDIX III
ECONOMIC METHODS - REVIEW OF METHODOLOGIES
Some working notes to promote discussion.

Part 1 - The Use of CBA Methodologies
Hydrometric
Data

to Evaluate

the Worth of

The value of streamflow data according to Cloke and Cordery is seen ‘in the reduction of
expected losses as a result of better decisions’ (Cloke & Cordery, 1993); decisions,
outlined in the review in relation to flood warning advice, the implementation of flood
mitigation measures, and the prevention of water pollution through the alleviation of low
flows and better understanding of flow patterns.
The difficulty in quantifying the benefits of data collection stem from the indirect and
thus ‘invisible’ nature of these benefits. Part 1 discusses the alternative approaches within
CBA to evaluate data, and in examining their advantages and shortcomings outlines the
most appropriate option under the indirect benefits of:

1.1. Flood Alleviation/Mitigation
Benefits
0 The calculation of damages averted with consideration of urban/rural catchment
differences.
l
The use of hedonic price methods to determine the benefits of flood alleviation
measures on housing prices within the affected catchment.
0 The use of contingent valuation [CVM]. to directly question floodplain residents on
their willingness to pay for the reduced risk of inundation. Also the use of CVM in
the context of putting a value on both use and non use benefits of increased recreation
facilities in terms of fishing days to fishermen, and other bankside recreationalists.
l
The application of the travel cost approach is also discussed in relation to such
recreational benefits.

1.2. Water Quality Improvement
- in terms of potable supplies [from surface and groundwater improvement], the impact of
improved water quality on quality and quantity of fish stocks, instream recreation uses
such as swimming and other water sports, and other non use.

1.3. Improvements

in the availability

of water supplies to floodplain

residents

The Relevan&PopulatiorzfoI- Accrual of Data Collection Benefits: In the discussion of
data benefits our population of interest throughout is described as the general public.

R&D Progress Report W6/005/3
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1.4. The,Transferability

of Benefits from Hydrometric

Data Collection

1.5 Allocating Use and,Non-use Benefits to Data Collection WithiliCBA
This paragraph suggests in theory the role of the data user mail questionnaires in
allocating the benefits of flood alleviation etc. to data collection;and the possibility of
utilising responses within a sensitivity.analysis.

Summary
Due to the fact that the value of,data overall is reflected in the reduction of expected
losses from better decisions (Cloke & Cordery, 1993), the review in part 2 focuses
specifically on economic. approaches adopted to value reduction of uncertainty in parallel
with, or in place of CBA,

Part 2 - The Existence of-Risk tind Uncertainty with Respect ,to :v
Environmental-Decision
Making and the Role of Hydrometric
Data
2.1. A Distinction Between Risk and Uncertainty:.
In respect to.the environment, decision making according. to Faucheux- and Froger will
always be in the context of complexity, irreversibility and uncertainty (Faucheux: &
Froger, 1995): Krzystofowicz appears to be in agreement specifically highlighting
forecasts concerning hydrometeorologic phenomena as ‘inherently uncertain’
(Krzytstofowicz, 1983). Dasgupta and Pearce, in project evaluation also classify
uncertainty in terms of its source in an attempt-to emphasise the need for modification to
the standard methodologies of CBA in order to incorporate this (Dasgupta & Pearce,
1972):
In’adopting a suitable economic approach to evaluate the worth of. hydrometric data,
however, it is important to distinguish between the terms risk and uncertainty. If
probabilities can be assigned to specific outcomes-the situation,is deemed risky, and if
consequences cannot be identified with any likelihood the situation is one of uncertainty.
(Dasgupta & Pearce, 1972). Fauchaux and Froger identify all-the interactions between
the economic system.and the environment as being under strong uncertainty, described as
a distribution of ‘non-additive probabilities and/or by a plurality of probability
distributions which are not fully reliable.’ (Fauchaux & Froger; 1995).

2.2. Dealing With Environmental
Uncertainty Within an Economic Fr’amework
Traditionally, several-approaches have been adopted in dealing with uncertainty,
summarised-by-Zerbe and Dively (Zerbe & Dively, 1994):
1. Ignore uncertainty. This is appropriate where it is-small, time span of importance is
short or where CBA is only a rough estimate.
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2. Reduce it to levels where it can be ignored. This may be achieved by gathering
additional data or more accurate information.
3. Recognise uncertainty and factor it into analysis, i.e. with the introduction of
sensitivity analysis, simulation or decision trees.
The second point of the above is of particular interest. While not ensuring its elimination
-the collection of-hydrometric data does reduce the level-of uncertainty.
In suggesting an approach which provides a more clear evaluation of the worth of
hydrometric data in this respect one should be able to identify the cases where it is cost
effective to invest the resources necessary to get a more precise picture of river flows, and
the other’cases where in fact it may be better to utilise existing data and address
remaining uncertainty through modelling etc.

2.3. The Use of Bayesian Decision Theory
Freeze et al. support risk reduction as the principal function of environmental data
collection in the proposition that data worth be assessed by comparing the cost of data
collection against the expected value of risk reduction relating to a specific project. This
they propose can be carried out using Bayesian decision theory (Freeze et al. 1992). In
Simpson’s 1987 review of methodologies for estimating the value of streamflow data,
Bayesian decision theory, in providing a method to ‘pool or update’ information is also
deemed superior to earlier methods, such as generating synthetic records through
identifying statistical distributions (Simpson et al. 1987).
2.3.1. The Suitability of Bayesian Decision Theory Within an Environmental Decision
Making Framework
On closer examination of the nature of both Bayesian methods and environmental
decision making it becomes apparent that, despite widespread application, they may be
somewhat incompatible for our framework.
A Bayesian approach requires three important ingredients to be effective:
1. A set of project specific design alternatives
2. Specific performance criterion/criteria
3. Parameter uncertainty.
Project specific design alternatives are compared, before collecting new data in a prior
analysis, and after collecting new data in a posterior analysis. Data worth is calculated as
the increase in the expected value of an objective ‘goal’ function [formulated in the
knowledge of probable outcomes] due to the availability of proposed additional
measurements (Freeze et al. 1992).
The ingredients outlined imply that the assignment of probabilities to established
outcomes is-justified, implying in turn, the existence of a risky situation, and not one
representative of environmental uncertainty, as discussed (Dasgupta & Pearce, 1972).
Bayesian theory is a traditional probability theory based on substantive rationality, yet
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Machina suggests that such: traditional theories of decision making may need to be
reversed, with the occurrence of different forms of uncertainty (IMachina, .I 987); perhaps
one of those forms being environmental uncertainty.
Aspects within reservoir storage design and flood frequency prediction inhibiting the
assignment of outcomelprobabilities, which may thus inhibit the use of Bayes are outlined
(Klemes, 1977 & Davey, 1989 ).

2.4: Evaluating Additional Data Through its Relationship with Error Reduction
In response to McMahon and Cronin ‘marginal economic analysis’ which I outline,
however, Adeloye has commented that it is not correct to assume the error relating to
reservoir capacity design could be made equal to that of any one streamflow parameter
which determines it, since these are larger in comparison to the sampling errors of the
parameters themselves (Adeloye, 1990). This stems from Adeloye’s finding that when
the length of data record was increased fourfold, the temporal error was only reduced by
50%; and with an eight fold increase the error was reduced by,a factor of 2.8.
As early as 1965 Linsley also identified that cost savings could not be related in a linear
fashion to data accuracy.
Overall Cloke-and Cordery in 1993 found that the benefit cost ratio -in relation to
reservoir storage design depended 0n.a number,of factors:
1. The amount of,existing data
2. The number of sites at which data are to be collected
3. The adopted discount rate.
The only methodological solution to deal with such uncertainty was deemed by Adeloye
to be the use of rMonte Carlo simulation (Adeloye, 1990) involving the.production of a
large number of ‘equally likely? synthetic time series of streamflow data and the.analysis
of each flow parameter to determine, ‘its distribution and other statistical’ parameters.-

2.5;’ Alternative -Methods to CBA for Evaluating the,Worth of Hydrometric Data
l
Multiattribute Utility Theory
* Qualitative Multicriteria Evaluation
I am currently waiting for material [expected early next week] relating to what will be a
short discussion of the advantages/disadvantages of these alternative approaches, as
suggested by Meg Pestle..

3.0:.Data Collection, Uncertainty and the Appropriate Discount Rate
This includes a paragraph of discussion of the issues surrounding whether within CBA
and hydrometric data the discount.rate should be adjusted in an attempt to account for
uncertainty. -NDH to contribute.
CN 011196~~~
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APPENDIX IV REVIEW FOR CIRCULATIOiV
W 0 Thomas: Jr (1994) An overview of selected techniques for analysing surfacewater data networks. WMO Operational Hydrology Report No 41, WMO-No 806,3Op.
The issue of this WMO report is timely for hydrometricians in the UK. It describes and
reviews methods for .assessing surface-water .gauging networks in terms of assessing
station locations, data type and frequency, and optimum record length. In a climate of
increasing emphasis on the justification of resource expenditure, it therefore provides
useful reading.
An early chapter focuses on data requirements - who wants what data, why, to what
accuracy, how often, how long for and when? A point-rating scheme is presented which
allows the network manager to assess the value of data being generated at any site,
although this is subjective. One thoughtful inclusion is an assessment of the economic
value of water in a watercourse, which feeds through into an assessment of the value of
the data.
Some alternative methods of providing streamflow data are considered, extending beyond
normal UK practices, eg crest-stage ‘stations’ maintained only in order to measure the
stage of the annual maximum flood. Flow-routing, regression techniques and catchment
models are all discussed as options which should always be explored as alternatives to the
costly process of collecting data in the field. For networks which are considered to be
appropriate for future needs, a ‘travelling hydrographer’ program is described. This
allows the available gauging effort to be directed at minimising uncertainty in the
network data, using uncertainty functions, travel and station running costs.
By far the most rigorous chapter is ‘Analysing the regional hydrology network’. Using
examples from Canada and the US, and drawing on his own experience, the author
considers the lengths of record necessary to define at-station flow parameters to a given
accuracy, and the regional gauging densities necessary to limit sampling errors in relation
to future information needs at ungauged sites. By introducing station operation costs in a
mathematical framework, the value of individual sites in reducing sampling error, over
given planning horizons, can be assessed.
The report makes the important distinction between stations operated for water resource
management purposes and those operated as part of a regional information-gathering
system. In practice this distinction is often blurred but, nonetheless, network managers
must strive to maximise the information value of their monitoring activities. The report
provides some useful tools to aid that process, particularly in devising gauging strategies
and assessing the theoretical sampling error-reduction benefit of continued station
operation. However, it is of limited value for application to networks where real-time or
recent data are drawn from many stations, often for a range of resource management
functions. It also fails to recognise the importance of ongoing data collection where
climate or land-use change may markedly alter future streamflow characteristics.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report describes progress made on the project during November 1996. ‘Four main
activities are to.be reported:
l
Analysis of information request responses by Ceara Nevin(CN) at Stirling University
l
An assessment by CN of approaches to environmental decision-making, data collection-.
and cost benefit analyses in relation to this project, under guidance. of Nick Hanley
WH)
l
Information-gathering by .Tony Bennett @MB) at Scotia Water Services, in relationto
benefits accrued by external data-users
l
A meeting of all project staff to discuss approaches to assessing.benefits

2.

INFOR.MATION

REQUEST RESPONSES

Approximately IO0 responses have now.been received from the respective agencies for
England & Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.- In individual data-user categories, the.
numbers of responses varied from 7 to 17: consensus responses were therefore possible
(though not always found) for each question from each-category of user.
Analysis has been performed by producing coding. sheets for each category of request
(ARB and AMB). These sheets listed the main categories of response for each question,
based on the responses received by early November: :-All responses were then passed td: ‘CN at Stirling, who then entered the infom&ion received into spreadsheet files for each
category of response. Frequency counts and cross-tabulations have been produced for. all,:<,categories of response, and late receipts (after the given deadline of 8 November) have
also been added to the database.
Several of the questions asked were common to several (if not alI) of the categories of
data request, eg ‘what data types do you use”, ‘How do you use hydrometric data”.
Wherever possible, data fi-om these questions have been merged in order to produce a
broader view of the relative levels of use in different functions and for different types of
data.
It was also noticeable’that, despite asking questions directed specifically at the activities of
individual.fimctions of the various agencies, responses often overlapped in terms of
describing&e activities which used hydrometric data: Perhaps.this should have been
expected; it does provide some-useful feedback in terms of what: are the main data-using :
fbnctions.at least in terms broadly ofthe amount of staff effort expended in each. Again,
responses have been-merged in order to give an overview of overall frequency with which
various fiuxtions use hydrometric data.
One disappointing aspect of the responses was that very little information-was
forthcoming regarding economic.benefits of using hydrometric data.. One.use&l. piece was- ‘.
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information was received from Anglian Region regarding the value of water in storage for
supply purposes and the benefits of having available accurate streamfJow data. However,
no other response at the time of writing was so specific. This will have a limiting effect on
using the responses in the development of methods for assessing data benefit.
Notwithstanding the above, it is felt that the numbers of responses received does allow a
comprehensive picture of hydrometric data use to be established. Full results of the
analysis of these responses will be provided in the December Progress Report.
With what is presumed to be the great majority of responses now received, this seems to
be the appropriate time to acknowledge the stafl’ of the UK environmental agencies. Many
staff went out of their way to provide information beyond the direct requirements of the
questions, and this has all been found to be usefLl in building towards a comprehensive
picture of hydrometric data use in the UK

3.

EXTERNAL

DATA

USAGE

AMB has been pursuing this aspect of the study with personnel in the three environmental
agency offices visited in the early stages of the project (Environment Agency Midlands
Region, Ridings Area and SEPA West Region). To date, preliminary analysis has been
done for data received from Midlands Region, and work is in hand to undertake detailed
analysis for all three. From all three sources, information is being supplied regarding the
total volume of hydrometric data requests, and the sources of those requests A basic
breakdown of the Midlands data is as follows:
Internal requests
Total (ini: rainfall)
Total (excl rainfall)

Number
519
425

% of total
46
48

External requests
Total (inc rainfall)
606
Total (excl rainfall)
456
Midland Region hydrometric data requests August 1995 - September 1996

54
52

Breaking down the external non-rainfall requests, the following frequencies have been
found for six main categories:
Category
Schools/Universities
Consultancies
Severn Trent Water
Other companies (insurance,
planning etc)
Institute of Hydrology
Others
Origin of external non-rainfalll
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Number
172
153
37
31

% of total
38
34
8
7

11
52

2
11

requests
2

It should be noted that some intemal,data.requests are likely to be for the benefit of
external users, so external data usage may account for more than the 54% -of total requests
identified in the upper table. Note also that this-analysis makes no distinction between
large and small data requests.. Results of these analyses are being passed direct to Stirling.:
University.

4.

METHODSOF
ECONOMICS’

EVALUATING

BENEFITS -

CN has spent much of the past month engaged in a review of approaches.to environmental
decision making, data collection and cost-benefit analysis which are relevant to the
objectives of this-study. This has resulted in an extensive document being produced, and
this is now with NDH for the purposes of some fine-tuning.
The review complements the more hydrologically-driven literature review completed at
Dundee by Mike;Steel, and is now informing work being catried~out on detailing the
methodswhich could be used to evaluate the benefits of hydrometric data. With the lack
of economic data.emerging from-the information requests to environmental agency offices,.
the ultimate challenge of the project remains d.ifElci& but some progress is being made i
regarding approaches to this.- NDH is currently working on this aspect of the project,
using those empirical bases which can viably be identified, and is in regular contact.with ...
ARR to maintain dialogue on this-critical aspect. The December Progress Report will
outline in detail the methods of evaluating benefits which can be used, and the January (6month) Progress Report will bring together alI aspects of the report which have been
reported to date, and indicate the’ preferred approach to be,adopted.

5.

METHODS OF EVALUATING
STRATEGIES

BENEFITS i

A team meeting was held in Stirling on 13 November to discuss progress made in various
parts of the programme, and to identify routes to.explore further. A consensus emerged :.
that different treatments of the subject.of assessing benefit were appropriate at Merent.
scales. Where the gauging density over a wide area was in question, it would be
appropriate to take an economic viewpoint and consider all the main aspects of data
benefit; these could,then be related to data costs over the-same area. However, at a local
scale, the consensus was that hydrological considerationsshould prevail, in terms of the.
capture of information How much information does any one:gauge which is not available.
(in essence) from another? Whilethese ideas are expressed only broadly, they may form
the basis of a preferred approach as our deliberations continue.
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6.

LIAISON

A meeting on Bed mobility in flooded river systems (AM) and River flow measurement
(PM) was organised by IAHR to be held in Wallingford on 3 December. AMB expects to
attend this meeting and engage in discussion with some of the speakers in the afternoon
session.

7.

STAFFING

Ceara Nevin’s contract is due to expire on 14 December, by which time much of the work
on formulating concepts for evaluating data benefits should be complete.

8.

FINANCE

An invoice for the first quarter’s work on the project was due to be issued by Dundee
University to the Environment Agency on 2 December. Invoices have been received corn
Stirling Uni-versity and Scotia Water Services and have been authorised for payment.

9.

WORKPLAN

The working month of December will be short, on account of the Christmas break.
Nonetheless, it is hoped that by the end of the month, it will be possible to report the
views of the team on how the benefits of hydromettic data might best be expressed. A
meeting has been scheduled for December 13 in Stirling to discuss this, allowing time for
reporting activities before month-end. The December Progress report will also include the
results of the review described above in Section 4.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With&e submission ofthis.l?rogress Report, three important.reports have been completed
and the-project has now moved much .closer to its mid-way stage. The three reports are
included as appendices:
Appendix I: Analysis and-interpretation of hydrometric data questionnaires;
Appendix ..II:~-. Benefit .estimation methbds for hydrometric data;
Appendix’ III: Alternative methodological approaches to representing the economic:
benefits of hydrometric data.
Appendix-1 reports on the range of applications of hydrometric data in the environment
agencies, attitudes towards assessing their value by agency sta& and key.items of
information which offer potential in the,development of methods for benefit assessment
(and see Section 2). In -Appendix II ( summarised in Section 4. l), a review of existing
methods for estimating benefits is presented, extending the scope of the original literature.
review. This then allows the development of a-more fimdamentalreview-(AppendixIII
and see Section 4.2), whichidentifies three broad approachesto evaluating-hydrometric
data benefits. A preference for an approximate cost-benefit analysis approach-is
expressed.
In Section 3;‘some comments onbenefit assessment from consulting engineers are
reported. Work continues in thisarea but,.as yet, little usable data has become available.
The work. completed to date now gives a much more- complete picture of-the possibilities
for evaluating benefits than was available a month ago. A preferred approach has been .’
identified from a range ofthree viable possibilities, and gives an indication of how an..
operational method of benefit assessment,might be.developed. However, there have .been
some disappointments. The questionnairesurvey of agency personnel has produced an
encouraging volume of re.sponse, with considerable breadthin the range of data benefits,
but surprisingly little quantitative benefit in!&mation which could be used in the.
development of general models, -:Also, the literature, despite a burgeoning of interest in.
the application of economic ideas to this general subject, lacks any attempt to provide a
framework in which overall assessments of benefit might be made. TlCProgress Report ‘.
presents the results- of a considerable amount of recent effort on the.project, and gives our.
latest assessment on how,such a framework might-be produced to satisfy the requirements
in the UK for this type of tiormation. .,The six-month.Frogress Report due, at the end of
January 1997 will be used to develop these ideas fiu-ther, prior to the Project Board
meeting.
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2.

INFORMATION

REQUESTS

Analysis of the completed information requests (referred to elsewhere as questionnaires) is
now complete. One hundred and forty-one completed requests were received in time for
analysis, and a full report on this is included as Appendix I to this report.
Some early comments on the responses to the various questions were presented in
Progress Report W61005/4 (Section 2). While Appendix I presents a detailed analysis of
the responses~rinder a number of related headings, a broa-d summary of f3ndings is given
here, addressing specifically the question of how these findings aid the formulation of a
method for evaluating the benefits of hydrometric data collection.

Key findings from Appendix I: Analysis and Interpretation
Questionnaires

of Hydrometric

Data

The role of hydrometric data varies considerably from one agency function to another.’ In
some, it appears to be a primary input to the function, eg in the operation of flood warning
systems, Riverline telephone services and in the operation of variable abstraction licenses.
None of these functions could operate without the provision of appropriate hydrometric
data. In other functions, however, the role of hydrometric data is much less clear in the
overall exercise of the fimction. For example, in the design of flood defences, river flow
or level records will be used according to availability. Practically any additional data
would be of value to the design process, but the design w%llbe undertaken no matter how
much or how little the available data. Another example is in pollution control (say for the
assessment of a consent application) - hydrometric data will be used whenever available
and fit for the purpose but, in the absence of any data, estimation techniques will be used
as an alternative, and the hydrometric data are only one part of the function. The
responses indicate that the valuation of hydrometric data benefits is limited by an imprecise
understanding of the relationship between the provision of data and the execution of the
various agency functions, irrespective of any difliculties in quantifying the economic value
of the functions themselves.
The responses indicate that agency fimctions may result in multiple benefits, each of which
may be related to an economic benefit. Figure 1 in Appendix I provides an example
relating to abstraction licensing, for which the provision of data was linked by respondents
to benefits in terms of
habitat improvement scheme planning,
alleviation of low flows,
drought monitoring,
(more.jacc.urate estimation of f&me flows, and
managing- water transfer schemes.
Note that this list is not exhaustive, but specifies only those benefits identified in
responses.
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Respondents indicated that some stations were used for more purposes that others, Table
6 of Appendix 1 giving details for Fisheries & Conservation; Freshwater
Biology/Chemistry and Marine/Estuary Science. Interviews with pollution control and ,:,.
abstraction licensing sta&.however, indicated-that data use could be expected from all
stations in a network. In an overall assessment of benefit, these variations in the level of
data use add to the complexities of variations inbenefit associated with different functions
which, in turn, vary on a-geographical basis.
Some,aspects of theresponses do point to the possibility.of quantitative economic benefit
assessments. Respondents indicated in many cases that where8hydrometric data were not
available, licensing and consent applications must be restrictive, and this will have
economic ramifications for the industrial, commercial or agricultural activities in question.
No.generalru.les can be expected to offer accurate valuations, but there may be scope for
the development of some guidelines. Applicability will be limited by the lack of licensing
legislation in Scotland.
Some estimates of benefit value were available for flood waming,~though these were
provided only from three-Regions in England and-showed a considerable range. -Of all the
agency functions, this currently offers the best (most direct) prospect of quantitatively.
assessingbenefits, although the distinction between value of fimction and value of data
remains to be addressed. Flood~warning responses suggest that a reduction of data
availability would impact sharply on benefits: though perhaps not least in terms of the
effort required to modify warning systems to operate without.g&en data streams.
Two &al observations from the -responses are that most functions wouldvalue the
availability of more data, and that data ‘requirements’ (in an optimum sense).in terms of I
data accuracy and periods of record are highly variable: they depend on the chtiacteristics
of individual projects.
The analysis of responses promotes the view that there are limited opportunities for ‘.
quantitative benefit assessment. .-A framework approachis recommended - see Appendix2
to this Progress Report.- While there does appear to be scope for using economic data in
the case of flood warning-systems, possibilities are much more limited in respect of other
functions.. Specially commissioned, studies would be required to provide empirical
economic data by’which procedures might be formulated for the routine assessment.of
benefits from single monitoring sites or networks. Progress in identifying methods for ’
assessingbenefits is reported in Appendix 3.

Summary of benefits identified

:

One of the objectives of the information request survey was to assessthe diversity of
benefits identified by officers in various agency functions. Appendix 1 refers to the
overlap of responses from various functions. It is hoped to produce a summary table ’
indicating the main groupings, and all identified uses within each, from the.questionnaire
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results. At the time of writing, however, some difIiculty was being experienced in
condensing the available information; this will be held over until Progress Report
W6/005/6.

3.

EXTERNAL

DATA USAGE

Tony Bennett continues work in this aspect of the project. Discussions have been held
with two major data users. In both cases, the view was expressed that it is virtually
impossible to value data within the context of major (engineering) projects. This might in
part reflect a feeling that, Corn the point of view of a consultant, adequate resources could
never be justXed to assessthe value of data: the priority is always to achieve the aims of
the project. However, the view was also expressed that the level of data availability was
important in ‘increasing confidence” in design estimates, though an element of risk would
always be present, and the reduction of risk was not qua&fled by these practitioners.
Tony will persist with this line of enquiry by discussing matters with directors and highlevel managers within these consultancies and others in Glasgow, typically discussing
drainage, road and bridge schemes. The hope is that at higher levels of management and
with more experienced personnel, at least some approximate estimates ofvalue may be
obtained; ideally this may involve an assessment of the benefit of changes in design
resulting from improved data availability. It is encouraging that one senior consultant has
suggested that ifan evaluation of data benefits were to be included at the outset, as part of
the brief for a design exercise, it may then be possible to produce some well-reasoned
values.

4.

METHODS

OF EVALUATING

BENEFITS

Two major pieces of work on methods of evaluating benefits have been completed this
month. The 6rst is a literature-based review of economic methods for quantifying
benefits, and the second builds on the first and outlines a series of alternative approaches
to representing benefits - ie a broader conceptual treatment.

4.1

Benefit Estimation Methods For Hydrometric

Data - Appendix

Kt

This is an extensive review of the various economic methods which have been used in
attempting quantification ofbenefits. It is based on a large body of literature (a long
reference list is included) and, to some extent, abstracts from and builds onto the earlier,
hydrologically-based literature review included with Progress Report W6/005/3.
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Three parts deal respectively witi Detailed.approaches to CBA, General-approaches to
CBA, and Valuing the-‘hydrometric data collection network.- In the detailed and general
approaches to CBA, problems arise in relation to project-specific valuations, thus.
precludingthe possibility of develop general methods-in this study... Benefit transfer offers
a means of overcoming this difEculty, .although approximations for various benefits will-be
required. The part dealing with valuation approaches includes a less economically I..
rigorous approach, which could be pursued if some .of the difliculties relating to the more
formal economic methods were deemed to be insurmountable.~
This review provides an authoritative statement. on the various methods which can be used
to assessbenefits, and has been used - along with Appendix I - as the‘basis for an
assessment of the merits of using various approaches to evaluating benefits. This
assessment.is presented here as Appendix~III and is discussed immediately below.

4.2

Alternative-Methodological
Benefits of Hydrometric

Approaches to Representing.the.Economic:
Data - Appendix IllI. ‘.

This review, by Nick Hartley, sets out concisely a position on the pivotal question of how
benefits are to be assessed.::-At its heart, three approaches are-considered:
An approximate CBA approach..
A scoring approach.
A multi-criteria analysis approach
- note that this list difbers from the three sections of AppendXI.Mn
approximate CBA.
approach is identfied as the preferred option. All three options are considered to be
viable, but only the first offers the opportunity.to assessbenefit in fit&economic terms - a
goal which is central to the purpose of the project. While the other approaches would
allow assessments of relative worth to be made, only this approximate CBA approach can
truly approach the goal of being able to generate benefit data which could,then be -’
compared with data generation costs.
However, in order to be able to do this,.a number of obstacles must be overcome. These
are detailed in Section 5 of Appendi%ItI but, .despite these, the preferred approach is to
make a commitment to this approach (on the basis of its superior potential) and see how
best the identified difficulties can,be addressed in the context of two case studies. No
guarantee can be made regarding the outcome of this process but, ifthe primary objective
is to generate economic benefits, then this path must be followed. This choice must
clearly be discussed in the scheduled February Project Board meeting,. and agreement be
reached with the Board regarding how the second phase of the project is to be undertaken.
If an approximate CBA approach is to be developed, there will be a need for some
empirical benefit data for a.number of benefits. .Appendix III indicates the need to derixre
base values and length-of-record and local weightings, and it is proposed that special
exploratory work would be required in order to obtain these. The preferred context is to
focus on two selected catchment areas, and obtain empirical benefit. data for. these.
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Neither the literature nor the results of the questionnaire survey have been able to provide
a suitable foundation for making general benefit assessments, although reported
approaches to case-specific assessments have been numerous. Such work would therefore
require an additional input of effort above that outlined at the tender stage: this would
have financial implications and would probably require some modest lengthening of the
original timetable, perhaps by a month. An initial estimate would be that two months’
time of a research assistant would be required, under the supervision of Nick Hanley.

5.

STAFFING

Ceara Nevin completed work on the project at Stirling University on 14 December, and
has been thanked for excellent work in relation to the methods of assessing benefits and
analysis of the information request responses.

6.

WORKPLAN

For the end of January, a B-month Progress Report wti be produced, consolidating all
work carried out in the first phase of the project, and incorporating all outputs produced
thus far. A complete statement will be made to indicate how the team believes work
should progress in the second phase, thus provming the basis for discussions with the
Project Board. There will also be provided the format and contents of aT1R&D Note, this
to be the responsibility of ARB in consultation with both collaborators.
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APPENDIX I
Analvsis and Interpretation

of Hvdrometric

Data Questionnaires

Development of questionnaires. rationale and sampling technique
In order to define the nature of current hydrometric data collectionactivities
agency within the UK a postal self completion questionnaire was developed
environment agency personnel in the functions shown in Table 1.

by the environment
and sent to key

Sample Size and Response Rate: h-r total a sample of 241 questionnaires. were despatched tailored to
ascertain. the situationwith
regard to -nine agency functions, actual numbers to each function outlined : :
in table .l. ‘One hundred and thirty eight responses were received intime for analysis. This response
rate of 58% is particularly high for a postal questionnaire, responses using this technique generally
averaging under 10%.

Table 1: Breakdown

of Agency Functions to Which Ouestionnaires

Agency function
Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries & Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Freshwater Biology
Freshwater Chemistry
Marine/Estuary
Studies
Pollution Control
Water Resource,Management

Sample no.
26
33
33
26
33
33
33.
33
17

were Sent

No. of respondents
18
19
19
17
14
7
10
19
18”

. .
‘F the hlgner response rate IS a result ot a request by us that questronnaires be COI zd within the agency to
personnel who may not have received their own.
The following brief report outlines questionnaire,responses
received overall and specifically in
relation to function area. Essentially discussion focuses on a number of -issues referred to during the
literature review and CBA methodology report:
1. The specific uses of data and associated benefits [as identified/unidentified
in thetliterature.
review] of hydrometric data.collection according to EA personnel..:’
2. The potential benefits if any in extending the network:
3. The difficulties in defining an approach to linking data types with data-use benefits.
4. The importance of.real-time data collection in addition to historic data.
3. .The predicted effects of extending or reducing the hydrometric data network;
6. The current awareness of EA personnel of the economic value of hydrometric data.
7. The contribution of questionnaire responses to the development of an economic framework similar
to that of Davar & Brimley in the CBA methods section for hydrometric data evaluation within the
UK

Section ~1- Specific Data Types Required bv‘Agencv Functions and Relevant Uses
1.11 Data Tvpes Required
The two principal categories of data collected were those on river flows and water levels, the percentage
withineach function using these indicated in table 2.
The largest proportion of cases within any one function using averaged daily flow was
57% within freshwater chemistry, pollution control also exhibiting a substantial amount, at 4"Yo.

Percentile measures (P&l) are also required in many situations for pollution control, in addition to
abstraction licensing functions which also showed the greatest proportion of cases demanding
instantaneous flows (AIF). These possibly indicate the more precise nature of information required
in the determination
and enforcement of abstraction licences and pollution consents. This is in
contrast to water resources management where 67% of cases specified only mean annual flows
(MAP), 80% overall referring to general flows (Uns.), with the specific need for daily flows referred
to by only 16%. With regard to flood warning 84% of cases referred to only general flows.

Table 2: Percentazeof
Function

cases under each function stating a requirement

Type

for snecific data set

River Flows

TidelWater

Levels & Climate
1

Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries & Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Freshwater Biology
’
Freshwater Chemistry
LMarinelEstuary Studies
Pollution Control
Water Resources’Mgmt.

ADF
22
11
0
0
7
57
20
42
13

MAF
6
5
0
0
29
,57
10
26
67

22
0
0
0
7
14
0
37
7

50
58
a4
0
50
43
70
37
80

72
53
89
0
21
29
10
11
73

Rain
61
16
47
0
0
29
50
26
73

GW
39
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
60

Tide
6
0
21
0
0
0
10
0
13

As could be expected the measurement of both river (Wtr.) and rainfall (rain) levels is cited as
essential to flood warning. Water resources management, abstraction licensing and fisheries and
conservation also appeared from responses to rely‘on such data. Groundwater data (GW) is less
essential overall, however in relation to water resource management and abstraction, is considered
necessary in 60% and 39% of cases respectively.

1.2. Use of Data Types bv Function
To facilitate the examination of data use tables 3.1-3.3 break down individual uses into sections.
Hydrometric data appears to have a key role across the functions in relation to the monitoring
of low flow situations (oplw/risWdrgt),
a role particularly emphasised with regard to water resources
management and freshwater chemistry.
In relation to estuarinelmarine
management data is used in
only 20%, 20% and 10% of cases for determining currents within the estuary (estc), ecoIogica1
conditions (estec), and salinity (estsl) respectively. This perhaps signifies the low level use of
hydrometric data for this function overall. Where pollution reiated uses of data are considered the
determination
of pollution loadings (load) is most widespread.

APPENDIX I: ANNEXE I
Abbreviations

Within

Tables Which

Require

Further

Table 2: Percentage of cases under each function stating a requirement
ADF
Average Daily Flow
MAF
Mean &nual ?low
AIF
Instantaneous Flow
FDC
Flow Duration Curve.
P&l:
Percentile measures i.e. Qw, QS
Uris.
Unspecified Flows
wtr.
.Water levels
Rain
Rainfall levels.
GW
Ground Water levels
Tide
Tides
MCS.
Climate data / data for Morecs

Explanation
for specific data set

Table 3.1: Percentage of cases under each function specifvine data uses
oplw.
Monitoring
of low flows
Risk
Assessment of.low/high flow risks
Drought monitoring / operations planning
drgt.
estc.
Estuary current determination. .:
Estec.
Determination
of ecological conditions
Estsl.
Determination
of salinity,:
Cons.
Determination
and enforcement of consents
Nut
Determination-of
nutrient budgets
load.
Calculation of pollution loadingtrade
Analysis of trade effluents
*
trav.
Determination
of pollutant travel times

Table 3 2:. Percentage of cases under each function specifying data uses
Flood defence
j7dwn
Flood warning
rtpr
Report purposes
tmpk
Flood time to peak estimation
mdl
Modelling
able
Abstraction licensing and enforcement
Flfll
Determination
of suitable flows for fish migration
pldil
Calculation,of
dilution factors for pollutants
ecim
Edological impact assessment
j7l.w
Fish surveys
chnl
Channel. bank work

f&f

Table 3.3: Percentage of cases under each function specifvirz
. : --Provision.of background information
Bckg
inqrs
Resolution of issues at inquiries
desn
Design of new stations
pbinf
Provision of information to the public-,
Plan
Planning of fieldwork
trend
Analysis of trends
Qlsm
Specific water quality sampling

certain general data uses

Table 3.3: Percentaue of cases under each function specifying
Function

Type

Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries &
Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Freshwater Biology
Freshwater Chemistry
Marine/Estuary
Studies
PoIIution Control
Water Resources
Mgmt.

certain general data uses

-

T
Bckg
6
0

inqrs

Ge!neraEU ‘ses

‘1

17
0

desn
0
0

11
11

trend
0
5

IOlsm
0
0

0
16

0
18
14
0
10

0
0
0
0
20

0
29
0
0
0

0
0.
0
14
0

0
0
29
29
0

0
0
0
14
10

0
36
43
0

5
40

5
0

0
0

0
27

0
33

5
7

0
0

Plan

1

0

What could be considered the more general uses of data, see list of abbreviations (Annex l), illustrated
in table 3.3 are most common in relation to water resource management functions. Among these uses
however the utilisation of data in the provision of background information, for reporting purposes and in
planning fieldwork in-stream was identified for several areas.
The results in tables 2 & 3.1-3.3. highlight early in the analysis potentially what is a great difficulty in
finking the monetary value of data use benefits to the collection of particular data sets. For example,
in table 2 average daily flow data is recorded as necessary in relation to seven different Environment
Agency functions in total, and in table 3.1. up to six different functions make use of data in relation to
pollution.
We are informed thus that data is necessary and in use but how important or necessary one
data type is to one function relative to any other can only be estimated in a qualitative manner. The
common use of data across functions has further implications should there be a rationalisation
of the
network, a point discussed in detail in section 3. The removal of collection facilities for just one data
type would have effects across many Environment
Agency functions.

Section 2 - The Value of Real-time

and Historic

Data

Environment Agency specialists for each function were questioned with respect to their use of both realtime (real) and historic (H&t) hydrometric data. The responses in this section have potential relevance
in the future if rationalisation
of the network were to be considered and decisions continued on the
basis of simulation using historic data only. For example, if pollution control benefits could equally
be expected with the sole use of historic hydrometric data (Hist), the costs of real-time data collection
could be avoided and in turn a greater benefit cost ratio produced.
Table 1: The nature of data collected for Certain AEencv Functions
Functions

Flood defence
Freshwater biology
Water resource mgmt.

Nature

80th
100
71
13

of Data

Real : .:Hist.
0
0
14
7
0
73

Simulation

nofit
0
7
0

general
0
14
0

rea L -i- .hist
0
36
29

historic
0
29
14

Across these three functions real-time data alone (real), and in conjunction with historic data appears to
play the greatest role currently, only a small proportion of cases with respect to freshwater brology
operating on historic data alone 14%.

5-4

The use of both real-time and historic data in simulation was examined in relation to freshwater.
biology and chemistry in table 4 and where it was carried out most often took advantage of both realtime and historic data, i.e. in 36% and 29% of cases, historical data alone accounting for simulation in
29% and 14% respectively.

Table 5: The use of realtime

data in flood warnine

Ftinctionmodel+
ofj’icer

Realtime Data
ojjker

58

Flood Warning

-dent
know
5

31

Where the responsibility is flood warning, in the majority of cases i.e. 58%, real-time data has a dual
purpose, in modelling (model) and to inform flood warning officers (officer). In relation to
abstraction licensing, in only one situation was it specified that real data was.not used. The specific
aspects to which it contributed varied among abstraction licence determination
and enforcement,
drought and low flow monitoring, and estimating future flows;
It is the widespread nature of real-time data use which is important as it confirms its
contribution to a number of benefits, e.g. within- just one agency function, figure 1.

Figure 1: Contribution

Real-time
data

of real-time data withiri abstraction licensin,

..:
^___*

Effective
abstraction-licensing
control

&

Habitat improvement
scheme planning:
Alleviation
of low flows.
Drought monitoring.
Accurate estimation of future flows.
Managing-water transfer schemes.

Section 3 - The possible effect on existing benefits of reducing/extending
the network
In both the literature review (included with Progress.report W6/005/3) and the report on CBA
methodologies-(Appendix
II to.this Progress Report), benefits have been considered with the assumption
of an existing or ‘complete’ network:. There is a possibility however that changes may occur within the
network,- reducing or extending activities. Considering this possibility the questionnaires set out to
examine the qualitative effect of such changes on existing benefits, if any. If for example a reduced
network had no effect on benefits; then a reduction could be-advised ensuring lower costs, stable
benefits and in turn a hi&er benefit cost ratio.
Table 6: Current network-situation in relation to fisheries & conservation: freshwater biolo,my,
freshwater chemistry and marine/estuary management
Function

Use of Stations
i Certain
Reasons

Fisheries & Cdnservation .’

I

74

1

’ Riverline
Prevent poaching
Location of stn e.g. downstream
, Assess fishing conditions.

from releases.

1

Where fish is counted.
I At
main abstraction points.
Areas of heavy floodplain use.
Freshwater Biology

29

Assessment of metals load.
Ecologically acceptable flow assessment.
Rivers susceptible to low flows.
Stations used for biological monitor+g.
Representative sites.

Freshwater Chemistry

43

At bottom of catchment/proximity

Marine/estuary

0

n/a

to estuary.

3.1. The Current Situation
Under the functions of fisheries & conservation, freshwater biology and freshwater chemistry certain
stations were cited as being used more than others (certain) in 74,29 and 43 % of cases respectively,
reasons for this given in table 6. Given the fact that in fisheries & conservation certain stations only
are used due to a small number of reasons in 74% of regions, there may be potential here for
weighting the importance of stations for this function within the network on the basis of these factors.
Examining the current situation with regard to marine and estuary management the
hydrometric network was only considered by Agency officers to satisfy 40% of needs, a reduction in
this case clearly having potentially very negative effects on relevant benefits.

3.2. The Effects of Reducing the Existing Netwbrk
The potential effects of reducing the existing network were largely examined
abstraction licensing, fI ood warning, flood defence, and pollution control.
Table 7.1: Percentaee
Function

of cases affected by reduction in network

Type

Abstraction Licensing
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Pollution Control

in relation to

When Data absent
corn
11
0
0
11

estim
6
0
76
16

both
83
0
0
74

other
0
0
12
0

Effect of removal on
licences/consents.
TlO
poss
VU?-k=S
9s
22
11
11
39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
0
37
32

_

Officers responsible for abstraction and pollution control were questioned as to what measures would
be taken in the event of data being absent, and how this would in turn affect licences and consents.
The majority of cases in each function stated that in such a situation both outside help would be
consulted (corn) and estimating procedures (estim) would be carried out, 83% and 74% respectively.
39%.h:,;+&32% .of-those responsible for abstraction and pollution.control
responded that due to
the lack of certainty which would result licences and consents would in turn be more restrictive or as
was agreed in several cases a more precautionary approach would be advised. A significant
proportion of pollution control respondents stated however that it would vary with specific events.
Perceaage differences suggested in abstraction control were between 15-20%. and those in
relation to pollution consents 10-X%. It should be noted however that almost half the pollution
control officers stated they did not know what the difference would be, almost 30% of abstraction
licensing officers stating the difference was too variable to specify.

Table 7.2: Servicing
Function

needs with a reduced network

Type.

Servicing
badly.

dont

needs with a reduced network :
pressure

hOW

Flood warning
Freshwater biology
Freshwater chemistry

58

16
14

29
29

0
21
14

0

reduce
efec.
-11
0
0

Same

Soso

5
0
14

36
‘43

11

Flood warning; freshwater biology and freshwater chemistry functions were asked specifically. how
existing needs would be satisfied with a reduced network, table 7.2 exhibiting that flood warning I
functions primarily would be badly affected (badly), while with the’remaining
functions slightly more
respondents stated that some needs would suffer but others would remain adequately serviced (Soso).
This would imply that flood warning is somewhat more sensitive; a reduction in costs of for example
10% possibly resulting in a proportionately
greater reduction in benefits.
Reducing data collection conceming,freshwater
biology and chemistry functions would
according to,21% and 14% of respondents have indirect effects, in that there would be increased
pressure placed upon other areas (pressure)e .g- estimating, possibly causing these other areas to
0perateJess efficiently.

3.3. Effects of Extending the Existing Network
GAgency
functions with the exception of water resource management were questioned as to
whether an extended network would be useful for operations, responses given in table 8.
Table-8:

Would data from an extended network be useful?

Function

Type

Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries &
Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Freshwater Biology
Freshwater Chemistry
Marine/Estuary
Studies
Pollution Control

Would extended data be useful
no/prob no. yes/probyes
possibly

dont know
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21

i

depends

6
26

89
42

6
5

0
16 .’

5
6

89
71
71

0
6
0
0
0
0

29
29
50

57
40

0
12
0
14
10

16

63

0

I

Ap’art from marine/estuary management the majority of personnel across functions responded that
they would utilise an increased amount of data if available (yes/probyes). This reflects the picture
throughout for mar-in-e/estuary management in that-overall data appears to play less of a role than with
other functions. It may also be considered to indicate that increased investment in the current
network would lead to an increase in benefits. Agency officers who responded yes also qualified
their answers, outlined in table 9.

Table 9: Increased uses from an extended network
Relevant uses

Function
Abstraction

Allow data to be received closer to site of interest
Judgement of headwaters extractions
To satisfy enforcement requirements
Decrease limitations on licensing and consents
Improved evaluation of impacts on smaller watercourses

Licensing

Fisheries & Conservation

Increased coverage of areas lower down the river

Flood Defence

Research purposes
Increase level of data, hence confidence
Reduce the number of gaps in the network
Improvement of modelling accuracy

Freshwater

Biology

Refinement of rivpacs inputs
Existing gaps in data cause difftculty
Enhance biological surveying
Ensure a more reliable analysis

Freshwater

Chemistry

Improve on existing lack of accuracy

Marine/Estuary

- i

Better estimate flushing rates
To assess impact of fish farms
Existing gauging stations are too far inland

Studies

Ensure more accurate data
Allow more emphasis away from large catchments only
Present sites not always close enough to sewage works

Pollution Control

An interesting issue, if somewhat tangential in terms of economic values, which this question raised
within fisheries & conservation,
and which would seem relevant to all functions is that of whether
hydrometric
data is currently being utilised to its full potential. It was suggested that if more

guidance was given to current users, then perhaps the existing network couid be better utilised
in some cases there may not be a requirement for extended activities.

Section 4 - Accuracy
Within

and Hydrometric

certain approaches

to economic

and

Data
valuation

of data, there is an assumption

(outlined

in the

literature reviewj that the benefits from increased hydrological information are related to the %I
standard error affecting the hydrological parameter, and in turn that the cost of decreasing the
standard error can be estimated on the basis of increased frequency of measurement, increased
number of stations in the study area, additional number of years in operation and better interpolation
techniques.
On the basis of this theory it was useful to examine in this research what levels of accuracy
--: care currently requiredreLating
to data functions, If required accuracy-levels are known, specific
stations could possibly be evaluated on the basis of how actual accuracy levels compare, with the
implication
that the closer those levels, the more benefits wouId accrue to that station.

Table 10: Level of Accuracv Required
Function

Type

% Accuracy

specified
levels of
accuracy

as accurate
as possible
12
14.

dont
know

65

12
7

0
0
10

29
10

required

estimates i-.
observation.
required.
0

estimates
stlflce

14

0:
0

29
0

0
29
29
0

low/.
none
0
0.
0
20

variable

I

Unfortunately the majority of officers across functions questioned, apart from flood defence, did not
feel able to specify accuracy levels in a quantitative way (despite our request). On further questioning
however it may be possible to more accurately define these. -It is interesting to note however that the
smallest error level possible is not automatically the most desirable, several respondents referring to the
need for balance, accuracy levels specified for flood defence outlined in table. 11.

Table 11: Accuracv levels specified.within
Flood Defence

Data

Data on flows
Flood levels
FIood warning

Accuracy

flood defence

Level

+I-570 - 10%:.
50-300mm
5Omm

In relation to flood defence it was also inquired as to what the effects of lower accuracy.were. Again
answers were qualitative in nature, almost half of cases referring to a reduction in existing operations;
reduced effectiveness, reduced/impaired
service, reduced confidence, or less accuracy. Thirty
percent of respondents said however that effects would-have greater significance beyond the direct
effect than a mere reduction in services.
Specific levels of accuracy for low/medium
and high flow measurement were quantified to
some extent with regard to water resource management, results given in table 12.

Tabk.12:.
’ Function

Specific levels of accuracy required in water resource management
Type

% Error

Zero
Low flow measures
Medium flow measures
High flow measures

7
7
7.

two
0
7
0

five
66
47
7p

allowed

seven
0
7
0

ten
0
27
40)

inflow

fzfreen
0
0
7

measurement.

twenty
o0
20 ..

iowt
none
0
0
0

variable.
0
0
0

It appears that overail, high flow measurement in this context requires slightly lower levels of
accuracy than is the case with either low or medium flows, which in the majority of cases allow an
error no higheFthan 5%.
Within, flood warning- a requirement which may :be paralleled with accuracy levels is the
minimumrecord
length required for estimation, the assumption being that accurate estimations rely
upon the existence of past records. Considering responses however this varies considerably, for
example almost equal numbers of respondents saying five years, two years, twenty. years, and that it

12
21

0
0

depends on the situation in question. In view of such differing
little use in defining an acceptable approach to weighting.

opinions,

these responses would be of

Section 5 - Ouantifving
the economic value of hvdrometric
data
In terms of specific cost benefit analyses carried out to date or the quantification
of data benefits in a
monetary way, there are it seems a number of studies accessible to 82% of flood defence managers.
Despite this however only 41% attempted to define the % of such benefits attributable to hydrometric
data only. Estimates- given ranged~from .1 - lOO%, with little agreement between-managers.
Useful
comments included those that equated hydrometric data benefits to averted flood damages, and that
relatively, benefits could range from being high in urban areas to nil for remote areas.
Possible existing economic values for data were also sought in relation to flood warning.
Again these ranged considerably from region to region, actual values given in table 13.

Table 13: Average economic

Anglian

Region
[central area-a]
Region
[central area-b]

Anglian
Midlands
North West

saving to the community

from flood warning systems

Monetary

saving per yr.
&260,000
Monetary saving per yr.
&80,000
&1,000,000
&150,000

The CBA methods section discussed the project specific nature of many approaches to determine the
economic value of hydrometric data. The range of questionnaire responses to requests for estimates
of value reinforces the rationale of such approaches, and in turn the difficulty of defining a standard
methodology to quantify benefits in this study. Again a framework approach as proposed in the
methodoIogy section appears more appropriate.
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Require

Further

Table 2: Percentage of cases under each function stating a requirement
ADF
Average Daily Flow
MAF
Mean &nual ?low
AIF
Instantaneous Flow
FDC
Flow Duration Curve.
P&l:
Percentile measures i.e. Qw, QS
Uris.
Unspecified Flows
wtr.
.Water levels
Rain
Rainfall levels.
GW
Ground Water levels
Tide
Tides
MCS.
Climate data / data for Morecs

Explanation
for specific data set

Table 3.1: Percentage of cases under each function specifvine data uses
oplw.
Monitoring
of low flows
Risk
Assessment of.low/high flow risks
Drought monitoring / operations planning
drgt.
estc.
Estuary current determination. .:
Estec.
Determination
of ecological conditions
Estsl.
Determination
of salinity,:
Cons.
Determination
and enforcement of consents
Nut
Determination-of
nutrient budgets
load.
Calculation of pollution loadingtrade
Analysis of trade effluents
*
trav.
Determination
of pollutant travel times

Table 3 2:. Percentage of cases under each function specifying data uses
Flood defence
j7dwn
Flood warning
rtpr
Report purposes
tmpk
Flood time to peak estimation
mdl
Modelling
able
Abstraction licensing and enforcement
Flfll
Determination
of suitable flows for fish migration
pldil
Calculation,of
dilution factors for pollutants
ecim
Edological impact assessment
j7l.w
Fish surveys
chnl
Channel. bank work

f&f

Table 3.3: Percentage of cases under each function specifvirz
. : --Provision.of background information
Bckg
inqrs
Resolution of issues at inquiries
desn
Design of new stations
pbinf
Provision of information to the public-,
Plan
Planning of fieldwork
trend
Analysis of trends
Qlsm
Specific water quality sampling

certain general data uses

Table 4: The nature of data collected for Certain Anencv Functions
Both
Collection of both real and historic data
Real
Collection of realtime data only
Hisroric
Collection of historic data only
nofirr
No simulation currently carried out, may do so in the future
general
General ‘smulation’
cited as being carried out
real + hist
Simulation using both real and historic data carried out
hisroric
Simulation using historic data only carried out

Table 5: The. use of realtime data in flood warning
model + ofSicer
Realtime data used in modelling and to inform flood warning officer
oficer
Realtime data used to inform flood warning officer
dont know
Dont know how realtime data is used

Table 6: Current network situation in relation to freshwater bioioe;v. freshwater chemistrv and
marine/estuarv management
Certain
The % of Agency personnel specifying that certain stations were used more
than others
Reasons
Specific reasons stated why certain stations were used more than others

Table 7.1: Percentage of cases affected by reduction in network
corn
External research would be commissioned
esrim
Estimation techniques would be used
both
Both outside help and estimation techniques would be utilised
orher
Other
no
No effect on issuing licences / consents
puss
Possibly an effect on issuing licences / consents
varies
Effect on licence / consents issue would be variable (situation dependent)
Reduction of network would affect licence / consent issue
yes

Table 7.2: Servicing
badly
dont know
pressure
reduce effec.
Same
SOS0

needs with a reduced network
Needs would be badly serviced
Dont know
A reduced network would increase pressure on other resources
Needs would be serviced less effectively
Needs would be serviced in the same way
Some needs would be affected

Table 8: Would data from an extended network be useful?
donr know
Dont know
no/prob no
An- extended network- would.natiprobably.not
be useful
yeslprobyes
An extended network would/probably would be useful
possibly
An extended network would possibly be useful
depends
It depends on the situation

APPENDIXH
Title: Benefit Estimation
By: Ceara Nevin I

Methods

for Hydrometric

Data

Introduction
- EnviromnentabDecision
Making, Data Collection and Cost-Benefit Analysis
The environment is composed of a number of complex interacting systems. A symptom of this
complexity is that it can take a long time to obtain enough information-to develop an I ..
understanding. One response is to design [and maintain] a-network of sites where
measurements,aremade,
.Xn order to encourage understanding and provide an indication of
future change’ (Burt; 1994). This proposal, in addition to the comment in the Government’s
1990 white paper on the environment - that without good monitoring activities cenvironmental
policy decisions cannot be based on the best of scientific and technological analysis’ (H.M.S.O.
1990) - appears to support the continuation of environmental data collection.
When evaluating any project concerning the environment, such as the structuring of a data
collection network,. financial costs however must be assessed and compared with environmental
benefits obtained.
This estimation of costs and ‘monetary’ benefits of an environmental improvement can
justify project expenditure or exhibit to decision makers that the project is not worthwhile
(Ramchandani, 1989). -.
Cost Benefit Analysis, a quantitative analytical method, was originally developed for
performing economic evaluations of alternative US federal water supplies. As a consequence :
of its capacity to assign monetary values in a non-market-situation,
it has been accepted by
government in both project and policy decision making.
There are several approaches to the use of cost benefit analysis in the evaluation of hydrometric
data, a combination of which are examined in this report:
l
Detailed - data from one or several specific observing stations is related to a specific project
or to.a set of-similar water resources projects e.g. flood protection schemes.
l
General - Overall data from a country/region/network
of stations is assessed in relationto a
data use [not necessarily project specific].

Part 1 - Detailed Approaches. to Cost Benefit Analysis
Part one involves the identification of indirect.benefits of data collection as outlined in the
literature review and the discussion-of how these may best be valued using cost benefit
analysis. For clarity, the discussion has been structured in sections. While each section
represents an individual benefit, in order to provide a comprehensive approach and exhibit the
links between benefits, some overlap exists,

1. Indirect

Benefit:

Water Quality Improvement

1.1.’ Benefit Category* . .Water quality improvement in terms of an improvement
surface and groundwater’ abstracted for potable supnlv.

in both

1.2. Relationship
of Benefit to-Data Collection:
The collection of hydrometric data
encourages more accurate estimation of a river’s assimilative capacity and in turn the more
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efficient issue of pollution consents to industry through avoiding the risk of over/under
provision of water treatment capacity (Crabtree et al, 1996. Black et al, 1994).

1.3. Economic Valuation of Water Qua&
Imwovement
for Potable SUPPLY
1.3.1. Avoidance Costs/Averting
Expenditure Actions
Theoretical explanations of this approach are based on the production function theory of
consumer behaviour. It is suggested that costs incurred by households, firms or Government to
avoId.exposureto--a-&water- contaminant,~ can be used as-an empiricalnieasuie
of the pollution
costs imposed on society (Courant & Porter, 1981).
In addition to actual expenditure Abdulla et al included an evaluation of the amount of
time required for averting actions, based on the estimated wage of the respondent (Abdulla et
al. 1992). In that study total ‘averting actions’ were defined as including; increased bottled
water purchases for individuals buying it prior to pollution, bottled water purchases by new
buyers, installing home water treatment systems, hauling water from alternate sources, and
boiling water. A key assumption however within the averted expenditure approach is that
averting actions per&&y substitute for reduction in pollution (Courant & Porter, 1981).
The construction of regression models with this method is useful to identify household
and contaminant factors influencing expenditure. Raucher attributed influence to the
contaminant’s health risk, the extent of the public’s awareness, type of water supply and
presence of children (Raucher, 1986).
Averted expenditure studies by organisations (e.g. firms and Government/local
authorities)
have generally focused on the capital and operating cost associated with water treatment. Care
must be taken however in the event of considering costs to both firms and households in the
same CBA study that double-counting does nbt occur, as households, in addition to firms, can
benefit from a firm’s water treatment activities.
The avert.$g expenditure method provides a lower bound estimate of total costs imposed by
pollution. The divergence arises as some consequences of water pollution cannot be averted
entirely through expenditure (Courant & Porter, 198 1). In an attempt to address this properties
of the utility function in addition to those of the household’s production fundion should be
examined. Despite this limitation however, and the failure to consider non-use values the
approach has be-en used effectively on its own and as an ‘anchor’ for willing to pay values
within contingent valuation (Abdulla, 1994).
Benefit Transfer: Benefit transfer may reduce the financial cost and time of carrying out a cost
benefit analysis, in reducing the primary research involved. It has been defined as ‘the process
of taking a value or benefit estimate developed for a previous project or policy decision and
transferring it to the proposed project or policy decision’ (Pestle & Moore, 1995). Several
concerns have been highlighted however in relation to the validity of this approach and as a
result its use is limited, according to Postle and Moore, to the estimation of orders of magnitude
The site specific and household factor influences upon averted expenditures, as related
-to Ra.ucher.-in the-discussion, may .imply that benefit&ansfer ,is difficult (Raucher, 1986).

1.3.2. Contingent Valuation
The gross monetary value of any market good or service has two components: financial value
and consumer surplus. Averted expenditure approaches concentrate on the avertedJinccncinl
cosf of goods through a focus on consumer’s acfztnl expenditure. The amount which
consumers are willing to pay may be greater, this difference being known as consumer surplus.
The contingent valuation (0
approach to CBA attempts to capture both this consumer
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surplus and financial value to. reflect the total utility derived from improved drinking water
quality.
Contingent valuation involves the structuring of artificial markets, designed to directly elicit
measures of consumer surplus through individuals’ w
(Bergstrom et al, 1990). Such a
market-for improved drinking water quality, with relevant payment mechanisms could be
applied either within a controlled setting;or in the field. Artificial markets are divided i&o two
broad categories: those that involve actual monetary payments for non-market goods, and those
that do not (Bergstrom.et al, 1990).
Jordanand Elnagheeb used-a CVM study to estimate total WTP for improvement in drinking
water quality in Georgia (Jordan & Elnagheeb, 1993), while Desvouges et al have looked
specifically at the option value relating.to water resources (Desvouges et al, 1987). Stevens et
al [although not referring directly to water resources] argue that &nor&the
non-use values in
CBA can underestimate the total value from such an environmental resource by up to.75%
(Stevens et al. 1993).
1.3.2.1. Limitations
of CVM: Gregory et al believe that CVM; as applied to measuring;improvements in drinking water quality-and recreation uses (Gregory et al, 1993), are.
fundamentally flawed for a-number of reasons:
1. Assigning monetary values imposes unrealistic cognitive demands upon respondents,, as one
is dealing in an artificial market situation.2. The observed disparity between WTP and WTA,-as discussed below:Kahnemann and Knetsch also found that when individuals assign a monetary value in an
artificial market situation,.they seemed unable to distinguish between the.relevant ‘good’,.and
their ‘sense of moral satisfaction’ associated with contributing to a good cause, e.g. the
improvement of water quality for society (Kahnemann & Knetsch, 1992).
Bowers expressed concern that the use of WTP .within contingent valuation [as a consequence
of WTP being a function of income and wealth] implied the acceptance of the pattern of WTP
as given by society’s existing distribution of income, even if inequitable (Bowers, 1993):,The
use of,WTA compensation as an alternative has been found however to elicit much higher
responses (Hanley & Spash, 1994).
The payment mechanism may also influence results. The choice of water rates for the
measure of willingness to pay for water quality improvement, for example, will encourage
responses which reflect peoples? attitudes towards the role of public investment or private
water company profits, and not the importance of improved drinking water quality (Green &
Turnstall, 1991.).
Support for the reliability of contingent valuation in estimating water quality benefits
comes from Loomis’ study-however, where test-retest results for willingness to pay to preserve
Mono Lake in California, over a nine month period, remained relatively stable (Loomis, 1989):

1.3.3. Hedonic Prickg Method
The Hedonic pricing method uses surrogate measures e.g. variation in house prices, as an
indication of the value of a change in water quality.
Garrod Zrd Willis (1992) found that the proximity of open water to a property increased its
value by 5%. However, this also highlighted several bases for concern with this method
including fiat:
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1. House prices represent a unique combination of characteristics, yet I-PM centers on an
individuals ability to isolate and estimate the value of particular attributes independentiy.
To aid this valuation economists also require a great deal of regionally and nationally
adjusted data.
2. The HPM will only reflect household’s marginal WTP for a particular attribute if the
measured level of the attribute corresponds to the perceived level by the consuming
household.
Ramchandani has commented that this method tends to be inaccurate for valuing water quality
improvements, and is more suitable for air or traffic quality changes (Ramchandani, l989).

2. Indirect

Bene@t: Enhanced

Recreation

from

Water Quality

Improvement

2.1. Benefit Categorv: An improvement in water quality relating to improved recreational
&.
Green et al believe that the benefits of water quality improvement in the UK will mainly
arise from increases in the amenity and recreational value of rivers, rather than from the
abstraction of water for potable supply (Green et al, 1989). In this context improved water
quality leads to:
a) a reduction in incidences of low dissolved oxygen resulting from the bacterial
deggadation of organic materials and heavy sediment loads, which make it difficult for fish
to live (Kneese, 1984). This reduction leads to increases in the total availability i.e.
quantity, of recreational freshwater fishing. Clean water also leads to an increase in
quaZity of fishing, ensuring the presence of more game fish such as trout (Patrick, 1991).
b) an upgrade in the status of a river’s quality e.g, from fishable to swimmable, thus opening
up other in-stream uses (Feenberg & Mills, 1980).
2.2. Relation&b
of Benefits to Data Collection:
The relationship
improvement to data collection is explained in paragraph 1.2.

of water quality

2;.3. Economic Approaches to Evaluati.w Recreation Benefits
2.3.1. Travel Cost Method
The Travel Cost Method is argued by some to be the most appropriate approach within CBA to
value user benefits from recreation (Ramchandani, 1989). Similar to CVM it is a non-market
valuation technique, but here travelling expenses [financial costs + time spent] are used as a
proxy for the price of visiting outdoor recreational sites (Hanley et al, 1997). These costs are
then used in formulating the recreation demand equation which is used in turn to estimate
consumer surplus for visits.
The process initially involves the collection of economic and demographic data through
visitor surveys which is incorporated in the estimation of a statistical relationship between
visits and the cost of visits.
Opinions tend to differ between authors on how precisely demand for recreation should
be defined, the variables which should be included in the evaluation, and how (Davis &
O’Neill, 199 1). Gautam and Steinback identified the historical daily average catch rate as an
important explan&&y variable for ‘quality of fishing experience’ in their valuation of
recreational fishing in North East America (Gautam & Steinback, 1996).
In Davis and O’Neill’s evaluation of recreational angling using the TCM in N. Ireland,
the mode of transport used was considered, in addition to the extent to which recreational
activities other than angling were pursued during the trip (Davis & O’Neill, 1991). This is a
useful approach as it permits an estimation of the proportion of the cost of the trip attributable
to angling in isolation to other uses to be estimated.
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It was argued by Green and Tumstall that an increase in water quality would attract new
visitors away from other substitute sites (Green & Turn&all, 1991). Cesario and Knetsch
included a factor reflecting ‘competing opportunities’ provided by all other sites-in their zonal
travel cost model (Cesario & Knetsch, 1976).
The TCM generally leads to an underestimation of water quality / flood alleviation benefits as
total. recreational benefits only represent the additional.value to existing users (Brookshire &
smith, 1987).
The overall validity of the travel cost approach has been recently questioned-however in a
paper by Green. It showed that the fundamental assumption underlying the validity of TCM is:
not always the case, this assumption being that the value of visits undertaken from distant
origins is greater.than for origins nearer the site, because the travelling costs are greater
(Green, 1990). ..
2.3.1.1. Hedonic Travel Cost Method: This involves the estimation of benefits from
enhanced recreation from water quality improvements on a ‘per recreation/fishing day’.basis
(Bockstael et al, 1987), through the regressing of individuals ‘total cost [Cmij] .of visiting a site
fi] on the characteristics of the site [bj]:

Cmij = P bj]

:.,

It is assumed here that the costs of visiting-a particular. site and the characteristics of the site
are similar, for all individuals living within the same area, the variation stemming from the
dzj%rent sites visited by people from the same area. The distiction therefore, between this and .’
the standard TCM model, is that-here recreational benefits relating to improved water quality :
are estimated from the demand for site characteristics,,and not that for recreation trips
(Dasgupta & Pearce, 1977).
2.3.1.2. ..Random Utility Model: ,The appeal of this model to value enhanced recreation :~
relates to the collection of travel cost and characteristics data for a number. of substitute sites in
an area. The probability that an individual will visit site-i rather than j is then calculated,.
depending on the costs of visiting each site and their characteristics, relative to the
characteristics in the individual?s set of alternatives offering maximum utility. The welfare
effects of changing a characteristic can then be calculated (Braden & Kolstad, 1991):
Benefit Transfer: In adopting a travel cost-approach Gautam and Steinback assumed that sites
within the same region were likely to be fairly homogenous in terms of catch rates, travel costs
and distances to sites (Gautam & Steinback, 1996), possibility facilitating benefit transfer.
Radford adopted.an homogenous functional forum-for all rivers in a region as differences in
observed mean per capita values across rivers in a similar area were found not to be significant
(Radford, 1991).

2.3.2.
--Contingent Valuation
._
-.
Similar to TCM, contingent valuation employs an economic.and.demographic
survey. In
contrast however, it facilitates the estimation of nonuser benefits in relation to an improvement
in recreation.-.
IFhas been swested that the values expressed by respondents who do not engage in
in-stream recreation should be almost purely intrinsic in nature, implying that calculating the
average WTP amount-for them allows an approximation of the intrinsic benefits accruing to all
individuals from,the enhanced availability and quality of recreational use. Adopting this.
assumptionKneese
subtracted nonrecreationalists’
WTP from recreationalists’ WTP.[deemed
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equal to total user values] and concluded that intrinsic value, apart from constituting 100% of
non-user value, constitutes 45% of this total user value (Kneese, 1984).
Green et al sampled three groups of respondents in their contingent valuation study of water
quality improvements: river corridor users, households adjacent to the river corridor and
households located at least two miles from an accessible river corridor, with the total value then
estimated as (Green et al, 1989):
[ No. of visits * value of increased pleasure per visit ] + non-use value of improvement

Earlier in this paper Gregory et al commented that requiring respondents to assign a monetary
value within the non-market CVM placed excessive cognitive demands upon the respondent
(Gregory et al, 1993). Kneese has proposed a solution to another cognitive difficulty for
individuals in this context, i.e. to be aware of the existing water quality, and the water quality
improvement needed for specific recreational uses (Kneese, 1984). He proposed that these
levels be described in words and depicted graphically by means of a ‘water quality ladder’,
which can also ensure that different people perceive existing and required levels in a similar
way.
Benefit Transfer: In the Water Foundation’s water quality manual a CVM survey was
especially commissioned to develop ‘standardised’ values for the benefits to anglers associated
with water quality improvements, a summary of which is given below (W.R.F, 1995).

Table 1: Summary of monetary benefits attributed to an increase in water cmalitv for angling

Angler Type

Value (E per person
per trip)

Coarse

Non-migratory

salmon

From*

To**

Method
CVM
CVM
CVM

3.86
4.07
6.21
6.51
7.58
11.86
15.83

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing

C3
C2
C1
T3
T2
T1
S1

estimate
estimate
CVM
CVh4

7.16
8.92
10.39
16.28
22.65

No
No
No
No
No

fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing

Cl
T3
T2
Tl
S1

CVM
CVM
CVM
CVM
CVM

11.58
11.95
18.70
25.66

No
No
No
No

fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing

C1
T2
Tl
S1

CVM
estimate
CVM
CVM

* Water quality where fishing is cannot he carried out.
** Improved water quality level.
Source: Aapted from W.R.F. 1995.
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3. -Indirect Benefit:

The Generation

of Hydroelectric

Power

23 1 Benefit catePorv : The generation of hydroelectric power contributes to 10% of the
energy requirements of Scotland alone (SEF, 3996). The development capacity of
hydroelectric power can be assigned a monetary valueon the basis of 2 per MW.
3.2. Ri4ationsbiu
of benefit to data collection: :.Th.is may be explained through the
importance of forecasting seasonal flow changes on the effective operation of a hydroelectric
plant as highlightedby~Monokrovich.(Monokrovich,
1990). Atsuch plants throughflow is
increased leading up to an expected surge of water or flood with a view to releasing,some of the
reservoir’s capacity so that it can hold this water. If such forecasts are inaccurate or absent the
throughflow regimen is calculated using the average high water inflow volume. If the actual
inflow is greater, the lost production due to excess water discharged must.be compensated by
energy generated using fossil fuel.
3.3: Economic Approaches to VahimBenefits
from Hvdroelectric
Power Generation
3.3.1. Opportunity
Cost Approach
IVonokrovich calculated data value on the basis of the increased-energy output from more
accurate data. Assuming accuracy levels of 80-85% the lost production opportunity was
calculated where:
R=U* Wdiss
R = Lost production
U = Difference in cost price of thermal station electricity and hydropower electricity
Wdis = Energy lost, being a function ofvolume discharged and the pressure head at which power is
produced.
Monokrovich found that with this assumption of &O-85% accuracy a further increase of 5%
gave an additional energy output of 1.4-l .9%, which could be equated to MW, and in turn,
valued at the market rate, resulting in an annual -benefit of lOO,OOO-140,000 roubles. The’
overall value of data was considered-dependent on the actual capacity of the hydroelectric .’
scheme.

4. Indirect

Benefit:

Enhanced

Flood Protection

.:

$&‘-Benefit
Category: The benefits from avoided losses due to flood protection. Flood
damages can be either direct or indirect, depending or whether .the damage is the result of direct
contact with the flood waters or whether the losses result from disruption of economic activity
as a consequence of flooding i.e. indirect flooding.
Benefits are further subdivided into tangible and intangible. Tangible benefits aremeasurable in monetary terms,-while intangible are more difficult to attribute a monetary.
evaluation.to e.g. greater security against loss of life, and enhancing environmental quality.
(Griper, 1971) or costs of dislocation to family life (Thampapillai
& Musgrave, 1985).
4.2. Relationship
of Benefits to Data Colle’ction: Decisions concerning the implementation
of flood mitigation schemes, according to Corder-y and Cloke, are dependent on the accuracy of
avoidable information.
As the data length increases ‘the inherent uncertainty of the
characteristics of the stream flows decreases and confidencein estimates of the size and
frequency of expected flood increases’ (Cordery & Cloke, 1994).
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4.3. Economic Approaches to Evaluating the Benefits of Flood Protection/Flood
Warning Systems
4.3.1. Hedonic Price Method
Penning-Rowsell et al examined several US applications of HPM to flood alleviation benefit
assessment and found little consistency in terms of explanatory variables included (PenningRowsell et al, 1992). This casts doubt on its validity.
Miyata and Abe applied this technique to valuing flood control benefits for the Chitose
basin in .Hokkaido,:Japan;(Miyata
& Abe, 1994): ..A reduction in the variable,-annual expected
depth of flood water (AEDFW), was used to represent the resultant improvement in regional
safety. This variable, in addition to a number of other variables was incorporated into two land
price functions for suburban and urban areas:

AEDFWi

AEDFWi = I “p(Q)

= annual expected depth of flood water
in square I [ Ikm grid squares]
P(Q) = probability of occurrence of volume of
discharge Q
Di(Q) = expected depth of flood water in square i
associated with volume discharge Q

* Di(Q)dQ

Urban
1nLPi = 4.9231- 0.0041X1 + 0.0035X2 +
0.0001X3+
l.O988Dz+

0.1069AEDFW
- 0.5952D1
O.l424D,+
0.3520D5

Suburban
lrLPz=
3.7401-

0.0116X1

+ 0.0003x~

LPi = land price per lm2,,

+

-

0.2010AEDFW + 0.4032D4

I

X1 = travel time between the nearest railway station to
Sapporo station[tbe capital],
X;! = number of workers in a square,
& = population within a square,
AEDFW = annual expected depth of flood water,
DI= dummy for expected residential area,‘
& = dummy for commercial area,
D3 = dummy for gas supply,
Dd = dummy for water supply,
D3 = dummy for drainage availability, ln = natural

The annual average cost considered was defined as:
c=(i+

’
>*I
(1 :iln- 1

where c = annual average cost, i = interest rate (4.5%), n = number of years, and I = total
investment for the project.

The increase in land prices found with a reduction in AEDFW represented the benefit of a flood
control project; The largest benefit cost ratio was that found for Eniwa city at 1.99, which
when limited to the consideration of direct damage avoided, in order to avoid the possibility of
double counting fell to .74. The overall benefit in suburban areas was greater than in urban
areas due-to a greater flood area, however the urban unit benefit was much greater i.e. 44 times
that of suburban units. Table 2 exhibits the similarities across Japan in terms of the % of
overall damage accounted for by annual average expected damage types.
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I

Table 2: Reduction in the annual average expected damane tvne estimated as a % of overall dartrae
Damage Type
Propertv-

Public Facilities-

Roads and bridges
Agricultural facilities
Agricultural land
Railways
Urban facilities
Telecommunication
facilities.
Power facilities

Indirect

Damage-

Cost of emergency
measures
Reduction in production
Repercussive effects on
production.
Cost of traffic.
suspension
Increase in living-costs
Others

Total

Source: Adapted from f

I--

Yniwa

Hiro-

12.6

4.4
3.3

25.6
5
3.4

shima
16.9

Vanpor0
27.1

4.6
2.3

2.1
1.6

4.1
2.5

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.1 ‘.

0

0.06

0.02

2.1

0.85

1.4
2
0.44

Naganuma

Total

38.3
4.1.
2.3

14.6

0.49

0.9

0.6

0.02

0.08

0.2

0.03

2.9

5.5

1.3

0.3

2.8

0.2
6
9.9

1.5
1
0.16

1.5
4.9
1.2

1
17.2
0.4

0.3
28.7
1.6

1.4
3
0.4

22.5
2.7
11.5
0.08
1.96
0.8
0.34

19.4

22.9
2.7
11.7
0.09
1.99
3.85
0.34

21.7
2.6
11.1
0.08
1.9
3.7
0.3

19
3.9
9.8

0.06
.
3.2
0.28

316.1
3.3
8.3
0.05

22.3

2.3
9.9
0.06
1.7
3.3
0.3

2.1

1.8

2.1

2.

63.7

55

64.5

2.1
19.7

1.8
17.4

15.6
6.1
10.7
9.4

13.7

souses
Furniture
Agricultural capital
stocks
Agricultural inventory
stocks
Other industrial capital
stocks
Other industrial ’
inventory stocks
Rice
Dry fieldcrops

-

Chitose

Ybetsu

4.5
2.3

2.8
11.4
0.09

2.7
0.2

1.8

1.8.

1.5

3.8.
0.33

61.3

53.9

45.6

2.2
19.9

2.0
18.9

1.8
16.7

1.5
14.1

13.5;

15.9

15.1

13.2

11.2

5.3
9.2
8.1

6.2.
10.8
9.5

5.9
10.3
9.02

5.2
9.0
7.9

4.4
7.6
6.7

100

100

100

100

100.

liyata (

be’( 1994

2.1
63J
2.1
19.5
15.5

I

100

I

tres as reported I

6.1
10.6
9.3
100

Contraryto Penning-Rowsell’s
findings the above tables shows similarities across cities in %
of total damages accounted for by each category. Examining benefit by type of damage, across
cities indirect benefits were found on average to be 1.4 times direct benefits,

43.2. Avoided Damages Method
Potential damages avoided due to a flood protection scheme which Hueting attributed a
monetaryvalue to included loss of agricultural protection, damage to urban areas, temporary
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reduction in economic activities, costs of clean up, annual expenditures relating to emergency
measures and health effects (Huetin, 0 1992). Cordery and Cloke similarly identified losses as
the sum of items such as damage to property and infrastructure and disruption to businesses
and transport routes (Corder-y & Cloke, 1994).
4.3.2.1. Evaluating Agricultural Benefits i.e. avoided damages: This is on the basis of a farm
survey (Penning-Rowsell et al, 1992) within the benefit area determining land use, soil type,
and flood experience of the land. An assessment is then made of the change in the value of
output using adjusted’ product prices.
4.3.2.2. Evaluating Urban Flood Protection Benefit: The unit loss method, developed initially
by Penning-Rowsell and Chatterton was adopted by Parker et al to provide standard/average or
site survey loss data for residences, businesses, and general utility loss (Parker et al, 1987).
Accurate loss data can be derived initially from detailed studies of ‘representative’ samples of
land uses and activities. On completion of this stage, only outline survey data is then needed in
each project area rather than a complete modelling exercise. An advantage of this unit loss
method is that losses can be built up or aggreggted initially from individuals, to regions, and
nationally. The suitability of this method is limited however to estimating direct losses and not
changes which are likely to occur throughout the economy.
4.3.2.3. Evaluating intantible flood protection benefits i.e. intamrible losses avoided
Qualitative Evaluation: This is the description of intangible benefits and costs comprehensively
and clearly without attempting to assign a monetary value.
Bootstrapping:
Bootstrapping is a method of deriving equivalent monetary values for
unquantified losses, based on an extensive interview survey with flood victims (Green et al,
1989. Penning-Rowsell et al, 1992). A schedule for such surveys has been developed by
Middlesex university and validated through 2000 interviews with flooded households.
Green’s approach is illustrated in a number of steps:
1. Respondents were asked about the financial value of their losses and to rate the overall
severity of the flood in terms of its impact on household life, and the relative severity of
each of individual impacts. Scores on a scale of l-10 are illustrated in table 3, 10
representing very severe damage and 1, least severe.
2. Table 3’s subjective severity judgements for one of the two direct damages (i.e. fabrc of the
house, and its contents) were reggessed’ on a number of independent variables including
financial magnitude of direct damage.

Table 3: Relative severitv of different impacts or floodinn as assessedby those who reported
exueriencina each impact
Damage

Swalefcliffe

Damage to house structure
5.0
Damage to replaceable contents.
9.0
Loss of memorabilia.
10.0
Health effects.
7.5
Stress of the flood itself.
10.0
Evacuation.
10.0
Disruption.
10.0
[n/a = not asked. - = no household suffered impact]
Source: Adapted from Green et al, 1989.
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Uphill

5.0
7.0
7.0
5.0
n/a
6.0
10.0

Southgate

3.0
0
2.0
6.5
6.0
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3. Monetary
l
l

equivalent values for unquantified impacts .were derived though:
an equation invented to express subjective severity in terms of pounds; see below:,
insertion of subjective severity judgements for each of the unquantified impacts into
qEltion.

Log(subjective severity) = 0.301og (fJ + 0.01
(r = 0.75; F = 74.90; p<= 0.001)

4.324. Evaluating Environmental Benefits i.e. environmental flood losses avoided..
The benefits from saving environmental functions can be estimated through a ‘collective.
political decision:. by experts as referred to by Hueting (Hueting, 1992), contingent-valuation
or
shadow prices.
With the shadow prices approach the potential loss avoided is estimated as the cost of creating
or recreating exactly the same ecosystem elsewhere, e.g. &e loss.of an area of marshland would
be valued as the cost of buying the same area and type of land elsewhere, and then establishing
the same ecosystem (Penning-Rowsell
et al, 1992). Indirect environmental benefits hatie been
found to be well in excess of direct benefits; in this case, approximately double direct damages:

5. Indirect

Benefit:

Enhanced

Flood

Warning

Systems

5.1. Benefit Category: Flood damages are a function of water depth and warning time,
defined by Day in the equation (Day et al, 196.9):
E(D) = CiYlPiDi
Pi = probability of a flcxxi within the ‘steps’lrecurrence intervals i and i - 1
Di = community damage associated with flood level at top of step i, a function of the waning time,
type
of action and response to the warning. J
E(D) = expected annual loss
n = number of contour steps to approach floodplain limit, also representing the recurrence interval
Damage losses may be avoided through improved flood warning systems
5.2.. Relationship
of Benefit to Data Collection:
to more precise flood warning schemes.

Increased length or.accuracy of datakads

5.3. Economic Approaches to Evalualiw
the Benefits of Enhanced Hood Wamiws
The approach adopted by Walsh and Noonan to assessing the contribution of weather&data to
flood warning may also be applied in relationto directly evaluating that of hydrometric data
(Walsh & .Noonan, 1990). The steps involved in this approach are outlined below, the
assumptions upon which it was based including that:
- the weather radar network was operational 95% of the time.
- there would be a 70% response rate by occupants to warnings. Weather/flood warnings are
of no Glue without goqd communications to the public:.
- the availability of suitable flood.forecasting/warning
models, using radar (or in our case
hydrometric data) as an input.
- benefits only relate to flood damage reduction.
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1. Identification of sites where radars could provide greatest flood warning benefit. All flood
data was collected on property at risk within England and Wales, flood damage assessment
based on Penning-Rowsell and Chatterton’s methods.
2. Classification of risk to property in terms of three categories of frequency of occurrence (1
in 10 yrs, 1 in 10 - 1 in 50 yrs, 1 in 50 yrs) plus catchment response times.
3. Conversion of single flood event data (from step 1) to average annual benefit using factors
derived from derived from assumptions damage levels for differing flood events, see annexe
land table 4 below.

Table 4: Factors to multiply single event damage reduction to give average annual benefits.
Category

Event

A
B

Flooding more frequent than 1 in 10 years
Flooding frequency between 1 in 10 and 1 in 50 years
C
Flooding less frequent than 1 in 50 years
Source: Adapted from Walsh & Noonan. (1990).

Multiply inr factor
0.25
0.07
0.02

4. Derivation of weighting factors based on cat&merit response time of 4 hours. When
response times were between 6 and 9 hrs radar was assumed to be of some value, and to be
very useful for response times between 3 and 6 hrs, table 5.
Table 5: Weighting factors to give benefit due to radar
with existing FN
o-3
3-6

scheme
6-9

Without
0
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6
‘Frontiers’ *
, With ‘Frontiers’
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.75
* radar operating in conjunction with additional rain forecasting system.
Source: Adapted from Walsh & Noonan. (1990).

0.2

0.05

0.2

0.05

Times of response

No existing Fmscheme
I
O-3
3-6
6-9

>9

>9

Wrs)

The most updated figures available using Walsh and Noonan’s method calculate benefits, on
the basis of giving a 4 hr. warning, to be 21.56m per yr, rising to 23.84m when data is
combined with ‘frontiers’ data, implying benefit cost ratios of 3 and 5 respectively.

:

Benefit Transfer: The extent to which both standard and average data are available for flood
damage has facilitated the transfer of flood alleviation benefits.
The term standard depth damage is reserved for data assembled from secondary sources.
Average data is used to denote data derived from previous site surveys, averaged to give a
generalised indication of flood damages for property types. UK damage data to
residences/commercial units is frequently updated in the Flair report, by Middlesex University
Table 6 outlines different types of currently available data.
Table 6: Different tvnes of flood &unaEe data available and their characteristics
Qpes of Bntn
Standard Data

Examples

Q Based on specified simplifying assumptions regarding
flood characteristics, e.g. velocity effects are minimal.
e Based on specified costing approach e.g. use of average
remaining values.

Direct depth damage data for
residences
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l

Based on a synthesis of dam from multiple primary and
secondary sources including loss adjustments.’
l
Assumed to be transferable throughout U.K.; may
incorporate national secondary data sources based on
sample surveys.
l
Available where damage characteristics are hke!y to be
very similar because properties or services are similar.
Average Data
l
Based on assessments of flood loss potential from a large
number of-casesiproperties using e.g. business. site survey
interview schedule..
l
Based on specified costing approach but also relies on
property manager’s estimated.
l
devised where there is relatively high variability between
damage sensitivity of properties and where standard data.
cannot be devised.
l
transferable within-the UK but cannot be expected to take
full account of uniqueness of properties.
Site Survey Data
l
Loss data collected by ‘one-off site surveys using, e.g.
business site survey interview schedule.
l
Most reliable where properties or locations have unique
damage characteristics.
Source: Adapted from Parker et al. (1987):

6. Indirect

Benefit:

Recreation.

L

Benefits from Enhanced
Systems

Emergency Services cost data

Direct depth damage data for
industry

Manufacturing

flood loss data

Flood Protection/Flood

Warning

6.1.. Benefit Catepory:, In addition to improved water quality, recreational benefits-also
accrue to more effective flood warning / flood alleviation measures. The difference lies in that
in the case of water quality improvement, benefits relate more to an increase in the quality and
quantity of recreational uses, while the latter.concentrates on the benefits stemming from
increased amenity land saved from flooding, through flood warning systems and better design.
of flood mitigation measures.
6.2. Relationships
of Benefits to Data Collection: :As hydrometric data increases,-‘t.heinherent uncertainty of the characteristics of the stream flows decreases and confidence which
aids the design of flood mitigation measures and.issue of flood warnings increases (Corder-y &
Cloke, -1994). More effective flood warning procedures avoid the.loss of amenity land through
flooding.
6.3. Economic Approaches -to Evaluating Recreation Benefits,from.Enhanced
Flood i
Prote&ion/Flood
Warning :
6.3.1. Travel Cost Ikfethdd
Section Z&offered a discussion of this method in relation,to improved water quality. PermingRowsell-et al in their evaluation of coastal flood protection.proposed that in additionto the loss
of enjoyment that may follow due to flooding the possibility that, users will decide to transfer
their visits to an alternative site should also be taken into account, in total economic loss,
illustrated in figure I,
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Figure 1: Estimating total economic loss in terms of recreation from flooding
1. Br=Eo-El
2. B?=(Eo-Ea)+(Ca-Co)
Eo = Value of enjoyment of today’s visit/a visit in current conditions
Er = Value of enjoyment per visit after flood
Ea = Value of enjoyment per visit at the alternative-site visited after i
flooding
Ca = Cost incurred in visiting the alternative site after flooding
Co = Cost incurred in visiting the present site.
Br = Benefit when economic loss is measured by the loss in enjoyment
OdY
Bz _ Benefit when economic loss is measured by the Merence between
enjoyment at the site plus any increase in cost involved in visiting
the alternative site.
Source: Penning-Rowsell

et al. (1992).

Similarly to the case with water quality, the travel cost method generally leads to an
und,erestimation of flood alleviation benefits (Brook&ire & Smith, 1987). While Green et al
however questioned the validity of the approach in relation to water quality improvement
benefits, Penning-Rowsell et al propose TCM as a ‘sound basis’ for the use of CVM in relation
to recreational benefits of flood alleviation (Penning-Rowsell et al, 1992).
6.3.1.1. Hedonic Travel Cost Method: This.method, described in section 2, may also be
appropriate in valuing the recreational benefits from more effective flood alleviation. i
Benefit Transfer: The ‘per recreation day’ standard values as attributed with the hedonic travel
cost model, may be suitable for equating with days lost due to flooding in similar catchments.

Part 2 - General Approaches to Cost Benefit Analysis
The aim of this report is to consider economic approaches which provide a clear evaluation of
the worth of hydrometric data. This has been attempted essentially in a piecemeal fashion by
valuing the indirect benefits of data collection, as outlined, and proposing that they then be
apportioned to hydrometric data in a quantitative way. In parallel to this it may be useful to
consider a more general approach which examines the relationship between data collection and
risk reduction.

Eval@ieg

&&okction

OfHydrometric
Data .Directly
RistVlJncertainty
Reduction

Through its Relationship

to

Introduction
- A Distinction Between Risk and Uncertainty
Environmental decision making, according to Faucheux and Froger, will always be in the
context of uncertainty in addition to complexity (Faucheux & Froger, 1995). Forecasts which
concern hydrometeorologic
phenomena were highlighted by Krzystofowicz as ‘inherently
uncertain’. This uncertainty he categorised as: ‘natural uncertainty’ which stems from the
nature of hydrological systems and ‘forecast uncertainty’ stemming from the processes
involving the interpretation of this data (Krzytstofowicz, 1983).
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Dasgupta and Pearce also classify uncertainty in project evaluation in terms of its
source in an attempt to emphasise the need to modify the standard methodologies of CBA, as
discussed in part one, to incorporate this (Dasgupta & Pearce, 1972).
In adopting a suitable economic approach to evaluate the worth of hydrometric data however, it
is important to distinguish between the terms risk and uizcertainfy. The crucial factor for
Dasgupta and Pearce rests on the availability of information. If probabilities can be assigned
to specific outcomes the situation is defined as risky,.and if consequences cannot be identified.
with-any likelihood the -situation.is deemed one of uncertainty (Dasgupta &. Pearce, .1972).
Similarly Vercelli refers to risk as being based on ‘a reliable’classification
of possible events’
with uncertainty referring to ‘events whose probability distribution does not exist or is not llly
definable for lack of reliable classification criteria’ (Vercelli, 199 1).
Finally, Fauchaux and Froger identify all the interactions between the economic system
and the environment as being under strong uncertainty, on a scale of certainty to ignorance.
This is described as a distribution of ‘non-additive probabilities and/or by a plurality of
probability distributions which are not fully reliable.? (Fauchaux & Froger, 1995).
& Dealing With Environmental
UncertaintyWithin
an Economic .Framework.’ ‘.
Traditionally,
several approaches have been adopted in dealing with uncertainty, summarised
by Zerbe and Dively (Zerbe & Dively, 1994):
1. Ignore uncertainty, appropriate where it is small, time span of importance is short or where
CBA is only a rough estimate.
2. Reduce it to levels where it can be ignored by gathering additional data or more accurate
information.
3. Recognise uncertainty and factor it into analysis with the introduction of sensitivity
analysis, simulation or decision trees.
.
4. Adding a risk premium to the discount rate (Parker et al, 1987).
Adding a risk premium to the test discount rate is an unsatisfactory method as increasing it also
reduces the effective time horizon for the scheme i.e. the higher the discount rate the closer is
the date when benefits or costs accruing will be zero. The most preferred method for coping
with uncertainty, according to Parker et al is sensitivity analysis which may be relevant in our .
case for the apportionment of indirect benefits to data collection. :The following general approaches rely on the second method above, the collection of additional
data and its relation to error (equated to risk) reduction.
1.1. Data Collection and its Relationship
to Error Reduction
This is based on the assumption that the benefits from increased hydrological
are related to the-% standard error ph] affecting the hydrological parameter:

information

[Bh]

It is proposed that the cosi of decreasing the standard error .A&, by AEh;can be estimated in
terms of the variables:.
I. Increased frequency of measurement [ ANm ]
2. Increased number of stations in the study.area [ANSI
3. Additional number of years in-operation [ANt]
4. BetteGnterpolation
technique [ACi] ‘.
Precise relationships are illustrated in the box 1.
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Box 1: Relationship of data collection to error reduction

Cost of decreasing error: AC& = f( ANm, ANs, ANe, ACi)
Marginal benefit of decreasing error: ABh/ AEh = f(Eh - AEh) - f(Eh)/AEh
Marginal cost of decreasing error: AC,,/ AEh = f( ANm, ANs, ANe, ACi)l AEh
Source: Adapted fYom McMahon & Cronin. (1980).
This method is generally applied to data evaluation on planned water resource projects in
respect to a particular region or network.
Edgar et al. suggested early on that the adequacy of hydrologic data [i.e. which
encompasses hydrometric data] in economic terms, centred upon the marginal cost associated
with improving the data being just equal to the marginal benefit resulting from the improvement
in information relating to potential flood damages for example, and reduction in error implied
as a result (Edgar et al. 1973).
McMYahon and Cronin’s marginal economic analysis approach focused on developing statistical
relationships of increasing&ducing
uncertainty(exhibited
through differing errors) to the
construction costs of dams/reservoirs, culverts/bridges, regulation measures, and hydropower
operations and examining which had the greater influence (McMahon & Cronin, 1980). It
supported the continuation of data collection in that the disbenefit of a 20% reduction in the
Canadian data collection network was greater than the relative benefit in continuing data
collection activities.

1.2. Non-Bayesian Decision Theory
An appropriate way to assess the value of data collection is to estimate the value of the next
data sample. This involves:
1. The definition of a benefit’error function, similar to the error reduction approach
2. Translation of benefit/error function to a benefitilength of record function
a. Simulation of long period of record
b. Splitting this into sections [Ts]
3. The separate use of each section for designing the project and benefits calculated /BBS]
a. Bs is compared with benefits from using a long period of record @31].
b. The difference [ABs = Bl - Bs] can then be attributed to the additional period of record
[ATs = Tl - Ts].
In assessing the value of data to flood mitigation plannin, * Corder-y and Cloke divided available
streamflow data for N.S.W into small sample sizes [lo years] to estimate design flood levels
which were then used to develop damage frequency relations (Cordery & Cloke, 1992): Levee
construction costs to each sample’s design level were calculated, which allowed the difference
in benefits between different design levels to be estimated. This allowed the value of 10 extra
years of data given that 20 years are available, for example to represent the difference in
overall benefits. The situation was simulated using data from an existing monitoring station
for which a long record was available. Assuming that flood mitigation protection measure
planning was the only use, benefits were up to eighty times the cost of annual data collection at
the site.
In 1993 the value of streamflow data for flood estimation for minor structures was
assessed by examining the improvement in design flood estimation during the period 1958 to
1987 (Cloke et al, 1993). It was assumed that design floods estimated in 1987 incorporating
the most recent methodology, and longest record length ‘would be the closest to the intended or
true design value’. Hence benefits were related to the avoidance of additional costs resulting
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from underdesign/overdesign,
variables considered including flood damage cost, flood
durations, average number of vehicles affected [annual average daily traffic values], detour
distances [assuming that traffic affected would choose to detour], traffic detour costs [allowing
for occupants’ time, and vehicle depreciation, maintenance and fuel costs and frequency of
overlapping. Relevant costs were those from collecting streamflow data.
As early as 1965 Linsley also identified that cost savings could not be re1atedG-r a linear
fashionto data accuracy (Linsley, 1965), while Cordery and Cloke, in 1993 found a similar
no&near.relationship
with regard to reservoir storage design, i.e. that the present worth of
collecting the ‘next’ sample of data is -much smaller than the present worth of colleoting the
‘previous’ sample of data (Cloke & Cordery, 1993).
Overall Cloke and Corder-y concluded that benefit cost ratio depended on the amount of
existing ati additional data, and the number of sites at which data are to be collected.
Table 7: Formulae for use in benefit cost studv for minor waterwav constructionYnderdesign Cost Estimaiion

Underdesign Savings.

3, = (R;.N.Cfd) +.C,

S, = Ry,.N.S,

>.=R,pN.E,.T,.[@.&)+(O.&.D/S)]

..

n = total costs resulting from underdesign
;;tring~
design life $.
cfd = average flood damage costs pr stmmre
during design life $
Ct = costs resulting from tra& disruption 4
’
C, = vehicular costs, $/km
D = average detour distance, km
S = average vehicle speed, km/hr
0 = average vehicle occupancy
I’” = average no. of vehicles delayed, in addition
to design intention by underdesign
E, = extra flood overlappings during design life
N = no:of structures in region.
R,, = ratio of underdesigned structures to total
sampled

S, = total savings resulting from underdesign
S, = average savings per structure from reduced
capital expenditure for structures
u&&signed,
$

Overdesign Costs

Overdesign savings

C, = %.N. C,

S, = (R.,.N.S,) + S,

C, = total costs resulting from overdesign, $
C, = average cost per structure of unnecessary
capital expenditure due to overdesign of
structure, $
R, = ratio of overdesigned structures to total
sampled.

S,=FC,,.N.E,.T,.[(D.~)+

-. .

. __^^^.

(O.C,.D/S)]

S, = total savings resulting from overdesign
during design life, $
S, = average savingsin-flood damage during.
design live per structure from reduced
overlappings, $
S, = savings resulting from reduced traffic
disruption; $
E, = reduction in flood overlappings duringdesign life
T, = average reduction in vehicles delayed due to
overdesign ..

bOUrCe: Cloke et al. (1 YY3).
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Benefit cost ratios for a programme of data collection relating to minor waterway crossing
design were estimated as 120,21,4.4
and -0.25, for discount rates of 0, 4,7 and 10%
respectively. These could be considered conservative estimates however, taking all program
costs into account but relating benefits to just one use. Equivalent monetary benefits ranged
from $3900m to $350m with 0 to 7% discount rates.
Similar to Cloke et al’s 1993 study, Ramirez et al examined the effect of additional
information on better flood alleviation designs in Rushford Minnesota, by examining the expost value of information (Ramirez et al, 1988). The value of information concept (WI) used
in these two.,appFoaches was ex post-i&he sense that the~Information-was-ori’h~d
when its
value was deter&r&.
This contrasts with bayesian approaches where the exact information to
be received is unknown at the time its potential value is assessed. New estimates with 28 years
additional data showed a reduction in avoided damages from $30,750 to $21,420, and as a
consequence a reduced b/c ratio of .87
The value of increased data collection at two observation stations on the Lapuanjoke river in
Finland was calculated by the value of land which could be used due to decreased uncertainty
on the area at risk from flooding i.e. an extra 80ha, see table 8 (I&t&n
& Puupoponen, 1996).
It was found however that benefits stabilised after 40 years.
Table 8: Uncertainties of HO150* and benefits of data
Period @rs)

HQ l/50
Station 1. (m/k)

Station 2. (mJs)
96-228

-Benefits
(million FW
0

10
210-500
20
240-430
109-196
498
30
290-410
132-187
*
6,4
40
290-400
132-182
8,O
50
295-395
134-180
8,O
60
3 10-395
141-180
fA0
-.
* lowest limit of elevation permitted for construction on floodplain.
Source: Laitinen & Puupponen. (1996).

Benefit Transfer: Hydrometric data are used very differently for specific investment project.
Cordery and Cloke found also that even for similar project types, from site to site benefits
varied depending on size of basin upstream, of the site, local topography, flooding frequency
and the number and damage susceptibility of the properties to be protected (Cordery & Cloke,
1991).

1.3. The Use of Bayesian Decision Theory
The application of decision theory to evaluating the worth of data involves a number of steps:
1. A set of initial existing data e.g. time series/probability distribution], known as the ‘prior’
is used to design the water resource project in question e.g. flood control.
2. The times series/probability
distribution is modified over time with new data, known as the
‘posterior’
a. the ‘prior’ estimates are revised using bayes’ theorem, improving information and
reducing error, illustrated in box 2:
Baves rule/theorem
P(ai/c) = P(ai) P(c/ai
Ei P(ai) P(c/ai)
ai = a priori probability estimates
c = new information
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3. Calculation of the expected opportunity loss FOL], which is represented by the
diffeience between additional benefits-due to better design and additional costs due to
acquisition of additional information.
The optimal design is that which minimises XOL.
XOL, however, cannot be calculated until all possible’outcomes for additional.
measurements and corresponding posteriors are examined.’

In Simpson’s 1987 ieview of methodologies for estimating the value of strearnflow data,
bayesian decision theory,.in pr0viding.a method.to ‘pool or update’ information was deemed
superior to earlier methods, such as generating synthetic records through identifyins statistical
distributions (Simpson et al. 1987)..
Davis, Kiesel and Duckstein’s early. paper also illustrated the application of bayesian decision
theory in assessing the value of additional data by incorporating it into engineering decisions on
flood levee design on the Rillito Creek floodplain (Davis et al. 1971). -..
Adeloye suggested a bayesian approach to evaluating the worth of.hydrometric data,for
reservoir capacity in examining the ‘dependent’ relationship which exists between reduction in
uncertainty (equated to temporal error, see figure 2) and costsof reservoir over/under design
(Adeloye, 1995): Due to the complexity however in defining such a-relationship for each error
type, -Adeloye proposes the use of Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 2: Breakdown of Total Data Error

e = d(e”, + ezt+ e2s+ e”,)
e 2 s = Gauging error due to flow measurement
e2t = Temporal error. due to short data record length
e2s= Spatial error due to data transferred from a measurement location to the
location of the project
e2m7 Model error due to assumptions concerning the nature of the random.
hydrological process.
Source:: Adapted from Adeloye 1995.
Adeloye found that when the length of data recordwas increased fourfold, the temporal-error
was only reduced by 50%, and with an eight fold increase the error was reduced by a factor of
2.8.

1.3.1. The Suitabilitv
of Bavesian Decision Theorv Witbin an Environmental
Decision- .’
Making Framework
On closer examination of the nature of both bayesian methods and environmental decision
making it becomes apparent however that, despite widespread application, they may be
somewhat incompatible:
1. The process of developing equations to.reflect all possible interactions among variables, and
assigning different probabilities of outcome is very time consuming (Zerbe &-Dively, 19941,
and expensive.. This also implies that the assignment of objective probabilities to
establGhed outcomes is justified, implying in tum,.the existence of a risky situation, and not
one representative of environmental uncertainty, as defined (Dasgupta & Pearce, 1972).
2. This is essentially a project specific approach relying on the availability of detailed project
specific costs.
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In 1977 Klemes highlighted that when using hydrometric data as a decision basis in reservoir
design one must remain aware that one is dealing with a ‘complete random process’ (Klemes,
1977), while Davey believes that while historical extreme flood events give a useful guide to
the possible size of maximum floods, the fact that several recorded floods have exceeded
maximums set highlights the potential extreme responses. h&china suggests that such
traditional theories of decision making, as bayesian may need to be reversed with the
occurrence of different forms of uncertainty (Machina, 1987).
If bayesian decision theory was to be adopted its use would be dependent on a large number of
simplifying assumptions (Cloke & Cordery, 1993).

Part 3 - Valuing

The Hydrometric

Data Collection

Network

L Network Awroach to Data Evaluation
Mawdsley et al examined the value of data for the design of flood protection schemes with
respect to a gauge network in NB England.
Historic data was used to assess the effects of obtaining further data rather than expectations
based on all possible future flows.
The general principle behind this approach was the assessment of the opportunity loss
of making a wrong decision given imperfect data, According to Mawdsley the value of existing
data is represented by the difference between the opportunity loss of decision making in the
design of a flood protection works without any data, and that with hydrometric data6
(Mawdsley et al. 1990):
Data Value = EOLyo - EOLy
Yo = data available in the absence of a gauge. In the absence of data other information would be used
to make the decision e.g. rainfall information, or simulated data.
Y = data available with the gauge
To assess the expected opportunity loss for a given level of data, an opportunity loss function
-was obtained which is a function of the error in the estimate of the design parameter (e), and a
probability distribution of the error p(e) is also required, which was then combined to obtain:
EOLy=

I- dcOL(e)p(e)de

By considering all contributing errors in the data, the probability distribution of the error in the
design was estimated, the errors being classified into four groups i.e. gauging temporal, spatial
and model.
With application of this method to three network case studies, see table 9, Mawdsley found
data value increased at a diminishing rate, whereas annual costs varied relatively little after
installation.
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Table 9: Value of hvchological data for flood protection onlv in three case studies.
Values/Scheme.

No. of gauges
Station years of data

Morpeth
1

10

Cost of scheme
S72,OOO
EOL @se level]
E10,650
Value of gauge data
27,910,
E758
Cost of data for station year
Value of data per station year
s791
Values as % of scheme cost
5
Benefit/cost ratio
1.0
I
Source: Adapted from Mawdsley et al. (1990).

Stoke&y
2 ..
24.

Crofl

7

3
54

L325,OOO
E90,OOO
E14,950
i3,lOO
El2,350
;E3,980
El,378
El,378
E51.5
274
4
5
0.37 .. 1 0.05

The value of data was shown to be 4-5% of constructionxosts of the flood protection scheme
for the lengths of data available considering flood protection as the only. applitition
of the data.
The relatively low benefit/cost ratio for the flood protection schemes may have been caused by
their small sizes. If a biser scheme was undertaken and the 4-5% value was still tirrect, then
the benefit/cost ratio would increase.

2, The Audit Aoproach
The audit approach, developed by Davar and Brimley, has been used to identify areas where
improved network performance could be achieved without any additional resources, and to
provide’a guide by which to assess the impacts of any decision (Davar & Brimley,-1990).
Contrary to cost benefit analysis however, no monetary value is assigned to benefits.
Instead the total set of existing and proposed stations are prioritised or ranked in order .of
performance on a number of considerations:
1. A survey identifies users’ needs
2. Uses are rated on the basis of % benefit attributable to data
3. A set of priority considerations/criteria
is outlined i.e. site characteristics; identified client.
needs [in terms of hydrology and operational] and a region’s importance for water
resources.
.4. Individual gauging stations, organised on a catcbment basis are assessed, by a number of
water resource experts and managers, in terms of the extent to which they reflect priority
considerations, see table.10..
5. The higher the total station audit points,accumu.lated by a particular station, the higher the
relative value of benefits derived from that station:
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Table 10: Example of network evaluation audit for New Brunswick
Priority Consideration
Characteristics

- Site

Maximum
Score
Possible

Rationale for Score

6

Large drainages provide more
representative samples for province as
a whole.
-

Water level only

3

These stations provide less info. than
flow stations.

Quality of record

15

The better the quality of record the
greater the information value.

10

Short records need to be extended to
establish a record. Once record is
established it is of decreasing value,
with exception of very long records,
which become valuable for index
purposes.

5

Stations whose record may be readily
related to comparative meteorological
data have added information value.

Mean annual flow
l
less than 25m3/s
l
25 - 125m3/s
l
greater than 125m3/s

Period of record (years)
0 O-5
l
6-10
l
11- 15
l
16-25
. 26- 40
l
greater than 40

Available
Points

2
4
6

7
5
3
7
10

Proximity to climate station
Source: Adapted from Davar and Brimley.

(1990).

The audit approach offers an approach also to identifying redundancy in gauging stations, in
assessing stations on the basis of such criteria, as outlined above, in addition to marginal costs.
The priority considerations for site characteristics could also be based on responses from user
surveys.
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Review Conclusion,. i
The above review examines potential approaches to valuing hydrometric
1. Detailed approach to.cost benefit analysis
2: General approach to cost benefit analysis
3. Valuing the hydrometric data collection network

datain three parts:

A two step procedure was suggested in relation to part 1, where indirect data collection benefits
e.g. flood protection, could first be quantified and then apportioned to actual hydrometric data.
For comprehensive coverage of .these indirect benefits, -both tangible and intangible @ara ..
4.3.2.3 .), a combination of primary survey techniques would be requiredimplying
considerable :.
investment in time and money. II-I an attempt to avoid this, benefit transfer was also discussed;
as useful in approximating values, if reliant on the availability of existing,updated values.
General approaches .value the worth of hydrometric data through its relationship to
risk/uncertainty.reduction.
Such approaches, as outlined in part.2, have been used extensively
in recent years with regard to investment planning. The difficulty in applying these techniques
for- our purposes however stems from their project specific nature which prevents the transfer
of benefits, possible in part 1.
Finally, part 3 proposes a more holistic approach, focusing on the valuation of the data
collection network, with the potential to then narrow down specific-stations. The audit
approach (part 3, section 2) in particular is highlighted as offering a possible ‘user friendly’
solution to the valuation issues faced by Environment Agency and S.E.P.A officers across
functions; however its effectiveness, as will be discussed in Hanley’s forthcoming paper, may
rely on its use in association with further statistical techniques to develop-an efficient
framework for economic valuation.
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Annexe 1
Determination

of multklication
factors to convert benefits of floodw&
events to averape annual benefits

from single

A) Floodit~ more frequent than 1 in 10 yrs:
:&0.his category:offlood
risk zones it was assumed that protection was given up to
approx. 1 in 6 year frequency, with damage doubled for a 1 in 100 year and less frequent
events.
l
assume single event damage reduction = Zx
2x
l
average annual benefit (area under curve)
= 2x * .Ol + 2x + x (.167 - .Ol)
Damage
x -_----2
0
= 0.255x, i.e. .25 = ‘frequency factor’
.Ol

,167

frequency

B) Flooding frequency between 1 in 10 and 1 in 50 vrs.
Assume average flood frequency to be 1 in 30 years with flood damage doubled for a 1 in
100 year and less frequent events and with damage reduced to zero for a 1 in 15 year event.
l
assume single event damage reduction .= x
* average annual benefit (area under curve)
I
.
2x
= 2x * .Ol f (2x f x) (.033 - .Ol) + x (.067 - .033)
--_I-2
2
Damage
= .00715x, i.e. .07 = ‘frequency factor’
’
I
X
LI?.lL

’

I

.Ol

.067

.33

frequency

C) Flooding frequency less than 1 in 50 vrs
Assume average flood frequency to be 1 in 100 years with flood damage doubled at 1 in
200 years and less frequent events and with damage reduced to zero at a frequency of 1 in
50 years.
* assume single event damage reduction = Ex
* average annual benefit
2x
= 2x * .055 + (2x i X) (.Ol - .OOS) + x (.02 - .Ol)
2
2
------ I
X
I
= 0.022x, i.e. .02’= ‘frequency factor’
I
Damage
I
0 l----ix
.005

.Ol

.02

frequency
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’ Benefits from groundwater quality improvement are included due to its importance in catchment management,
for public and private water supply and for providing baseflow for many surface water systems (Newson, 1995).
’ Total willinguess to pay may be sought fiom,individuals, or alternatively broken down into its components;
current personal use values [current use values], possible future use values [option values], future generation use
values bequest values], non-use values [existence/intrinsic values].
3The majority of the 38,000km of watercourse in Britain, are too narrow and shallow ever to support activities
in addition to recreational activity (Green & Tumstall, 1991).
’ Adjustment factors published by the Ministry of agriculture, fisheries and food, 1985.
5 Assumptions made included that impacts are independent, and that an acceptable regression equation could be
obtained.
6This implies that Mawdsley believes there remains a level of inherent uncertainty even after the collection of
hydrometric data.
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APPENDIX

III

Evaluating the Bi=nefits of.Hydrometric Networks
Paper.to the-Environment .Agency by University
Stirling and Scotia Water Services

of Dundee, University

of

ALTERNATIVE
METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES TO REPRESENTING
THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF. HYDROMETRIC
DATA
version #2
author: ,Nick Hanley.
1. The objectives

This project is concerned with estimating the benefits of hydrometric data.. Three.
possible motives for doing.this are the.abilities to be able to: :
(i) rank gauging stations in terms of their relative economic benefits
(ii).conduct marginal cost-benefit analysis of whether an additional station
should be-added to network, or whether an existing station should be shut :.
down, and
(iii) assessthe public,value of a gauging network in terms of its total economic ‘.
value.In case (ii) above, information on the (marginal) costs of data collection is needed;%
cases (i) and (iii) it is not, although in case (iii) total economic value could be
compared with total system,costs. Expressing benefits in monetary units allows them
to be compared with costs.
2. The problems ’
Essentially, these can be summarised .as the following:.
(i) the benefits of any @errgauging network are many and varied; as shown by
our interview responses, and by our-questionnaire-survey
(ii) operationally;it seems unlikely that sufEicient funds and/or experience
would be available to carry out original empirical work on benefit estimation
in all cases,.except perhaps for- major network reviews
(iii) the implication is therefore that “standard” benefit.figures should be made..
available; in an attempt at benefit transfer. However: there are very
considerable-problems with such benefits transfers.
(iv) in any case, it is well known that the standard errors on:estimates for.nonmarket benefits (such as improvements in water quality) are typically wide
(v) finally; the:benefits of continuing to collect data from agiven station ,are
known to.depend partly .on,the length of record already. existing for that
station: whilst station benefits are-also dependent on how unique that station
is in termsof representing varying catchment characteristics and/or the
spatial location of economic activity (such as rural vs. urban).
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The above problems make it unlikely that a simple application of Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA) is possible, but also that funds/expertise are unlikely to be available for a more
sophisticated CBA except in the case of very major changes to the monitoring
network. However, objectives (ii) and (to a lesser extent) (iii) above imply some sort
of quasi-formal CBA framework.
3. Economic value estimation and the benefits of hvdrometric data
The economic benefits of collecting hydrometric data are, in principle, similar to the
benefits of collecting any other kind of information regarding uncertain outcomes, such
as weather forecasting or forecasts of the rate of inflation. This is that such collection
enables either an increase in economic benefits or a decrease in economic costs, often
in a planning context. Given uncertainty, these costs and benefits may be expressed in
terms of expected values’ or certainty equivalents. What is more, the economic
criterion for how much information to collect is the same in all these situations:
namely, that ifthe right amount of information is collected, then the marginal cost of
collecting one more (or one less) ‘unit” of information be equal to the marginal
benefits. This criterion could also be applied to decisions over whether to add or
subtract one more information gathering unit. Aside from planning-type applications
(where ‘planning” is interpreted in the broadest sense), the other major category of
benefit is in real-time uses of data, in flood warning and abstraction control.
Two problems thus arise in the context of hydrometric data: these are (i) what to count
as economic benefits, and how to value them; and (ii) how to define the %formation
generating unit”. For many classes of benefit we have identified (see Nevin (1996)
(Appendix IT), and the report on the questionnaire data (Appendix I)), the benefits of
collecting data for the purposes OK for instance, flood warning, would seem to be
applicable more to the catchment, or a river (ie some concept of a network) thanto
any one station. Ifthis is true on the whole, then it makes more sense to consider either
the river or the catchment as the information generating unit, for which economic
benefits will be measured. In this case, the question of whether to add or remove one
more station to the network becomes a hydrometric question, concerned with the
increase in predictive performance for the system as a whole.
Nevin (1996) reviews the techniques which could be applied to a large range of
potential benefits for hydrometric networks, and actual experience with these methods.
Summarising, benefits can be classified as those affecting market-valued resources
(such as housing or bridges) and those affecting non-market resources, such as water
quality. Very few of these benefits are likely to be “captured” by the data gatherer,
either due-to the non-market nature of the benefits, or the public nature of the data. A
complementary classification is to -recognise:
l
benefits of real-time data (eg flood warning, abstraction control): these
benefits can potentially be market-valued;
O- benefits relating to investment planning (eg new bridges, dams, reservoirs,
housing): these benefits can also potentially be market-valued;
’ Although the use of expected values implies we know(i) the complete range of possible outcomes
(states of the world) and (ii) the probability distribution of these outcomes. This is unlikely to describe
all situations.
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benefits relating to water quality planning (e.g.setting of pollution
constraints and abstraction/return flows).- These benefits are unlikely to be
market-valued.

In these three cases, benefits are, in general-terms-given by:
l
avoided damages (flood warning):
l
avoided costs of over-, or under-investment. The maximum Willingness To Pay
(WTP)‘of-users-ofinformation
for-these purposes (eg construction companies)
would indicate its value here: however; such maximal- WTP amounts are not :
revealed by the current process of giving out such information. Freeing up themarket for hydrometric data would produce prices closer to this desired signal, and.
reveal something about the price elasticity of demand for information. C
l
through a production functionwhere information is one input (along with
abatement expenditure and flows) to increasing water quality.- More information as
an.input can allow for less spending on abatement,.or better.management of ,
return/abstraction flows, to produce-a given level of water quality;
In all these cases, however, it is crucial to separate out the marginal effect of providing
more information fiomthe value of the resource or service flow concerned. For
example, not all of the value of water quality improvements could be attributed to
providing information if additional.abatement expenditure occurs. What we must aim I,
to do is estimate the marginal value (marginal value product, in the case .of the
prod&ion function approach) of information..
4. Possible-methodoloaies for analvsina the economic benefits of hydrometric data
Here we outline three possible approaches to incorporating the-economic.benefits of
hydrometric data into a decision-making fiamew-ork.
4. I An approximate CBA approach
In what follows, we assume that, either through original empirical work, or through .I
some benefit-transfer~process, economic values have been arrived at for all possible
categories of benefit (not forgetting, thoughi the considerable empirical difhculties~
involved here, as noted in Nevin, 1996) These economic values might be expressed in
terms of & per & spent on data collection gleaned from previous case studies.
Expenditure could thus .be used as a measure of the quantity of information.
Alternatively, benefits could be expressed per measuring station (ie total benefits
divided by the total number of stations), agaiufiom case studies, and againwith thepurpose of relating benefits to the amount, of effort input, and the quantity of data.
These benefit-figures will be referred to as “base values”: see Table: 1. We know that
the length of existing data records isimportant in determining the value of additional
data; so these base values would then be weighted to take account of this. Finally,
special local circumstances might exist, making the benefits in any one category larger
than average, so weights could be,attached here too, based for example on the spatial
characteristics of the catchment (we do not discuss how to arrive at these weights yet:
for data length, we need to estimate the functional form of an equation relating data
usefulness-eg predictive power- to length of record). Then, for any system the
relevant benefit categories are entered, and weighted average scores computed for
each benefit category. Summing these gives either the total benefit’per:& spent on the
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network, or per station. In the former case, multiplying by actual system costs and then
comparing with these costs gives an approximate equivalent to CBA . In the latter
case, multiplying by the number of stations and then comparing with system cost again
&es a CBA-type comparison. It should be noted, however, that since (i) benefit
transfer and (ii) weighting is used in this method, this does not replicate a formal
CBA.

.. ~..-G&e operational.question of interest is whether to add more stations, or take some
away, then the above procedure could be repeated on difEerent groupings of stations
and the results compared. This would involve re-running the economic model with
adjusted inputs in terms of benefits, to produce approximate cost-benefit results for
different groups of stations.
If a ranking of individual stations or groups of stations is desired, then the above
procedure could be repeated and the results used to produce a ranking. However, it
would be very important to consider the smallest data generating network used to
produce the base values, since otherwise we are extrapolating beyond the range of our
observations.
In principle, this method could be presented as a simple spread-sheet type computer
model.

4.2 A scoring approach
This could be implemented using the same‘fmmework as that described above; but
replacing economic benefit base values with importance scores, arrived at through
expert judgement (eg through some sort of DELPHI process). Davar and Brimley
(1990) report the use of such a system in New Brunswick. However, whilst the
method could be used to rank stations or groups of stations, it could not be used in any
cost comparison, including decisions on whether to add or subtract stations.

4.3 A multi-criteria analysis approach
This could be accomplished with a goal-programming method. This would involve, for
each benefit category, identifying acceptable or target scores (eg minimum hours
warning time for the flood warning category). A matrix would then be built up to show
how any network could contribute to achieving these goals, some of which will be
complementary and some of which would be conflicting with each other. Cost could be
included as one objective/constraint set. A mathematical programming routine would
then be run on this matrix and objective set, with the goal of minimising the sum of
differences between goals and achievements. This would give an “optimal” design of
the. system. All.erm$ive system designs could be runthrough the model to compare
their performance on the “‘achievements versus targets” criterion. However, the
approach could not be used to assessthe economic efficiency of a network. In
addition, the method is very data intensive, is critically dependent on specification of
targets, and would not be easy to present in a user-friendly format.

5. Recommended method
We therefore recommend that the project goes forward using the approximate
CBA approach as the basis for assessing economic benefits, since it seems to have one
R&D Progress Report W6/005/5
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important advantage over the other two methods considered, namely that it can
address the issue of economic efficiency, as well as ranking and. analysis of decisions
over adding and/or subtracting stations. Three big problem areas are though, obvious: .:
* how to: compute base values
* how to compute weightings for lengthof record
* how to compute local weights
The method,could, of course, be used without-weights being used, but this would-lose
much content. Some-of .the answers to-these questions can be found,in the literature
review, interviews and survey results.. However, it is felt that most learning will occur
in trying to apply this method to two-case study data networks in the next phase of the;
project. Of course, findings based orrtwo case studies will be of limited
generalisability; however, this limitation would-only be adressed by devoting .t.
sign5cantly more resources to the project. We also note that, due to the paucity of
previous research in thisyarea, we anticipate that un-filled ‘holes” will exist in the’.
economic model based on,.Table One at,the end of the project.
The.approximate CBA approach provides an economic criterion,for .managers of Inetworks to use. We would suggest that, this should be supplemented with a criterion
based on hydrology itself This could.address, for example,-.the issues of station
redundancy and network representativeness, and could also be expanded into a scoring
system along the linessuggested by Davar and Brimley. Thus two criteria would be
used in assessing hydrometric networks: economic, and hydrological.. This would.
provide more information than one criterion alone.
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1Total Weighted Benefits (can be compared to total costs of network X of EC): [(bl+b3+b5+b7)*C]

=

Table One: approximate CBA method applied to network X
For some of these benefits categories (eg water quality) it seems likely that no
estimates of the value of data per se will be found in the literature. Thus we propose to
test the “production function” approach suggested above, to estimate the marginal
value of data. This might work as follows. Suppose data is available on some indicator
of water quality Qt over time for a given river (this might be a weighted average of
values qit at i monitoring points). Suppose data is also available on abatement
expenditure A , flow rates Ft and the quantity of data collected Dt . Our argument is
that collecting data on flows enables better water quality to be achieved for given
investments in abatement. Then we could estimate:

Qt = f (A, , J-5, Dt >
and find the partial derivative SQt /SD, . Given the cumulative effects of both data
collection and abatement spending, we would need to experiment with alternative lag
structures for D and A. But if such a partial relationship can be found (which is
statistically significant and reasonably robust) than a base value for hydrometric data
collection’s value to water quality improvements could be derived. We -propose to test
this procedure in the case study part of the project.
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Questionnaire responses
FLOOD DEFENCE

1.

INTRODUCTION

This report is.the sixth Progress Report of R&D Project W6/005: It marks the halfway stage of the project. and, unlike previous reports which have summarized work
over-each successive month, it summarizes all work completed thus far and takes stock
of the position reached. It then considers the course to be taken in the secondlphase of
the project. New material is presented under-headings 2:2 and 2.3, providing a
condensed summary of alldatausesreported
in the questionnaire survey, and updating
reports on-discussions with external data users.
Four of the most important appendices attached to earlier Progress Reports are
included again with. this report, providing. details of key phases of the background
work completed to date. These are given at Appendices A-D. A new Appendix E’
contains a comprehensive account of work with*extemal data users, including some
earlier reports of progress.
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2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

Literature

WORK COMPLETED

TO DATE

reviews

Two major reviews have been presented with Progress Reports preceding this one:
1. a hydrologically-based review of reported benefit assessment methods by M Steel
presented with Report W6/005/3, and
2. -aneconomics literature-based review by C Nevin considering the economic
methods which have been (or could be) applied to quantifying the benefits,
included as Appendix II to Report W6/005/5.
For the sake of completeness, these reviews are included also with this report as
Appendix A and Appendix B respectively. In the interests ofpresenting a coherent
overview of the main findings of the project to date, however, a new summary of these
reviews is presented here.

2.1.1 Hydrologically-based review of metho& of quant@ng beneJits
This initial review drew on approximately 100 published papers and reports, and
identified that substantial interest was currently being shown in the subject of this study
by hydrometric authorities and researchers in the USA, Australia, the Nordic countries
and the UK. Reported studies are of many types: some consider single specked uses
of hydrometric data while others aim to address all uses; some are spec%c to individual
water-related projects or gauging stations while others address whole networks.
When data are obtained for the ongoing costs of hydrometric monitoring, benefit-cost
ratios range widely from 0.05: 1 to 92: 1. In other cases however, monetary benefits
of data collection re not obtained, but instead points are allocated to recognize the
relative strengths and weaknesses of single sites in relation to a list of criteria, in order
that decisions can be made regarding network changes.
The review also refers to a recognition that some benefits are not readily or realistically
quantif!ied, such that benefit assessment may sometimes refer to minimum benefit
levels, ie excluding some difEcult components. One dif%culty common to all
approaches is that future benefit assessmentscan only ever be based on a historic
information base. Therefore, it is diI3cu.h to quantify the information value of
continued gauging which might capture the hydrological effects of unprecedented
climatic, land use or water utilization changes.

2.1.2

Economics literature-based review of methoak of quarztljjing benefits

This review was structured in three parts.
1. Detailed approaches could be applied to the assessment of benefit in six identised
benefit areas (Water quality improvement; Enhanced recreation; Hydropower
generation; Enhanced flood protection; Enhanced flood warning; Reduced
recreational losses). Many studies were reported which give details of the
application of various methods to each of the six benefit areas. This is an area
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which could be developed further for the purposes of this project and;with the
identification of preferred methods for assessing benefit in each of these areas, it
may be possible in some cases to allow the transfer of benefit. assessments from the
literature-to new catchment areas.
2. General approaches to benefit assessment can be applied on &basis ofreducing
uncertainty or risk for planning or operational purposes. However, such an
approach can only be specific to individual projects: no-benefit transfer is possible.
Therefore general approaches are excluded from further. consideration:
3. Valuation of the data collection network was considered, particularly using an
audit approach. By means of point-allocation, hydrometric stations can be ranked
in order of importance for decision-making purposes, but no monetary
quantification of benefits is involved. This approach is therefore excluded from
further consideration also, since it fails to allow the core aim ofthis project to be
realized.
The detailed approach to benefit assessment ((1) above) therefore emerges at a clear
advantage over the.other. two methods considered. Further comment on the relative
strengths of these methods, and the direction for future development,: is offered below.

2.2

hiformation

requests to agency.staff.

A questionnaire survey was undertaken, directing questions at staff in all functions of
the sponsoring agencies. Nine.separate questionnaires were developed for identified
groups of data users, and copies distributed throughout all regions.. A total of 138
responses were received in time for- analysis,- 58% of the number of requested
responses, but including multiple responses from within some regions/areas.
The objects of this exercise were-firstly to:conduct a comprehensive survey of data
uses, to ensure that ,all areas of data benefit.were identified, and secondly to gather
information on the value placed by users on benefits of one type or another. Success
was considerable in the first ofthese, but limited in the second. Table 1 provides a
new summary of all data uses identi5ed by the questionnaire, arranged according to the
nine functions identified for questionnaire survey. It should be noted that some
responses were received Corn more than one function; in which case such responses
have been listed only under.the one function in which a response was most frequent. It
should be noted also that because an open questionnaire approach!was employed, thislist is not exhaustive: other data uses may not have been specified.
NIany of the main data uses (those most frequently cited) are well known to all agency
staff across the functions, eg flow data requirements for discharge consent
determinafions; abstraction,licensing,-flood warning-system:operation,calculation
of
marine loadings. However, others must-be less well known, or can easily be.
overlooked. Fisheries, Recreation, Conservation & Navigation-Officers are reported to
value flow data in the design-of environmental enhancements for conservation and
recreational purposes (eg canoeing) - a far cry from the oft-quoted dams, bridges and
culverts for which-flow data are more often required for design purposes. Flow data
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Hvdrolo~ical Network Data Uses
Fey:
n

SUBJECT

main data uses in order of frequency
other cited data uses]
POLLUTION

1.

2.
3.

consent determination/review
calculation and modelling of massbalance/pohutant loads
assessingand managing pollution events
design of surface-water treatment
sewerage modelling
timing of engineering work
risk assessmentfor pollution prevention
&STRACTION

1.
2.
3.

abstraction licences; determining new levels and altering existing ones
investigating derogation complaints
enforcing residual and compensation flow licences
catchment model construction and evaluation
estimation of dry weather flows in ungauged cat&me&s
setting thands off flows
compensation
CHEMICAL

1.
2.

calculating chemical loads to North Sea for PARCOMRed LisUHarmonized
Monitoring Scheme/Global Environmental Monitoring
modelling cat&me& water quality and quantity (including SIMCAT modelling)
information about time of sampling for result interpretation
studying effects of low flows on water quality
compliance with Drought Orders
planning fieldwork
BIOLOGICAL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

input into RIVPACS
determining whether conditions are suitable and safe for sampling
calculating dilution available for efEluent for sampling/cost recovery
loading models (solute loadings and loch retention) and water quality models (loch
eutrophication/phosphorus concentration)
interpreting survey results
to ‘trigger’ surveys on low flow effects/drying/recovery
Base Flow Index input to SERCON conservation assessmentscheme
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1.
2.
3.

relating-flow/discharge with run-times and the suitability/&ilization of various
habitats
targeting vulnerableareas for monitoring/iirotig/restoring
habitat
operational use; survey tiormation~ critical levels, enforcement, fish rescue
access;canoeing only at high flows
low flow research projects
designof.6harinehs (environmental enhancement) and fish passes
maintenance of navigation and power generation purposes
FLOOD

1.
2.
3.
-.

WARNING

flood %uning system-development
flood warning system calibration
flood warning system operation
level to level correlation ‘.
extended use ofradar
flood .forecasting modelling
l?TJJOD DEFENCE

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

assessingreturn periods (flood frequencies)
assessingparticnlarflooding events (post flood analysis)
design of new works; flood alleviation schemes
calibration of design models for schemes/investigations ‘:
management of infrastructure (maintenance work)
checking design tolerances
improving Flood Studies estimates
development of control purposes eg building above sealevel
NIARINE/ESTuARINE

1. :.

river loads and freshwater inputs for-water quality modelling
es&mine s-&&y and current studies
cahbrating~models/predictive simulation I: .
marine survey evtiation
design purposes
WATERRESOURCES

MANAGEMENT

Data uses encompass a number of uses cited above, from most subjects;
water resources planning and monitoring!
low flows and abstraction issues
flood risk and warning.
insurance/legal purposes
research projects
Table,‘1 Summary of hydrometric data uses, listed by fin&ion ..
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are not only required for the operation of flood warning systems, but are also necessary
for their design and for ongoing validation: if some change in the hydrological
behaviour of a catchment occurs, or one in its channel hydraulics, then information is
required in order that a warning system can be modified and perhaps also for the
purposes of adjusting risk assessments. Field scientists in freshwater biology,
freshwater chemistry and marine science functions all referred to the value of real-time
telemetry data in being able to plan effective fieldwork.
..
On the assessment of data benefits by agency users, only a small number of responses
yielded directly useful information. Where the potential was thought to exist, users
were asked to refer us to quantitative estimates of benefit. So when Flood Defence
Managers were asked ifthe results of cost-benefit analyses for flood defence schemes
were available, responses were generally positive, yet when Flood Warning Managers
were asked to indicate the value of savings accruing from operation of their area
systems, only two (out of 16) were able to indicate values: &150k for NW Area of EANW Region, and &lm for EA-Midlands Region. A minority of other responses
indicated potential sources of data, and ifpursued, these further sources (often at a
Regional level) may come to have rather greater value than the information thus far
received.
In some further questions, users were asked to indicate the effect of reductions in data
availability on their functions, allowing some indirect assessment of data benefit to be
made. For example, Pollution Control Managers were asked to assess the likely
difference between consents based on estimated flow data and those based on
measured streamflows. Most were unable to give a response, several commenting that
this was an “impossible task”. Four ofthe 17 respondents did offer estimates, varying
between 10% and 25% of the consent. While groups of responses of this sort can be of
help in confirming some existing suppositions (direction of effects), they offer limited
further value in relation to the quantification of benefits.
Further economic perspectives are included in the full analysis of the responses, which
was presented initially with the December Progress report W6/005/5 and is also
included with this report as Appendix C.
One fIna1 specific aspect of the responses to note is the importance of real-time data.
With the widespread advent of telemetry, new uses have developed and become
established in several areas of agency operations, eg model-based flood warning
systems, pollution dispersion models, RiverLine telephone services for anglers and
information for field staff when planning daily work schedules, Here a technological
development has greatly increased the data utility of existing networks and, in some
: -instances, has underpinned the justification of new stations for flood warning or low
flow monitoring.

2.3

Interviews

with external data users

When starting the Project we were aware that external organisations or individuals use
hydrometric data for a variety of purposes. Despite this it became apparent during the
early stages of the research that, even if they are not the major users of the data in all
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cases, they may well derive some of the largest benefits from the data. Given this we
approached three Regions .to try and establish a breakdown of the data use, both
between external.and internal users: and between different classifications of external
data users. The results from this are included in Appendix E, which also includes
details of interviews held with some of the external data users.
From the responses we received it would appear that the majority of information
requests are received-from. external data users. However, it must also .be noted that we
suspect that there may be many internal users who do not formally request the data, or .:
who are able to extract it directly from the computer systems themselves. It was also
noticeable that there is a significant difference in the split between SEPA and the
Environment Agency, with the Environment Agency recording many more requests
from external users.. This may. be due to the Environment Agency’s predecessor
organisation having .a much higher profile, along with the fact that, the data is available :
free of charge from the Environment Agency where as a charge is made by SEPA.
As the extent of external data use was so large it was decided to tryand classify it for
the two Environment Agency Regions visited. Three main user types emerged - the.
water companies (the second-largest single user in the Ridings Area, possibly.due to
the well publicised problems Yorkshire Water were having with the. drought, and the
third in Midlands Region),, external consultancies (second in Midlands and third in
Ridings) and students/schools/colleges, primarily for project work, who were the ..
highest single user for both the Midlands Region and Ridings Area. Whilst it could be
argued that the data supplied to the students has both a short and long term benefit, we
felt that it was unwise to spend time trying to evaluate these rather spurious b&e&s.
Instead, efforts were concentrated on the water companies and external consultants - a
visit was made to Yorkshire Water Services and a number of Scottish Consultancies.
The findings from these visits are included in Appendix E: .It would appear that the
water companies rely heavily on a few stations for their day to day activities of
resource management, but also use data from the wider network .when the system is
under stress. However, both the departments that were interviewed were unable to
assign a benefit value to the data that they-use, other than stating that -in the-case of
abstraction sites they-felt the Environment Agency would be prevented from closingthe relevant gauging station by the legislation:
Initial enquiries with external consultancies were not promising, with almost .all the.
companies we contacted replying that they derived benefit f?om hydrometric data but
were unable to give a value for this benefit. Further questioning,,followed up by a
number of visits, has resulted in more~usem1.resu.Q with some companies actually
being able.to quote,typical figures for some of the b.enefits they derive from the data. ..
We shallalso be trying to obtain details of a recent publication which details the
reduction in uncertainty.,for hydro-power design offered by hydrometric data. It is felt
thatwitheven
more persistent work it may be possible to gain a greater feel for the
benefits which these users derive from the data. Given the potential size of these
benefits this is clearly important as it will significantly increase the-benefit:cost ratio for
some networks.
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Finally: it is perhaps worth noting one difference we have found between users of the
data from SEPA and the Environment Agency. When interviewing Flood Defence
staff within the Environment Agency, the general feeling was that, whilst hydrometric
data were useful ifnot essential in some cases, the engineers feIt that they could rely on
theoretical methods ifthey had to. Flood defence works have traditionally been carried
out by external consultants in Scotland, and it was interesting to note that they
assigned a much greater importance (and associated benefit) to the availability of
hydrometric data;. stat-irtgthat%project costs would significantly rise and confidence
decrease ifthe data were not available. Without wishing to become involved in any
apparent Environment Agency ‘internal politics’, it would appear that some internal
users might underestimate the actual benefit of the data which is so readily available to
them whilst those who have to formally seek the data from outside the organisation
consider it to be more valuable.
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3.

PROPOSED.METHODOLOGlES
PREFERENCE

AND

Nick.HanleyTs paper on alternative methodological approaches (included.with
December Progress Report W6/005/5 and again with this Report at Appendix D)
builds on the results of the background work reported in Section 2 above. The reader
is referred to its contents for a ,111but succinct discussion of the viable tiethodologies
available to the project. EIowever;for the purposes of continuity; some of the most
salient points are extracted here.
Much of the paper builds on the detailed approaches to benefit assessment identified in
2.1.2 (I) above. By this route, standardvalues would.be produced for separate areas
of data benefit, and would-be the subject of benefit.transfer methods. Such benefits
could then-be summed. ~Ihere must.be no avoiding the fact.that such standard:benefit
values are di.fIicult:to derive. One reason is-that it does not: appear viable to
specifically include all elements of total benefit which might~~apply in a given river.
Anotheri perhaps more importantly, is that standard error margins on estimates of the
value of non-market goods (Such as hydrometric benefits) are known to be wide:: Ln
addition, it ,&or&be remembered that benefit5 of ongoing data collection have been
identified withmonitoring theunexpected: when the effects of new climatic, land use
or water management changes are recorded, these can yield unexpected benefits
(enhanced utility of data sets) and can provide the basis of currently unforeseen data
uses. Comments on telemetry in Section 2.2 are of direct relevance here.. Past.
strategic decisions have, in time, shown themselves to yield strategic value.
In addition to considering-what benefits should be.quantified in a given river situation
and how these should be quantified, the paper alsbidentifies the question of how to
define the information-generating unit.. This becomes a hydrological question. By I
virtue of the contribution of flows from upper to lower stream reaches, measurements
at one point are inherently linked to those which- could,be taken at another within some.
catchment. It is therefore proposed that benefit evaluation should be undertaken on a
catchment- basis, to allow benefits and costs to be compared at that scale.--.Where
management decisions are then to be taken as a result of such comparisons - ie closure
of existing or establishment of new stations - it would then become a hydrological
question as to the sites where changes would take place.
A hydrologist might wish to consider such,factors as:
l
the information gain or loss associated with given network changes
l
the location relative to gauging stations of water functions in a catchment which-(would)benefit from adjacent .data availability
l
the hydrometric performance of a station across the range of expected flows
l
the physical and meteorological characteristics of a catchment, when compared wii
others in the drainage bash or administrative area..
l
the rel&ve running costs ofvarious possible new stations
l
the suitability of sites for telemetry connection !
One final general issue to- consider is the contribution of hydrometric data to some of
the benefits discussed. While it is clear that-each’of the benefits identified (eg flood.
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warning, pollution control, etc) is a result of the use of hydrometric data, what is far
less clear is how to divide benefits between the availability of data and the
interpretation of agency officers using the data. Thus far it has generally been assumed
that benefits accruing from the use of hydrometric data can be attributed wholly to
their provision. But an awkward corollary of this approach might then be that the
efforts of staff in such functions as flood warning, pollution control etc are associated
with no additional benefit beyond that which would arise simply from the provision of
hydrometric data - clearly a nonesense. .This issueremains to be-resolved. ‘The Hanley ‘alternative approaches’ paper identifies three viable methods by which
benefits could be assessed. These do not follow directly from the three parts of the
Appendix B economics review by Nevin, but rather build on them Again, the
strongest approach is a detailed benefit assessment approach, now termed an
aunroximate CBA apuroach. This approach recognizes the strength of identifying
individual benefit components for any given river area and summing these, and - by
‘approximate’ - also the weaknesses involved in benefit transfer (error margins) and in
the possible omission of locally significant benefits. In particular, this approach allows
benefits to be estimated in economic terms and thus allows the direct comparison of
benefits with costs. By reference to published papers and reports, it is proposed that
base benefit values be determined for as many types of benefit as possible, and that
weightings can then be derived to take account of length of existing record and local
conditions (see Table One - Appendix D).
The other two methods identified are a scoring approach, and a multi-criteria analysis
approach. Neither allows economic assessment of benefits or, therefore, a direct
comparison of benefits with costs. On this important consideration alone: the
approximate CBA approach is therefore identified as a preferred option. It also
provides the opportunity for development into a spreadsheet model, offering potential
for the dissemination of a management tool. Further details of all three approaches are
provided in Appendix D.
Assuming that an approximate CBA approach is adopted, a number of steps can be
identified for the mlfillment of the project objectives, and these are outlined in Section
7.
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4.

PROPOSAL FOR EXTRA WORK

In the preceding paragraphs and in the December progress report to the EA (Appendix
D to-this-Report), we outlined a methodology for benefits assessment which we
referred to.as an “approximate CBA method?‘: There are a number of steps which need
to be taken to develop this method before proceeding to the case study testingphase,
which need to be carried out over the next two months. The objectives of this.:
additional part of the proje.ct are to:
1. search the,literature, and other sources, for examples of the “base values” referred
to in Table One (Appendix D);
2. search the literature, and other sources, for examples of the weights used in Table
One;(Appendix D);- I
3. carry outinquiries with data users (eg consulting engineers) to try to Iill any of the
gaps left over after steps (1) and (2);.and
4. preparatory work on the regression method suggested in the December report, to
set up and test the model to be used, prior to the case studies being undertaken:
The:proposal is that Stirling University carry out steps 1 2, and 4, andScotia Water
Services carry out step 3, and then relay the information to Stirling. This work was not
budgeted for in the original proposal, so below we outline the extra costs implied.
JVhy is this work important?
l
because otherwise it will be impossible to generate general base values for the
methodology proposed;
l
because, whilst the case studies will generate values for some of these entries, these
values will be specgc to the conditions encountered in the two case studies.- We
could therefore not put such values,fonvard as general base values to be used bythe
sponsor agencies in applying our suggested methodology throughout the UK, and
l
ifbase values are not found, then.all that can be delivered is a framework for.
analysis, without the data necessary to carry it out. The EA/SNIFFER~could,
however, decide to provide this data internally if either so wished (that.&, carry out
the work we are suggesting,be carried out by the project team)..W%atextra resources are required?
Most additional,work will be done by Ceara Nevin, whose objective will be to
assemble a spreadsheet representing Table One in the Appendix D,.with valuesinserted
for as many of the cells as possible. This will entail detailed literature searches, analysis
and compilation: Thus we are asking for fundsto employ her .for a further 2 months.
Nick Hanley would have an input in supervising this-additional work,‘equal to 2.days.
Tony Bennett would supply an extra 2 days above his present.allocation, making
fiuther contact with consulting engineers; and perhaps including some$rterviews. The
total costs are:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ceara Nevin.
Nick Hanley
Sti%ng support costs - library loans, etc
Overheads on (1) to (3)
Stirling Subtotal..
Scotia Water Services (staff time + costs)
Total
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&2424
2400.
5150
&1190
&4164
5600
54764

5.

INF’ORMATION

GATlBXED

ON COSTS

By pursuing an approach which uses a cost-benefit analysis at its heart, it is implicit
that data generation costs must be quantifiable. The Speci&ation within the invitation
to tender indicates this to be the case, and the submitted Tender assumes that such data
can be made available.
Data generation costsare assessed on a Regional basis, and must be seen to be the
product of the calculation methods used. The main components are field costs (eg
gauging, instrument maintenance), data capture and processing costs, and overhead
costs. It is understood that cost assessment in the UK is generally done as part of the
ongoing management of networks, and that (in the Environment Agency) total system
costs are included in annual discussions between data providers and users for the
determination of Service Level Agreements.
Some average cost information has been received in a recently-completed review for
the Nordic Coordinating Committee for Hydrology (Puupponen, 1996). Average data
generation costs per station-year are presented for each of the Nordic countries. The
lowest cost, ECU 2492 for Denmark, is arguably most typical of UK conditions from a
catchment/terrain perspective, although labour costs may dif!Eer.
It is anticipated that detailed methods of assessing data generation costs will differ
from one region or agency to another. It is proposed that one study areas have been
identzed, discussions begin with local staff m order to determine whether catchment
or station data costs can be made available.
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6.

CONTENT OF FUTURE R&D NOTE

One required output from the project is a specification of the format and content of a
future R&D Note in the form of a manual, which would make the practical benefits of
the project available to agency staff While this specification is not due until month 10,
current~thinking colours the likely content of that manual, and it seems sensible to take
this opportunity to consider these implications. Six broad areas would need addressed ..
ifthe project follows current thinking:
1. Cost assessment methods - it would be necessary to ensure some standard
approach to expressing the full economic cost .of data,generation
2. Initial benefit survey - an introduction-for the hydrometric manager in which to
obtain some ‘ground truth’ regardingthe fi.r.ll extent and relative importance!of
individual benefit components. This may be based on a survey of water utilization
patterns, or on an analysis of data request information (routine collection would be
necessary for this).
3. Benefit assessment procedures - for each type of benefit to be quantified.. This
would involve the use of base values and the application of appropriate weights at
a catchmentiarea scale, and would- be implemented by computer software.
4. Assessment of non-quantif”ed benefits - it,,would be necessary to develop. ‘I
recommendations for the treatment of those benefits not~quantified.under (3)
above.
5. Appr,oximate-cost-benefit

analysis - comparison of costs with benefits.,

6. Information value of individual-gauging stations
- based on hydrometric.
considerations: data quality,. catchment characteristics, location relative to resource
management activities.
Consideration of the format of the manual seems premature at present..:
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7.

WORK PLAN

Table 2 indicates the steps which would be necessary to bring the project to a
successful conclusion, assuming that an approximate CBA approach is agreed upon.
For the purposes of recognizing that this is in itself a matter for discussion (and not
wishing to preclude other outcomes), that decision is included as step 1 in the table.
Step Task ‘.
.’
1
Adopt approximate CBA approach for development
2
Agree list of benefits to be included in method, or
delegate decision to project team on basis of findings
in 3-6 below
3
Search literature to derive base values
4
Gather ancillary data tith benefit estimates to
estimate weighting values + functional form of
relationships uith predictor variables
5
Obtain information from consulting engineers to add
to (3)+(4) above
6
Develop form of equation(s) to combine base values,
record length and local conditions weights, in order
that total benefits can be estimated
7
Identify and agree areas for case studies: 2
catchments
8
Obtain from sponsor agencies cost data for case
study areas
9
Develop framemrk
within With hydrological criteria
can be combined to assess relative information utility
of individual gauging sites
IO
Formalise procedures in PC environment
11

Test all methods,

refine and report

Personnel
Board
NDH, Board

.Week

No
0
or4

NDH, CN
NDH, CN

l-4
l-4

AMB

1-4

NDH, AMB,
CN

5-7

ARB, AMB,
NDH, Board
agencies via
Board
ARB, AM6

AMB,
NDH,
AMB,
NDH,

CN,
ARB
CN,
ARB

-3
3-5
2-5

7-8
7-12

Table 2 Proposed timetable to include additional work for approximate CBA approach
(Week 0 = w/e 21 February, ie week of Project Board meeting)
The table includes tasks shown within the original project timetable, as well as those
tasks following on from Section 4, specifically required to implement the approximate
CBA approach. Because of the extra proposed work, it is requested that the overall
timetable should be moved back by one month, with the ha1 target dates becoming:
Test draft procedures
Draft R&D Note and Project Record circulated
CompleteIinal R&D.. Note and Project Record
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end month 10 (3 1 May)
end month 11 (30 June)
end. month 13 (3 1 August).-

A large amount of effort has been expended in the collection of ini?omation regarding
reported methods of hydrometric data benefit assessment, and the,benefits of data use
by UK environment agencies. From this work; three viable‘methods of benefit
assessment have been identified: an approximate cost-benefit analysis approach;-a
scoring-approach and a multi-criteria analysis approach. .The project team present the
approximate CBA approach as their firm preference on the basis of its advantages; but
while recognising its limitations; as indicated in Table 3.
Advantages
l
Benefits are identified in economic terms, allowing direct comparisonwith data
generation costs. Only thismethod allows this direct comparison to bemade.
The approach lends itselfwell to -implementation via PC-spreadsheet.

l

Disadvanatges
l
Not all benefits might lend themselves to quantification by this approach.
Benefit estimates are expected to be subject to wide errors..
Table 3 Principal aakanatgqs anddisadvantages of approximate CBA method.

l

It is proposed that benefits would be assessed on a.catchment-or local area scale, from
networks of stations: for the purposes of comparison with~cost estimates. Where
network~management decisions were then tobe takem, these would be-based on
hydrometric and hydrological considerations, eg station performance/accuracy, -.
location relative to resource management activities, etc.
While there is some uncertainty:regarding the number of benefit.types for-which base
values and appropriate weightings can be derived, the ongoing discussions with
consulting engineers give grounds for optimism regarding the quantification of major
economic benefits (see Appendix E).
The value of adopting. this preferred approach, and the various issues concerned with
putting it into effect, will form the focus of the forthcoming Project Board meeting in
Reading on February 19th;
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Hydrometric Data
Numerous studies such as those by Scott. (1987); Black, et al. (1994) and Black and~Cranston (1995)
have demonstrated the broad range of uses of hydrometric data,-the :latter describing the -‘evoh&ion of
data-usage in Scotland and highlighting new and anticipated uses of data. being produced by the
existing network. In the J994- review of the. Northern Ireland. hydrometric. network Black .et aL
identified 13 distinct data uses from interviews with the Department of the Environment for Northern
Ireland’s Environment Service and the Department of Agricuhure for Northern Ireland (Black: et aL,
1994, p 17):
1. residual/prescribed flow&vels
2. river re,&&ion/tiansfer schemes
3. abstraction point. spillage protection
4. catchment yield assessment
5. flood forecasting
6. flood design studies
7. water sampling to-meet PARis COMmission guidelines
8. asshnilatjve capacity
9. consent standards
10. transmission of data to National River Flow Archive.
11. ecological studies/recreational monitoring
12..benchmark monitoring.
13. hydrological studies
Of these uses only one station (the station nearest Belfast) could claim 11 uses forits data, and-those
stations whose data had the most uses were generally the lowest gauges on major cat&m&s. Stations.
whose data had few uses were often level-orily stations.,Scotland’s data usage, although similar (Black
and Cranston. employed the same 13 data use categories), has been strongly influenced by the
development of HEP - much of Captain W:,N. McClean’s early gauging.was aimed at assessingHEP
potential.- Water quality assessmentthen became a driving force for the opening of new stations .in the
late 1950s/early.l960s, followed-by research projects (forestry - Balquidder;. acidification -Loch Dee)
and more recently the.development of telemetry-based flood,.waming schemes. New technology has
enabled more remote stations to be opened and can allow data to be collected at only one extreme of
the flow .duration- curve to :meet speciiic needs. Although both .these reviews noted the lack of
representation .of smaller cat&me&s, -the potential of Scottish historical flow data with respect to
climate change impacts was considered valuable and the increasing multifunctionality of the network
praised.

Network efficiency and operation -,-..
It is becoming ever more important-that networks are .efficient in their collection of hydrometric data, .and. are able tojustifl the levels of expenditure spent on them This issue influences network design,
operation- and can bring about the contraction of a network. There are many- approaches to network :
design (for example Moss, 1987; .comparison of specific. technologies by Moss and Tasker, 1991;
entropy approach of Yang and Bum, .1994) but inevitably maximuminformation can only be achieved
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by a dense expensive network. As a less dense network leads to a loss of information, the best solution
is found ifthe sum of information loss and network costs shows a minimum (Van der Made, 1990). In
terms of network rationalisation, Bum and Goulter (1991) described a methodology to reduce a
network and increase its effectiveness by searching for redundant information. They used a hierarchical
clustering algorithm to iden@ groupings of stations and then selected one station from each group to
be retained as a member of the reduced network (incorporating station specilic information such as the
user’sjudgement and experience).
There is also a variety of work concerning the operation of a network to maximise the quality of the
data and minim&e the time and expenditure required to collect it. Pelletier (1988) documented the main
uncertainties in the determination of river discharge and Mades et al. (1990) presented a technique for
assessinginstrumentation systemsin terms of cost effectiveness. Kitandis et al (1984a) considered the
cost effectiveness of direct discharge measurements as a means of increasing the accuracy of data, and
also studied (1984b) the effects of visitation frequency and instrument reliability on data accuracy. On a
more practical note, Pelletier and Simonovic (1988) and Simonovic et al (1988) tackled the problem of
optimal field operation of a hydrometric network using a travelling salesman algorithm modified to
solve the ‘Travelling Hydrometric Technician Problem!. They produced an algorithm compatible with
the capabilities of personal computers which could be used to:
1. compare stations according to their relative importance
2. plan emergency network operation
3. determine the cost effectiveness of a par-tie&r stream gauging programme.
Cost benefit analysis and hydrometry
It has been recognised that more than just a qualitative valuation of the benefits of streamflow gauging
is required to just@ its significant cost to countries worldwide. Studies have therefore considered
either the value of hydrometric data from a network generally, or for a speciiic purpose (see below). A
cost benefit approach has also been used to assessthe planning of networks and the ability to improve
data quality from a network Wilson (1972) evtiated the relative v&e of three broad categories of
hydrometric data: mean discharge, flow dependability and flood data. By considering the effects of
network intensiIication/development he highlighted the latter two categories as producing the largest
portion of benefits. Watt and Wilson (1973) were able to identify a parabolic relation between cost
savings (such as costs ofhydraulic structures or future damages avoided) and data accuracy suggesting
that data improvement beyond a certain point would no longer be economically attractive. Estimates of
the costs and benefits of data with respect to specific uses are inherently more accurate, and this
approach has provided the basis of Service Level Agreements between NRA (now Environment
Agency) data providers and internal customers since 1993, to provide a framework to link costs,
benefits, quality assurance.and .network: reviews (Fawthrop and Streeter, 1996). A number of authors
have produced the followtig cost benefit estimates for specific data uses.
1. Reservoirs/s torage

Increased hydrometric data reduces the uncertainty involved in estimating required storage.
Uncertainty leads to either underdesign (frequent water shortages occur) or overdesign (capital
unnecessarily tied up), so the availability of long records is desirable. However, although this
uncertainty decreases as the record length increases, the coefficient of variation (CV) of annual flows
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represents the most sign&cant streamflow parameter determining reservoir design storage (Adeloye,
1995; 1996), because an increased annual CV either reduces the mean flow-(thus increasing storage
requirement) or increases the standard deviation;(thus requiring more storage to deal with the ensuing
large fluctuations in streamflow). Nevertheless, the length. of streamflow data record. has an enormous
influence-onthe accura~~:of reservoirs-capacity estimates especially for record. lengths of 20 years or
less, and Adeloye (1990) .was able to demonstrate that this relationship approximately obeys the
inverse-square-root law. Longer data records are also valuable as they are more likely to include critical ..
periods which cannot be synthetically generated I?om shorter records (Barlishen et al, 1989).
The ratio ofbenefits to costs.wiU depend orrthe amount of data already in hand, the 1ength:of the extra
sample of data -to be collated and the number of sites at .which data are to be collected (Cloke and
Cordery,, 1993). It is clear though, that :even for those streams which occur in the relatively stable
hydrological regimes of Europe, large sampling errors are associated with reservoir capacity estimates
obtained from short streamflow data records’ (Adeloye, 1990, ~234). This means that a 6-year data
record implies 30% error.in capacity estimates and even a ZO-year record implies 15%, so financially..
the cost of under- or overdesign will depend on the size of the storage. By determining storage sizes
fi-om a range of record lengths, Cordery and Cloke (1990) were able to estimate the variation in capital .cost of the designed structures. Further work (Cloke and Corder-y, 1993) subsequently demonstrated
that if data collected from all 500 stations in New South Wales was to be used for no purpose other
than storage design the benefits and costs would become about equal once records had been colle’cted
for about-80 years. It also noted that other data-uses would ensure~abenefit cost ratio greater than one
for the foreseeable future even if the network was greatly expanded. Even afler -reservoir. design-,is
complete, hydrometric-data is extremely valuable; in reservoir operation it was found.that policies that
employed more complete hydrological information performed-significantly better (Tejadaguibert et al.;1995).

There is little work regarding: the .value of :flow data in dealing. with low flows. Willis and Garrod
(1995) evaluated a low flow alleviation scheme on the River Darent in Kent, and identified five
principal benefits of alleviating low flows as recreational- commercial,. educational; amenity value to-.
residents, and.passive values to non-residents. With &7.2 million spent on capital works, &5 million on a
pipeline and-&l million on riverside boreholes in this catchment (the latter two both to augmentwater
in the Darent), the percentage error associated with a short record could-amount to a signihcant sum ..
financially. The economic value of water. in a watercourse. could also: be re$ated indirectly to data
value, and studies such as Bilsby et al., Pestle and.Moore, and Gautam and Steinback (all 1996) have.
considered the value of recreational fisheries, linking changes inenvironmental quality to recreation
gains and losses. However, the value attributable to the use of hydrometric data in these situations in
difFmlt to define.
3. Flood protection
The use of hydrometric data- is most obviously valuable now that~online data can be used in,flood
warning systemsenabling the organisation of emergency services,-closure of road and railliriks, issuing
of wamings to public services and companies and the issuing of warnings to the population at large :
including the possibility of evacuation (Roche, 1990). 1
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In terms of the design and construction of flood protection schemes, Mawdsley et aL (1990) studied
three small schemes in England and estimated the data value to be approximately 4-5% of construction
costs. This produced beneti cost ratiosof 1.0, 0.37 and 0.05; in only onecase were the data
considered worth collecting if this application was the only use of the data. Cordery and Cloke (1994)
used streamflow records, a damage-height relationship and a height of protection-cost relationship for
three sites in Australia, and devised a flood mitigation strategy from a sample of the record. This was
then compared to a strategy devised f?om the same data plus data Tom the following years to produce
fnm conchrsions:
(a) that gauging stations should be installed now in regions where there is likely to be a demand for
flood protection works in the future;
(b) that collected data are so valuable for project planning that there is a need for considerable public
investment in installation and operation of stream gauging stations to collect and archive high quality
data.
4. Pollution
Quantification of the value of streamflow data for water pollution control was worked towards by
Adeloye and Mawdsley (1990) but no clear result was achieved as the authors were wary of ignoring
intangible benefits and producing low data value estimates. Nevertheless, ‘the indication fi-om the error
characteristics presented...is that the data are likely to have value in the application’ (~1407).
5. Bridges
Corder-y and Cloke (1990) considered the design of crossings of small streams and in their evaluation
included the following;
(a) capital loss/saving due to overdesign/underdesign
(b) cost/saving of damage to structure due to overdesig&nderdesign
(c) cost/saving of delays and extra travel distance when the road is closed.
This produced a beneht cost ratio of 92 for the years between 1958 and 1987 which would fall to 22 if
the cost of all data collection were included.
6. Ground’water
Despite a Lack of quantitative work on the value of groundwater data, monitoring has been intensihed
in recent years due to an increase in problems such as contamination, overabstraction and their
environmental consequences (Zhou, 1996). The high cost of groundwater data collection must be
justified by the fact that all processes of interaction between the groundwater system and the
environment can be observed only by a monitoring network, allowing applications such as detecting the
impacts of climate changes.and human.activities on groundwater quantity and quality.

Moss (1996) provides a useful overview of worth of data studies such as those described above. On a
methodologicti basis, he identif?es three approaches which have been employed:
0 Hypothetical studies use synthetic data series and theoretical approaches to the worth of data to
assesshow benefits vary with length of record available;
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EXpostfactu studies explore the worth of real streamflow data after they have been collected; and
Preposterior studies attempt to estimate the worth of data before collection, by using Bayesian .:.
Decision. Theory, but require simulations. to overcome otherwise insurmountable. computing.
demands.

The relative merits of these approaches will be discussed in the mal section of this review.

Network evaluation.
Whilst the above. case studies cover. specific data uses, there- are a few cases of broader network
evaluation worthy of comment. Studies by Cordery and Cloke have already been mentioned, but their
work on Australian gauging went beyond the quantnication-of benetis of data per usage to estimating ‘.
the benefits of the whole data collection programme-for New South Wales: Their 199O’paper relied.on
assessing.what were considered to be the two most sign&ant uses of data;.the design ‘of crossings
over small streams and the design of storages. -From these two data uses it :was estimated that the ‘.
benefit cost ratio for the network considered was at least 27 and probably greater than 30. A more
complete evhation was conducted by the same authorsin 1992 (Cordery and Cloke; -1992a; 1992b),
where the cost in each data usage case was.taken as the cost of collecting and archiving data from the
complete network of stations,. and related to bene&s in a range of categories. The following results
were produced (1992a, ~275): .
data use

estimated benefit/cost ratio

crossing of minor waterways

0.8 .

flood mitigation

0.1

‘.

sizing of water storages

1.7

major structures

2.0

urban drainage

>4

others

>o
9

minimum total benefit/cost ratio

An evahtation of the II: S. Geological Survey stream gauging programme :(Thomas Jr et al., 1990)
used nine categories of data use: regional hydrology (3227 stations), hydrological systems(3564);legal
obligations (238) planning, and design (938) project operation (2447),. hydrological forecasts (2437),
water quality monitoringQ307); research. (.603)and: other uses (609). It calculated that the data from
each gauging station had an average of 2.6 uses, and of the 1252 stations with only a single data use it
identified 60 as not having sufhcient justiscation- to continue their operation. A -further 69 stations
being operatedforshort term special projects were identified as not having sufbcient justified data uses
beyond completion of their respective studies; in all about 2% of stations were recommended for
discontinuation.- Analysis found the network to be cost effective and‘ concluded that (a) the standard
error -of the streamflow records could not be significantly reduced by changing operating practices
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given the present budget and (b) the present budget could not be significantly reduced and still maintain
the current level of accuracy of streamflow records.
A more subjective, qualitative audit approach was used to ev&ate the hydrometric network of New
Brunswick in Canada by Davar an& Bramley ( 1990). They modified the priority considerations of Wahl
and Crippen (1984) to produce these four groupings for each station to be scored under:
(a) site characteristics
(b) identified client needs - regional hydrology
(c) identified client needs - operational hydrology
(d) regional importance of water resources
A scoring sbucture from 0 to 10 was developed so that the higher the total station audit points
accumulated by a particular station, the higher is the relative value of benefits derived Tom that station.
Therefore the scoring was only an ordering of relative worth and no economic value attributed to
stations. Although the &unework was subjective, it was found to be a use&l integrating tool, and the
provision of objective guidelines for the assessmentprocedure helped prevent the subjectivity being too
detrimental However, as in most of these evaluations, current v&es are all that are used in the
decision making process as the future worth of data is difficult to predict. There is also the issue of
comparing difhxent data uses, as some might be considered more important than others, whilst some
tasks which use hydrological data might be achievable without it by other means.
A growing importance in the value of water as a potentially sustainable resource has not been enough
to maintain hydrological networks and the services that operate them in many countries. Worldwide
hydrometric observation is deteriorating, especially when compared to global meteorological data, at a
time when the global demand for water is accelerating (Rodda et al, 1993).
Future technologies
Hydrometric data collection may in the fitture become less reliant on ground-based measurements. The
growth of remote sensing in hydrology has seen the introduction of remotely-sensed data being used in
precipitation estimates, soil moisture measurements, snow water equivalent and snow extent
assessments,seasonal and short term snowmelt runoff forecasts, and surface water inventories. In the
next decade these might be joined by remote measurements of land cover, sediment loads, erosion,
groundwater and areal inputs into hydrological models (Rango, 1994). The impact of remote sensing is
also likely to be great because of its ability to provide spatial rather than point data, on a global scale
and even for remote and inaccessible regions of the Earth (Engman, 1996). The transmission of
hydrological data by satellite is also a valuable cost effective and reliable method of data collection, and
for areas where no hydrological data are available there is the chance to estimate runoff (for .example
two techniques described by Kruger et al, 1982). .However, progress in these fields has been hindered
by the lack of dedicated hydrological satellites (Barrett and Herschy, 1989). Presently sensors with
good resolution in space (Landsat, SPOT) are able to provide information on slow- hydrological
processes such-as snowmelt: ice, land use, and model parameters, and those with good resolution in
time (GOES, Meteosat, GMS) cover dynamic processes such as rain&& runoff and floods (but not in
detail as spatial resolution is poor). It is evident that what hydrologists need is good resolution in space
andtime (Schultz, 1988).
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Discussion

!

This review has illustrated a considerable amount of interest in the subject of assessing-hydrometric
data benehts. More than 50 papers are cited, and. more than 90 .have been consulted; The great
majority of this~literatnre -(SsS%)has -been published since 1986, notwithstanding the fact that some
useful principles had been established in the 1970s. This could be interopreted as an indicator of the.
importance now being attached to assessingthe justification for expenditure on hydrometric monitoring
- a trend found in many other fields of activity around the world. ..
The case studies above have reported a wide range of values. for hydrometric data. ... In. singleapplication assessments;Mawdsley et al (1990) reported a benefi cost ratio of only 0.05:lfor one
small flood defence project (ie benefn<<cost) .while,, at the other extreme; Cordery and Cloke (1990) .,: r
have found a benefit cost ratio as high as 92:l for the collection of data~and.their. application to flood
estimation in small crossing design methodologies in New South Wales for a 30-year period. Even a
more conservative assessmentin the latter. studyproduced a ratio of 22: 1. Cordery and Cloke (1992a)
have also been active in the field of assessingbenefits for all types of data use. They stress that some
beneIits are not quantifiable but, on the basis of adding benefiti for allthose uses which,can be lent to..
such-treatment, a minimum ratio of 9: 1 can be justified. Earlier work for the UK by CNS Scientific &
Engineering Services (1991) found that ratios in the range 1.2:1 to 7:l were appropriate for that
country, depending on methods used.
It can be seen therefore that a significant range of values have been attached to hydrometric data,
depending on the type .of application characteristics of the study in question and-assessmentof existing
data - amongst others. The useful overview by Moss (1996) cited above reminds the reader that
different approaches can be employed in a given situation, and each of these has its own inherent
assumptions. Not least amongst these are the assumptions that past streamflow observations can be
used to estimate statistical properties-of fimnedistributions of values within given levels of uncertianty,
notwithstanding increasing signs- of vulnerability~~of flow behaviour to. changes in climate, and the
constant possibilities of land use change impacts. Also, it is re@ly
observed in the literature that no
study can quantify all the benefits accruing ,f?om the collection of data, e.g. what is the conservation
benefit of operating a gauging station which allows flow to be maintained to provide a safe habitat for a
rare ecosystem?
The risk of inconsistencies between one approach and another, coupled with the recognition that some.
benefits cannot be quantified, has led some workers to prefer qualitative or subjective methodsin the
assessment:of benefits. One example is the work of Davar and Brimley (1990) in.Canada; where points:..
are- awarded under a number of headings in order to produce an expression ‘of relative worth. If
unquanttibles were to be-regarded as as important in a given area, or serious reservations were held
regarding methods of quantiiication,this might be an appropriate approach for some studies.
This review hasset out the main areas of work reported on assessingthe value-of hydrometric data. In
the context of the wider.Environment Agency/SNIFFER-sponsored study in which it arises, results of a
survey of data users:-and further work on assessingalternative approaches to quantification, are now
awaited before proceeding further.
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3

CATCHMENTS

FOR TESTING

During the course of the month, proposals arrived through the Project Leader that
three catchments might be considered for the purposes of testing the methodologies.
In addition to the Bollin and Foyle proposals made at the Project Board meeting, the
Little Ouse in Anglian Region was offered as a third possibility. The project team
takes the view that within the time limitations of the project, the number of test areas
shouldbe rest&ted to two. This is particularly important in regard to the time
required to identify sources and obtain all relevant data.
The question therefore arose as to which of the available options should be pursued - a
decision left to the project team The purpose of testing is to evaluate the methods
developed, and to offer the opportunity for changes to be made. Two differing areas
were therefore sought, in terms of the uses and benefits associated with local
hydrometric data. The Foyle catchment was idfentged immediately as a rural area
with little development pressure on its water resources, and therefore representing a
test area where perhaps few of the benefits of hydrometric data could be quantified.
By contrast, the other catchment to be chosen ideally needed to include a large range
of benefit areas in order that some extensive testing could be carried out. Available
information concerning the two candidate areas is presented in Table 1.
Bollin
Littl$ Ouse
l
3 gauging stations
0 9 gauging stations
l
Direct supply headwater reservoirs
l
Groundwater scheme - augmentation
l
Plans for further gauging sites
l
Transfers to Essex via cutoff channel
l
Dunham Massey gauge proposed for
l
Flood diversion
upgrad&
l
Compensation releases and Drought
l
Fenland SSSI affected by borehole
Order
abstraction
l
Water quality issues - Manchester
Airport 2nd runway
l
Abstraction pressures due to
agriculture
l
Designated fishery
l
Scope for mture low-head HEP
scheme
Table I Characteristics of two candidate test catchments
It was considered that the Bollin catchment was more-complex than the Little Ouse in
terms of the applications ofhydrometric data and.so, on this basis, it was selected to
complement the Foyle as a test catchment. Ceara Nevin has been in touch with local
staff in both areas with a view to obtaining water use information, eg lists of consented
discharges, and further data collection regarding data use is planned.
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APPENDIX
B
BENEFIT,ESTIMATION

METHODS

FOR HYDROMETRIC

DATA

By Ceara Nevh
Introduction
- Environmental
Decision Making, Data Collection and Cost Benefit i’ :
Analysis.
The environment is composed-of a number of complex interacting systems.-- .A symptom of
this complexity is that it can take a long time to obtain enough information to develop an
understanding.
One response is to design [and maintain1.a network of sites where
measurements are made, ‘in order to encourage understanding and provide an indication of
future change’ (Burt, 1994). This proposal, in addition to the comment in-the Government’s
1990 white paper on the environment - that without good monitoring activities
‘environmental
policy decisions.cannot be based on the best of scientific and technological
analysis’ (H.M.S.O. 1990) - appears to support the continuation of environmental
data
collection.
When evaluating any project concerning the environment, such as the structuring of a data
collection network,-financial
costs however must be assessed and compared with
environmental benefits obtained..
This estimation of costs and ‘monetary? benefits of an environmental improvement
can justify project expenditure or exhibit to decision makers that the project is not
worthwhile (Ramchandani, 1989).
Cost Benefit Analysis, a quantitative analytical method, was originally developed for
performing economic evaluations of alternative US federal water.supplies. As a consequence ‘
of its capacity to assign monetary values-in a non-market situation, it has been accepted by
government in both project and policy decision making.
There are several approaches to the use of cost benefit analysis in the evaluation of
hydrometric data, a combination of which are examined in this report:
l
Detailed - data from one or several-specific observing stations is related to a specific
project or to aset of similar water resources projects e.g. flood protection.schemes.
l
General - Overall data from a country/region/network
of stations is assessed in relation to
a data use [not necessarily project specific].

Part 1 - Detailed Approaches to Cost Benefit Analysis
Part one involves the identification
of indirect benefits of data collection as outlined in the
literature review and the discussion of how these may- best be valued using cost.benefit
analysis. For clarity, the discussion has been structured in sections. While each section
represents an individual benefit, in orderto provide a comprehensive approach and exhibit
the links between benefits,- some overlap exists.

1. Indirect

1.1.. Benefit Categorv:
surface and.groundwater’
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Benefit:

Water Quality

Improvement

Water quality.improvement
in terms of an improvement
abstracted for potable supply.
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1.2. Relationship
of Benefit to Data Collection:
The collection of hydrometric data
encourages more accurate estimation of a river’s assimilative capacity and in turn the more
efficient issue of pollution consents to industry through avoiding the risk of over/under
provision of water treatment capacity (Crabtree et al, 1996. Black et a1,.1994).

1.3. Economic Valuation of Water Qualitv Improvement
for Potable Supplv
1.3.1. Avoidance Costs/Averting
Expenditure
Actions
Theoretical explanat.ions c&his- approach are based on-the production function theory of
consumer behaviour. It is suggested that costs incurred by households, firms or Government
to avoid exposure to a water contaminant, can be used as an empirical measure of the
pollution costs imposed on society (Courant & Porter, 1981).
In addition to actual expenditure Abdulla et al included an evaluation of the amount
of time required for averting actions, based on the estimated wage of the respondent (Abdulla
et al. 1992). In that study total ‘averting actions’ were defined as including; increased bottled
water purchases for individuals buying it prior to pollution, bottled water purchases by new
buyers, installing home water treatment systems, hauling water from alternate sources, and
boiling water. A key assumption however within the averted expenditure approach is that
averting actions pellfectly substitute for reduction in pollution (Courant & Porter, 1981).
The construction of regression models with this method is useful to identify
household and contaminant factors influencing expenditure. Raucher attributed influence to
the contaminant’s health risk, the extent of the public’s awareness, type of water supply and
presence of children (Raucher, 1986).
Averted expenditure studies by organisations (e.g. firms and Government/local
authorities)
have generally focused on the capital and operating cost associated with water treatment.
Care must be taken however in the event of considering costs to both firms and households in
the same CBA study that double-counting
does not occur, as households, in addition to firms,
can benefit from a firm’s water treatment activities.
The averting expenditure method provides a lower bound estimate of total costs imposed by
pollution. The divergence arises as some consequences of water pollution cannot be averted
entirely through expenditure (Courant & Porter, 1981). In an attempt to address this
properties of the utility function in addition to those of the household’s production function
should be examined. Despite this limitation however, and the failure to consider non-use
values the approach has been used effectively on its own and as an ‘anchor’ for willing to pay
values within contingent valuation (Abdulla, 1994).
Benefit Transfer: Benefit transfer may reduce the financial cost and time of carrying out a
cost benefit analysis, in reducing the primary research involved. It has been defined as ‘the
process of taking a value or benefit estimate developed for a previous project or policy
decision and transferring it to the proposed project or policy decision’ (Postle & Moore,
1995). Several concerns have been highlighted however in relation to the validity of this
approach and as a result its use is limited, according to Pestle and Moore, to the estimation of
orders of magnitude
The site specific and household factor influences upon averted expenditures, as
related to Raucher in the discussion, may imply that benefit transfer is difficult (Raucher,
1986).

1.3.2. Contingent Valuation
The gross monetary value of any market good or service has two components: financial value
and consumer surplus. Averted expenditure approaches concentrate on the avertedfimncial
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cost of goods through a focus on consumer.‘s acrrral expenditure:, The amount which
consumers are wiIIing to pay may be greater, this difference being known as consumer
surplus. The contingent valuation (CVM) approach to CBA attempts.to capture both this
consumer surplus and financial value to reflect the total utility derived from improved
drinking water quality.
Contingent valuation involves the structuring of artificial markets, designed to directly elicit
measures of consumer surplus through individuals’ WTPZ (Bergstrom et al, 1990). Such a
market, for improved drinking water quality, w.ith relevant payment mechanisms could be
applied either wit&a
controlled setting, or in the field. Artificial markets are divided into
two broad categories: those that involve actual,monetary payments for non-market goods, and
those that do not (Bergstrom et al, 1990).
Jordan and Elnagheeb used a CVM study to estimate total WTP for improvement in drinking
water quality inGeorgia (Jordan & Elnagheeb, 1993), while Desvouges et al have looked
specifically at the option-value relating to water resources (Desvouges et al, 1987): Stevens
et al- [although not referring directly to water resources] argue that ignoring the non-use
values in CBA can underestimate the total value.from such an environmental resource by up
to 75% (Stevens et al. 1993).
1.3.2.1;:,Limitations
of CVM: Gregory et al believe that CVM, as.applied to measuring :
improvements in drinking water quality,and recreation uses (GregoryLet al, 1993), are
fundamentally flawed for a.number of reasons:
1. Assigning monetary values imposes unrealistic cognitive demands-upon respondents, as
one is dealing in an artificial market situation. I
2. The observed disparity between WTP and WTA, as discussed below.
Kahnemann and Knetsch also found that when individuals assign a monetary value in an L
artificial market situation, they seemed unable to distinguish between the relevant ‘good’; and
their ‘sense of moral satisfaction! -associated with contributing to a good cause, e.g. the
improvement of water quality.for-society
(Kahnemann.& Knetsch, 1992).
Bowers expressed concem.that the use of WTP withincontingent
valuation [as a
consequence of WTP being a function of income and wealth] implied the acceptance of the
pattern of WTP as given by society’s existing distribution of income, even if inequitable
(Bowers, 1993). The use of.WTA\;-compensation
as an alternative has been found however to.elicit much higher responses (Hanley & Spash, 1994):
The payment mechanism may also influence results. The choice of water rates for
the measure of willingness to pay for water quality improvement, for example, will ..
encourage responses which reflect peoples’ attitudes towards the role-of public investment or
private water company profits, and not the importance of improved drinking water quality
(Green & Turnstall; 199 1,).
Support for. the,reliability
of contingent valuation in estimating water quality benefits
comes from Loomis’ study however, where test-retest results for willingness to pay to
preserve -.-MonoI;@+.
California, over a nine month period, remained relativ.ely stable
.(Loomis, 1989). ..’

1.3.3. Hedkic
Pricing Method 5
The Hedonic pricing method uses surrogate measures e .g. variation in house prices, as an
indication of the value of a change. in water quality.
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Garrod and Willis (1992) found that the proximity of open water to a property increased its
value by 5%. However, this also highlighted several bases for concern with this method
including that:
1. House prices represent a unique combination of characteristics, yet HPM centres on an
individuals ability to isolate and estimate the value of particular attributes independently.
To aid this valuation economists also require a great deal of regionally and nationally
adjusted data.
2. The HPM will only reflect -household’s marginal WTP-for a particular attribute if the
measured level of the attribute corresponds to the perceived level by the consuming
household.
Ramchandani has commented that this method tends to be inaccurate for valuing water
quality improvements, and is more suitable for air or traffic quality changes (Ramchandani,
1989).

2. Indirect

Benefit:

Enhanced

Recreation

from Water Quality

Improvement

2.1. Benefit Category:
An improvement in water quality relating to improved recreational
&.
Green et al believe that the benefits of water quality improvement in the UK will
mainly arise from increases in the amenity and recreational value of rivers, rather than from
the abstraction of water for potable supply (Green et al, 1989). In this context improved
water quality leads to:
a) a reduction in incidences of low dissolved oxygen resulting from the bacterial
degradation of organic materials and heavy sediment loads, which make it difficult for fish
to live (Kneese, 1984). This reduction leads to increases in the total availability i.e.
quantity, of recreational freshwater fishing. Clean water also leads to an increase in
quality of fishing, ensuring the presence of more game fish such as trout (Patrick, 1991).
b) an upgrade in the status of a river’s quality e-g, from fishable to swimmable, thus opening
up other in-stream uses (Feenberg & Mills, 1980).
2.2. Relationship
of Benefits to Data Collection:
The relationship
improvement to data collection is explained in paragraph 1.2.

of water quality

2.3. Economic Approaches to Evaluating
Recreation Benefits
2.3.1. Travel Cost Method
The Travel Cost Method is argued by some to be the most appropriate approach within CBA
to value ~rser benefits from recreation (Ramchandani, 1989). Similar to CVM it is a nonmarket valuation technique, but here travelling expenses [financial costs + time spent] are
used as a proxy for the price of visiting outdoor recreational sites (Hanley et al, 1997). These
costs are then used in formulating the recreation demand equation which is used in turn to
estimate consumer surplus for visits.
The-process initially involves,the collection of economic and demographic data
through visitor surveys which is incorporated in the estimation of a statistical relationship
between visits and the cost of visits.
Opinions tend to differ between authors on how precisely demand for recreation
should be defined, the variables which should be included in the evaluation, and how (Davis
& O’Neill, 1991). Gautam and Steinback identified the historical daily average catch rate as
an important explanatory variable for ‘quality of fishing experience’ in their valuation of
recreational fishing in North East America (Gautam & Steinback, 1996).
In Davis and O’Neill’s
evaluation of recreational angling using the TCM in N.
Ireland, the mode of transport used was considered, in addition to the extent to which
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recreational activities other than angling were-pursued during the trip (Davis & O’Neill,
199 1). .This is a useful approach as it permits an estimation of the proportion of the-cost of
the trip attributable to angling in isolation to other uses to be estimated.
It was argued by Green and Tumstall that an increase in water quality would attract new
visitors away from other substitute sites (Green & Tumstall, 1991): Cesario and Knetsch
included a factor reflecting ‘competing opportunities’ provided by all other sites in their
zonal travel cost model (Cesario & Knetsch, 1976).
The TCM generally leads to an underestimation
of water quality.! flood alleviation benefits
as total recreational benefits only represent the additional value to existing users (Brookshire
& Smith;l987).
The overall validity of the travel cost approach has been recently questioned however in a
paper by Green. It showed that the fundamental assumption underlying the validity.of TCM
is not always thezase, thisassumption
being that the value of-visits undertaken from distant
origins isgreater than for origins nearer the site, because the travelling costs are greater.
(Green, 1990).
2.3.1.1. Hedonic Travel Cost Method: This involves the estimation of benefits from
enhanced recreation from water quality improvements on a ‘per recreation/fishing
day’ basis
(Bockstael et al, 1987), through the regressing of individuals ‘total cost [Cmij] of visiting a
site b] on the characteristics of the site [bj]:
Cmij

5 f’ [bj]

It is assumed here that the costs of visiting a particular site and thecharacteristics of the site
are similar, for all individuals.living
within the same.area, the variation stemming from the
different sites visited by people from the same area. The distinction therefore, between this
and the standard TCM model, is that here recreational benefits relating to improved water
quality are estimated from the demand for site characteristics, and not that for recreation trips
(Dasgupta & Pearce, 1977).
2.3.1.2. Random Utility Model: -‘The appeal of this model to value enhanced recreation ‘I
relates to the collection of travel cost and characteristics data for a number of substitute sites
in an area. The probability that an individual will visit site i rather than j is then calculated,
depending on the.costs of visiting each site and their characteristics, relative to the
characteristics in the individual’s
set of alternatives offering.maximum
utility. The welfare
effects of changing a characteristic can then be calculated (Braden & Kolstad, 1991).
Benefit Transfer: In adopting a travel cost approach Gautam and Steinback assumed that
sites within the same region were likely to be fairly homogenous in terms of catch rates,
travel costs and distances to sites (Gautam & Steinback, 1996), possibility facilitating benefit.
transfer. Radford adopted an homogenous functional forum for all riversin a region as
differences in observed mean per capita values across rivers in a similar area were found not
to. be significant (Radford, 199 1).
-.2.3.2. Contingent Valuation
Similar to TCM, contingent valuation employs an economic and demographic survey. In
contrast however, it facilitates the estimation of nonuser benefits in relation to an
improvement in recreation.
It has been suggested that the values expressed by respondents who do not engage in
in-stream recreation should be almost purely intrinsic in nature, implying that calculating the
average WTP amount for them allows an approximationof
the intrinsic benefits accruing to
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all individuals from the enhanced availability and quality of recreational use. Adopting this
assumption Kneese subtracted non-recreationalists’
WTP from recreationalists’ WTP
[deemed equal to total user values] and concluded that intrinsic value, apart from constituting
100% of non-user value, constitutes 45% of this total user value (Kneese, 1984).
Green et al sampled three groups of respondents in their contingent valuation study of water
quality improvements: river corridor users, households adjacent to the river corridor and
households located at least two miles from an accessible river corridor, with the total value
then estimated as (Green et al, 1989):
[ No. of visits * value of increased pleasure per visit ] + non-use value of improvement
Earlier in this paper Gregory et al commented that requiring respondents to assign a monetary
value within the non-market CVM placed excessive cognitive demands upon the respondent
(Gregory et al, 1993). Kneese has proposed a solution to another cognitive difficulty for
individuals in this context, i.e. to be aware of the existing water quality, and the water quality
improvement needed for specific recreational uses (Kneese, 1984). He proposed that these
levels be described in words and depicted graphically by means of a ‘water quality ladder’,
which can also ensure that different people perceive existing and required levels in a similar
way,
Benefit Transfer: In the FWR water quality manual a CVM survey was especially
commissioned to develop ‘standardised’ values for the benefits to anglers associated with
water quality improvements, a summary of which is given below (FWR, 1996).

Table 1: Summary of monetan, benefits attributed to an increase in water oualitv for aneling-

7

Coarse

Value (&per person
per trip)
3.86
4.07
6.21
6.51
7.58
11.86
15.83

I

From *

Method

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing

c3
c2
Cl
T3
T2

Tl
Sl

CVM
CVM
CVM
estimate
estimate
CVM
CVM

16.28
22.65

No
No
No
No
No

fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing

Cl
T3
T2
Tl
Sl

CVM
CVM
CVM
CVM
CVM

11.58
11.95
18.70
25.66

No
No
No
No

fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing

1

CVM
estimate
CVM
CVM

7.16
8.92

10.39

* Water quality where Eish ing cannot be carried out.
** Improved water quality level.
Source: Adapted from FWR (1996).
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3. Indirect

Benefit:

The Generation

of Hydroelectric

Power

3.1. Benefit categorv: The generation of hydroelectric power contributes to 10% of the
energy requirements of Scotland alone (SEF, 1996). The development capacity of
hydroelectric power can be assigned a monetary value on the basis off. per MW.
3.2. Relationship
of benefit to data collection:.,. This may be explained through the
importance.of forecasting seasonal-flow changes on.the effective .operation of a hydroelectric
plant as highlighted by Monokrovich
(Monokrovich,
1990). At. such plants throughflow is
increased leading up to an expected surge of water or.flood with a view to releasing some of
the reservoir’s capacity so that it can hold this water. .If such forecasts are-inaccurate or
absent the throughflow regimen is calculated using the average high water inflow volume. If
the actual inflow is greater, the lost production due to excess water discharged must be
compensated by energy generated using fossil fuel.
3.3. Economic,Approaches
to Valuing Benefits from HVdroelectric
Power Generation.
3.3.1. Opportunity
Cost Approach
:Monokrovich calculated-data value on the basis of the increased energy output from more
accurate data. Assuming accuracy levels of 80-85% the lost production opportunity was
calculated where:
R=U*Wdis
R = Lost production
U = Difference in cost price of thermal station electricity and hydropower electricity
Wdis = Energy lost, being a function of volume discharged and the pressure head at which power is ...I
produced.

Monokrovich
found that with this assumption of 80-85% accuracy a further increase of 5%
gave an additional energy output of 1.4-l .9%, which could be equated to MW, and in turn
valued at the market rate, resulting in an annual benefit of lOO,OOO-140,000.roubles:The
overall value of data was considered dependent on the actual capacity of the hydroelectric
scheme.

( 4. Indirect

Benefit:

Enhanced

Flood Protection

4.1.’ Benefit Categorv: The benefits from avoided losses due to flood protection. Flood
damages can be either direct or indirect, depending or whether the damage is the result of
direct contact with the flood waters or whether the losses result from disruption of economic
activity as a consequence of flooding i.e. indirect flooding.
Benefits are further subdivided into tangible and intangible./Tangible
benefits are
measurab.le in monetary terms,. while.intangible
are more difficult to attribute a monetary
evaluation to e:g. greater security against-loss of life, and enhancing environmental quality
(Kuiper, 1971), or costs of dislocation to family life (Thampapillai
& Musgrave, 1985).
4.2.. Relatiimship
of Benefits to,Data Collection:
Decisions concerning the .
implementation
of flood mitigation schemes, according to Cordery-and Cloke, are dependent
on the accuracy of avoidable information.
As the data length increases ‘the inherent
uncertainty of the characteristics of the-stream flows decreases and confidence in estimates of
the size and frequency of expected flood increases’ (Cordery & Cloke,. 1994).
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4.3. Economic Approaches to Evaluating
the Benefits of Flood Protection/Flood
Warning Svstems
4.3.1. Hedonic Price Method
Penning-Rowsell
et al examined several US applications of HPM to flood alleviation benefit
assessment and found little consistency in terms of explanatory variables included (PenningRowsell et al, 1992). This casts doubt on its validity.
Miyata and Abe applied this technique to valuing flood control benefits for the
Chitose basin inHo&aido,
Japan (Miyata & Abe:- 1994). Areduction in the variable, annual
expected depth of flood water (AEDF’W), was used to represent the resultant improvement in
regional safety. This variable, in addition to a number of other variables was incorporated
into two land price functions for suburban and urban areas:

ABDFWi

=

AEDFWi = annual expected depth of flood water
in square I [lkm grid squares]
P(Q) = probability of occurrence of volume of
discharge Q
Di(Q) = expected depth of flood water in square i
associated with volume discharge Q

“oWQ) * Di(Q)dQ

Urban
1nLPt = 4.923 1 - 0.0041X, + 0.0035X2
0.0001X3+
0.1069AEDFW
- 0.5952D,
l.O988Dz+
0.1424Ds+ 0.3520Ds

+
+

Suburban
lnLPz= 3.7401 - 0.0116X1
0.2010ABDFW
+ 0.4032Dj

-

+ 0.0003Xs

LPi = land price per Ims,
Xi = travel time between the nearest railway station to
Sapporo station[the capital],
X2 = number of workers in a square,
Xs = population within a square,
. AEDFW = annual expected depth of flood water,
D, = dummy for expected residential area,
Dz = dummy for commercial area,
Ds = dummy for gas supply,
D? = dummy for water supply,
Da = dummy for drainage availability, In = natural
logarithm.

The annual average cost considered was defined as:
c=(i+

t
(1:

)*I
i)” - 1

where c = annual average cost, i = interest rate (4.5%), n = number of years, and I = total
investment for the project.

The increase in land prices found with a reduction in AEDFW represented the benefit of a
flood control project. The largest benefit, cost ratio was that found for Eniwa city at 1.99,
which when limited to the.consideration
of direct damage avoided, in order to avoid the
possibility of double counting, fell to .74. The overall benefit in suburban areas was greater
than in urban areas due to a greater flood area, however the urban unit benefit was much
greater i.e. 44 times that of suburban units. Table 2 exhibits the similarities across Japan in
terms of the% of overall damage accounted for by annual average expected damage types.
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Table 2: Reduction in the annual average expected damage tvpe estimated as a % of overall damage
Damage Type
Propertv-

Houses
Furniture
Agricultural capital
stocks
Agricultural inventory
stocks
Other industriai capital
stocks
Other industrial
inventory stocks
Rice
Dry fieldcrops
Public Facilities-

Roads and bridges
Agricultural facilities
Agicultural land
Railways
Urban facilities
Telecommunication
facilities
Power facilities
Indirect Damage-

Cost of emergency
measures
Reduction in production
Repercussive effects on
production.
Cost of traffic
suspension
Increase in living costs
Others
Total

Eb’etsu

Chitose

13.7

25.6

5

Eniwa
12.6

Hiroshima
16.9
2.1
1.6.

Nanpor0
27.1

4.1

Naganuma

Total

38.3
4.1
2.3

14.6
4.5

4.4
3.3

3.4

4.6
2.3

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.49

0.9 :

0.6

0

0.06

0.02

0.02

0.08

0.2

0.03

5.5

1.3

0.3

2.8

0.3
28.7
1.6

1.4

16.1.

22.3
2.8
11.4

2.5

2.3

2.1

0.85

2.9

1.4

0.2
6

1.5

1.5

2

4.9

1
17.2

0.44

9.9

1
0.16

1.2

0.4

22.5
2.7

19.4
2.3
9.9

22.9

21.7

2.7
11.7

2.6

11.1

19
3.9
9.8

0.06
1.7
3.3
0.3

0.09
1.99

0.08

0.06

3.3
8.3
0.05

3.85
0.34

3.7
0.3

3.2
0.28

2.7
0.2

3.8
0.33

2.1'

2
61.3.

1.8
53.9

1.5
45.6

2.1
63.1

11.5
0.08

1.96.
0.8
0.34.

1.9’

3
0.4

0.09
1.8

2.1
63.7

1.8

2.1

1.8
17.4

2.2

2.0

2.1

19.9

18.9

1.8
16.7

1.5

19.7

14.1

19.5

15.6

13.52

15.9

15.1

13.2

11.2

15.5

6.1
10.7.

5.3
9.2

6.2
10.8

5.9

5.2

10.3

9.0
7.9
100

4.4
7.6
6.7

6.1
10.6

9.4
100 :

55

64.5

8.1

9.5

100

100

9.02
100

100

9.3
100

Source: Adapted from figures as reported by Miyata & Abe (1994).
Contrary to Penning-Rowsell’s
findings the above tables shows similarities across cities in %
of total damages accounted for by each category. Examining benefit by type of damage,
across cities indirect benefits were found on average to be 1.4 times direct benefits.

4.3.2. Avoided Damages Method
Potential damages avoided due to a flood protection scheme which Hueting.attributed
a
monetary value to included loss of agricultural protection, damage. to urban areas, temporary
reduction in economic activities, costs of clean up, annual expenditures relating to emergency
measures and health effects (Huetin g, 1992). Cordery and Cloke similarly identified losses
as the sum of.items such.as damage to property and infrastructure and disruption to
businesses and transport routes (Cordery & Cloke, 1994).
4.3.2.1. Evaluating Agricultural Benefits i.e. avoided damages: This is on the basis of a farm
survey (Penning-Rowsell
et.al, 1992) within the benefit-area determining land use, soil-type,
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and flood experience of the land. An assessment is then made of the change in the value of
output using adjusted” product prices.
4.3.2.2. Evaluating Urban Flood Protection Benefit: The unit loss method, developed
initially by Penning-Rowsell
and Chatterton was adopted by Parker et al to provide
standard/average or site survey loss data for residences, businesses, and general utility loss
(Parker et al, 1987). Accurate loss data can be derived initially from detailed studies of
‘representative’ samples of land uses and activities. On completion of this stage, only outline
survey data is then needed in each project area rather than a complete modelling exercise.
An advantage of this unit loss method-is that-losses can be built up or aggregated initially
from individuals, to regions, and nationally. The suitability of this method is limited
however to estimating direct losses and not changes which are likely to occur throughout the
economy.
4.3.2.3. Evaluatin,o intangible flood protection benefits i.e. intangible losses avoided
Qualitative Evaluation:
This is the description of intangible benefits and costs
comprehensively
and clearly without attempting to assign a monetary value.
Bootstrapping:
Bootstrapping is a method of deriving equivalent monetary values for
unquantified losses, based on an extensive interview survey with flood victims (Green et al,
1989. Penning-Rowsell
et.al, 1992). A schedule for such surveys has been developed by
Middlesex university and validated through 2000 interviews with flooded households.
Green’s approach is illustrated in a number of steps:
1. Respondents were asked about the financial value of their losses and to rate the overall
severity of the flood in terms of its impact on household life, and the relative severity of
each of individual impacts. Scores on a scale of l-10 are illustrated in table 3, 10
representing very severe damage and 1, least severe.
2. Table 3’s subjective severity judgements for one of the two direct damages (i.e. fabric of
the house, and its contents) were regressed5 on a number of independent variables
including financial magnitude of direct damage.
Table 3: Relative severitv of different impacts or flooding as assessedbv those who reported
experiencing each impact
Damage

Swalefclijff

Damage to house structure
5.0
Damage to replaceable contents.
9.0
Loss of memorabilia.
10.0
Health effects.
7.5
Stress of the flood itself.
10.0
Evacuation.
10.0
Disruption.
10.0
[n/a = not asked. - = no household suffered impact]
Source: Adapted from Green et al, 1989.

3. Monetary
l
l

Uphill
5.q
7.0
7.0
5.0

n/a
6.0
10.0

equivalent values for unquantified impacts were derived though:
an equation invented to express subjective severity in terms of pounds, see below.
insertion of subjective severity judgements for each of the unquantifiedimpacts
into equation.

Log(subjective severity) = 0.301og (f) + 0.01
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(r = 0.75; F = 73.90; p<= 0.001)

4.3.2.4. Evaluating Environmental
Benefits i.e. environmental flood losses avoided
The benefits from saving environmental
functions can be estimated through a ‘collective
political decision’:-by experts as referred to by Hueting (Hueting; 1992), contingent valuation
or shadow prices.
With the shadow prices approach the potential loss avoided is estimated as the cost.of
creating or recreating exactly the same,ecosystem elsewhere, e.g. the loss of an area of 7.
marshland would be valued as the cost of buying thesame area and type of land elsewhere,
and then establishing the same ecosystem-(Penning-Rowsell
et al, 1992). Indirect
environmental benefits have been found to be well in excess of direct benefits, in this case,
approximately double direct damages.

5. Indirect

Benefit:

Enhanced

Flood Warning

System.s

5.1. -.Benefit Categorv: Flood damages are a function of water depth and warning time,
defined by Day in the equation (Day et al, 1969):
E(D) = nCi.ll?iDi’

Pi = probability of a flood within the ‘steps’/recurrence intervals i and i - 1
Di = community damage associated with flood level at top of step i, a function of the warning time, type
of action and response to the warning.
E(D) = expected annual loss
n = number of contour steps to approach floodplain limit, also representing the recurrence interval
Damage losses may be avoided through improved flood warning-systems.
5.2. Relationship
of Benefit to Data Collection;
to more precise flood warning schemes.

-Increased length or accuracy of data leads

5.3. Economic Approaches to Evaluating
the Benefits of Enhanced.Flood
Warnings
The approach adopted by Walsh and Noonan to assessing the contribution of weather data to
flood warning may also be applied in relation to directly evaluating.that of hydrometric-data
(Walsh & Noonan, 1990). The steps involved in this approach are outlined below, the
assumptions upon which it was based including.that:
- the weather radar network was operational 95% of the time.
- there would be a 70% response rate by occupants to warnings. Weather/flood wamings:are
of no value without good communications
to the public..
- the availability of suitable‘flood
forecasting/warning
models, using radar (or in our case
hydrometric data) as an input.
- benefits only relate to flood damage reduction.
I. Identification of sites where radars could provide greatest flood warning benefit. All
flood data was collected on property at risk within England and Wales: flood damage
assessment based on Penning-Rowsell
and Chatterton’s methods.
2. Classification of risk to property in terms of three categories of frequency of occurrence
(1 in 10 yrs, 1 in 10 - 1 in 50 yrs, 1 in 50 yrs) plus catchment response times;
3. Conversion of single flood event data (from step 1) to average annual.benefit using factors
derived from derived from assumptions damage levels for differing flood events, see
annexe 1and.table 4 below.
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Table 4: Factors to multiply sin,ole event damage reduction to give average annual benefits.
Category

Event

Mzzltiplying,factor

A
Flooding more frequent than 1 in IO years
B
Flooding frequency between 1 in 10 and 1 in 50 years
c.
- Floo.ding less-frequentthan L-in 50 years
Source: Adapted from Walsh & Noonan. (1990).

0.25
0.07
0.02

4. Derivation of weighting factors based on catchment response time of 4 hours. When
response times were between 6 and 9 hrs radar was assumed to be of some value, and to
be very useful for response times between 3 and 6 hrs, table 5.
Table 5: Weighting factors to give benefit due to radar
With existing F/w scheme

No existing F/W scheme

Times of response
o-3
3-6
6-9
>9
o-3
0-W
Without
0
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
‘Frontiers’ *
With- ‘Frontiers’
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
* radar operating in conjunction with additional rain forecasting system.
Source: Adapted from Walsh & Noonan. (1990).

3-6

6-9

>9

0.6

0.2

0.05

0.75

0.2

0.05

The most updated figures available using Walsh and Noonan’s method calculate benefits, on
the basis of giving a 4 hr. wamin g, to be &1.56m per yr, rising to &3.84m when data is
combined with ‘frontiers’ data, implying benefit cost ratios of 3 and 5 respectively.
Benefit Transfer: The extent to which both standard and average data are available for flood
damage has facilitated the transfer of flood alleviation benefits.
The term standard depth damage is reserved for data assembled from secondary sources.
Average data is used to denote data derived from previous site surveys, averaged to give a
generalised indication of flood damages for property types. UK damage data to
residences/commercial
units is frequently updated in the Flair report, by Middlesex
University. Table 6 outlines different types of currently available data.
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Table 6: Different.tvpes

of flood damage data available and their characteristics:

7:Examples

Types of Data

Standard Data
Based on specified simplifying assumptions regarding flood
characteristics, e.g. velocity effects are minimal.
Based on specified costing approach e.g. use of average
remaining values.
Based on a synthesis of data from multiple primary and
secondary sources including loss adjustments.
Assumed to be transferable throughout U.K.; may
incorporate national secondary data sources based on
sample surveys.
Available where damage characteristics are likely to be very
similar because properties or services are similar.

l

l

l

l

l

Direct depth damagedata for
residences

Emergency Services cost data

Average Data
l

l

l

l

Based on assessments of flood loss potential from a large
number of cases/properties using e.g. business site survey
interview schedule.
Based on specified costing approach but also relies on
property manager’s estimated.
devised where there is relatively high variability between
damage sensitivity of properties and where standard data
cannot be devised.
transferable within the UK but cannot be expected to take
full account of uniqueness of properties.

Site Survey Data

Direct depth damagedata for
industry

Manufacturing flood lossdata

:

9 Loss data collected by ‘one-off’ site surveys using e.g.
business site survey interview schedule.
l
Most reliable where properties or locations have unique
damage characteristics.
Source: Adapted from Parker et al. (1987).

6. -Indirect Benefit: Recreation Benefitsfrom Enhanced Flood Protection/Flood
Svstems

Warning

6.1. Benefit

Categorv: In addition to improved water quality, recreational benefits also
accrue to more effective flood warning / flood alleviation measures. The difference lies in
that in the case of water quality improvement, benefits relate more to an increase in the
quality and quantity of recreational uses, while the latter concentrates on the.benefits
stemming from increased amenity land saved from flooding, through flood warning systems
and better design of flood.mitigation measures.
6;2; -Relationships

of Benefits to Data,Collectiory.
AAShydrometric data increases, ‘the
inherent uncertainty of the characteristics of the stream flows decreases and confidence
which aids the design of flood mitigation measures and issue of flood warnings increases
(Cordery &Cloke, 1994). More effective flood.waming procedures avoid the loss of amenity..
land through flooding.
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6.3, Economic Approaches to Evaluating Recreation Benefits from Enhanced Flood
Protection/Flood
Warning
6.3.1. Travel Cost Method
Section 2 offered a discussion of this method in relation to improved water quality. PenningRowsell et al in their evaluation of coastal flood protection proposed that in addition to the
loss of enjoyment that may follow due to flooding, the possibility that users will decide to
transfer their visits to an alternative site should also be taken into account, in total economic
Joss, illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1: Estimating total economic loss in terms of recreation from floodinz
1. B1=Eo-E,
2. Bz = (Eo - Ea) + (Ca - Co)
Eo = Value of enjoyment of today’s visit/a visit in current conditions
El = Value of enjoyment per visit after flood
Ea = Value of enjoyment per visit at the alternative site visited after
flooding
Ca = Cost incurred in visiting the alternative site after flooding
Co = Cost incurred in visiting the presentsite.
B1 = Benefit when economiclossis measuredby the lossin enjoyment
only
Bz = Benefit when economiclossis measuredby the difference between
enjoyment at the site plus any increasein cost involved in visiting
the alternative site.
Source: Penning-Rowsellet al. (1992).

Similarly to the case with water quality, the travel cost method generally leads to an
underestimation
of flood alleviation benefits (Brookshire & Smith, 1987). While Green et al
however questioned the validity of the approach in relation to water quality improvement
benefits, Penning-Rowsell
et al propose TCM as a ‘sound basis’ for the use of CVM in
relation to recreational benefits of flood alleviation (Penning-Rowsell
et al, 1992).
6.3.1.1. Hedonic Travel Cost Method: This method, described in section 2, may also be
appropriate in valuing the recreational benefits from more effective flood alleviation.
Benefit Transfer: The ‘per recreation day’ standard values as attributed with the hedonic
travel cost model, may be suitable for equating with days lost due.to flooding in similar
catchments.

Part 2 - General Approaches to Cost Benefit Analysis
The aim of this report is to consider economic approaches which provide a clear evaluation
of the worth of hydrometric data. This has been attempted essentially in a piecemeal fashion
by valuing the indirect benefits of data collection, as outlined, and proposing that they then
be apportioned to hydrometric data in a quantitative way. In parallel to this it may be useful
to consider a more general approach which examines the relationship between data collection
and risk reduction,
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Evaluating

the Collection

of Hydrometric Data Directly
Risk/Uncertainty
Reduction

Through

its Relationship

to

Introduction
- A Distinction
Between Risk and Uncertainty
Environmental
decision making, according,to Faucheux and Froger, will always be in the
context of uncertainty in addition to complexity (Faucheux & Froger, 1995). Forecasts
which concern hydrometeorologic
phenomena were highlighted by Krzystofowicz as
‘inherently uncertain’. This uncertainty he categorised as: ‘natural uncertainty’ which stems
from the nature of hydrological systems and-‘forecast uncertainty? stemming from the.
processes involving the interpretation of this data (Krzytstofowicz,
1983).
Dasgupta and Pearce also classify uncertainty in.project evaluation in terms of its
source in an attempt to emphasise the need to modify the standard methodologies of CBA, as
discussed in part one, to incorporate this (Dasgupta & Pearce, 1972).
In adopting a suitable economic approach to evaluate the worth of hydrometric data however,
it is important to distinguish between the terms risk and uncertainty. The crucial factor for
Dasgupta and Pearce rests on the availability of information.
If probabilities can be assigned
to specific outcomes the situation is defined as risky, and if consequences cannot be,,:
identified with any.likelihood
the situation is deemed one of uncertainty (Dasgupta & Pearce,
1972).: Similarly Vercelli refers to risk as being based on ‘a reliable classification of possible
events’ with uncertainty referring to ‘events whose probability. distribution does not exist or
is not fully definable for lack of reliable classification criteria’ (Vercelli; 1991).
Finally, Fauchaux and Froger identify all the interactions between the economic
system and the environment as being under strong uncertainty, on a scale of certainty to.
ignorance. This is described as a distribution of ‘non-additive probabilities and/or by a
plurality of probability distributions which are not fully reliable.: (Fauchaux & Froger, 1995).
L Dealing; With Environmental
Uncertaintv
Within an Economic Framework
Traditionally,
several approaches have been adopted in dealing with-uncertainty, summarised
by Zerbe and Dively (Zerbe & Dively, 1994):
1. Ignore uncertainty, appropriate where it is small, time span of importance is short or
where CBA is only a rough estimate.
2. Reduce it to levels where it can be ignored:by gathering additional data or. more accurate
information.
3. Recognise uncertainty and factor it into analysis with the introduction of sensitivity
analysis, simulation or decision trees.
4. Adding a risk premium to the discount rate (Parker et al, 1987).
Adding a risk premium to the test discount rate is an unsatisfactory method as increasing it
also reduces the effective time horizon for the scheme i.e. the higher the-discount rate the
closer is the date when benefits or costs accruing.will be zero. The most preferred method
for coping with uncertainty, according to Parker.et al is sensitivity analysis which may be
relevant-in our case for the apportionment of indirect benefits to data collection.
The following general-approaches rely on the-second-method above, the collection of
additional data and its relation to error (equated to risk) reduction.1.1. Data Collection and:its Relationship
to Error Reduction
This is based on the assumption,that the benefits from increased hydrological information
[Bh] are related to the 5%standard error [Eh] affecting the hydrological parameter:
Bh = f[Eh]
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It is proposed that the cost of decreasing the standard error AGh by ABh, can be estimated in
terms of the variables:
1. Increased frequency of measurement [ ANm J
2. Increased number of stations in the study area [ANSI
3. Additional number of years in operation [ANt]
4. Better interpolation technique [ACi]
Precise relationships are illustrated in the box 1.

Box 1: Relationshin of data collection to error reduction

Cost of decreasing error: AC&, = f( ANm, ANs, ANe, ACi)
Marginal benefit of decreasing error: ABh/ AEh = f(Eh - AEh) - f(Eh)/AEh
Marginal cost of decreasing error: AC,d AEh = f( ANm, ANs, ANe, ACi)/ AEh
Source: Adapted from McMahon & Cronin (1980).
This method is generally applied to data evaluation on planned water resource projects in
respect to a particular region or network.
Edgar et al. suggested early on that the adequacy of hydrologic data [i.e. which
encompasses hydrometric data] in economic terms, centred upon the marginal cost associated
with improving the data being just equal to the marginal benefit resulting from the
improvement in information relating to potential flood damages for example, and reduction in
error implied as a result (Edgar et al. 1973).
McMahon and Cronin’s marginal economic analysis approach focused on developing
statistical relationships of increasing/reducing
uncertainty(exhibited
through differing errors)
to the construction costs of dams/reservoirs, culverts/bridges, regulation measures, and
hydropower operations and examining which had the greater influence (McMahon & Cronin,
1980). It supported the continuation of data collection in that the disbenefit of a 20%
reduction in the Canadian data collection network was greater than the relative benefit in
continuing data collection activities.

1.2. Non-Bayesian Decision Theory
zappropriate
way to assess the value of data collection is to estimate the value of the next
data sample. This involves:
1. The definition of a benefit/error function, similar to the error reduction approach
2. Translation of benefit/error function to a benefit/length.of
record function
a. Simulation of long period of record
b. Splitting this into sections [Ts]
3. The separate use of each section for designing the project and benefits calculated [Bs]
a. -Bs is compared with-benefits from.using a long period of record [Bl].
b. The difference [ABs = Bl - Bs] can then be attributed to the additional period of record
[ATs = Tl - Ts].
In assessing-the value of data to flood mitigation planning, Cordery and Cloke divided
available streamflow data for N.S.W into small sample sizes [ 10 years] to estimate design
flood levels which were then used to develop damage frequency relations (Cordery & Cloke,
1992). Levee construction costs to each sample’s design level were calculated, which
allowed the difference in benefits between different design levels to be estimated. This
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allowed the value of 10 extra years of data given that 20 years are available, for example to
represent the difference in overall benefits.- The situation was simulated using data from an
existing monitoring station for which a long record was available. Assuming that flood
mitigation protection measure planning was the only use, benefits were up to eighty times the.
cost of annual data collection at the site.
Jn 1993 the value of streamflow data for flood estimation for minor structures was
assessed by examining the improvement in design flood estimation during the period- 19%to
1987 (Cloke et al,.1993). It was assumed that design floods estimated in 1987 incorporating
the most recent methodology, and longest record-length ‘would be the closest to the intended
ortrue design value?. Hence,benefits were related to the avoidance of additional:costs
resulting from underdesign/overdesign,
variablesconsidered
including flood damage cost,
flood durations, average number of vehicles affected [annual average daily traffic values],
detour distances [assuming that traffic affected would choose to detour], traffic detour costs
[allowing for occupants’ time,.and.vehicle
depreciation, maintenance and fuel costs and
frequency of overlapping. Relevant costs were those from collecting streamflow data.
As early as 1965 Linsley also identified that cost savings could not be related in a linear
fashion to data accuracy (Linsley, 196.Q while Corder-y and Cloke, in 1993 found a similar
nonlinear relationship with regard to reservoir storage design, i.e. that the.present worth of
collecting the fnext’ sample of data is much smaller than the present worth of.collectingthe
‘previous’sample
of data (Cloke & Corder-y, 1993).
Overall Cloke and Cordery concluded that benefit cost ratio depended on the amount
of existing and additional:data,
and the number of sites at which data are to be collected.
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Table 7: Formulae for use in benefit cost studv for minor waterwav

construction

Underdesign

Savings

Cost Estimation

2, = (Ru.N.Cfd)+ C,
2, = R,.N.E,.T,.[(D.C,)

S, = R,.N.&
+ (O.C,.D/S)]

C, = total costsresulting from underdesignduring
designlife $..
Crd= averageflood damagecostsper structure
during designlife $
C, = costsresulting from traffic disruption 4
C, = vehicular costs,$/km
D = averagedetour distance,km
S= averagevehicle speed,kmlhr
0 = averagevehicle occupancy
T, = averageno. of vehicles delayed, in addition
to designintention by underdesign
E, = extra flood overlappingsduring designlife
N = no. of structuresin region
R, = ratio of underdesignedstructuresto total
sampled
Overdesign

Underdesign

Costs

C, = R,,.N.C,

C, = total costsresulting from overdesign, $
C, = averagecost per structure of unnecessary
capital expenditure due to overdesignof
structure, $
R, = ratio of overdesignedstructuresto total
sampled.

S, = total savingsresulting from underdesign
SV = averagesavingsper structure from reduced
capital expenditure for structures
underdesigned,3

Overdesign

savings

S, = (R,,.N.S,) + S,

. S,= %.N.E,.T,.[(D.C,)

+ (O.C,.D/S)]

S, = total savingsresulting from overdesign
during designlife, $
S, = averagesavingsin flood damageduring
designlive per structure from reduced
overlappings,$
S,= savingsresulting from reducedtraffic
disruption, $
E, = reduction in flood overlappings during
designlife
T, = averagereduction in vehicles delayed due to
overdesign

Source:Cloke et al. (1993).

Benefit cost ratios for a programme of data collection relating to minor waterway crossing
design were estimated as 120,21,4.4
and -0.25, for discount rates of 0,4,7 and 10%
respectively. These could be considered conservative estimates however, taking all program
costs into account but relating benefits to just one use. Equivalent monetary benefits ranged
from $3900m to $350m with 0 to 7% discount rates.
..Similar to Cloke et. al’s 1993 study, Ramirez et al examined the effect-of additional
information on better flood alleviation designs in Rushford Minnesota, by examining the expost value of information
(Ramirez et al, 1988). The value of information concept (VOI)

used in these two approaches’was ex post in the sense that the information was on hand when
its value was determined. This contrasts with bayesian approaches where the exact
information to be received is unknown at the time its potential value is assessed. New
estimates with 28 years additional data showed a reduction in avoided damages from $30,750
to $21,420, and as a consequence a reduced b/c ratio of .87
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The value of increased data collection at two observation stations on the Lapuanjoke river in
Finland was calculated by the value of land which could be used due to decreased uncertainty
on the area at risk from flooding i.e. an extra 80ha, see table 8 (Laitinen & Puupponen, 1996).
It was found however that benefits stabilised after 40 years.
Table 8: Uncertainties of H0150* and benefits of data.
Period (yrs)

HQ l/50
Station 1. (mds)

Benefits
(million FIM)

Station 2. (m&)

-96-228
0
109-196
4,8
132-187
694
132-182
890
50
295-395
134-180
W
60
310-395
141-180
8,O
+ lowest limit of elevation permitted for construction on floodplain.
Source: Laitinen & Puupponen. (1996).

10
20.
30
40

X0-500
240-430
290-410
290-400

Benefit Transfer: Hydrometric data are used very differently for. specific investment project.
Corder-y and Cloke found also that even for similar project types, from site to site benefits
varied depending on size of basin upstream, of the site, local topography, flooding frequency
and the number and damage susceptibility of the properties to be protected (Corder-y &
Cloke, 1991).

1.3. The Use of Bayesian Decision Theory
The application of decision theory to evaluatingthe-worth
of data involves a number of steps:
1. A set of initial existing data e.g. time series/probability
distribution];
known as the-‘prior’
is used to design the water resource project in question e.g. flood control.
2.. The times series/probability
distribution is modified over time .with new data, known as
the ‘posterior’a. the.‘prior’ estimates are revised using-Bayes’ theorem, improving information.and
reducing error, illustrated in box 2:

3. Calculation of the expected opportunity loss [EOL], which is represented by the
difference between additional benefits due to better design and additional costs due to
acquisition of.additional information. The optimal design is that which minimises XOL.
XOL, however, cannot be calculated until all possible outcomes for.additional
measurements and corresponding posteriors are examined.

In Simpson’s-1987 review of methodologies
for estimating the value of streamflow data,
bayesian decision theory, in providing a method to ‘pool or update”inforrnation
was deemed
superior to earlier methods, such as generating synthetic records through identifying
statistical distributions (Simpson et al. 1987).
Davis, Kiesel and Duckstein’s early paper also illustrated the application of bayesian
decision theory-in assessing the value of additional data by incorporating it into engineering
decisions on flood levee design on the Rillito Creek floodplain (Davis et al. 197 1):
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Adeloye suggested a bayesian approach to evaluating the worth of hydrometric data for
reservoir capacity in examining the ‘dependent’ relationship which exists between reduction
in uncertainty (equated to temporal error, see figure 2) and costs of reservoir over/under
design (Adeloye, 1995). Due to the complexity however in defining such a relationship for
each error type, Adeloye proposes the use of Monte Carlo simulation,
Figure 2: Breakdown of Total Data Error
:

.“. ..

.~e=d(e2,+e2,+e’,+e2,)

e2s = Gauging error due to flow measurement
e2r = Temporal error due to short data record length
e2s = Spatial error due to data transferred from a measurement location to the
location of the project
e2m= Model error due to assumptions concerning the nature of the random
hydrological process.
Source: Adapted from Adeloye 1995.
Adeloye found that when the length of data record was increased fourfold, the temporal error
was only reduced by 50%, and with an eight fold increase the error was reduced by a factor
of 2.8.

1.3.1. The Suitabilitv
of Bavesian Decision Theorv Within an Environmental
Decision
Making Framework
On closer examination of the nature of both bayesian methods and environmental decision
making it becomes apparent however that, despite widespread application, they may be
somewhat incompatible:
1. The process of developing equations to reflect all possible interactions among variables,
and assigning different probabilities of outcome is very time consuming (Zerbe & Dively,
1994), and expensive. This also implies that the assignment of objective probabilities to
established outcomes is justified, implying in turn, the existence of a risky situation, and
not one representative of environmental uncertainty, as defined (Dasgupta & Pearce,
1972).
2. This is essentially a project specific approach relying on the availability of detailed
project specific costs.
In 1977 Klemes highlighted that when using hydrometric data as a decision basis in reservoir
design one must remain aware that one is dealing with a ‘complete random process’ (Klemes,
1977): while Davey believes that while historical extreme flood events give a useful guide to
the possible size of maximum floods, the fact that several recorded floods have exceeded
maximums set highlights the potential extreme responses. Machina suggests that such
traditional theories of decision making, as bayesian may need to be reversed with the
occurrence of different forms of uncertainty .(Machina;-1-987).
If bayesian decision theory was to be adopted its use would be dependent on a large number
of simplifying assumptions (Cloke & Cordery, 1993).
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Part.3

- Valuing

,The Hydrometric:Data

Coliection#&vork.

& Network .Approach to Data Evaluation
:.
Mawdsley et al examined the value,of data for the design of flood protection-schemes.with
respect to a gauge network in NE England.
Historic data was used to assess the effects of obtaining further data rather than expectations
based on all possible future flows.
The general principle behind this approach was the assessment of the opportunity 1
loss of making a wrong decision given imperfect.data.
According to-Mawdsley the value of
existing data is represented by the difference between the opportunity loss of decision
making in the design of a flood protection works without any data, and that with hydrometric
data6 (Mawdsley et al. 1990): ‘.
Data Value = EOLyo - EOLy
Yo = data available in the absence of a gauge. In the absence of data other information would be used
to make the decision e.g. rainfall information, or simulated data.
Y = data available with the gauge

To assess the expected opportunity.loss for a given level of data, an opportunity loss function,
was obtained which is a function of the error in the estimate of the design parameter (e), and
a probability distribution of the error p(e) is also required, which was then combined to
obtain: I.’
EOLy = 5 s-COL(e)p(e)de

By considering all contributing errors in.the data, the probability distribution of the error. in
the design was estimated, the errors being classified into four groups i.e. gauging, temporal,
spatial and model.
With application of this method to three network case studies, see table 9, Mawdsley found
data value increased at a diminishing
rate, whereas annual costs varied relatively little,after
installation.
Table 9: Value of hvdrological data for flood protection onlv in three case studies :
-~
Stokerley

2
24
Cost of scheme
&172,000 i
EOL [base level]
&lo,650
Value of gauge data
&7,910
Cost of data for station year
&758
Value of data per station year
f791
Values as % of scheme cost
5
Benefiticost ratio
1
1.0
1
Source: Adapted from Mawdsley et al. (1990).

c325,ooo
&14,950
&12,350
El,378
&515
4
0.37

The value of data was shown to be 4-5% of construction costs of the flood protection scheme
for the lengas of data available considering flood protection as the only application of the
data. The relatively low benefit/cost ratio for the flood protection schemes may have been
caused by their small sizes. If a bigger scheme was undertaken and the-4-5%value was still
correct, then the benefit/cost ratio would increase.
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2: The Audit Approach
The audit approach, developed by Davar and Brimley, has been used to identify areas where
improved network performance could be achieved without any additional resources, and to
provide a guide by which to assess the impacts of any decision (Davar & Brimley, 1990).
Contrary to cost benefit analysis however, no monetary value is assigned to benefits.
Instead the total set of existing and proposed stations are prioritised or ranked in order of
performance on a number of considerations:
1. -Asurvey identifies users’ needs
2. Uses are rated on the basis of % benefit attributable to data
3. A set of priority considerations/criteria
is outlined i.e. site characteristics, identified client
needs [in terms of hydrology and operational] and a region’s importance for water
resources.
4. Individual gauging stations, organised on a catchment basis are assessed, by a number of
water resource experts and managers, in terms of the extent to which they reflect priority
considerations, see table IO.
5. The higher the total station audit points accumulated by a particular station, the higher the
relative value of benefits derived from that station.

Table 10: Example of network evaluation audit for New Brunswick
Priority Consideration
Characteristics

- Site

Mean annual flow
l
less than 25m3/s
l
25 - 125m3/s
l
greater than 125m3/s

Available
Points

2
4
6

Maximum
Score
Possible

Rationale

6

Large drainages provide more
representative samples for province as
a whole.

.

for Score

Water level only

3

These stations provide less info. than
flow stations.

Quality of record

1.5

The better the quality of record the
greater the information value.

10

Short records need to be extended to
establish a record. Once record is
established it is of decreasing value,
with exception of very long records,
which become valuable for index
purposes.

5

Stations whose record may be readily
related to comparative meteorological
data have added information value.

Period of record (years)
l

o-5

.

6-10

l
l
l
l

11-1.5

16-25
26 - 40
greater than 40

7
5
3
7
10

Proximity to climate station
Source: Adapted from Davar and Brimley.

(1990).

The audit approach offers an approach also to identifying redundancy in gauging stations, in
assessing stAtions on the basis of such criteria, as outlined above, in addition to marginal
costs.- The priority considerations for site characteristics could also be based on responses
from user surveys.
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Review Conclusion
The above review examines potential approaches to valuing hydrometric
1. Detailed approach to cost benefit analysis
2. General approach to cost benefit analysis
3. Valuing the hydrometric data collection network

data in three parts:

A two step procedure.was suggested in relation to part -1, where indirect data collection
benefits e.g. flood protection, could first be quantified and then apportioned to actual
hydrometric. data. For c.omprehensive coverage of these. indirect.benefits; both- tangible and
intangible (para 4.3.2.3.), a combination of primary survey techniques would be required
implying considerable investment in time and money. In an attempt to avoid this, benefit
transfer was also discussed, as useful in approximating
values, if reliant on the availability of .:
existing updated values.
General approaches value the-worth of hydrometric data through its relationship to
risk/uncertainty reduction.. Such approaches, as outlined in part 2, have been used
extensively in recent years with regard to investment planning. The difficulty in applying
these techniques for our purposes however stems from their project specific nature which
prevents the transfer of benefits, possible in part 1.
Finally, part 3 proposes a more holistic approach, focusing on the valuation of the
data collection network, with the potential to then narrow down.specific stations. ; The audit
approach (part 3, section 2) in particular is highlighted as offering a possible ‘user friendly’
solution to the valuation.issues faced by Environment Agency and S.E.P.A officers across
functions,-however its effectiveness, as will be discussed in Hanley’s forthcoming paper; may.
rely on its use in association with further statistical techniques to develop an efficient
framework for economic valuation. ..
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Annexe 1
Determination

of multiplication
factors to convert benefits of flood warning
events to average annual benefits

from single

A) Flooding more frequent than 1 in 10 yrs:
In-this .category.oL$lood risk zones it-was assumed that protection was given up to
approx. 1 in 6 year frequency, with damage doubled for a 1 in 100 year and less frequent
events.
l
assume single event damage reduction = &x
2x
l
average annual benefit (area under curve)
= 2x * .Ol + 2x + x (.167 - .Ol)
x ----_-__
_--____-_____
Damage
2
0
= 0.255x, i.e. .25 = ‘frequency factor’
.I67

.Ol

frequency

B) Flooding freauencv between 1 in 10 and 1 in 50 yrs.
Assume average flood frequency to be 1 in 30 years with flood damage doubled for a 1 in
100 year and less frequent events and with damage reduced to zero for a 1 in 15 year event.
l
assume single event damage reduction = &x
l
average annual benefit (area under curve) .
= 2x * .Ol + (2x + xl (.033 - .Ol) t-x (.067 - .033)
2
2
= .00715x, i.e. .07 = ‘frequency factor’
101 33

.067

frequency

C) Flooding frequency less than 1 in 50 yrs
Assume average flood frequency to be 1 in 100 years with flood damage doubled at 1 in
200 years and less frequent events and with damage reduced to zero at a frequency of 1 in
50 years.
l
assume single event damage reduction = zEx
l
average annual benefit
2x
= 2x * .055 + (2x + x) (.Ol - .005) + x (.02 - .Ol)
2
2
Damage ’
= 0.022x, i.e. .02 = ‘frequency factor’
0
.005

.Ol

.02

frequency
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’ Benefits from groundwater quality improvement are included due to its importance in catchment management,
for public and private water supply and for providing base-flow for many surface water systems (Newson, 1995).
’ Total willingness to pay may be sought from individuals, or alternatively broken down into its components;.
current personal use values [current use values], possible future use values [option values], future generation use
values [bequest values], non-use values [existence/intrinsic values].
3 The majority of the 38,OOOkm of watercourse in Britain, are too narrow and shallow ever to support activities in
addition to recreational activity (Green & Turnstall, 1991). .
’ Adjustment factors published by the Ministry of agriculture, fisheries and food, 1985.
s Assumptions made included that impacts are independent, and that an acceptable regression equation could be
obtained.
’ This implies that Mawdsley believes there remains a level of inherent uncertainty even after the collection of
hydrometric data.
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Appendix B

APPENDIX C
Analvsis

and Interpretation

of Hydrometric

Data Questionnaires

Development of questionnaires. rationale and sampling technique
In order to define the nature of current hydrometric data collection activities by the environment
agency within the UK a postal self completion questionnaire was developed and sent to key
environment. agency personnel in the functions shown in Table 1.
Sample Size and Response Rate: In total a sample of 241 questionnaires were despatched tailored to
ascertain the situation with regard to nine agency functions, actual numbers to each function
outlined in Table 1. One hundred and thirty eight responses were received in time for analysis. This
response rate of 58% is particularly high for a postal questionnaire, responses using this technique
generally averaging under 10%.
Table 1:

Breakdown

of Agency Functions to Which Ouestionnaires

Agency function

Sample no.

Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries & Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Freshwater Biology
Freshwater Chemistry
Marine/Estuary Studies
Pollution Control
Water Resource Management

26
33
33
26
33
33
33
33
17
I

were Sent

No. of responden.ts
18

19
19
17
14
7
10
19
18‘x

<

I

*the higher response rate is a result of a request by us that questionnaires be co ied within the agency to
personnel who may not have received their own.

The following brief report outlines questionnaire responses received overall and specifically in
relation to function area. Essentially discussion focuses on a number of issues referred to during the
literature review and CBA methodology report.
1. The specific uses of data and associated benefits [as identified/unidentified
in the literature
review] of hydrometric data collection according to EA personnel.
2. The potential benefits if any in extending the network.
3. The difficulties in defining an approach to linking data types with data use benefits.
4. The importance of real-time data collection in addition to historic data.
5. The predicted effects of extending or reducing the hydrometric data network.
6. The current awareness of EA personnel of the economic value of hydrometric data.
7. The contribution of questionnaire responses to the development of an economic framework
similar to th.at of Daxar & Brimley in the CBA methods section for .hydrometric data evaluation
‘within the UK.

Section 1 - Specific Data tvpes Required bv Agencv Functions and Relevant Uses
1.1 DataTypes Required
The two principal categories of data collected were those on river flows and water levels, the
percentage within each functipn using these indicated in Table 2.
The largest proportion of cases within any one function using averaged daily flow was 57%
within freshwater chemistry, pollution control also exhibiting a substantial amount, at 42%.
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Percentile measures (Pctl) are also required in many situations for pollution control, in addition to
abstraction licensing functions which also showed the greatest proportion of cases demanding
instantaneous flows (AI!?). These possibly indicate the more precise nature of information-required
in the determination and enforcement of abstraction licences and pollution consents. This is in
contrast to water resources management where 67% of cases specified only mean annual flows
(MAF), 80% overall referring to general flows (Uns.), with the specific need for daily flows referred
to by only 16%. With-regard-to flood .w.aming 84% of cases referred to only..general flows.
Table 2:

Percentage of cases under each function stating a requirement

Function Type
Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries & Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Freshwater Biology
Freshwater Chemistry
Marine/Estuary Studies
Pollution Control
Water Resource Mgmt.

ADF
22
11
0
0
7
57
20
42.
13

MAF
6
5
0
0
29
57
10
26
67

River flows
AIF
‘FDC
39
16
e
5
ii
0
0
0
21
0
14
0
10
0
5
16
13
0

Pctl
22
0
0
0
7
14
0
37
7

Uris.
50
58
84
0
50.
43
70
37
80

for specific data set

Tide/Water Levels & Climate
Wtr.
Rain
GW
Tide Mcs.
12
61
39
6
11
53
16
11
0
0
89
47
0
21
5
0,
0
0
0
0
21
0
0
0
0
29
29
0.
0
0
10
50
0
10
0
11
26
0
0
0
73
73
60.
13
33

As could,be expected the measurement of,both river (Wtr.)-and rainfall (rain) level is cited as
essential to flood warning; Water resources management, abstraction licensing and fisheries and
conservation also appeared from responses to rely on such data. Groundwater data (GW) is lessessential overall, however in relation to water resource management and-abstraction, is considered
necessary in 60% and 39% of cases respectively.

1.2 Use of Data .Tvpes bv Function
To facilitate the examination of data use Tables 3.1-3.3 break down individual uses into,sections.
Hydrometric data appears to have a key role across the functions in relation to. the
monitoring of low flow situations (oplw/risWdrgt), a role particularly emphasised with regard to
water resources management and freshwater chemistry. In relation to estuarinejmarine
management
data is used in only 20 %, 20% and 10% of cases for determining currents within the estuary (estc),
ecological conditions-(estec), and salinity (estsl) respectively. This perhaps signifies the low level
use of hydrometric

the determination

data for this function

of pollution
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lame 5.1:
Function

Yercenta,oe or cases unaer eacn runctlon SDeClfVln~ data uses
Type

Flow Risk
1
risk
drgt
39
0
42
0
11

Fisheries&
Conservation .. .
?I ._
Flood Warning
0
Flood Defence
12
FreshwaterBiology
21
FreshwaterChemistry
43
Marine/Estuary
0
Studies
Pollution Control
0
Water Resource
73
Mgmt.

Table 3.3
Function

18
21
14
0

0

0
0
8
0
0

0
33

33

lL

0

Estuarine Uses
estc estec
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

20
0
0

t Related Uses
load
trade
trav
5
5
0
0
0
0

I
Cons
22
0

0
0

0
0

20

0
6
7
14
0

14
29
50

0
0

89
47

11
13

7
71
60

0
0
0
0
20

0
0
0
29
0

47
13

11
0

16
0

Percentage of cases under each function specifving. data uses
Type

Flood Related

Uses

fzdef

rtpr
0
0

i
Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries&
Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
FreshwaterBiology
FreshwaterChemistry
Marine/Estuary
Studies
Pollution Control
Water Resource
Mgmt.

11
0.

fldwn
6

0

r

-modelling/
aE
tmpk
mdl.
5
0
16
0

0
51
0
0
0

100

0

5

53

65

47

0
0
0

0
0
10

0
0

0
20

5
13

13

Ecological
able.
100
10

24
21

0
0

0
0
10

43

7

0
20

0
0

0

58
53

53

0

Flflz
0
58

pldil
0
16

Uses
ecim
0
31

psv
6
79

chnl
0

0
0
0
14
0
0
0

Flood defence, from results, seems to rely more on data specifically on flood related factors and
generally than flood warning, with the exception of modelling techniques (mdl) which are practised
by both. The actual modelling system most commonly cited was rivpacs. The difficulty in
apportioning a monetary value here would be that, like with many uses, data is just one input within
modelling and an accurate estimation of its value would rely on its isolation from the remaining
inputs.
Primarily within fisheries & conservation data has considerable use for ecological purposes,
predominantly
for fish surveys (fhsv);and-in informing agency functions on flow conditions for
migrating fish (flfh). While not emphasised in the literature review, a further benefit emphasised in
the questionnaires is that of data as a major input.in the riverline telephone service to river users a
data use cited by 11% of fisheries & conservation respondents.
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Table 3.3

Percentage of cases under each function specifvine

certain general data uses

-

Function

Type

G enera
Bckg

Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries & Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Freshwater.Biology
Freshwater Chemistry
Marine/Estuary Studies
Pollution Control
Water Resource Mgmt.

inqrs

6
0
0
18
14
0
10 .’
5
40

17
0
0
0
0:
0.
20
5
0

desn
0
0
0
29.
0
0
0
0
0

0

es
Plan
11

16
0
0
0
14
0
0
27

11
0
0
i9
29
0
0
33

trend
0
5
0
0
0

g1n71
0
0
0
0

36
43
0
0
0

14
10
5
7.

What could be considered the more general uses of data, see list of abbreviations (Annex l),
illustrated in table.3.3 are most common-in relation to water resource management functions.
Amongthese uses however the utilisation of data in the provision of background information,
reporting purposes and.in planning fieldwork in-stream was identified for several areas.

for

The results in tables 2 & 3.1-3.3 highlight early in the analysis potentially what is a great difficulty
in 1inkin.g the monetary value of data use benefits to the collection of particular data sets. For
example, in table 2 average daily flow data is recorded as necessary in relation to seven different
Environment Agency functions in total, and in table 3.1 up to six different functions make use of
data in relation to pollution.
We are informed thus that data is necessary and in use but how
important or necessary one data type is to one function relative to any other can only be estimated in
a qualitative manner. The common use of data across functions has further implications should
there be a rationalisation
of theanetwork, a point discussed in detail in section 3. The removal of
collection facilities for just one data type would have effects across many Environment. Agency
functions.

Section.2 - The’Value of Real-time and Historic Data
Environment Agency specialists for each function were questioned with respect to their use of both
real-time (Real) and historic (Hist) hydrometric data. The responses in this section have potential
relevance in the future if.mtionalisation
of the network were to be considered and decisions
continued on the basis of.simulation using historic data only... For example;if pollution control
benefits could equally be expected with the sole use of historic hydrometric data (Hist), the costs of ..
real-time data collection could be avoided and in turn a greater benefit cost ratio produced.
Table 4: The nature of data collected for Certain Agency Functions
Fhctions
Flood defence
Freshwater biology
Water res_urce mgmt.

qf Data

Nature
.-Both

100 -::
71
13

Real

0
14 ..
0

Simulatioit

Hist

nqf1rt

0
7
73

0
7.
0

.general

0
14
0 ..

real + kist

0
36 :
.29

historic

0
29
14

Across these three functions real-time data alone (Real), and in conjunction with historic data
appears to play the greatest role currently, only a small proportion of cases with respect.to
freshwater biology operating on historic data alone 14%.
fj1 ... .
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The use of both real-time and historic data in simulation was examined in relation to
freshwater biology and chemistry in table 4 and where it was carried out most often took advantage
of both real-time and historic data, i.e. in 36% and 29% of cases, historical data alone accounting for
simulation in 29% and 14% respectively.

Table 5: The use of realtime

data in flood warning

Function

Realtime
model+ofJicer

Flood Warning

58

Data

0fJicer

don’t know

37

5

Where the responsibility is flood wamin g, in the majority of cases i.e. 58%, real-time data has a dual
purpose, in modelling (model) and to inform flood warning officers (officer). In relation to
abstraction licensing, in only one situation was it specified that real data was not used. The specific
aspects to which it contributed varied among abstraction licence determination and enforcement,
drought and low flow monitoring, and estimating future flows.
It is the widespread nature of real-time data use which is important as it confirms its
contribution to a number of benefits, e.g. within just one agency function, figure 1.

Figure 1: Contribution

of real-time

data within abstraction licensing

Real-time
Effective
data ------+abstraction
licensing
control

Habit improvement scheme planning.
Alleviation
of low flows.
Drought monitoring.
Accurate estimation of future flows.
Managing water transfer schemes.

&

Section 3 - The possible effect on existing benefits of reducing/extending
the network
In both the literature review (included with Progress Report W6/005/3) and the report on CBA
methodologies (Appendix II to this Progress Report), benefits have been considered with the
assumption of an existing or ‘complete’ network. There is a possibility however that changes may
Considering this possibility the
occur within the network, reducing or extending activities.
questionnaires set out to examine the qualitative effect of such changes on existing benefits, if any.
If for example a reduced network had no effect on benefits, then a reduction could be advised
lower costs, stable benefits and in turn a higher benefit cost ratio.
..:.ensuring
: ..
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Table’6: Current network situation in relation to fisheries & conservation.
freshwater chemistrv and marine/estuary manacement
Function
Fisheries & Conservation
1

freshwater biologv.

Use of Stations
Reasons
Riverline
Prevent poaching
Location.of st e.g. downstream from releases.
Assess fishing conditions.
Where fish is counted.
At main abstraction points.
Areas of heavy floodplain use.

Certain
74.
I

Freshwater Biology

29

Assessment of.metals load.
Ecologically acceptable flow assessment.
Rivers susceptible to low flows.
Stations used for biological monitoring.
Representative sites.

Freshwater Chemistry

43

At bottom of catchment/proximity

Marine/estuary

0

to estuary.

n/a

3.1. The Current Situation :
Under the functions of fisheries & conservation, freshwater biology and freshwater chemistry
certain stations were cited as being used more than others (certain) in 74, 29 and 43% of cases
respectively, reasons for this given in table 6. Given the fact that in fisheries & conservation certain i
stations only are used due to a small-number of reasons in 74% of regions, there may be.potential
here for weighting the importance of stations for this function within the network on the basis of
these factors.
Examining the current situation-with regard to marine and estuary management the.
hydrometric network was only considered by Agency officers to satisfy 40% of needs, a reduction in
this case clearly having potentially very negative effectson relevant benefits.

3.2. The Effects of Reducing the Existing; Network
The potential effects of reducing the existing network were largely examined
abstraction licensing, flood warning, flood defence, and pollution control.

in relation to

Table 7.1: Percentage of cases affected bv reduction in network ;-
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Officers responsible for abstraction and pollution control were questioned as to what measures
would be taken in the event of data being absent, and how this would in turn affect licences and
consents. The majority of cases in each function stated that in such a situation both outside help
would be consulted (corn) and estimating procedures (estim) would be carried out, 83% and 74%
respectively.
39% and 32% of those responsible for abstraction and pollution control responded that due
to the lack of-certainty v&ii&would
result licences and consents wbu1d.i.n turn-be more restrictive or
as was agreed in several cases a more precautionary approach would be advised. A significant
proportion of pollution control respondents stated however that it would vary with specific events.
Percentage differences suggested in abstraction control were between U-20%, and those in
relation to pollution consents lo-25%. It should be noted however that almost half the pollution
control officers stated they did not know what the difference would be, almost 30% of abstraction
licensing officers stating the difference was too variable to specify.
Table 7.2: Servicing
Function

needs with a reduced network

Type
Badly

Flood warning
Freshwater biology
Freshwater chemistry

58
29
29

Servicing
don ‘t
know
16
14
0

needs with a reduced network
pressure
reduce
Same
effec.
0
11
5
21
0
0
14
0
14

SOS0
11
36
43

Flood warning, freshwater biology and freshwater chemistry functions were asked specifically how
existing needs would be satisfied with a reduced network, table 7.2 exhibiting that flood warning
functions primarily would be badly affected (Badly), while with the remaining functions slightly
more respondents stated that some needs would suffer but others would remain adequately serviced
(Soso). This would imply that flood warning is somewhat more sensitive; a reduction in costs of for
example 10% possibly resulting in a proportionately greater reduction in benefits.
Reducing data collection concerning freshwater biology and chemistry functions would
according to 21% and 14% of respondents have indirect effects, in that there would be increased
pressure placed upon other areas (pressure) e .g. estimating, possibly causing these other areas to
operate less efficiently.
3.3. Effects of Extending the Existing Network
All Agency functions with the exception of water resource management were questioned as to
whether an extended network would be useful for operations, responses given in table 8.
Table 8: Would data from an extended network be useful?
Function

Type

Abstraction Licensing
Fisheries & Conservation
Flood Warning
Flood Defence
Freshwater Biology
Freshwater Chemistry
Marine/Estuary
Studies
Pollution Control
R&D Progress Report W6/005/6

.don’t know
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21

?X
I

Would t tended data be useful
no/prob no yes/prob yes possibly
89
6
6
42
5
26
89
0
5
6
71
12
29
71
0
57
14
29
40
10
50
16
63
0
64

depends
0 ..
16
0
6
0
0
0
0
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Apart from marine/estuary management the,majority of personnel across functions responded that
they would utilise an increased amount of data if available (yes/prob yes). This reflects the picture
throughout for marine/estuary management-in that overall data appears to play less of a role than.
with other.functions.
It may also be considered to indicate-that increased investment in the current
network would lead to an increase in benefits. Agency officers who responded yes also qualified
their answers, outlined in table 9..
Table 9: Increased uses from an extended .network
Function
Abstraction

Relevant
Licensing

uses

Allow data to be received closer to site of interest
Judgement of headwaters extractions
To satisfy enforcement requirements
Decrease limitations on licensing and consents
Improved evaluation-of impacts on smaller-watercourses

Fisheries & Conservation

Increased coverage of areas lower down the river

Flood Defence

Research purposes
Increase level of data, hence confidence
Reduce the number of gaps in the network
Improvement of-modelling accuracy

Freshwater Biology

Refinement of rivpacs inputs
Existing gaps in data cause difficulty
Enhance biological surveying ..
Ensure a more reliable analysis.

Freshwater Chemistry

Improve on-existing

Marine/Estuary

Better. estimate flushing rates
To assess impact of fish farms
Existing gauging stations are too far inland

Pollution

Studies

Control

lack of accuracy

Ensure more accurate data
Allow more emphasis away from large catchments only
Present sites not always close enough to sewage works

An interesting issue, if somewhat tangential in terms of economic values, which
within fisheries & conservation, and which would seem-relevant to all-functions
hydrometric data is currently being.utilised to its full.potential.
It was suggested
guidance was given to current users, then perhaps the existing network could be
in some cases there may not be a requirement for extended activities.
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Section 4 - Accuracv and Hvdrometric

Data

Within certain approaches to economic valuation of data, there is an assumption (outline in the
literature review) that the benefits from increased hydrological information are related to the %
standard error affecting the hydrological parameter, and in turn that the cost of decreasing the
standard error can be estimated on the basis of increased frequency of measurement, increased
number of stations in the study area, additional number of years in operation and better interpolation
techniques.
On the basis of this theory it was useful to examine in this research what levels of accuracy
are currently required relating to data functions. If required accuracy levels are known, specific
stations could possibly be evaluated on the basis of how actual accuracy levels compare, with the
implication that the closer those levels, the more benefits would accrue to that station.
Table 10: Level of Accuracy Required
Function Type

70

as accurate
as possible

Flood Defence
Freshwater Biology
Freshwater Chemistry
Marine/Estuary Studies

12
14
29
10

specified
levels of

don’t
know

accllracy
65
0
0
10

12
7
0
0

Accuracy required
estimates +
observation
required

0
14
29
0

estimates
&ice

0
29
29
0

low/

variable

none

0
0
0
20

12
21
0
0

Unfortunately the majority of officers across functions questioned, apart from flood defence, did not
feel able to specify accuracy IeveIs in a quantitative way (despite our request). On further
questioning however it may be possible to more accurately define these. It is interesting to note
however that the smallest error level possible is not automatically the most desirable, several
respondents referring to the need for balance, accuracy levels specified for flood defence outlined in
table 11.

Table 11: Accuracy levels specified within flood defence
Flood Defence Data

Data on flows
Flood levels
Flood warning

1Accuracy Level
I +/-5%-10%
50-3oomm

50mm

In relation to flood defence it was also inquired as to what the effects of lower accuracy were.
Again answers were qualitative in nature, almost half of cases referring to a reduction in existing
operations; reduced effectiveness, reduced/impaired
service, reduced confidence, or less accuracy.
.Thirty gercenkofrespondents
said however that effects -would.have greater significance beyond the
direct effect than a mere reduction in services.
Specific levels of accuracy for low/medium and high flow measurement were quantified to
some extent with regard to water resource management, results given in table 13,.
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Table 12: Specific levels of accuracy required in water resource management
Function

.Type

5%Error

Z&-o
Low flow measures
Medium flow measures
High flow measures

7
.7
7

allowed

inflow

measurement

mo

jive

seven

ten

fifreen

twenty

0
7
0

66
47 ‘20

0
7
0

0.
27.
40

0
0
7

0
0. :
20

low/
none
0
0 ”
0.

variable
0
0
0

It appears that overall, high flow measurement in this context requires slightly lower levels of
accuracy than is the case with either low or medium.flowst which in the majority of cases allow an.
error no higher than 5%.
Within flood warning a requirement which may be paralleled with accuracy levels is the
minimum record,length required for estimation, the.assumption being that accurate estimations rely
upon the existence of past records. Considering responses however this varies considerably; for.
example.almost equal numbers of respondents saying five years, two years, twenty years, and that it
depends on the situation in question. In view of such differing opinions, these responses would be
of little use in defining an acceptable approach to weighting.

Section 5 - Ouantifving
the economic value of.hvdrometric
data
In terms of specific cost benefit analyses carried out,to date or the quantification of data benefits in a
monetary way, there are it seems a number of studies accessible to 82% of flood defence managers.
Despite this however only.41% attempted to define the % of such benefits attributable to
hydrometric data only. Estimates given ranged from 1 - 1009’0, with-little.agreement
between
managers. Useful comments included those that equated hydrometric data benefits to averted flood
damages, and that relatively, benefits could range from being high in urban areas to nil for remote
areas.
Possibly existing economic values for data were also sought in relation to flood warning.
Again these ranged considerably from region to region, actual values given in table 13.
Table’ 13: Average economic saving to the community
Region ‘.

Anglian

Monetary

[central area-a]

Region

from flood warning systems

saving per yr.

&260,000
(

Anglian [central area-b]
Midlands
North West

Monetary

saving per yr.

&80,000
El ,ooo,ooo
U50,OOO :

- The CBA.methods section discussed the project specific nature of. many approaches to determine the
economic value of hydrometric data. The range of questionnaire responses to requests for estimates
of value reinforces the rationale of such approaches, and in turn the difficulty of defining a standard
methodology to quantify benefits in this study. Again a framework approach as proposed in the
methodology section appears more appropriate.
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ANNEXE I
Abbreviations
Table 2:
ADF
MAF
AIF
FDC
Pctl

Within

Tables Which

Require

Further

Explanation

wtr.
Rain
Tw
Tide
Mcs.

Percentage of cases under each function stating a requirement
Average Daily Flow
Mean Annual Flow
Instantaneous-Flow
Flow Duration Centre
Percentile measures i.e. Qs5, Qj
Unspecified Flows
Water levels
Rainfall levels
Ground Water levels
Tides
Climate data / data for Morecs

Table 3.1:
oplw.
Risk
drgt.
estc.
Estec.
Estsl.
Cons.
Nut
load
trade
tr-av.

Percenta,ge of cases under each function specifving data uses
Monitoring
of low flows
Assessment of low/high flow risks
Drought monitoring / operations planning
Estuary current determination
Determination
of ecological conditions
Determination
of salinity
Determination
and enforcement of consents
Determination
of nutrient budgets
Calculation of pollution loading
Analysis of trade effluents
Determination
of pollutant travel times

Table 3.2:
fldwn
rtp r
tmpk
mdl
able
Fl@
pldil
ecim
fhsv
chnl

Percentage of cases under each function specifying data uses
Flood defence
Flood warning
Report purposes
Flood time to peak estimation
Modelling
Abstraction licensing and enforcement
Determination
of suitable flows for fish migration
Calculation of dilution factors for pollutants
Ecological impact assessment
Fish surveys
Channel bank work

Table 3.3:
Bckg
inqrs
desn
pbinf
Plan
trend
Qlsm

Percentage of-cases under each function specifving certain wneral data uses
Provision of background information
Resolution of issues at inquiries
Design of new stations
Provision of information to the public
Planning of fieldwork
Analysis of trends
Specific water quality sampling

i&S.

fldef
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Table 4:
Both
Real
Historic
nofitgeneral
real + hist
historic

The nature of data collected for Certain Agency Functions
Collection of both real and historic dataCollection of realtime data only
Collection of historic data only
No simulation currently carried out, may do so in the future
General ‘simulation’
cited as being carried out ..
-... .ISimulation using both real and historic data carried .out
Simulation using historicdata only carried out -.

Table 5:
5.
model + ojj5cer
0fJicer
don’t know

Realtime data used in modelling and to inform flood warning officer
Realtime data used to inform flood warning officer
Don’t know how realtime data is used

Table 6:
Current network,situation
in relation to freshwater biology. freshwater chemistry.
and marine/estuary management ‘.
Certain.
Type,,% of-Agency personnel specifying that certain stations were used
more than others
Reasons
Specific reasons stated why certain stations were used more than others
Table 7.1:
corn
estim
both
other
110

poss
varies
yes

Percentage of cases affected bv reduction in network.:.
External research would be commissioned
Estimation techniques would be used
Both outside,help and estimation techniques would be utilised
Other.
No effect on issuing licences / consents
Possibly an effect on issuing licences / consents.
Effect on licence / consents issue would be variable (situation dependent)
Reduction of network would affect licence / consent issue ..

Table 7.3:
badly
don’t know
pressure
reduce effec.
Same.
SOS0 ..

Servicing

needs with a reduced network
Needs would be badly serviced
Don’t know
A reduced network would increase pressure on other resources
Needs would be serviced less effectively
Needs would be serviced in the same way
Some needs would be affected

Table 8:
don ‘t know
no/prob no
yes/prob yes
possibly
depends

Would data from an extended network be useful?.
Don’t know
An extended network would not/probably not be useful.
An extended network would/probably would be useful-.
An extendednetwork
would possibly be.useful I
It depends on.the situation
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APPENDIX B

ALTERNATIVE
METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACHES TO REPRESENTING
ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF HYDROMETRIC
DATA

THE

version #2
author: Nick Hanley
1. The obiectives
This project is concerned with estimating the benefits of hydrometric data. Three
possible motives for doing this are the abilities to be able to:
(i) rank gauging stations in terms of their relative economic benefits
(ii) conduct marginal cost-benefit analysis of whether an additional station
should be added to network, or whether an existing station should be shut
down, and
(iii) assessthe public value of a gauging network in terms of its total economic
value.
In case (ii) above, information on the (marginal) costs of data collection is needed; in
cases (i) and (iii) it is not, although in case (iii) total economic value could be compBred
with total system costs. Expressing benefits in monetary units allows them to be
compared with costs.
2. The problems
Essentially, these can be summarised as the following:
(i) the benefits of any given gauging n&~-k are many and varied, as shown by
our interview responses, and by our questionnaire survey
(ii) operationally, it seems unlikely that sufficient funds and/or experience would
be available to carry out original empirical work on benefit estimation in all
cases, except perhaps for major network reviews
(iii) the implication is therefore that “standard” benefit figures should be made
available, in an attempt at benefit transfer. However, there are very
1 : considerable problems. with :such benefits transfers.
(iv) in any case, it is well known that the standard errors on estimates for nonmarket benefits (such as improvements in water quality) are typically wide
(v) finally, the benefits of continuing to collect data from a given station are
known to depend partly on the length of record already existing for that
station: whilst station benefits are also dependent on how unique that station
is in terms of representing varying catchment characteristics and/or the spatial
location of economic activity (such as rural vs. urban).
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The above problems make it unlikely that a simple application of Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA) is possible, but also that:funds/expertise are unlikely to be available for a more
sophisticated CBA except in the case of very major changes to the monitoring network.
However, objectives (ii) and.(to a lesser extent)-(iii) above imply some sort of quasiformal CBA framework.
3. Economic value estimation and the benefits of.hydrometric

data

The economic benefits ofcollecting~hydrometric data,are: in principle; similar to the
benefits of collecting any other kind of information regardinguncertain outcomes, such
as weather forecasting or forecasts of the rate of inflation. This is that-such.collection
enables either an increase in economic benefits or a decrease in economic costs, often in
a planning.context. Given uncertainty, these costs and benefits may be expressed in
terms.of expected values’ or certainty equivalents. What is more, the economic criterion
for how much information to collect is the same in all these situations: namely, that if
the right amount of.information iscollected, then the marginalcost of collecting one
more (or one less) “unit” of information be equalto the marginal benefits. This criterion
could also be applied to decisions over whether to add or subtract one more information
gathering unit. Aside from planning-type applications (where “planning” is interpreted
in the broadest sense), the other major category of benefit is in real-time uses of data, in
flood warning and abstraction control.,
Two problems thus arise in the context of hydrometric data: these are (i) what to count
as economic benefits, and how to value them; and (ii) how to define the-“information
generating unit”. For many classes of benefit we have identified (see Nevin (1996)
(Appendix II), and the reporton the questionnaire data (Appendix I)),.the benefits of
collecting data for the purposes of, for instance, flood warning, would seem to,be
applicable more to the catchment, or a river (ie some-concept of a network) than to any..
one station. If this is true on the whole, thenit makes more sense to consider either -the
river or the catchment as the information generating unit: for which economic benefitswill be measured. In this case, the question of whether to add. or remove one morestation to the network becomes a hydrometric question, concerned with the increase in
predictive performance for the system as a whole.
Nevin (1996) reviews the techniques-which could be applied to a large range of
potential benefits for hydrometric networks, and,actual experience with,these methods.
Summarising, benefits can be classified as those affecting market-valued resources
(such as housing or bridges) and those affecting non-market resources, such as water
quality: .Very few of these benefits are likely to be “captured” by the data gatherer,
either due to the non-market.nature of the benefits, or the public nature of the data. A
complementary classification is to recognise:
* benefits of real-time data (eg flood warning, abstraction control): these
benefits can potentially be market-valued;
l
benefits relating to investment.planning (eg new bridges, dams, reservoirs,
housingj: these benefits can also potentially be market-valued;

’ Although the use of expected values implies we know (i)-the complete range of possible outcomes
(states of the world) and (ii) the probability distribution of these outcomes. This is unlikely to describe all
situations.
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l

benefits relating to water quality planning (e.g.setting of pollution constraints
and abstraction/return flows). These benefits are unlikely to be marketvalued.

In these three cases, benefits are, in general terms, given by:
l
avoided damages (flood warning)
l
avoided costs of over- or under-investment. The maximum Willingness To Pay
(WTP) of-users-.of:information for-these purposes (eg construction companies) would
indicate its value here: however, such maximal WTP amounts are not revealed by the
current process of giving out such information. Freeing up the market for
hydrometric data would produce prices closer to this desired signal: and reveal
something about the price elasticity of demand for inforrnation.
l
through a production function, where information is one input (along with abatement
expenditure and flows) to increasing water quality. More information as an input can
allow for less spending on abatement, or better management of return/abstraction
flows, to produce a given level of water quality.
In all these cases, however, it is crucial to separate out the marginal effect of providing
more information from the value of the resource or service flow concerned. For
example, not all of the value of water quality improvements could be attributed to
providing information if additional abatement expenditure occurs. What we must aim to
do is estimate the marginal value (marginal value product, in the case of the production
function approach) of information.
4. Possible methodologies for analvsing the economic benefits of hvdrometric data
Here we outline three possibIe approaches to incorporating the economic benefits of
hydrometric data into a decision-making framework.
4.1 An approximate CBA approach
In what follows, we assume that, either through original empirical work, or through
some benefit transfer process, economic values have been arrived at for all possible
categories of benefit (not forgetting, though, the considerable empirical difficulties
involved here, as noted in Nevin, 1996). These economic values might be expressed in
terms of & per E spent on data collection gleaned from previous case studies.
Expenditure could thus be used as a measure of the quantitv of information.
Alternatively, benefits could be expressed per measuring station (ie total benefits
divided by the total number of stations), again from case studies, and again with the
purpose of relating benefits to the amount of effort input, and the quantity of data. These
benefit figures will be referred to as “base values”: see Table 1. We know that the
length of existing data records is important in determining the value of additional data;
so these base values would then be weighted to take account of this. Finally, special
local circumstances might exist, making the benefits in any one category larger than
average, so weights could be attached here too, based for example on the spatial
character&.&s of the catchment (we do not discuss how to arrive at these weights yet:
for data length, we need to estimate the functional form of an equation relating data
usefulness-eg predictive power- to length of record). Then: for any system, the relevant
benefit categories are entered, and weighted average scores computed for each benefit
category. Summing these gives either the total benefit per & spent on the network, or per
station. In the former case, multiplying by actual system costs and then comparing with
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these costs gives an approximate equivalent to CBA . In the latter case, multiplying by
the number of stations and then comparing with system cost again-gives a CBAitype:
comparison. It should be noted, h&ever, that since-(i) benefit transfer and (ii) .:
weighting isused in this method, this does not replicate a formal CBA.
If the operational question of interest is whether to add more stations, or take some
away, then the above procedure could be repeated on different groupings of stations and .i
the results compared. This would.involve re-running the economic model with adjusted
inputs in terms of benefits,to produce.approximate cost-benefit results for different
groups of stations.
If a ranking of individual stations or groups of stations is desired: then the above
procedure could be repeated and the results used to produce a ranking. However, it
would be very important to consider the smallest data generating network used to
produce the base values, since otherwise we are extrapolating-beyond the range of our
observations.
In principle, this method could be presented as a simple spread-sheet type computer,
model.
4.2 A scoring approach
This could be implemented using.the same framework as that described above, but
replacing economic benefit base values with importance scores, arrived at through
expertjudgement (eg through some sort of DELPHI process). Davar and Brimley
(1990) report the use of. such a system in :New Brunswick. However, whilst the method
could be used to rank stations or groups of stations,-it could not.be used in any cost
comparison, including decisions on whether to add or subtract stations:.
4.3 A multi-criteria analysis approach
This could be accomplished with a goal-programming method. This would involve, for
each benefit category, identifying acceptable or target scores (eg minimum hours,
warning time for the flood warning category). A matrix would then-be built up to show
how any network-could contribute to achieving these goals, some of which will be.
complementary and some of which would be conflicting with each other. Cost could be
included as one objective/constraint set..A mathematical programming routine would
then be run on this matrix and objective set, with the goal of minimising the sum of
differences between goals and achievements. This would give an “optimal’? design of’
the system. Alternative system designs could be.run through the model to compare their
performance on the “achievements. versus targets” criterion. However, the approach
could not be used to assessthe economic efficiency of a network. In addition, the
method is very dataintensive, is critically dependent on specification of targets, and
would not be easy to present in a user-friendly format.

5. Recommended method
We therefore.recommend that the project goes forward using the-approximate
CBA approach as the basis for assessing economic benefits, since it seems to have one
important advantage over the other two methods considered, namely that:it can address
the issue of economic efficiency, as well as ranking and analysis of decisions over ..
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adding and/or subtracting stations. Three big problem areas are though, obvious:
* how to compute base values
* how to compute weightings for length of record
* how to compute local weights
The method could, of course, be used without weights being used, but this would lose
much content. Some of the answers to these questions can be found in the literature
review, interviews and survey results. However, it is felt that most learning will occur in
trying to apply .this.method to two case study data networks.-in.the next phase of the
project. Of course, findings based on two case studies will be of limited generalisability;
however, this limitation would only be adressed by devoting significantly more
resources to the project. We also note that, due to the paucity of previous research in
this area, we anticipate that un-filled “holes” will exist in the economic model based on
Table One at the end of the project.
The approximate CBA approach provides an economic criterion for managers of
networks to use. We would suggest that this should be supplemented with a criterion
based on hydrology itself. This could address, for example, the issues of station
redundancy and network representativeness, and could also be expanded into a scoring
system along the lines suggested by Davar and Brimley. Thus two criteria would be
used in assessing hydrometric networks: economic, and hydrological. This would
provide more information than one criterion alone.
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benefit
categories

base
values (2
per &k
system
cost)
length of
record
weight
local
conditions
weight
applicable
to
network
X?
score for
network X
.I

flood.
warning

!

road and
bridge
construction

flood
planning:
housing

low flows:
abstraction

low
flows:

hydro :
power

storage

b2.

b3

b4

return
flows
b5

b6

b7

wl 1

w12

w13.

w14

w15

~16.:

w17

w21

w22

w23

w24

w25

w26

w27

yes

no

yes

no

Yes

no

Yes

sl=(bl*
w 1l”w2
1)

s2=(b2*wl
2”w22)=0

s3=(b3*

s4=(b4*w- s5=(b5 s6=(b
*w15* 6”w16
14”w24)
=o
w25)“~26)
=o

ibl

Total WeightedBenefits
&C): [(sl+s3+s5+s7)“C]

w13"w2
3)

s7=(b7*
w17*w
27)

(can be compared to total costs,of network X of=&B

Table One: approximate CBA method applied to networkX
For some of these benefits categories (eg water quality) it seems likely that no estimates
of the value of data per se will. be found in the literature. Thus we propose to test the
“production functiony’.approach suggested above, to estimate the marginal value of data.
This might work-as follows: Suppose data is available on some indicator of water
quality Qtover time f0r.a given river (this might be a weighted average.of values qit at i
monitoring points). Suppose data is also available on abatement expenditure At, flow
rates F, and the quantity of data collected Dt . Our argument is that collecting data on
flows enables better water. quality to be achieved for given investments in abatement.
Then we could estimate:

Qt=f@tJt

>Dt>

and find the partial derivative sQt /SD,-. Given the cumulative effects of both data-,
collection and abatement spending, we would need to experiment with alternative lag
structures for D and A. But if such a-partial.relationship can-be found (which is
statistically significant and reasonably robust) than a base value for hydrometric data
collection’s value to water quality improvements could be derived. We propose to test
this procedure in the case study part of the project.
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APPENDIX E
EXTERNAL DATA USERS.

A wider assessment of external data users

-

It has been recognised that significant use.is made of hydrometric data by external
organisations or individuals.- In order to ensurethat this is fully accounted for we have
approached the three Regions that were visited during the questionnaire development phase.
The data requested/received is as follows:
Midlands Region
Summary data requests have been obtained for the past hydrological year; this timescale was ..
chosen as it was felt that the requests often came in pulses associated with the winter and
summer extremes. Amongst other details, the-forms list date of request, name and address of
requester, time taken to fulfil1 request and the category of user (Internal/External/STW).
A
total of over. 1000 requests were made during the year. We are currently categorising the
requests in order. to assessthe relative demands of the external users; one useful bonus is that
it will also be possible for-us to break down the internal users and quantify their demands on
the data.
North East Region
Ridings Area of North East Region have been able to-provide us with a summary of data
requests for the period January 1995 to October 1996. The totals are as follows:
Internal users
External traders
Students

172 requests
46 1 requests.
40 requests

Thisdemonstrates the extensive use of data that is made by external users: A more detailed
analysis has been carried out on the requests made since March 1996. The top ten are as
follows:
Yorkshire Water
Calderdale MBC
Yorks Wildlife Trust
IoH
Bradford MBC
Mott MacDonalds
Binnie & Co
Alter Power
Aspinwalls
Acer Environmental,

21
5
5
5
4
4.
4
3
3
.3

From this it is clear that one of the main groups of external users is the major engineering
consultancies. We are thus now beginning.to focus on these in order to try and assessthe
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different uses and benefits that they derive from the hydrometric data. For this we have
decided to work closer to home, drawing on the users of SEPA West.
SEPA WEST
We have requested the past 6 months data request forms from the SEPA West office in East
Kilbride. These forms, of which there is one for each data request, will provide details of the
data user, address and contact name, data requested, the use to which it was to be put, the data
which was supplied and any supporting analysis or information. We intend to select a sample
of these requests and then approach the major .users to obtain their perspective ‘on the benefits
that they derive from the hydrometric data. We hope to start the visits during the later part of
November.

NOTES FROM VISIT TO YORKSHIRE

WATER

SERVICES

Ian Stevens - Water Supply
Direct ahtraction sites:
l
YWS have, at present, 8 major river intakes, and at all of these the abstraction rate is
directly related to the flow in the river;
l
YWS have access to the Agency telemetry network (he thinks it is shared at these 8 sites?)
and will typically access the system three times a day;
l
At present, all controls are manually operated and the operatives access the flows directly
from the Agency;
0 At all intakes the weir is the property of the Agency and, bOiven legislative requirements, he
cannot see how the Agency would be allowed to control these 8 stations.
l

The Agency also have one measuring weir for compensation flows from a headwater
reservoir; flows are not continually read at this site, only manual observations are taken for
regulatory purposes.

Water Resource Modelling
l
Use both historical ADFs from archived data, and real time data for updating models that
are currently in use on a daily time scale;
0
Data are obtained from Richard Maxted and Mike Low;
0
The general Resource Model is updated on a very coarse’interval, say 6-monthly, and looks
at the Region as a whole as well as individual catchments;
0
The emphasis is on modelling the system as a whole as a management tool for yield
assessment;
-0
Somehistoric data-arealso--used for FDC generation etc, and for spell duration events;
0
If no data were available, would have to rely on synthesised data derived from rainfall
records;
0
At the weekly timescale they have to report on resource availability, current stocks? flows,
recharge rat& etc;
0
The planning model is then run to determine the next week’s operation, taking into account
likely flows and demand;
0
Only a small number of Agency sites are used for this weekly assessment - say 6 or so;
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In total, 12 or so stations are essential to YWS for.their routine work in supply
management;
During times of stress there is increased co-operation with the Agency and data are taken
from a greater number of sites.

l

l

Ed,Bramley,

Environmental

Quality’

Have no routine data requirements from the Agency, though they do work in collaboration on
specific projects relating to waste water quality and policy. Recent examples include:
l
l
l
l

l

UPM studies - one in Sheffield and one in York-.- data requirements are;
Fishery surveys - flows needed to put survey results into perspective;.
Ditto for biological surveys;
Time of travel studies of contaminants to potable supplies - almost 40 studies have.been
carried out in recent years at different flow rates; all require extensive use of Agency data;
Greater use has been made of the data during the recent dry spell.

In general, when YVWrequire flow data for water quality studies they will need intensive:
accurate data from the Agency stations, together with less intensive and less accurate data
from intermediate sites. If the-Agency are unable to assist with this they have tocommission
outside contractors to collect the data for them, often using the Agency for advice.

EXTERNAL

CONSULTANCIES

A number of external consultancies have been contacted to try-and identify the benefits that
they derive from hydrometric data and, perhaps more importantly, the value of these benefits:
All the offices that werecontacted were very keen to declare the importance of the data but,
on initial interview, were unable (or unwilling) to either give details or try and estimate the
value of the benefits that they deriveIon behalf of their-clients. Following thisrather unhelpful
start a very brief presentation -was made at a meeting of the ICE Scottish Hydrological Group,
outlining the project and requesting assistance fromsome of the firms. Further discussions, in
some.cases with the same.personnel, have yielded more promising results in two areas:
Hydro~electric

schemes

There-is at present.a significant growth in small scale hydro-electric power schemes as a result
of a number of initiatives promoted by the Government. In Scotland two of the firms
undertaking the.feasibility and,design work for the major developers are Dougall Baillie
Associates (DBA) of East Kilbride and Edinburgh Hydro Systems Consult (EHS).
Interviews were held with one of the two senior partners at DBA who feels most strongly that
hydrometric data is,cuz essential component in their design work, allowing them to calculate
both the magnitude and seasonality of the primary resource. The network data are often used.
to place short.term flow/rainfall records (6 months - 3 years) into a longer context; they
commission these flow surveys for each scheme as necessary at a typical cost of &3-6,000 per
year for each catchment. The availability of the data allows them to reduce the uncertainty in
deriving the design flows for the turbines - in some cases they need to be able to predict the
annual.average flow to within 1% over a long term record. However, they were.unable to
quantify the magnitude of this benefit, either in terms of cost or reduced uncertainty.
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EHS have recently completed a research project funded by the Energy Technology Support
Unit (ETSU) looking specifically at the errors associated with estimating flow regimes on a
theoretical basis rather than basing the analysis on neighbouring catchments which have a
long-term record. Part of this work was subcontracted to the Institute of Hydrology. At
present we have been unable to obtain permission to refer to the report as it has yet to be
published, but we have been told that there is a significant reduction in the uncertainty if
reliable hydrometric data from a neighbouring catchment are available. If we are able to
derive this reduction in-uncertainty it,may then.be possible to assign-a benefit value to the data
used for the feasibility study.

Engineering works
The Babtie Group are one of the largest engineering consultancies in the UK, and their
Scottish office contains a group who specialise in work relating to rivers. A meeting was held
with the three senior managers in this group to discuss the uses that they have for the
hydrometric data:
Drainage Studies
These are generally undertaken at a small scale within individual catchments, and involve the
integration of surface and sub-surface drainage with the natural hydrological systems. They
would typically look for approximately 5 ‘events’ to calibrate their hydraulic models, with a
minimum of six weeks field study being necessary. Wherever possible they would use data
from hydrometric networks in their studies as they have far greater confidence in this than
data derived in such a short timescale. A major-benefit of the hydrometric data is that it
allows them to put their study into a long term perspective using the Flood Studies Report.
Babties are often asked to re-evaluate their studies after major flooding events (such as that
which occurred in Strathclyde in 1994) and it is essential that they have hydrometric data to
allow them to do this, and that the data continue to be collected.
Flood Studies
Individual studies involve a number of different components:
1. Risk assessment - involves putting observed or theoretical events into a longer term
perspective. Long-term station records are far superior to those from stations which may
be closer to the site in question but have not run for as long. Extreme events are often
cross-calibrated with rainfall data to confirm their return period. The view was expressed
that it is important to ensure that long term records from strategic sites are maintained;
2. Hydrograph derivation - where a site is not close to a representative gauging station Babties
will derive a hydrograph from other stations within the network, both up and downstream.
Clearly, the greater the number of stations the greater the confidence that they have in the
derived flows;
3. Model Calibration - it is essential to have base station data from u/s and d/s of the study
site to be able to calibrate a detailed hydraulic model of a site; all model calibrations need
gauging station data. The cost of defences is directly related to water level; if they have no
recorded data it may be necessary to design defences up to I .5 - 2 metres higher than would
be determined with reliable data. If no calibration data are available it is necessary to
undertake a more extensive sensitivity analysis to try and minimise uncertainty - this adds
significantly to the project costs.
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BENEFITS OF HYDROMETRIC

NETWORKS

A mix of historic and recent data is required. The

types of data required includes:
-.
peak: levels :,.and:flows --for3lood -events.
(either as annual maxima or POT)
.
flow/level hydrographs for flood events
.
rainfall amounts
.
hyetographs for storms associated with
flood events
.
flow duration curves
Calibration and verification
of hydrologic,
hydraulic and sediment transport models.
Assessment of simple hydraulic calculations

. . ?..;

I

Also, used for: flood-warning
purposes, assessing working
conditions within river channel,
simple hydraulic calculations

Rely entirely on Flood Studies Report
methodology (which itself is based on historic
data) or similiar.
Yes, depending on relevance of location and
accuracy of flows during flood events

_

Yes

!

:

Less robust or more conservative design - leading
to increased construction or maintenance costs

No, held by Projec# Engineering
Warrington ~

Group at
1

Not known to River Modelling Group
Not applicable to River Modelling Group

!
,

h

^

WL

L

Both high and ‘normal’ flow data
are required to assessthe benefits
in agricultural areas as there is a
land drainage benefit often.
Tim Palmer
Asst. Engineer (River Modelling)
-Environment Agency - NW
Nov 1996
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes activities on project W6/005 during February 1997.’ The main
event .of the month wasa meeting between Project Board and the team carrying out.
the work: held in Reading on 19 February. The purpose of the meeting was to review
the work carried out in the first six months, particularly the methods identified for
assessing benefits, and the preference expressed;as detailed in Progress Report
W6/005/6. The meeting.was anintegral part of the Specification produced in the..
original Invitation to Tender for the project.

2.

MEETING WITH PROJECT BOARD

Appendix-1 to this-report is,a setof minutes by David Rylands, Project Leader;
summarizing the meeting with the Project Board-on 19 February-1997. Discussion at.
the meeting was often vigorous and wide-ranging, and always constructive. The
meeting shared the View-that some of the issues at the centre of this project are ..
difEcult,-and that perfect solutions to recognized problems may:not.always be possible.
At the conclusion of the meeting, the approximate CBA approach:to benefit.
assessment had been agreed , with the qualification.that~unquanti.fiable benefits should ‘.
also be recognized by the approved method in the interests of completeness. Only in .:
this way can fully-informed: decision-making take place.
The agenda for the meeting was constructed principally of those issues for-which-the
project team wished some-guidance from the Board, and.the minutes (Appendix I)
indicate the results of discussion on each. As a fiirther record of the discussion, and+
for reference by members of the team some additional points made at the meeting are
included as Appendix II to this report,:
One query arises from reflection after the meeting; the consultations of technical
experts, suggested to improve the recognition and evaluation of benefits, may not
differ greatly from some of the consultation undertaken as part of the questionnaire
exercise. Care will be needed to ensmethat useful products follow fiom.this activity.
The project team was encouraged by the positive response of the Board to their work
and proposals in the first six months, and.wish to place on record their thanks for such
considerable and constructive feedback.
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3.

POST-MEETING

3.1

Catchments for testing

DEVELOPMENTS

The catchments discussed at the Project Board meeting are the Foyle in Northern
Ireland, and the Bollin within the Environment Agency’s North West Region. The
Foyle offers the advantage of a small basin with several gauges, and having been
included within the Institute of Hydrology 1994 network review. The Bollin, though
having only three established primary gauging stations, has several contrasting resource
management issues, each with hydrometric data demands, and has been identified for
use on the merit of these features.
Subject to any other suggestions being made and accepted by the Board, these two
catchments will be used for testing purposes. Care will need to be taken to detie the
cat&men& in terms of data generation and uses.

3.2

Paper for British Hydrological

Society 1997 symposium

An abstract has been submitted for the above symposium- Despite late submission, it is
hoped that it may still be possible to make an oral presentation at the symposium. It is
intended that the paper will focus on questions central to this project, and on
approaches to assessing benefits.
A possible paper to the 1998 British Hydrological Society first international
symposium could then report some of the main outputs from the project. Both papers
would achieve usef?d exposure for the work of the project, an aim endorsed at the
Project Board meeting. An abstract for the 1998 meeting needs to be produced for. 1
April 1997.

3.3

Derivation

of quantitative

data and models

Because of the difficulties of starting the additional work, and the logistical dif%culties
of ARB being away from Dundee, this work will be reported on in the next Progress
Report.

4.

FINANCE

Prior to the Project Board meeting, one invoice for 213,061 had been issued for the
first quarter of the main contract and paid by the Environment Agency. A second
quarterly invoice had recently been issued. In order to conform to the fixed-price
arrangements for each of six items identified in the tendering process, it was agreed
prior to the meeting that the University of Dundee should issue a finther invoice, in
order that payments were made within the 1996/97 financial year for the first three
items of work which culminated in production of Progress Report W6/005/6. At the
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meeting, it was reported that these arrangements were in hand - an invoice for
approximately 223,845 was being generated :
A request had been made in Progress Report W6/005/6 for additional funding to cover
extra work not originally envisaged at the tendering stage. This had been agreed in
principle at the Project Board meeting;but subject to the necessary authorizations
being made. This has been a matter of some urgency, because it was proposed that the :
additional work-should be started w/c 3 March 1997 and, because an extra Research
Assistant contract of employment is involved, these authorizations are required before
work can get under way. In early March, some delay was being .encountered, but it
was hoped that this would soon be overcome..

5.

PERSONNEL AND CONTRACTUAL

Once advice is received that the additional work can be undertaken, a contract will be.
made with Ceara Nevin for an additional two months’ employment at Stirling
University. Contractual arrangementswill be made between Dundee University and
both Stirling University and.Scotia Water.Services to accommodate the additional
payments due to each, as per Section 4 of report-W6/005/6.

6.

WORKPLAN

Work should now proceed as per the work plan in report W6/005/6, and based on-the
agreed two-month.extension to the original project completion date. Main areas of
work for March .are:
Base values; weights, etc
Further information from consulting engineers
ARBIAMB .- Develop. criteria-for complementary hydrometric assessment of data
value
Stirling
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APPENDIX I

MINUTES OF TEAM MEETING WITH
PROJECT BOARD, READING, 19/2/1997

NOTES OF THE MEETING OF:.THE PROJECT STEERING GROUP AND THE,,
DUNDEE UNIVERSITY
.TEAM-TO DISCUSS THE-R&D PROJECT ‘ECONOMIC
BENEFITS OF,-HYDROMETRIC
NETWORKS’
HELD IN :THE BOARD ROOM,
AT ll.OO:ON

3rd FLOOR, KINGS MEADOW
READING
WEDNESDAY. 19 FEBRUARY 1997.

HOUSE,

Attendance:
Giles Phillips, Thames, Project Executive to 14.50 Andrew Black, Dundee
John .Adams, North West, Topic :Leader
Nick Hanley, Stirling
David Rylands, Thames, Project Leader
Tony Bennett, Scotia Water Services
Angela Wallis, Anglian
Meg Postle, EL4 Environmental Economist
John Waterworth, SNIFFER Representative
Nicky Bailey, Assistant R&D Co-ordinator, Thames
1

Alan Werrity was unable to attend. :.Angela Wallis was welcomed to the Board to
take over-from Nigel Fawthrop, who now keeps an eye on proceedings from Business
Planning. Giles Phillips met&e project team for the first time.

2

AB, .NH and TB gave a resume of the report and .associated issues

3

Discussion ranged over the points suggested in the agenda, though-not in the order
specified. The numbering .of the notes follows the that of the agenda;.

3.1

The. Board felt that if the; approximate CBA approach were to be used alone there
would be- a danger. of eliminating the benefits : that were extremely “difficult or
impossible to translate. into economic terms. Therefore the- team was. asked to
develop the approximate- CBA method within an overall framework with other
appropriate methods alongside .‘

3.?a AB asked if any particular issues had to befully quantified.

JA was keen that water

resources aspects should be fully dealt with-, but-:anything .that ‘could be quantified
should 1~.
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3.3

The further work identified in the report was agreed in principle, and it was ag.reed
that additional time to carry out this work and the work on the example catchments
would be required. An additional two months was ag.reed.

3.6

Case study areas: JW and JA both had suggestions for catchments from their own
areas with several different measurement needs. Northern Ireland has the advantage
of having had the hydrometric review carried out recently by IH, which should be
?omplementary to this project. Further suggestions were invited. It was recognised
that some input would be required from the operators and users of these networks.

3.7

Various documents (including
possible sources of data.
MP mused on
poor data the
uncertainty, or
data collection

work by Atkins and at Silsoe) were suggested as

the benefits of data for flood defence schemes - is the disbenefit of
capital cost of having to build higher defences to account for
the consequences of having a lower level of protection. The need for
for post project appraisal was noted.

GP suggested a meeting of technical experts who were users of hydrometric data to
tw and improve the recognition and evaluation of benefits.
3.8

It was felt that Section 8(??1) of the report provided a good overview of the issues
that would need to be covered in the manual and it was agreed that it was much too
early to have any firm views on the exact layout and contents. The ultimate aim was
to have a document that was usable by and useful to the hydrometric manager trying
to use it

5

Copies of the 6 month report will be sent to Leeds and SEPA east.
It was suggested that papen should be written on the project.
symposia might be useful venues for presentation.

6

Actions
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Two at least. BHS

.

7

7

AB/DR

Arrange next meeting

Date of next meeting: TBA
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APPENDIXII

ADDITIONALNOTES
FROM TEAM
MEETING WITH PROJECT BOARD,
READING; 19/2/1997

Points made in-addition to those included in the minutes (Appendix I)
References are to.Progress Report W6/00.5/6

Benefit assessment should recognise availability of real-time dataJA: no internal charging for. data. It would be advantageous if external data users
c0uld.identi.Q the uses to which data are put:1
JW: data gathering now outsourced inNorthern Ireland to-,DANI which, Corn
April, will be developing costing systems.. EA North East Retion Field Data.
Services also has available cost information..,

1

P71 foot, first bullet: benefits to the environment of flow alteration cannot be
quantified, but-it is possible to quantify the cost of providing water from another
source (NDH).
Distinction between value of data and value of an agency fimction:.this at least
needs to be referred to, even ifit is not possible to invoke some mathematical
relationship between the two.
GP: methods developed must be sensitive to changing a network by one station;
this information is definitely required.
JA: project team needs to be aware that networks have been expanding over the
last 5.years, and that justifications exist for such changes. By adopting a networkbased approach to benefit assessment, it should be possible to identify the changes
in benefit which would result from further changes.
JA wished to know if the methods would allow planned network expansions to be
identified asjustifying customer needs. GP suggested that if some benefits can be
shown, then a manager is then in a position to argue for changes over and above
those justified by benefit quantificationie reference to tangible’and intangible
benefits.
MP suggested that past.work concerned with assessing.benefits of changes in
water quality class (ie .Ypence/km/class) would not be appropriate to the needs of
this project,
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ARB wondered about valuing units of information, eg & benefit/unit uncertainty
reduction in Qgj.

l

GP suggested that the benefits of the project may in no small part he in learning
about the dangers and di&ulties of these evaluations and how to deal with them
cf answers per se.

l

d

l

The initial benefit survey suggested in Section 6 of the Progress Report W6/005/6
was agreed as a useful device, to be considered as a check&t which could be
completed before cost-benefit ratios are considered. The extent of numerical data
could then be compared with the checklist.
GP reminded the team that they are not asked to go beyond what is required in
terms of the specification of a manual.

0 -AMB wondered how big a job the Board thought a review would be for a network
of say 20 stations. GP suggested that 3-5 days’ effort would be ideal, but perhaps
optimistic. JA raised the relevance of current work in Thames, NW and Anglian re
data needs. DR suggested that a structured questionnaire to users would help a
network manager to place the results of an approximate CBA exercise in context.
l

JW felt that the PC implementation of a method should be sufEciently transparent
that users could add extra data ifnon-standard benefits were to be quantified for a
given network.
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INTRODUCTION

The contents of this report cover March and early April 1997. The work in progress is
essentially in relation to the Z&month extension to cover derivation-of base benefit
values and weights, with some activity directed towards method testing and the
assessment-of unquant%able benefits.

2

DERIVATION-OF

BASE VALUES AND WEIGHTS

This is currently the main area of activity on the project. Ceara Nevin has again,been
working as a Research Assistant in Stirling University, having started work in early
March and expecting,to complete her.programme on.2 May. She has mainatined
regular contact with Nick Hartley and Andrew Black. The work aims to gather
information corn-case studies of hydrometric data benefit,in several benefit areas and, a
with hydrological guidance, to go about identifying the factors which will determine
the variation invalues~fiom one site to another. Beyond this it is intended that for each ..
type of benefit, some form of functional relationtip can be derived so that. base values:
and weights can be recommended for application in any particular situation.
A list of nine benefit areas hasbeen drawn up and,- for each of these, determinants of
benefit value and ranges of values have been identified from the literature. A working
document showing current information on each of these is included as Appendix I.
Oneimportant feature to note is that as this information is developed and moved
towards a deliverable stage, many of the benefit assessments will allow a choice of
approaches to evaluating an individual benefit. On the one hand, .this reflects a range
of approaches being reported in the literature but, more poignantly, it also allows a
range of approaches in application, which will be important when considering that !
relevant input data are rarely: as abundant as may be desired.
Further sources of reference material are being pursued in order to strengthen the
empirical basis on,which the benefit assessment.-methods are being developed. In
particular, Environment Agency Regional Offices have been approached for copies of
flood warning and flood defence reports in which benefit assessment data may,be
included..
As this work proceeds, it is clear that further thought isrequired in order to quantify ..
the effectiveness of individual gauging sites in generating data benefits. The essence of
this task lies in being able to assessthe information content associated with each site,
and to be able to recognise duplication-where it occurs. Factors such as hydrometric
performance (eg accuracy) and sensitivity to location will be important in this context.
ARB and AMB are detailed to undertake this element of the work..
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3

CATCHMENTS

FOR TESTING

During the course of the month, proposals arrived through the Project Leader that
three catchments might be considered for the purposes of testing the methodologies.
In addition to the Bollin and Foyle proposals made at the Project Board meeting, the
Little Ouse in Anglian Region was offered as a third possibility. The project team
takes the view that within the time limitations of the project, the number of test areas
shouldbe rest&ted to two. This is particularly important in regard to the time
required to identify sources and obtain all relevant data.
The question therefore arose as to which of the available options should be pursued - a
decision left to the project team The purpose of testing is to evaluate the methods
developed, and to offer the opportunity for changes to be made. Two differing areas
were therefore sought, in terms of the uses and benefits associated with local
hydrometric data. The Foyle catchment was idfentged immediately as a rural area
with little development pressure on its water resources, and therefore representing a
test area where perhaps few of the benefits of hydrometric data could be quantified.
By contrast, the other catchment to be chosen ideally needed to include a large range
of benefit areas in order that some extensive testing could be carried out. Available
information concerning the two candidate areas is presented in Table 1.
Bollin
Littl$ Ouse
l
3 gauging stations
0 9 gauging stations
l
Direct supply headwater reservoirs
l
Groundwater scheme - augmentation
l
Plans for further gauging sites
l
Transfers to Essex via cutoff channel
l
Dunham Massey gauge proposed for
l
Flood diversion
upgrad&
l
Compensation releases and Drought
l
Fenland SSSI affected by borehole
Order
abstraction
l
Water quality issues - Manchester
Airport 2nd runway
l
Abstraction pressures due to
agriculture
l
Designated fishery
l
Scope for mture low-head HEP
scheme
Table I Characteristics of two candidate test catchments
It was considered that the Bollin catchment was more-complex than the Little Ouse in
terms of the applications ofhydrometric data and.so, on this basis, it was selected to
complement the Foyle as a test catchment. Ceara Nevin has been in touch with local
staff in both areas with a view to obtaining water use information, eg lists of consented
discharges, and further data collection regarding data use is planned.
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4

NON~QUANTITATIVE

APPROACHES

It was agreed at the February Project Board meeting that a checklist would be’developed as part of the preferred methodology-such that at the start of a network
review,- a brief structured assessment-of the water resources, data generation and data
uses would,be carried out. .This would then provide the context within which:a
quantitative assessment of benefits could be undertaken. SOme draft notes concerning :
the possible form of such a check&t are appended at Appendix II for.comment.
Development will continue.
As this activity continues; it is planned to include questions in the checklist which will
assist in the-quantitative benefit assessment procedures. For example, benefits
accruing from the operation of a flood warning system will be contingent partly on the :
number of gauging sites contributing data; and their displacement relative to the town
being warned. Information-gathering in the checklist stage of review could then be
usef3 in t.he.later, more quantitative stages, or equally in any qualitative benefit .,
assessments.
It should also be recorded at this stage that some work has been done on bringing the
Davar and BrimlGyqualitative/point-scoring
methods (see Progress Report W6/005/6
~22) within reach of qualitative stages of this project. At this$tage,:it is uncertain::-whether this will be incorporated into.the checklist procedures, or whether it.might ..
lead to some benefit assessment in parallel with the quantitative methods:

5

MISCELLANEOUS;‘

5.1 .,British Hydrological

Society Symposia

The-abstract submitted for.the:BHS 1997 symposium has now been accepted and a,
paper is due for submission.by. 16 May..1997: Andrew Black is to take the lead in its
production, consulting-and collaborating with other memebrs of the team and Project
Board-asrequired. Tony Bennett will be able’to present the.paperat the-symposium in
September; Andrew Black is unabletto attend because of a prior engagement. The
abstract of the paper is included as Appendix III to this report.
No abstract has been submitted for the 1998 BHS international symposium. While this
might have offered a use&l forum for dissemination of some of the results of the
project, none-of the sessions offered the’opportunity of including the paper under a
relevant theme.

5.2 MeetFag with SEPA personnel
SEPA East Region is undertaking a fLndamenta1 review of its hydrology fLnction.
Recognising the relevance of this project, Mark McCabe (Corporate Services) and ~
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John Anderson (East Region Hydrology) visited Andrew Black on 8th April to learn
more about the project and the approaches identified for benefit assessment.

6

FINANCE

.,...::..‘-#letterdated

April ~10 1997 has been received.fiom the Environment Agency
authorising extension of the project budget as per Progress Report W6/005/6
Section 4. The necessary arrangements regarding subcontracts with the University of
Stirling and Scotia Water Services are now being put in hand.
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IhmSit Values for Hydrometric
--.
No
I.

hdirect Benefit
in,/mlwi llesigr~Wld
~~pcrntio~t

of res~n~oirs

Actual
a) the
h) the
c) the

Data Colleclion
-

Ueterrniriants

Range of Values

OFBenefit Value

benefit values vary deperiding
on:
amount of’ data already in hand
length of the extra sample of data to be collected.
number of sites at which data arc IO be collected.

l

l

l

l

_.
2.

The value ofstreamtlow
data may be, estimated
as 4% of t!le iota] cost
(constrilction
& operation)
of the scheme which the data serviced, according
Adeloye
B Mawdsley.
’
‘.
Black et al suggested
benefit cost ratios of between 7.6 and 15.2 for river
gadging in respect to reservoir
storage determination,
dams and weir
construction
and operation,
7.6 rccommencl~~d
as the lowe: botind.

lo

flow

Cordery
& Clokc estimated
the value of data for t!~e design of water supply
storages only with the b/c ratio of I .7 when 40 years data is already held. and
the ratio of 5.3’when
20 years data are already in hand (Cordery
& Cloke,
1991).
Alternatively
depending
on the no. of years records in hand it may range
0.4% ( 4vrs ) to 3.8% ( 50yEs&f
reservoir
constructi?ri
cc&,
according
Rdetoye
& Mawdsfey.

from
to

_.
Mar-c

efjicierrr
,qetierf7liorf
of

l~~hnelec~cric-

poil’e,

Actual benefit values vary depending
on:
a) the noliGnnl capacity of the hydro station.
b) its sensitivity
to changing’hyclrological
conditions.
c) and the volume
of the regulation
reservoir.

l

l

.

l

’

The benefit of data collection
for the operation
and design of hydro plants may, be equated to the cost of flow surveys cul:rently
commissioned
by cdnsultants
for each sclietie i.e. E3,OOO i f6.000 per veer (to be clarified
by Tony Bennett).
The WTP for hydrological
and we&her radar data has already been
demonstrated
by Scottish Hydro as f25.000
pey year (to be izlarified
by me).
the cbustruciion
of hydro electric storage schemes is opposed IO run’of river
schemes, where data is considered
of less value overall,
it has been suggksted
that the value of data is equivalent
to a maximulti
of 5% of total costs.
,,
.

Zhidikov
suggested in 1982 that the benefit of hydrometric
data in forecasting
f6r hydro electric gkneration
is equal to the &crease in power duction
of 2%
on average.
Acres suggested
in 1977 that 65% of the initial investment
in hydro electric
power development
is sensitive to hydrometric
data, and that @ of this latter
investtient
represents
the value of the behefits from this data. This may allow
us to provide a tower bound to Scottish FJydro’s estimates.

i.

I,lrpm”“l
IJrii,ql~.r.

r11qv1 o/
cxl\Y~!~ls eli‘.

Actual beneli; vnlucs vary depending
a) the siLe of the project in question
I)) flood recurrence
interval.

on;

l

In

Cloke et al in 1993, estimated
that the benefit cost ratio attributable
to minor
bridge construction
has a lowei bound of .8, increasing
to a b/c iatio of 2 for
major structures
(Cloke et al,’ 1993).

‘I’he potcnlinl
for saving funds from having accurate
streamflow
data may be fairly high large according
fo
Cordery
Sr Cloke, for construction
projects but their small
number means their contribution
to the overall benefits
attributable
to hydr-ometric
data may not be that great.
Actual benefit values vary depending
on:
a) the predictive
accuracy
of the warning
b) how effectively
the flood warning
is disseminated
to the
public
c) the potential
response of the public once the warning
is
received
d) the greater the value of expected
flood losses prevented.
An expansion
of the radius of warning
to include additional
communities
will also result in an increase.
For example,
in
he case of agriculture,
the cxnct bcncfit tle~7eritls
OII lhc
number of fmns within the floodplain
at risk.
The benefits attributed
to a flood warning
system thus,
best be estimated
therefore
by a linear function
taking
account, IOI~I Ilood damages potentially
avoided,
dissemination
of warning,
response rate, and accuracy
the warning
itself.
I. Calculation
of avoided damages
[I. Multiplication
by factor related to flooding
frequency
HI. Multiplication
by % of public to which warning
is
effectively
disseminated,
% accuracy of warning
and
public who respond to warning.
Benefits are generally
greatest for the lloodplains
unregulated
rivers without
land drainage
works.

may
into
of

l

Acres suggested
in 1977 that 10% of the iniliai investmenl
in road and britigc
construction
is sensitive to hydrometric
data, and lhat 10% of this latter
investment
represents
the value of the benefits from this data, allowing
us to
provide
a lower bound to the above estimates.

Total annual benefits from flood warnings
to domestic
properties
in the UK
have been estimated
as E3.2m (1989).
Another
assumption
is that the benefit
attributable
to flood warning
is equal to 9% of the capital value of domestic
properties
in the area.
The % reiatinn to hydrometric
data defined as 33% by CNS. The benefits in
turn must be multiolied
by the orobabiiitv
of the occurrence
of a flood such as
given below, according
IO Walsh and Noonan,
and the response rate e.g. 7OY0.
I’rnbnbili~~~
More

I’mpent

Frequency
Less freqnent

than 1 in 50yrs

While warnings
were issued in the Severn Trent area, effective
dissemination
was only to 58% of the population.
Average
accuracy
of warnings
in both
Severn and Trent areas was estimated
to be 74% (with reliability
decreasing
areas less subject to flooding).
Whether
the community
responds to a flood
situation
depends upon both the issuing of a warning
and if flooding
has
occurred
in the past, according
to Severn Trent survey figures:

% of

of mature

Toke Acriotl
76%

24%)

P orerrfial respome fioru
rhoseflooded
irl hz past

RI)%

2070

Aclwl response rvillr Jlaod
wamirrg IO hose before
JlOOd

63%

37%

Achral response from those
1101 receiving flood warnirtg

3870

62%

It may be possible

to adapt

damage
annum.

this approach

reduction

in

No Acriorr

Poferllial response given
by those neverflooded

In the Severn Trent area minimum
warnings
was found to be mper

-

“I~rrclor
.25
.07
.02

ojm-~w~mw
fff,/Imdi~rj;
than I in IOyrs
1 in IOyrs - 1 in 50yrs

directly

to the estimation

attributed

of benefits

to flood

to

--.-

ngricultiire.
I
l

An international
US-Canada joint
commission
study defined the benefit cost
ratio for flood cbntrol as 4.26 (Reynolds,
1982), however
this was based c&high
flooding
frequency
and in turn the avoidance
of very high flood damages.
A ’
more accurate estimation
for our purposes may be this study’s b/c ratio of 1.23.
in relation to a situation
where flood forecasting.
warning
and proofing
where
evidenl:

Aolunl benefit values vary depending
on:
a) the number of pollution
permits in’place
+liuiion
control strategies.

and industry

Actual benefit values vary depending
on:
a) the size of the basin upstream
of the site
b) the local lopograp!ty
c) lhe frcqilency
of flooding
d) ihe number and’damagk
susceptibility
of properties
ijrolected.

l

to be

In this situation
benefits may range from site to site depending
upon
a) the existing risk and occurrence
of !ow flows
h) Ihe cur&t
uses and level of use of the water
resource,
e.g. recreational
uses such as canoeing,
agricultural
land area irrigated
etc.

Benefits may be based on Garrod and Willis’ figures for n!ean WTP received
mainiena&
&d improveli>ent
of flows for the River Darent of f2.87 - f7&
per household
per year, considering
all river uses including
recreation.
(not
artrib. .directly
to data).

occuk

Net benefit = value of avoi?ed environmental
damage value of water lo its next best use i.e. agricultural
il’rigation,
private water supply.

Since nctunl changes cannot be foreseen,
it is !lot possible to
evaluate a&al
benefits.
What has’bcen proposed
however
is
that if a gauging network
were abandoned
and a change was’
stibsequently
suspected to have occurred
then probably
at a
,,lilli/>lrl/n
a local network
may have to be installed.

for

If one was to equate the collection
of data to increasing
the reliability
of water
supply management,
and thus $v&dance
of drdlrght,
Howe and Smith sugg&t
fig&s
of the public’s WTI’ bf $4-6 oer household
per month, however
these
figures relate td tt;e willitigness
to pay ‘where the situation
is one of the most
severe actual hydrologic
events on record, so are considered
somewhat
high and
unrepresentative’for’otir
purpdses.
”

Accurate
information
in relation to river flows, in a low flow
period would facilitates
the restric,tion
of abstractidns,
in turn
avoiding
the environtiental
damages which would oth&wise

,-

The value of strearnflow
data may be estimated
as 4% to 5% flood-protection
scheme cost (annual expencliture
of flood alleviation
schemes in the UK being
-..approximately
E58m, with data availa!)le
for 50% of schemes),‘according
(0
Mawdsley
et al in 1990.

Where agricultural
irrigation
is the main concern the value of streamflow
data in
!ow flow alleviation
may be base<! on the averted costs of drilling
a borehole
and abstraciing
supplies’from
groundwater,
thtse costs rariaina’from
El.1 -‘E5.I
per’mm ifrieation’/ha/vr
(not attrib. ldirectly
ib data)
,’
::
.

l

‘The range of benefits in this respect may be equal
costs of a local network
in the
_.,., future.

to the range
,,
,.

of construction

In relation to potential reservoir
construction,
Black et al suggest that in
pr&ical
te;ms if there is already a go&d naturalised
flow record for an existing
reservoir
in an adjacent valley, it is unlikely’that
the additional
knowledge
by a

further measurement of the one hydrologic;rl regime could bejustified.
9.

Abslrr~c~liorr

I

Actual benefit values depending on:
a) lhc scale of abstractions for augmenting storage reservoirs
b) 11ledegree of local reliance on groundwater.

l

Where the main concern is the determination of abstractions for augmenting
storage reservoirs a benefit cost ratio of 7 is suenested, the actual ratio
depending upon e) and f) of the determinants outlined.
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APPENDIXII
DRAF’T/NOTES FOR INTRODUCTORY

CHECKLIST

SURFACE WATER GAUGING NETWORK REVIEW
ASSESSMENT OF BENEFITS GENERATED BY MONITORING
-Catchment review for

INTRODUCTORY

(area) :I

CHECKLIST

Purpose
i%e.purpose of this checklist is to preface the mechanistic elements of the review with ~.
a systematic-and qualitative survey of the water resources’ and monitoring network of
the catchment being reviewed .Answers to the questions below will allow results from
the later; more mechanistic, parts of the review to be placed into a broader context.
This is particularly important in relation to those benefits which do not lend
themselves readily to quantiJication. Nonetheless, in giving a general overview, the
checklist will address all.areas ofpotential benefit.

A The resource-Al. Catchment characteristics
For the area under, review
Size of area (km2) ..
Mean annual rainfall (mm) :. - overall
- for driest gauged catchment
- for wettest gauged catchment
Mean annualsactual evaporation - overall (mm)
What.% of the area he within the 20m AOD contour?’
Give the altitudes of the-three highest hills/mountains in the area
Describe the ,geology of the area:
Mostly impermeable/Mostly permeable/Mixture
Mostly acidic/mostly
alkaline/mixture

A2 Uses of water ..
What is the primary use of water in the catchment?
Are abstrastions made for public water supply. schemes?
(a) - from surface sources
(b) - from goundwater
’ groundwater, rainfall, air might all be substituted here. Separate checklists would need to tx
developed for each medium.
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Are Surface reservoirs used for storage purposes?
Are Surface reservoirs used for HEP?
Are there run-of-river HEP schemes; if so where?
Over approximately what % of the area are there agricultural abstractions?
(a) - from surface sources
.(b) - from groundwater
Is the agriculture in these areas water-intensive?
How many sewage treatment works discharging to watercourses are there in the area?
0
l-5
6-15
16-30
30+
Describe the level of urban development in the area: Essentially rural
Some urban development
Major urban centres
What and where are the main industrial users of water?
(Indicate source of supplies, annual demand as far as practicable)
Is there any flow regulation scheme(s) in the area; if so where?

B Uses of data
Ifpossible, information for this section should be extracted from data request log
sheets. Take account (again w-here possible) of any access to your data holdings which
by-passes the logging system.
Indicate which of the following

uses are made of the data collected in the area:

Flood warning
Flood design work

- flood defences
- other structures (major, minor?)

Storage design
Low flows

- abstractions
- return flows

HEP operational

R&D Progress Report WG/OO5/8
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Water resources - operational management ~
Consent determination/review
Calculation/modelling

of mass b&nce/pollutant

loads

Assessing/managing pollution events
License determination/review
Enforcement of licences, derogation investigations
Real-time data use with variable licences
Scientitic support ..

- interpretation of chemical/biological field data
- calculation of loadings and discharges to sea
- model development .L
- others

Fieldwork~planning - agency .stafF
Recreational.

- fisherie&iverLin~
- amenity management, eg-canoeing 1

Following
C Potential

sections to be developed

future usesof.data

D Locational-factors

:

- how well suited is network to needs?

(think also accuracy, availability of telemetry.;.)
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APPENDIXIII
ABSTRACT OF PAPER ACCEPTED FOR 1997 BHS
SYMPOSHJM
._-.New..approaches

to the evaluation

of hydrometric

monitoring

data

J R W Adams’, A M Bemet?‘, A R Black3, N D Hanley4 and W D Rylands’
l Environment Agency, North West Region
2 Scotia Water Services
3 Geography Department, University of Dundee
4 Economics Department, University of Stirling
5 Environment Agency, Thames Region

This paper reports some new approaches to a long-recognised problem in hydrometry namely the assessment of benefits arising from hydrometric data collection. Because of
increasing pressures to justify expenditure, a considerable literature has built up on a
range of methods for assessing benefits. Site-specific and network-orientated studies
have been developed, covering either single uses or limited numbers of data use types.
However, no single framework is known which could be used to firlly evaluate the
benefits accruing from specific groups or single stations. This is a reflection of the
difbculties associated with quantifjring some types of benefit - eg the value of
maintaining a healthy aquatic flora and fauna or providing recreational opportunities
through flow regulation. Because of these difficulties, progress has been slow in I
developing any comprehensive benefit assessment framework.
The paper reports some of the methodological progress being made in providing
methods for assessing benefits in both quantitative and qualitative ways. Established
economic approaches are drawn on where appropriate (eg in assessing the damages
avoided through flood defence or flood warning), and are complemented by more
broadly-based assessments of non-quantifiable benefits. The evolving framework will
provide environment agencies in the UK with a tool for reviewing monitoring activities
in any area, including the assessment of proposed new sites. It is hoped that the
presentation of these ideas to the BHS, including the application of basic economic
principles to a review of specific gauging stations and their uses, will provide for a
stimulating discussion on the most appropriate means of evaluating monitoring
activities.
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INTRODUCTION

The contents ofthis report.cover late April and May-1997.:: Dtuing this period,.the
remainder of the additional work for deriving.base values and weights has been
completed, and discussions have taken place regarding the next stages of the work.

2

BASE VALUES, WEIGHTS AND TESTING.

Ceara Nevin has completed this section of the,work. Appendix I is.a substantial table..
which encapsulates all of this work.; Eight areas of benefit are identilied, and against
each there are now direct means by which benefit values canbe quantified.
In the testing stage ofthe project, data willbe gathered for each of the methods,
wherever available and practicab1e;i.n order to identify the types of value which can be
produced, and the differences between results obtained with different approaches. It is
intended that the testing process will reveal the suitability and limitations of the.various
available procedures, such~that~recommendations can be made regarding those to be
used in application.
The testing process will also alloti further developments to take place regarding the
sensitivity of benefit assessments to the hydrometric stations being operated in different
scenarios. It is felt that using real benefit tioimation and real gauging networks is the.
best means of allowing the methods to evolve, in order that they may reff ect as usefully .,
as possible the sensitivity, of benefits to networks.
Contact has been made with agency staff in the two test areas, and some data have.
already been collected regarding consents to discharge in the Bollin catchment.

3

PROJECT TEAM MEETING

A meeting of the project team took place on 22nd May to discuss the results of the
additionalphase ofthe work: Much of the discussion centred on sources of
information required by the various methods identified in Appendix I. ,It was
recognised that the availability:of information would often present practical limitations
to those methods,which could be used in practice.
Another important area of discussion was how to ensure that the.hydrometric +
performance of the data;gathering network was reflected in the benefit assessment.1v.
ARB suggested that it might be best if data benefit values could accurately and directly
reflect the performance of gauging stations in relation to identified benefit areas.
However, after discussion it was felt that.&& was over-ambitious, and that it would-be
better to include in the final methodology a separate hydrological/hydrometric :
assessment of the data generating stations for each network review. This was part of
the originally agreed methodology. ARB is therefore to concentrate on this aspect.
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The checklist element of the methodology, as discussed at the February Project Board
meeting, was also identified for further development. Such a checklist should provide
a framework into which other elements can be integrated.

4

BHS.PAPER

A paper with the revised title ‘Towards new approaches to the evaluation of
hydrometric monitoring data’ had been submitted to convener of the British
Hydrological Society 1997 Symposium committee. Consultation had taken place with
D Rylands and J Adams as co-authors, and a copy of the submitted version had been
sent to J Waterworth for comment. No response has yet been received from the
convener.

5

TIMETABLE

Other commitments have made interaction between members of the project team
somewhat slow over the past month, and the project is currently running a few weeks
behind schedule. It is hoped that this can be remedied in the coming weeks and,
meantime, ARB hopes to maintain contact with D Rylands as Project Leader.
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Benefit Values for Hydrometric
No
/,

Indirect Benefit
/t,i/y!!\~(~(~t/P.+ ,trtrtl
opcwtliott

~rlf’rc.slwoirs

Determinants

of Benefit Value

Value Base

Actual b&iefit’values vary~dependin~~
.:’ . ‘_ ‘:.:‘. ,@ I. Construction costs
on:
,’ ”
a) the mwnt of dot:1 already in
hand
h) the length of the extra sample of
II. Construction costs
datzi to be collected.
c) the number of sites at which data
are to be collected.
cl) the adopted discount rate.
III. cost of data
collection

IV. Construction
,

2.

Actual benefit values vary depending
‘,
on:
a)’ and the volume of the rcgulnt.ion
reservoir.
b) the nominal capacity of the hydro
station.

costs

1. Cost of flow surveys

II. Construction costs

III. Cost and market
price of po&r
produced.

Actual benefit values vary c!epending
on:

Data Collection

IV. Construction

costs

1. Data colleclion

costs

Kawe

of Values

I. The value of streamflow data may be estimated as 4%
.-_-I of the total cost
(construction & operation)‘of the scheme Which the data services (Adcloye &.
Mnwdsley, 1988).
I!. Alternatively depending 011 the 110. of years records in hand it may range from
0.4% (4y1sl!o 3.8% ( 5Ovrs ) of reservoir construction costs (Adeloye &
Mawdsley,
._ 1988).
III. Cordery Rr Cloke estimated the value of data for the design of water supply
storages only with the b/c ratio of I .7 when 40 years data is already held, and
the ratio of S’,j whcn.20 years data are already in hand (Cord&y & Cloke,
..’
1991).
IV.An estimation may also be made on Adeloye’s estimtes for overdesign costs in
relation to reservoir storage capacity (Adeloye; 1()90). With 6 yrs datli in
hand these are 33% of construction costs, and with 20 yrs data these costs
equril 13% of construction costs.
I. The benefit of data collection for the operation and design of hydro plants
may be equated to the cost of flow surveys durrently commissioned bj,
cbnsullants for each scheme i.e. E3.000 - f6,000 uer year (Tony Bennett).
!I. In the construction of hydro electric storage schemes as opposed to run of
river schemes, where data is considered of less value overal!, it has been
suggested that the value of data is equivalent to a maximum of5% of total
scheme const&ction’costs (Scottish Hydro).
”
III. Zhidikov suggested in 1982 that the benefit of hydrometric data in forecasting
fo;h)dro electric genera&m is equal td the kse’in
power orocluction of a
mtixiniitim of 2%. A&ding
to Scottisli Hydro’s figure’s the average hnnual
chpacity of a hep plant is 47.8 gega watts with the average price received 1.5~
per kilo watt hi/El.5 per megawatt hr (Urquart, 1997).
IV.Acres suggested in 1977 that 65% of the initial investment in hydra electric
power development is sensitive to hydrometric data, and that 5% of this latter
investment represents the value of the benefits loom this dat,i.. This may allow
us to piovide a lower bound t.o Scottish Hydra’s estim&es.
I. Cloke et al estimated that the benefit cost ratio attributable to
culvert/bridge construction has a lower bound of .8 for minbr waterway
I

a) the size of the project in question
b) flood recurrence interval.
The potential for saving funds
from having accurate streamflow
data may be fairly high large
according to Cordery & Cloke,
for construction projects but their
small number means their
contribution to the overall
benefits attributable to
hydrometric data may not be that
great.
4.

Itnprovedflood
wurtting
systems

Actual benefit values vary depending
on:
a) the predictive accuracy of the
warning
b) how effectively the flood warning
is disseminated to the public
c) the potential response of the
public once the warning is
received
d) the greater the value of expected
flood losses prevented. An
expansion of the radius of
warning to include additional
communities will also result in an
increase. For example, in the
case of agriculture, the exact
benefit depends on the number of
farms within the floodplain at
risk.
The benefits attributed to a flood
warning system thus, may. best be
estimated by a linear function
taking into account, total flood
damages potentially avoided,
dissemination of warning,
response rate, and accuracy of the
warning itself.
I. Calculation of avoided damages
II. Multiplication
by factor related to

crossings, increasing to a b/c of 2 for major structures (Cl&
1993).
II. Construction

costs

et ;)I.

II. Acres suggested in 1977 that 10% of the initial investment in road and
bridge construction is sensitive to hydrometric data. and thnl IO% (11
this latter investment represents the value of the benefits h-om this data.
allowing us to provide a lower bound to the above estimates.

I. Capital value of
domestic properties.

I. Total annual benefits from flood warnings to domestic properties in the UK
have been estimated as a
(1989 prices). Another assumption is that the
benefit attributable to flood warning is equal to 9% of the capital value of
domestic properties in the area (CNS, 199 I ).

II. Linear relationship

II. The % relating to hydrometric data defined as 33% bv CNS. The benefits in
turn must be multiplied bv the probability of the occurrence of a flood such as
given below, according to Walsh and Noonan, and the response rate C.P. 70%.
Prohnbility

of occurrence

of,floodiq

More frequent than 1 in IOyrs
Frequency 1 in IOyrs - I in 50yrs
Less frequent than I in 5Oyrs
[II. Linear relationship

III. While warnings were issued in the Severn ‘Trent area. effective disseminalion
was only to 58% of the population. Average accuracy of warnings in both
Severn and Trent areas was estimated to be 74% (with reliability decreasing
in areas less subject to flooding). Whether the community responds to ;I Ilood
situation depends upon both the issuing of a warning and if flooding has
occurred in the past, according to Severn Trent survey figures:

f

flooding frequency
111. Multiplication
by ‘5 o~puh\iC
which warning
is effectively
disseminated,
‘# accufaoy
of
warning’aki
(2, of’ pibjic
who
respond to warning.

waruing

to

IO lhose

Belore

JlOOd

63%

37%

38%

62%

In the Severn Trent area minimum damage reduction directly attributed to
flood warnings was found to be 17% per annum.

Benefits are generally greatest for
the Iloodplains of mature
unregulated rivers without land
drainage wbrks.

It may be possible to adapt this approach to the estimation of benefits to
agriculture.
-IV. Linear relationship

lV.Alternatively,
WS Atkins model may Fe adapted with avoided flood damages
adapted from the NRA’s North West region, however it was recognised that
each catchment is unique and requires an independent assessment capable of
judging’ the specific needs. Data were prepared in, order to assess the relative
costs and benefits.
a) Initially it was assumed that on average 35% of system costs could be
attributed to flood warning.
b) Average annual damage figures were estimated as shown in table 2.1.
c) To calculate actual benefits attributed to flood warning a number of
faCtors are inctuilcdwithin
a linear equation:
FDA = PFA * R * PRA * PHR :c PHE
FDA..
:. actual flood damage avoided

PFA.. ...potenlinl flood damage avoided
R:. ... ..reliability ol’the flood warning process (ie the proportion of the
population’at. risk which is’viramed with &fficienl lead time td take
action)
PRA......proportion of residents available to respond to a warning
PHR.. . . .proportion of households able to respond to a warning
PIIE.. .proport/on of households whb respond effectively.
‘.
d) The resultant figure for the NRA ‘North West’ region was estimated as
(!?95 figure’s). 75% of this figure can be attributed to the actual”
flood warning system, the remaining 25% attributed to dissemination,
public education and post flood appiaisal.
---V. Data collection

costs

V. FinaHy, pay in 1973 estimated b/c ratios for a flood forecasting system from
3:2 tb 7:3, based on damage to residential properties and the assumption of a
100% response rate (Day, 1973).
:

L
3.

Actd
on:
a)

benefit

values

vary

depending

the number
of pollution
permits
place and industry
pollution
control
strategies.

I. Pollution abatement
costs.
in

I. Based on responses from EA personnel, that in the absence of data a more
conservative approach by approximately 20% is taken to the determination of
pollution discharge consents, the benefit of data in this regard may be
estimated through the avoided cost o’f over-abatement by firms in the
achievement of consent standards:
a) determine the firms pollution control costs (examining both fixed and
variable).
b) apply a factor of .2 to the variable costs, given that fixed costs with a 20%
reduction in standards may not be likely to change.
While not as exact as benefit csmnation methods in other sections this approach
provides a guideline on values.

Actual benefit values vary depending
on:
a) the size of the basin upstream of
the site
b) the local topography
c) the frequency of flooding
d) the number and damage
susceptibility of properties to be
protected.

In this situation benefits may range
from site to site depending upon:
a) the existing risk and occurrence
of low flows
b) the current uses and level of use
of the water resource, e.g.
recreational uses such as
canoeing, agricultural
land area
irrigated etc.

I. Construction costs

I. The value of streamflow data may be estimated as 4% to 5% flood protection
scheme cost (annual expenditure of flood alleviation schemes in the UK being
approximately f58m, with data available for 50% of schemes (CNS, 1991)),
according to Adeloye and Mawdsley.

II. Data collection costs

II. An international US-Canada joint commission study defined the benefit cost
ratio for flood control as 4.26 (Reynolds, 1982), however this was based on
high flooding frequency and in turn the avoidance of very high flood
damages. A more accurate estimation for our purposes may be this study’s l&c
ratio of 1.23, in relation to a situation where flood forecasting, warning and
proofing were evident.

III. Data collection costs

III. A b/c ratio of 1.99 was calculated by Miyata & Abe, with a lower bound of
2 for flood defences when indirect damage avoided is excluded to avoid
double counting (Miyata & Abe, 1994).

I. WTP measure

I. Benefits may be based on Garrod and Willis’ figures for mean WTP received
for maintenance and improvement of flows for the River Darent of f2.87 per household per vear (Willis & Garrod, 1993), considering all river
uses including recreation. This still needs to be attributed t,o data however.

[I. WTP measure

II. If one was to equate the collection of data on river flows to increasing the
reliability of water supply management, and thus avoidance of drought, Howe
and Smith suggest figures of the public’s WTP of $4-6 per household per
a,
however these figures relate to the willingness to pay where the
situation is one of the most severe actua1 hydrologic events on record, so are
considered somewhat high and unrepresentative for our purposes.

III. Averted costs of

III. The benefit of streamflow data in low flow alleviation also relate to

irrigation

Since actual changes cannot bc
foreseen; it is not possiblt’to evaluate
adtual bene#s. What has been
proposed however is that if a gauging
network vjere abandoned and a
change was subsequently sqected
to have occurred, then probably at a
rrriuhnm

a local

agricultural irrigation. This benefit may be estimated on the averted costs of
drilling B borchole’and abstracting supp!ies from groundwater due tb
inadequate surface water supplies, these costs ranninE from &I. I’- LS. I ner
nim irrigation /ha/y1 (not attrib. directly to data) (CNS, !?9l).

IV. Cost of developing
water hpplies.

IV.The benefit accruing to the use of data to accurately determine abstraction
across us& may also be ecluated to the cost of developing new water
resources for public supply, i.c. .El m ner megalitre of y&l (Smith 1997).

V. Data collection costs

V. A b/c ratio of 8-10 has been estimated by CNS, 7 being the conservative
estimate. This ratio of 7 was derived through multiplying the figure for the
benefits of three gauging stations by the ratio of total abstraction for water
Supply from surface waters in t!ie UK, to that from the sources covered by
three gauging stations (CNS,‘l99!).

I. Construction

I. The range of benefits in this respect may be equal to _the fanee of construction
as of a local nel&o& iri thl ,future.
_

costs

II. In relation to potential reservoir construction, Black et al suggest that in
practical terms’if tliere is already a g6od naturalised flow record for an
existing rescrvdir in an ad$ccnt valley, it is unlikely that the additional
knowledge by a’further measurement of the one hydrdlogical regi& could be
justified (Black et al, 1995). .’

networkmaylye

to be installed.

‘Table 2. I : Annual average damagefigures for flood warn& benefit estimation in NRA’s North West area

< 3 hrs
3 to 9 hrs

>C)hrs

)

averageannual
,.
) damage- nd warning
) f3,368,179’
.
fl ,s 14,058
f I ,9YI, 869

2 hrs
E758,263
E350,023
&475,580

average annual benefit - warning
4 hrs
.6 hrs
8 hrs
E1,!06,294
Sl,305,271
El ,497,383
L504,930
E597,175
X687,463
fG81,688
5807,363
C931,917

&I ,583,865

;E2,292,913 ’

f2,709,809

&3,116,794

C1,124,891

E1,599,‘548

&1,899,056

&,200,144

.~‘;&le7.2: Results- Qpoortunity benefits resulting from improvementsto NRA flood warning capabilitv and benefits
9fr the exisiina svstem in place bv ar&
.
‘.
:,

- ...
0
c
- i/\
-3

Anglian
North & Yorks
North West
Severn Trenl
Solltllern

South Western
Thames
Welsh

i

opportlrrlit~
hriwfi’ts fO0O.s
73 I
967
676
2,996
371
493
544
IS87

benf?fits .fOOOs
2,825
346
268
992
185
19s
245
642

ltlcrefnental
benefits fOOOs
4,696
621
407
2,004
187
298
298
945

IS,155
9,456
5,699
t Total
25% of this total equals the benefits attributed to dissemination, public education, and post flood appraisal.

Table 2.3: Mean wtp for the prevention of low flows (NRA,
Mean Wtp
Maint$ning current flow levels
in cdl 40 rivers.

19941

Residents
15.00

Visitors
12.28

Improving current flow levels
in ~1140 rivers.

9.61

7.64

Maintaining current flow levels
in River .&rent only.

7.06

4.51

Improving current flow levels
in Riwr Duwnl only.

4.34

2.87
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1 ‘i INTRODUCTION
This report builds on the methods of deriving~ economic benefit values as outlined in the
previous Progress Report. for this project, W6/005/9. At present, it is of a provisional L
nature as the contents have not been discussed among all members of the project team It -:
is presented as a means of stimulating discussion, and the contents can be revised after C
further discussions among members of the project team and,afcer discussions with.
members of the Project Board.

2

BENEFIT VALmS
NETWORkS

AND HYDROMETRIC

This issue isat the very heart of the project and, with all of the preparatory work of the
project complete, the stage is now reached where a final operational methodology must be
fully explained and agreed upon. Such. a stage is reached only now, because although
there has been much discussion with the Project Board regarding how the aims of the
project should-be achieved, it is only when the work is done that-the importance of
n possible.‘obstacles becomes apparent. Similarly, the task of translating objectives into
reality constitutes the acid test of whether concepts are viable in their intended context.
The bulk:of the previous Progress Report, W6/005/9, demonstrated how.estimates of
benefit could be arrived at by reference to thevarious factors controlling benefit in .a wide :
range of types. In.many cases, a number of dEerent routes have been provided to give
benefit assessmentsfor the same benefit .type, e.g. for. the improved design of bridges,
culverts, etc.; values may be estimated either by application of a minimum data ..
benefit/cost ratio as obtained fi-om.other studies, or by reference to the capital cost of the..
possible works in question. With the case studies adopted in this project; it will be
possible to give advice regarding which of the various.approaches should be applied.. ‘.
For the purposes of this-project, it is important that such values are sensitive tothe ..
hydrometric data which result in such-benefits being accrued. The means of doing this are
now addressed. Two alternatives can be identified.
1. A qualitative assessment of hydrometric data accuracy and utility is made in parallel .~
withtheseconomic assessment ofbenefit values: -and isthen used subjectivelyby those
undertaking a network,review.
2. Direct means are found to enable benefit values to reflect relevant aspects of the dataunderpinning each benefit. Primary aspects-would be:
l
The accuracy of the data at flow rates appropriate to the benefit (e.g. accuracy of high,
flow estimates/measurements for design studies: accuracy at low-flows for.abstraction
license determinations).
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The proximity of data-generating sites to points of application (e.g. how useful are
data gathered at gauging station X to an economically valuable use of the data at town
Y?).

l

Some precedents.may be adopted-to help address the first point, but the spatial
locating of points of benefit poses distinct problems with the second.

Detailed information is presented for each of these, to allow a full consideration of which
approach is the most appropriate to the needs of hydrometry in the UK.

2.1

Qualitative

hydrometric

network assessment

The Institute of Hydrology (El) report ‘A review of the Northern Ireland hydrometric
network’ (Black et al., 1995) presented a broadly-based methodology for assessing the
efficacy of the then network in Northern Ireland in relation to the demands being made of
it. It did not make extensive reference to economic methods, but concentrated on relating
data uses to the information-generating properties of the network as a whole, and the
utility of individual gauging sites in relation to the data uses serviced by those sites. As
such, it provides some very useful background to this part of the study, and the Institute’s
intellectual property rights in that work must be recognised. However, because the thrust
of this work is to consider the economic benefits arising Corn hydrometric data, the M
work must only be seen as relevant background, and the development of qualitative
methods for assessing hydrometric networks must be focused specifically on the economic
benefit assessments which have been developed within this project.
Table 1 presents a list of benefit. areas and the aspects of hydrometric data which affect the
magnitude of the benefits which are derived, the content being based on the results of the
questionnaire survey and interviews with agency staff.
Benefit area

Hydrometric

factors affecting
benefit
2
3
4
5
6
Design of storages
:
4
u’ (II)
II
Design of bridges, culverts, etc.
4
II
II
system
Flood warning
design and op.eration
4
4.
4.
II
Flood defence
4
4
4
Poilution control
4
4
4
4
4
A bstraction licensing
4
-\I
4
4
d
Table 1 Aspects of hydrometric network performance affecting benefit values
Hydrometric factors affecting benefit.
1. Accuracy of low flow measurement
2. Accuracy of intermediate flow measurement
&ogress Report W6/005/10
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Accuracy of high flow measurement
Representativeness of measured flows to point(s) of application
Availability and reliability of telemetry
Reliability of recording

Accuracy in items l-3 refers simply. to the precision of recorded data in relation to actual
flows through the range.experienced at a site. A large body of literature exists on the
sources of hydrometric error and the practicalities of maintaining accuracy (see Herschy;
1985); similar considerations apply in the measurement of other environmental parameters, cL
e.g. rainfall.
Assessing the representativeness of measured flows (4) recognises that flow measurement ‘,
occurs only rarely at precisely the point where data are required. TWO aspects of this are
important: the geographical distribution of gauges when related to the distribution of
points of data application (and-benefit), and the appropriateness of gauged catchment
types (in relation to catchment size, geology, water utilisation, etc) when compared with
the:characteristics of catchments and rivers where data are required.
The concept of representativeness is advanced as a catch-all means of assessing whether
gauging sites are likely to serve the needs demanded of them with respect to geographical
distribution and catchmentcharacteristic considerations. The concept is well developed
in the M Northern Ireland report, where the whole of the Northern Ireland drainage
network was characterised in terms of the physical characteristics of every conceivable
catchment (these generated with.Micro Low Flows), and then comparisonsmade with the
catchment characteristics of all gauged catchments. If agreement were reached over the
desirability of including such. an exercise in the recommended, approach to assessing
networks, this concept could be developed into a checklist-driven procedure for agency
staff,.which would be simpler and quicker to implement than the more sophisticated IH
approach.
The availabihty:and reliability of telemetry (5) is listed as being important to those
functions which require-real-time data: flood warning; pollution control (in the case of
monitoring flows in relation. to, a pollution incident) and abstraction licensing (where this is
tied to flow levels in a river - a feature which might become more common if climatic
influences lead to increasingly .variable‘flows in future).
Finally, reliability of recording (6) is seen to be important for all of the benefit areas listed.
.Simply put,. the benefits.of reeord.ing flow will quickly diminish- if gaps or periods of
uncertain data quality arise in the record: benefits ofrecording can only arise from the use
of data which are representative at least of conditions at the point of measurement.
In a hydrometric network benefit assessment; it is proposed that this information could-be
combined with economic. assessments of benefit as shown in Table’2.
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Benefit
area

Al
A2

Estimated
benefit

BI
B2

Hydrometric
factors affecting
benefit
1 2 3 4 5
u, -d 4 4
IId

A3

B3

A5

B5

4

4

4ddLH

&

B6

4

4

~IIIIIHH

Network
performance
6 1 2
dHHHH
4

3

Outcome

4

5

6
H Value B1 confirmed
HH
M Value B2
compromised technical remedy
recommended
H H M H Value B3
compromised technical remedy
recommended
HM
H Value Bq
compromised network redesign
needed to secure
improvement
H H H Value Bs severely
compromised technical remedy
recommended
M H M Value Bs severely
compromised technical remedies
and network
redesign
recommended

Table 2 Proposed qualitative methodology for relating benefit assessments to
hydrometric network performance
Hydrometsic factors as proposed in Table I; performance indicated by H=High,
rM=Medium, L=Low. Compromised/severely compromised benefit values are those
where the numerical value resulting from approximate CBA is substantially affected by
hydrometric factor(s).
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of applying this method is to make the performance
assessments for the entire network in question, since the benefit values are assessed on this
basis..--How.ever, it-is suggest.ed that this should be done with reference. to those sites-or
areas of greatest importance in relation to the realisation of benefits, e.g. headwater areas
from storage design, major towns/cities for flood defence, etc.
At the end of this process, a network manager or review team should have available for
the network under revielv:
B costs of the network
e an assessment of benefit values for each relevant type of benefit (to be regarded as
potential benefits)
-__
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an assessment of the performance of the.hydrometric network in terms of delivering
these potential benefits, for each type of benefit

An informed assessment could then be arrived at: as to whether the current network- was
delivering.good value--formoney. This type of analysis could then be:moved forward to
consider the effects of perturbing the network, with respect to the location and,
spec&ation (technical capabilities) of gauging stations. So for example, if a network
were seen to offer a ratio of potential-benefits to costs substantially greater than unity, but :
with some benefit types compromised say by-technical weaknesses or- by the )
representativeness of the current network, then it would be-possible to demonstrate the:
value of a network expansion in strengthening its performance.

2.2.

Direct hydrometric

network assessment

It was suggested above that two main aspects of assessing directly the impact of
hydrometric performance on network data value were data accuracy ,and proximity of
gauging.$ations to points at which data benefits accrue. To develop,this approach,
methods are therefore needed to translate the economic benefit values generated from the :
base values and.weights to values which accurately reflect the performance.of a gauging
network.- .This requires consideration with respect to each benefit type, since each mayhave its own sensitivity to hydrometric data quality.
The design of storages is considered as an example. Benefits of hydrometric data
application in the design of storages are have been assessed as a fraction of scheme capital .’
cost.. Ifthe collected data were subject to some error, this may cause either overdesign or
underdesign. A similarity may be seen withthe reduction-of uncertainty which
accompanies increases in record length. Adeloye( 1990) hassuggested that overdesign
associated with 6 years record-in hand may cost as much as 33% of construction costs:
falling to only 13% when 20 years data are held. However, difliculty-arises in assessing :
the magnitude of sensitivity to data accuracy, since this is sure to-be scheme-specific. It
may be possible to obtain typical assessmentsfrom actual schemes, but the wisdom of
such an approach is questionable.
The economic benefit of hydrometric data for this purpose is derived from literature-based
assessment of benefit expressed as a fraction of scheme cost. In application to any’one
network ofgauges, the value of scheme costs is often likely to be a nominal figure since,
in many cases, these schemes will not be current but only possible in some future scenario.
To then apply some further adjustment, on the basis of reported experience elsewhere, to
reflect.thepossible effect of measurement uncertainty on benefit;.would be to widen the
uncertainty associated with the resultant expression of benefit: Also, a.further adjustment
would need to be made in order to reflect the.likely reduction in benefit caused by
transferring information from a gauge site to the point of data application, and again
further uncertainty would result. Compounding the uncertainties associated with each of
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these seems, subjectively, to offer the possibility of uncontrolled error in the resultant
values and, on that basis, appears inadvisable. Also, such an approach might be seen to
implicitly suggest a higher accuracy in the results of the approximate CBA than is
intended, and is again therefore felt to be inappropriate.
A second example can be considered and, for the sake of variety, will concern flood flows
- specifically, design flood work concerned withflood defence. Here, hydrometric errors
are well known, arising from the diEiculties involved in calibrating gauging stations for
high flows. Data from gauging stations are used for flood defence work and, because
such works rarely relate to the immediate vicinity of gauging sites, recorded levels must be
translated into flows so that information can be transferred to sites of interest. As with
storage design, an error in a design flow can lead to costs of overdesign or underdesign.
In this case, because again a design question has been chosen, the above arguments
regarding compounding of uncertainties can be seen to apply.
Flood warning is chosen as a third example. Here, warning schemes are often based on
gauging station levels (and recorded rainfalls and other non-river information), and so the
problems of calibration are lost. DiEculties in level recording are much less common than
the occasional problem of telemetry unavailability, which is often caused by extreme
adverse weather conditions. Proximity of gauging sites tends not to be problematic,
because schemes usually involve stations from as many sites as are necessary in order to
give warnings of a required reliability and lead-time, with new stations being constructed if
necessary.
The main question arising here then may be how to assessthe benefit impact of telemetry
reliability. A simple approach may be to arrive at a representative failure rate for telemetry
lines, and to assume that a warning would not be given in the event of such a failure.
However, this gives an unduly pessimistic assessment. Flood warning schemes as a rule
are based on alarm generation being possible from a number of data sources, and often
draw on the experience of the hydrologist in the event of equipment failure (as well as
more generally). Perhaps a more realistic approach would be to suggest that a telemetry
failure could result in a delay to the issue of a warning, such that damage avoidance was
less than would otherwise be the case. Data could be produced to describe this effect, but
again this would need to be done on a location-specific basis to take into account the
amount of property at risk and the usual length of warnings possible.
The themes emerging from this discussion are that attempts at direct benefit impact
assessmentsmay tend to substantial uncertainty and subjectivity, or may require local
detailed studies in order to be effective.
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2.3

Summary

It is suggested that a qualitative-assessment -of the impact of hydrometric performance on
benefit is.to be preferred over attempts to derive direct impact values in terms of economic
benefits..
Advantages of this approach are:
l
Simplicity of application
l
Avoidance of potentially unacceptable uncertainties.
l
Avoidance of the need for detailed studies to underpin a network review (unless
specifically warranted)
It could be argued.that an important disadvantages of adopting thisapproach would be the
loss of opportunity to express benefits pre.cisely. However,it has never been suggested
that such values can be expressed with great precision:.rather, the approach is one of
approximate
cost-benefit analysis.
The views of the Project Board on this,preference will be sought. :

3

CHECKz;IST

Further development. of the checklist approach has taken place since initial presentation in,
Progress report W6/005/8. The previously separate sections B.and D on uses of data and
suitability.of network to needs respectively have been brought together. and extended, and
are currently held as a check-list in spreadsheet format. A section C, ‘Potential-future uses
of data’ has also been expanded,. though this,remains in simple form owing to the d.iEiculty~~~
of knowing how to identify possible future demands of networks.- The current version of
the fir11checklist is appended, at Appendix I.
The spreadsheet format of part of the checklist is seen-as useful progress towards
providing the prototype of an interactive.management tool. On the left of the list of data
uses is a column of boxes which-can be used to.identify those.data uses of importance to a
given network. Th.rough,a system of formulas and cell protections, it should be possible
to guide theuser through a system of questions/boxes such that only relevant choices need
to be made but, conversely, ensuring that all required information. is asked of the user. In
practice,~translation of this type of template to a database program such as Microsoft
Access, which.features a forms interface: may allow this to be expedited most effectively. :.
Recent experience with page design and programming for world wide web pages suggests
that it should be possible to construct pages on’s web server, designed to ask for and store
this information. .. At an operational level, this may offer distinct advantages: revisions to
the software could be made centrally on the basis of operationalexperience, and access
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could be readily available to any user with access to the appropriate web server (e.g. by
password access to an Environment Agency web server).
The case study catchments will allow the appropriateness of the current version ofthe
checklist to evaluated. The views of the Project Board on the content and method of
delivery of this checklist are sought.

4

CASE STUDIES

Contact has been made with both North West Region of the Environment Agency and the
Environment and Heritage Service for Northern Ireland, and a visit has been made to
Belfast, during which the Foyle case study was discussed. We initially asked for a list of
contacts within each Region to enable direct requests to be made regarding the dif3erent
uses of hydrometric data. Both regions felt that it.would be simplest to make a single
request through one contact, and that this contact then collates the various pieces of
information from the different sources. A request has thus been made to both regions for
the identified data. Once this has been received the data will be used to evaluate the
economic assessment proposed in Progress-report W6/005/9. Following this, there will be
a second stage to the evaluation, based on hydrological criteria (as per Section 2 above).
It may be necessary to complete a further request for this part of the evaluation.

.5

BHS PAPER

The paper submitted for the Salford 1997 symposium has been accepted for presentation
and publication in the proceedings, subject to minor modifications which are in hand.

6

NEXT REPORT

Again, this Progress Report has been submitted behind schedule. Recent enquiries by the
Environment Agency’s Project Leader have served as a catalyst to fi+er progress, and it
is regretted that this has become necessary. It is hoped that the content of this report will
serve to stimulate discussion among all involved and help stimulate an improved rate of
progress. It is very much hoped that the next Progress Report will give a full account of
the work-on the rest catchments, in time to allow use of that material in the oral
presentation at the Salford symposium,
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DRAF’T INTRODUCTORY
SURFACE WATER GAUGNG
ASSESSMENT OF BENEFITS

CHECKLIST

NETWORK REVIEW
GENERATED BY MONITORING

Catchment review for

INTRODUCTORY

(area)

CHECKLIST

Purpose
The purpose of this checklist is to preface the mechanistic elements of the review with
a systematic and qualitative survey of the water resources’ and monitoring network of
the catchment being reviewed, Answers to the questions below will allow results from
the later, more mechanistic, parts of the review to be placed into a broader context.
This is particularly important in relation to those beneJits which do not lend
themselves readily to quantl;fication. Nonetheless, in giving a general overview, the
checklist will address all areas ofpotential benefit.

A The resource
Al Catchment characteristics

.

For the area under review
Size of area (km2)
Mean annual rainfall (mm)

- overall
- for driest gauged catchment
- for wettest gauged catchment
Mean annual actual evaporation - overall (mm)
What % of the area lie within the 20m AOD contour?
Give the altitudes of the three highest hills/mountains in the area
Describe the geology of the area:
Mostly impermeable/Mostly permeable/Mixture
Mostly acidic/mostly alkaline/mixture

’ groundwater, rainfall, air might all be substituted here. Separate checklists would need to be
developd for each medium.
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A2 Uses of.water
What is the primary use of water in the catchment?
Are abstractions made for public water supply schemes?
(a) - from surface sources
(b) - from groundwater
Are surface reservoirs used for storage purposes?
Are surface reservoirs used for HEP?
Are there run-of-river HEP. schemes; if so where?
Over approximately what ,% of the area are there-agricultu.ral abstractions?
(a).- fi-om surface sources
(b) -4-om groundwater .
Is the agriculture in these areas water-intensive?
How many sewage treatment works discharging to watercourses are there in the:area?
0
l-5
6-15 :
16-30
30+

Describe the level of urban development in the area: Essentially .rural
Some urban development
Major urban centres
what and where are the main industrial users of water?
(Indicate source of supplies, annual demand as far as practicable)
Is there any flow regulation scheme(s) in the area; if so where?
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If possible,
information
(again
where
possible)
Use the left column
for each data use
Data

for this section
of any access
to indicate
ticked.
use

should
to your

be extracted
data holdings

from data request
which
by-passes

which of the following
uses
the right co/umns
to indicate

log sheets.
the logging

are

made
of the data collected
in the area
the specific
requirements
of each data use

issentlal
TICK
1Flood

warning

Flood

design

[IStorage

1
1
I

work

- flood
- other

defences
structures

(specify:

design

HEP

Water

operational

resources

Consent

- operational

of mass

[Assessing/managing
-License

management

determination/review

[-[Calculation/modelling

I

pollution

balance/pollutant

loads

events

determination/review
Enforcement

-Real-time

of licences,
data

Scientific

support

use with

derogation
variable

investigations
licences

of chemical/biological
- interpretation
- calculation
of loadings
and discharges
- model development
- others

-[Fieldwork

planning
Recreational

El

in the area

-ow-flow

Telemetry

use

I

Take account
system.

- agency

staff

- fisheries/RiverLine
- amenity

management,

eg canoeing

field

data
to sea

Desirable

Not
required

High

accuracy
Standard

requirec
Not
required

Limit
Q50

of high flows
required
QIO
Ql
Mean
Max
Ann
floor
Flood

Comments
4ny apparent
abundance
)r shortage
of stations,
;tation
location
issues

or

C Potential future uses of data.
With reference to the list of data uses in B above, list the following
a) any uses which are,not expected to require data collection in the long-term

b) any uses where a given length of data will.be.sufficient
length) ‘.,

to satisfy the need (give

c) any uses where data from a greater number of stations -may be required in fkture
(give reasons), ..

d) any new types of data use expected to arise.
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INTRODUCTION

This report provides an update.on work for the test catchment part of the project. It
has been compiled to. show the state of progress in preparation ,for a meeting to,be held
in Reading with members of the Project Board on-Friday 5th December. 1997.‘. Most.of
the report consists of-benefit assessmentsfor given benefit types. Most relate to the
Bollin catchment; which was identified as having the,potential.for a relatively:large
number:of.separate:benefit~assessments (given the size, of cat&ment;-approx 250 km2).
The only relevant data obtained for the Foyle catchment (to date) are for the costs of
bridge and culvert repairs.. A final view hasto be taken as to whether there are any
other benefit types which ‘can be quantified for the Foyle catchment. -:.Having a lack of
case study-data for a flood defence scheme:in either of the test catchmentsj knowledge
oc and access tomJ3ormationon the Perth flood defence scheme has been used to
fur-the rillustrate methods-whitih can be employed..
Because of the difFicu.lties of bringing together members of the project team while data
has been slowly converging, this work has not been fully discussed among members of ‘the team Inparticular, the timing of this report (relative to the arr-ival.of information),
has made it difEcult to represent fully the input of NDH in this report However,
further input from him will be made in the meeting of 5 December;
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EXTERNAL

SOURCES OF DATA

Several sets of data have been-necessary to make the assessments presented. These
are:
Bollinxatchment
Gauging station performance data
Assessment of likely characteristics of hydro-power plant
Rule-of-thumb guide to relationship between HEP power output and scheme cost
Population of catchment .
Sewage works discharging into catchment
Rule-of-thumb guide to relationship ,between STW population.equivalent and annual
variable running~cost 3
Construction cost for A34 road project
Annual budget for Cheshire County Council maintenance of structures
Tay catchment
Perth flood defence scheme-capital cost
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APPROACHES

TO BENEFIT

SCALING

In each benefit assessment, three headings have been provided for the scaling of
benefits: data accuracy, data applicability and period of benefit. Comments regarding
the former two types were provided in Progress report W6/005/10 and these ideas
have now been modifred: after discussions involving M Pestle, D Rylands and members
of the project team in order that numerical values are retained throughout the process
of qualifying potentialbenefits. ..
Previously, it had been suggested that a descriptive qualifier should be used with the
output from a benefit assessment, but now tables of scaling values have been produced
and are included as an Appendix. It must be stressed that these values have been
arrived at on an intuitive basis only - drawing on the hydrological and hydrometric
experience of AMB and ARB. To derive such values on a more empirical basis would
be impractical, and it is hoped that the values provided do describe the form of
relationships which would be anticipated by data users. Certainly, they provide a basis
on which the effects of altering gauging networks may be assessed - a key aspect of the
project.
Period of benefit scalings have been presented for large capital projects, in order that
occasional benefits are not included misleadingly in overall benefit assessmentswhich
are then compared with annual running costs. In the examples given, the benefits of
such major projects have been distributed across a five-year period. This time period
was chosen for a number of reasons, principally:
Agency staff are likely to be familiar with projects within this time scale - ifthe
period is lengthened, there is an increasing probability that familiarity will decrease;

l

Familiarity will also be important in relation to other organisations - local/national
government, or contractors. Again, over longer time periods, the reliability of
information can be expected to deteriorate;

l

It is considered that inflation-linked changes to the capital cost of these projects
will fall within the error bands/confidence limits of the methodology. Ifthe time
base is lengthened then there will be an increasing need to allow for inflation in the
approach, further complicating the methodology;

l

Many of the projects (i.e. their construction) will last for periods of this length. If a
shorter time period was chosen, there would be difficulties associated with
attributing the benefit to a single year;

l

*

Finally, as the time period is reduced the methodology will become more sensitive
to benefits arising from major projects of this type. By averaging the benefits over a
five-y&r period it is felt that a sensible balance is met between the benefits arising
from the current network and typical projects which benefit from the data provided
by this network,
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A more satisfactory approach may be to f7nd ways of distributing benefits.over the
entire period to which they apply, requiring discount rates, design life length; etc. The
views of the Project Board will be,sought on thisissue, along with.views on the more
general matter of whether benefits should be spread among years at all, rather than
counted only for the’years in which the projects were constructed,

4’.
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APPENDIX
Hydrometric

data component benefit assessment proforma

Test catchment
Bob
.. . .

. -

Benefit
Avoidance of costs of inappropriate hydro-power investment
Basis of benefit assessment
Use of hydrometric records has allowed an assessment of the viability of a hydro-power
scheme to be made, and has indicated that the scheme could be of low/non-profitability
or
non-viable. On this basis it has been decided that the investment should not be made. The
value of the data is thus equivalent to the avoided losses.
Calculation of potential benefit
This is rather more complicated than many of the other case studies. Where possible, costs
have been linked to capacity of the scheme to allow the approach to be used elsewhere.
Suggested installed capacity for Bollin site is 240 kW
Scheme capital cost = &l,OOO * power (kW) = E240,OOO

Annual costs for scheme to be viable (various sources)
10% payback of capital expenditure
10% return on capital investment
Rent to landowners/water charges at &lO,OOOper MW
Rates at &lO,OOOper MW
Insurance at &5,500 per MW
Wages/operational costs at 3Z5-6,000 minimum per site
Admin and scheme management costs at &6,000 per site
TOTAL annual income to break even

&24,OOp
&24,000
& 2,400
& 2,400
& 1,320

& 5,500
25 6,000
&65,620

Maximum annual revenue @ 4.2~ per unit determined by:
kW capacity x unit charge x 24 hours x 365 days
=240x0.042x24x365
= &88,300

This assumes that scheme can operate for 100% of time.
Run of river schemes typically operate for 45% of time at full power equivalent based on
flow duration curve (derived from 25% at ml1 power, and the remainder at lower power).
To ensure that a conservative estimate is derived, it is suggested that 50% is used.
This equates to an annual revenue of 0.5 x &85,300 = &44,150
Annual avoided loss thus equivalent to &66,620 ; &44,150 - g22.470 -; potential benefit
Progress Report W6/005/ 11
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Scaling for data .accuracy
The project requires data which are accurate in the centrakportion of the flow duration,curve, Q~o - QIO.
The data for the River Bollinare of a high accuracy throughout this range.
No scaIing~(reductio$+s-required-on -account of thkfactor. i
Scaling for data.applicabilitjr
Gauging.station data for the project was-derived fkom two gauging sites (on the main stem
and its main tributary to Bollin), measuring flow for more than 90% of the area draining to
the site of interest. This represents a high degree of applicability, and,no scaling
(reduction) is required on account of this factor. It is of fimdamental importance that the
benefit arises Corn use of observed data, these being inherently superior to use of.
theoretically derived flow duration curves.
ScaIing for period of benefit;
Annual data - no scaling required.
Component benefit assessment
No scaling of potential benefit, therefore.component
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benefit.=,&22,470 pa.

Hydrometric

data component benefit assessment proforma

Test catchment
BOllill

Benefit
Improved design of bridges and culverts - (1) A34 by-pass project
Basis of benefit assessment
Hydrometric data provide for the avoidance of over-design and under-design costs by
reducing uncertainty, as reported in literature
Calculation of potential benefit
Construction cost of project obtained as &60 million (excluding indirect costs of
construction, such as planning costs, land purchase).
Literature indicates that 10% of construction costs are sensitive to hydrometric data (i.e.
&6 million of the cost is variable subject to hydrometric data).
The benefit of the hydrometric data is given as 10% of the hydrometric data-sensitive
element above, i.e. &600,000.
Scaling for data accuracy
The high (flood) fl ow elements of the time series collected at the Bollin (Wilmslow) and
Dean (Stanneylands) gauging stations are of principal interest in this application. A
scaling scheme has been devised (see Appendix) for representing flood data accuracy and
can be applied to the two gauging sites. Results are:
wilms10w:
20% ) i.e. very poor flood flow measurement
Stanneylands: 20% )
Because the two stations are of equal importance in this project, equal weighting is given
to the two scaling factors, i.e. the hydrometric data benefit must be scaled by 20% to
represent this factor.
Scaling for data applicability
Benefits arise from application of hydrometric data to the construction of both major and
minor river crossings. A simple measure which can be obtained by the hydrologist is the
fraction of a capital project which is located within a catchment of interest. In this ease,
some 70% .of the route length of the project lies within the catchment of the Bollin and its
tributaries. The remainder lies within the Mersey catchment to the north.
The benefit assessment should be scaled by 70% to reflect this factor.
(Incidentally, the two major river crossings of the A34 by-pass are almost immediately
adjacent to gauging stations on the River Bolin and its main tributary the River Dean.
However, no information is available locally for the smaller watercourses of the area.)
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Scalifig for,period of benefit
Like the-hydro-power application for the Bollin, this.benefitmay be regarded as a oneofVoccasiona1 benefit, rather than an annual benefit. Other.comparable road (or rail) -.
projects-will almost certainly occur in the future within the Boll31 catchment. .A
comprehensive apprciach~to assessingbenefits of this type-maybe to assesstheannualdost
of major transport infrastructure works in the catchment, and subject each project to the
types of assessment detailed above.
A more practical approach may be to attempt,to identify all such projects within say a-5.
year period. This type of initial query ought to be reasonably well answered by-the
appropriate local authorities. In the case of the Bollin,.the major projects are this A34
road project and the Manchester AirportRunway 2 project now in progress. The benefits
of all-projects over the 5 years would then be distributed over that period, i.e. annual
benefits will be 20% of the totals assessed.
A scaling of 20% is therefore proposed to account for period- of benefit.
Component,benefit
assessment
Assessed as &60,000+20%-Y: 70% * 20% = &1680 pa.
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Hydrometric

data component benefit assessment proforma

Test catchment
Bollin

. ,

Benefit
Improved design of bridges and culverts - (2) Cheshire County Council maintenance of
structures

Basis of benefit assessment
Hydrometric data provide for the avoidance of over-design and under-design costs by
reducing uncertainty, as reported in literature
Calculation of potential benefit
CCC annual budget (typically) &600k for maintenance of structures; about 15% of this
applies to Bollin catchment (based on sizes of catchment and county) = &90k. Application
of above procedures gives annual potential of 1% of &90k = &900.
Scaling for data accuracy
Flood flow data of primary relevance. The two upstream gauging stations in the
catchment score 20% scalings, and Dunham Massey has an unknown score due to (a)
channel control problems and (b) a reported highest gauged flow of 5% greater than the
highest recorded flow. However, relevance of data applicability is also important.
Scaling for data applicability
Data uses and therefore benefits are distributed widely throughout the catchment and must
vary from year to year. Considering this and the already low potential benefit, it is not
deemed worthwhile to attempt any scaling. Indeed, the accuracy scaling also suggests that
this benefit estimate should not be developed further. However, in some case where larger
potential benefits may be identmed, treatment of individual benefits may be warranted.
Scaling for period of benefit
Annual benefit data used.
Component
Negligible.

benefit assessment
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Hydrometric

data component benefit, assessment proforma

Test catchment
Bollin.
Benefit
Improved design of bridges and culverts - (3) Manchester Airport Runway 2
Basis of benefit assesskent
Hydrometric data provide forthe avoidance of over-design and under-design costsby
reducing uncertainty; as reported in literature
Calctilation of potential benefit
The large scale of this project and the consequently sensitive nature of its castings make
detailed data diEcult~to obtain for this project. However, a total construction cost of
5172 million (1993 Q3 prices) hasbeen provided,-and it is known that because a major
river crossing for the runway is involved inthe project, then real benefits should be
expected to accrue Corn the -use of hydrometric data. ..
As above, potential benefit can be assessed as 1% of scheme construction costs, i.e. 51.72
million. 1
Scaling:for data accuracy
The two gauges-of most benefit for this application are Wihnslow and Stanneyknds, each
noted above as scoring a,20% scaling for data accuracy. This figure is therefore to-be
applied to the potential benefit..
Scaling for data.applicabili@
The site is a short distance downstream of the Bolhn/Dean confluence; and a. short z
distance.downstream of the 2 gauging stations on those watercourses respectively.
Taking the,two gauges as a combined catchment area, the ratio of this area to that.
draining to the site gives a ratio of 89%;’

Scaling for period of benefit
For the same reasons as for other major,capital projects, it is proposed to distribute this
benefit over 5 years. A scaling of 20% is therefore proposed to account .for period of
benefit.
Component benefit assessment
Assessed as &1,720,000 * 20% * 89% * 20% = 261,232 pa.
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Hydrometric

data component benefit assessment proforma

Test catchment
Bollin
Benefit
Avoidance of excess pollution control costs
Basis of benefit assessment
Hydrometric data are necessary for the accurate setting of consent standards for
discharges. In the absence of such data, questionnaire survey indicates that consent
setting would be more cautious. Consents are reviewed on a regular basis as a means of
responding to changing catchment and regulatory conditions. It therefore follows that the
collection of hydrometric data results in a benefit through the avoidance of those excess
pollution control costs which would otherwise be borne if standards were higher (as a
result of a lack of data). Benefits to be assessedas 20% of variable costs of treatment.
Calculation of potential benefit
Population equivalent values for the major sewage works in the Bollin catchment were
obtained, and related to estimated treatment costs (obtained from a curve based on data
supplied by an English Water Company). Results for the f?ve works are given in the table:
Works

Population

Hale
Alderley Edge
Knutsford
Bowdon
Mobberley

15,200
14,100
12,800
4,700
3,600

equiv

Est annual cost
(;E)
50,920
52,875
5 1,200
44,650
36,000

Est benefit (@ZO%) (be)
10,184
10,575
10,240
8,930
7,200

Summing the right-hand column, the total potential benefit arising from data application at
these works is &57,779.
Scaling for data accuracy
As for alleviation of low flows, this benefit type is based on low flow measurement, and
the requirement for accuracy must reflect this. Stations in the Bollin catchment generally
appear -to have .been gauged frequently at low flows, although.EA information for Dunham
Massey GS at the catchment outfall describes “severe weedgrowth and [site] has no stable
control; flow measurement is therefore poor ...“. Reference to the Appendix shows that
an accuracy scaling would normally be based on the annual frequency of low flow
gaugings but, in this case, it appears that site problems would suggest that these are overestimates. A nominal 50% benefit scaling is proposed for Dunham Massey, with 90%
scalings being appropriate to the other two (upstream) gauging stations.
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Scaling for data applicability
It is proposed that to scale potential benefits according to the location-of gauging stations
relative to data benefit points, a ratio of catchment areas should be used. ,Where the river.
passing a point of data application (e.g.-a SIW) drains an area essentially the same as a
nearby gaugingsttition;~a benefit scaling of approximately 100°/,~will:apply (an upper.
bound of 100% will need to be-imposed) while, where a gauge measures only a small
fraction of a,catchment draining to a works, the benefit scaling will be reduced
accordingly. Conversely, where the nearest/most appropriate gauge isat a point draining
an area muc.h larger than that at the point of interest, again the applicability scaling should r.
be low. The Appendix-describes a system for. deriving scalingvalueson the basis of
catchment areas, and this has been applied below:
Hale .:
Alderley Edge
Knutsford
B owdon
Mobberley

Bollin u/s of confluence withmajor tributary 70%
on Mobberley Brook (ungauged)
5%
on Birkin Brook (ungauged) ‘..:
12%
Bolliri u/s of confluence with major tributary 70%.
on Mobberley Brook (ungauged)
10% .’

Scaling-for period of benefit :
These are annual data, and no scaling in this respect is therefore required.
Component-benefit,assessment
Works
Potential benefit
(@20%)’ (S)
Hale
10,184
Alderley Edge.

10,575 :

Knutsford

10,210

Bowdon

8,930

Mobberley

7,200 ‘:

Sdaling and -YesuIt. :
* 50% accuracy scaling ? 70%
applicability scaling = &3,564
* 50% accuracy scaling * 5%
applicability scaling = &264 .* 50% accuracy scaling * 12%
applicability scaling = &6 14
* 50% ,accuracy scaling, * 70%.applicability scaling 3 &3,126
* 50% accuracy scaling * 10%
applicability scaling:? &360 ...

TOTAL BENEFIT = 57,928 pa (attributable to Dunham Massey alone)’
Note that substantial scope may exist -for siting a new gauge within the.Mobberley Brook
catchment - benefits accruing from accurate consent setting for just one STW (e.g.
Alderley,Edge, Mobberley) with a -100% accuracy scaling and. a high applicability scaling
could more than justify the annual running costs of a new station.: I
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Note
The above example illustrates a conceptual diEtculty with the present ‘scaling for data
applicability’ method,oJ.ogythat is proposed. Much of the. UlShydrometric network.is
based on obtaining.data from representative areas, and applying this to catchments which
are not gauged but have similar catchment characteristics. Whilst neither the Mobberley or
Birkirr Brook catchments contain a gauging station, their outflows are part of the flow
gauged at Dunham Massey. However, the &action of runoff they contribute to Dunham
Massey is small and the applicability scaling values are therefore very small (5 12%), i.e. a
major benefit reduction is proposed. Whether the scaling-by area ratio is the most
desirable/applicable method must be a matter for conjecture, and the views of the Project
Board are welcomed. The adopted approach must be robust, and must be sensitive to the
addition of a new gauging station withiu an ungauged catchment.
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Hydrometric

data component benefit assessment -proforma,

Test catchment .
Bollin
Benefit
Improved determination of abstraction licenses/avoidance of low-flow problems
Basis,of benefit assessment
Willingness to pay for the.maintenance and improvement of flow regime has been studied . :
for the Darent catchment as one of the ex-NRA’s 40 low-flow rivers of England & Wales.
Summary findings fortruncated mean values Corn the,study data set are:
Group
Residents
Visitors
Non-users

Willingness to pay (S/household/year)
4.34
2.87
1.70

,‘.

Information from the Environment Agency (North West Region) indicates that because of.
summer agricultural abstractions, there is a low flow risk and the .abstractions have to be
managed carefully to avoid this situation. Onthis basis, results of the Darent study are
considered to.be transferable to the Bollin- -However, -for direct applicability.to bejustified, it would need to be assumed that the environmental characteristics of the Bolhn
were the same as those of the Darent, and similarly that the population characteristics of
those willing to pay (e.g. income, age distribution;interests) were the‘same in both,cases.
This is unlikely to be true, but nonetheless, it is-hoped that these data will be of good
indicative value..
This basis would,not be applicable to a catchment where no serious risk of low-flows was
likely.
Calculation of potential benefit :
A lower bound to the wiillingness to pay may be obtained from the resident.population of.
the catchment, estimated to be equivalent to 55,000 households.
With a W,TP of&4,34/household pa, this gives a potential benefit of &238,700 pa.
However, this assumes that all of the benefit derives only from application of the
hydrometric data, counting nothing for.the abstraction determination/licensing and
enforcement fknctions of the Etivironment Agency. A hydrometric. data benefit of 10% of
the total assessedfrom WTP is considered to be a conservative value;,and is proposed as
an approach to be applied consistently in assessment of this type. Potential benefit
therefore. becomes &23,870.
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Scaling for data accuracy
Low flow data, at around the Q95flow, are central to the derivation of this benefit.
Abstractions are located throughout the catchment, and so data from all three gauging
stations.in the cat&n&, are necessary to the pursuit of this benefit..
:
Scaling factors are obtained for each station as follows:
Dunham Massey:
50%
(see Bollin pollution control cost assessment)
wilms10w:
90% )
90% ) - assumed
Stanneylands:
A simple average is taken to provide an overall scaling for this factor of 77%.
As with some other test applications, this example reveals a possible shortfall in the
proposed approach. Whilst it is meaningful to assessthe accuracy of the low flow data
provided by the three gauging stations within the catchment, the approach may initially
result in lower benefits if a new gauging station were to be built. This is because it will
take a number of years/low flow events to develop/confirm the rating and, during this
period, the accuracy is likely to result in a lower accuracy scaling factor than that of the
three existing stations. Consequently, the overall accuracy scaling factor will be lower.
However, the change in the fmal benefit assessment will depend not only on accuracy
scaling but also on applicability scaling, for which there should be an increase. .
Scaling for data applicability
Abstractions occur in all parts of the catchment, and it could be considered that the
current disposition of 3 gauging stations is broadly appropriate to abstraction licensing
needs in the catchment. However, it could equally be argued that the establishment of
more stations would improve data applicability, and that the converse would apply with
fewer stations. A means is required to cope with the distributed nature of the abstractions
around the catchment. It is proposed that a method be developed which would use the
largest n abstractions in the catchment, and for each assessthe applicability of available
hydrometric data. This has not yet been possible within the process of testing in this
catchment and, for the sake of illustration only, it is assumed that a scaling of 50% should
be applied to reflect a wide distribution of abstractions in relation to gauging sites.
Scaling for period of benefit
The data provided are annual rates - no further scaling is required for this factor.
Component benefit assessment
Product of the above = &23,870 * 77% *50% = 59,190
(A major benefit in comparison with others)
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Hydrometric

data. component benefit assessment- proforma

.

Test catchment.
Tay at Perth
Benefit :’
Improved design of flood protection works
Basis of benefit assessment
Specialist literature indicates that the value.of streamftow data may be’estimated as 4-j%
of flood protection scheme cost.
Calculation of potential benefit
4.5% of reported scheme cost of &22 million = &l million
Scaling for data:accuracy
Highest gauging.at Ballathie gaugiug station is marginally in excess of mean annual flood:
Appendix.suggests scalhig of 80%.
Scaling for data.applicability
One major tributary (Almond) enters Tay ddwnstream of Ballathie GS and upstream of
Perth. Ratio of catchment areas gives scaling of 95%.
Scaling for period of benefit
As with the A34 infi-astructure investment, it is proposed to distribute this benefit .over 5
years, i.e. scale by 20%.
Component benefit assessment a
Product ofthe above = &152,000: This is based on data from one gauging,station only.
An increase in benefit could be achieved with sole reference to a site more immediately
upstream of the point-of investment/benefit (Perth).
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APPENDIX-

SCALING

VALUES

In order to ensure that the baseline benefits are applied to individual case studies in a
meaningful and d.efensible,manner it. is necessary to scale them down to reflect
imperfections arising-from the spatial coverage of the network, data quality and length of
record. This will, in turn: reward ‘good quality’ networks by ensuring that their net
benefits are closer to the baseline values than those derived from networks where the data
is less suitable. One particular area of concern is that of data quality/accuracy throughout
the entire flow range.
The project team are aware that the Environment Agency has developed its own
methodology of classiCcation based on the Qgj , Average Daily Flow and Mean Annual
Flood as indicators of low, medium and high flows. This methodology is not used by any
of the SmER
organisations. Whilst it was tempting to develop the scaling factors Corn
the Agency classification system, we are also aware that this system is regarded as having
serious deficiencies by many Agency personnel, particularly dose who have to try and
meet the targets it sets. We have thus proposed an alternative method for scaling for data
accuracy which, we feel is more sensitive This has not been finalised in any way, but we
hope that it ~11 form the focus for debate with the Project Board as to whether or not the
approach should be refined further, or the Agency system adopted.

Scaling for data accuracy - low flows
Qgj is assumed to be the parameter of interest in the great majority of low flow analyses.
Scalings have been proposed on the basis of annual frequency of gauging at below the Q~o
flow, and assume that where higher frequencies are involved, some gaugings will be near
or below the Qgj flow. Scaling factors are given below for gauging stations of both
velocity-area and structural control types.

Number of gaugings per
year at flows of Qpo or less
co.5
0.5-0.9
1.0-1.9
2.0-3.9
>=4.0
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Velocity-area station

Structural control

0%
50%
75%
90%
100%

10%
60%
90%
100%
100%
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Scalingtfor. data accuracy - flood flows
Here the ratio of the highest ever gauging at the-site to the highest ever recorded flow at
the site is taken as a measure of accuracy. Ratios are likely to vary considerably on a
regional basis, but this+s- considered to-reflect the dif3culty-:of flood flow.measurement, in
a way similar to the variation of the ratio. .,Proposed scaling factors are.as follows:
Highest gauging equal to or. greater than
90% of maximum recorded flow
Average of mean annual flood and max
recorded
Mean annual flood- .I
0.75 * mean annual flood
0.5 * mean annual.flood
Mean flow
None of the above

Tlood accuracy scaling
100%
90%
80%.
65%
50%.
20%
0%.

It is assumed.that-hydrologists applying this method willtake into account material factors
which would affect resultq such as a change.in the flood control of a site mid-way through’
a period of record. In such a situation, it may be assumed that- only gaugings after the
change would contribute to the accuracy of the station,

Progress Report W6/005/11‘. r
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Scaling for data accuracy - mid-range

flows

The approach proposed for assessing mid-range accuracy is comparable to that above for
low flow,accuracy, i.e. a basis of gauging frequency with differentiation
i,l. _. accordjng to
cdfitroi type: .’H&&r,
& e&sure that gaugings are takeri in both the higher tid the lower
parts of the mid-flow range, the proposed procedure involves summing scaling factors for
the upper and lower parts of the mid-flow range.
Number of gaugings per
year at flows between Qlo
and Q~o
co.5
050.9
LO-l.9
2.0-3.9
>=4.0

Velocity-area station

Structural control

0%
25%
37.5%
45%
50%

5%
30%
45%
50%
50%

Number of gaugings per
Velocity-area station
Structural control
year at flows between Qjo
and Qgo
co.5
0%
.
5%
0.5-0.9
25%
30%
1.0-1.9
37.5%
45%
2.0-3.9
45%
50%
>=4.0
50%
50%
SCALING FACTOR OBTAINED BY ADDING TOGETHER ONE VALUE FROM
EACH TABLE.
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Scaling for data applicability:
It is proposed that this scaling is undertaken onthe basis of the ratio of catchment areas
between a point of data application/benefit and a gauging station used to deliver benefit
for that point.. Inthe-case.tihere,a gauging station.isupstream of a point of data :
application (‘Parget point”) the ratio gauged catchment area: tarnet point catchment area
could be used. As the gauging station measures flow.for successively- smaller areas, so the
scaling drops. :
Conversely, where the gauge to be used is downstream of the target point, the scaling
should be close to unity where drained areas are the same, and it should reduce as the
target point catchment becomes a successively smaller fiaction of the gauged area, i.e. use
the ratio target point catchment area : KauEed catchment area. It is hoped that the
physical basis of the scaling may commend this approach. However, this is only a working
proposal, and the project team would welcome comments regarding its suitability or any
modifications or alternatives.
In the case of the A34 project, distributed over a length of some kilometres, it has seemed.
prudent to scale the benefit according to the fraction of the project lying in the Bollin
catchment - see notes for that project. Some choice of approaches must be made available
to cope with situations such asthis, along with guidance as to when each approach is most.
appropriate.
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1.

INTRODUCTION.

Following the December Project Board meeting in Reading;.the research team was tasked with
addressing,a number of outstanding issues before issu.ing:a Draft Technical Report. This final..
Progress Report details the ways in which these matters have been addressed, and-aims to
provide members ofthe Project Board with a logical link between Progress Report W6/005/11
and the Draft Technical.Repoq-t-:whiGh-has recently been.issued. Y. i
This report addresses three areas of development since the December meeting:..
l
l
l

Additional benefit type - costs avoided in pumping operations:.
Foyle testing
Scaling - development of proposed methodology

It is anticipated that arqfurther developments of the methodology/research output will form :
the basis of dialogue between the research team and the.Froject Board, and will be reflected in
revisions to the final Technical Report.
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2.

ADDITIONAL
BENEFIT
PUMPING
OPERATIONS

TYPE - COSTS AVOIDED

IN

At the December 1997 Project Board meeting in Reading, Angela Wallis commented that it
would be useful ifthe methodology being developed could include some means of assessing
the benefits of using hydrometric .data In avoiding excess costs in pumping.operat.ions.
Subsequently, Angela has obtained summary data relating to pumping costs in two catchments
within Anglian Region. These vary from &12 per megalitre (Ely to Stour) to &20 per megalitre
(Ely to Blackwater). Costs differ due to the amount and length of pumping, and the merent
heads that are involved.
Data use is intensive, with flow data being used above the point of abstraction, in the
channel/pipe carrying the pumped water and in the receiving watercourse. However, it quickly
became apparent that whilst the potential benefits may be significant, there is a considerable
amount of data that is needed before this can be assessed in a quantitative way. For example,
it is considered that any case study will require the following information to be collected:
l

l
l

l

The costs of the pumping the water, both at individual stages and throughout the whole
scheme.
How these costs might alter ifno hydrometric data were available.
What costs the availability of data allow the Environment Agency and Water Company to
avoid, and the sensitivity of these costs to data availability. For example, will reduced
availability of data necessarily result in an increase in costs, or is there a critical point?
What the potential outcomes are of not having or using hydrometric data, and the costs
associated with this - e.g., additional process costs: costs to the consumer, pollution/low
flow impact costs etc. How are these costs separated from benefits that are already to be
quantified as part of the methodology, e.g. pollution abatement costs?

Following discussions with Angela it is considered that the development of a methodology for
this particular benefit type is beyond the scope of this project, particularly given the limited
application of this potential benefit (primarily to three Agency Regions on dif5ering scales). As
no published material has been discovered relating to this, it would be necessary to use one
Region’s situation to develop a methodology and then contirm this with a case study in a
second Region.
Consequently we intend to include reference to this in the Technical Report, and outline what
data might be needed and how these may then be used to derive a benefit, based on some of
the other benefit types. It will then be necessary for the practitioner to collate the available
data and then work with this in a structured manner. The depth of analysis will depend on the
reason why the review-is being carriedrout- it .may be that the issue is as simple as the
removal/addition of a single gauge, in which case efforts can be focused on this rather than the
whole system.
A similar approach will also be required to assessthe benefits arising from the use of
hydrometric data in the management of navigable waterways, and possibly for fisheries
management. However, it should also be remembered that this l3nal.benefit type was not
identified as a significant user of the data by the environment agencies during the earlier stages
of the project.
Progress Report W6/005/12
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3.

FURTHER CASE STUDIES RELATING TO THE FOYLE
CATCMlMENT

At the December Project Board meeting-it was agreed that;,ifpossible, case studies should be
completed for the Foyle tiatchment The data received from the authorities responsible for the
management of the catchment -were as follows:
1. A summary list of all reservoir storage within the catchment extending-back’to schemes
constructed in 1839 (none are present within the Foyle.catchment). I
2. Confirmation of no hydro-electric schemes, either existing or planned.
3. Confirmation that no formal flood warning system exists within the catchment.
4. Details-of bridge/culvert design works undertaken during the last two years.
5. Confirmation that only four STWs discharge directly to the Foyle, but no details of
discharge volties, population served etc.
6. A listing of industrial discharge consents in the catchment, together with.physical parameter
.constraints and details where applicable..
Of these different data use types, there is only sufficient detail to enable-an initial assessmentto
be undertaken for category4 as listed above. Accepting this, it must also,be considered that,
despite repeated requests;we have not received any supporting information on.the quality and :
applicability of the hydrometric data that are collected within the’catchment other than the
period of record (all five stations were commissioned in the 1970s). .:

Hydrometric

data component benefit assessment,proforma

:

Test catchment :
Foyle
Benefit
Improved design of bridges and culverts
Basis of benefit-assessment
Hydrometric data provide for.the avoidance of over-design and under-design costs by reducing
uncertainty, as reported in the literature..
Calculation-of potential benefit
Construction costs of projects undertaken,over two.years between 199M997
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are as follows:

Catchment
Roe
Roe

Title/Bridge
Limavady By-pass Curly Bridge
Repairs to Roe Bridge

Faughan
Fairywater
Camowen
Foyle

Repairs to Faughan Bridge
Bridge re-decking
Footbridge.
Community platform millennium project

Roe
Fairywat er
Burndennet
TOTAL

Disabled anglers’ footbridge
MoorIield Bridge
Bumdennet Bridge

Client/Consultant
DOE Roads
Translink/
Ferguson Mcllveen
Ferguson McIlveen
DOE Roads
Comtnuniitjr Assoc:
3rdmillennium
-bridge company
Community Assoc.
DOE Roads
DOE Roads

Est. Cost
&500k
&250k
&55k
&4ok
&lOOk
&50k
&50k
&300k
&l,345k

It can thus be seen that the total construction costs are estimated to be S1.345 million. The
literature indicates that 10% of these costs are likely to be sensitive to hydrometric data, and
that in turn 10% of this equates to the typical benefit. Consequently, potential benefit is
calculated to be &13.45k.
Scaling for data accuracy
No scaling factors can be derived at this time
Scaling for data representativeness
’
Unlike the Bollin case studies, the above costs relate exclusively to the structures themselves
rather than a larger scheme which includes a river crossing. As all of the structures are within
a gauged catchment there is no need to scale the benefit assessment in this case.
Scaling for period of record
Again, no data are available, but individual factors could be obtained
Scaling for the period of benefit
As the data apply to a two year period, a scaling of 0.5 is applied.
Component benefit assessment
Assessed as &13.45k * ?1 * 100% * ?2 * 50% = &? pa.
Note that this compares to an estimated total operating cost of 51,900 per annum for the
network of five stations covering the above catchments - it seems likely that benefits may
exceed costs.

For the reasons identified above, no further quantitative benefit assessment has proved
possible. However, it should be noted that the magnitude of benefit quantified is very small
when compared to some of the component benefit values identified for the Bollin catchment.
Moreover: it is expected that, in a rural area supporting only a low population density, and no
large-scale tiastructure warranting the extensive use of hydrometric data, the approximate
indication of benefit given here may allow some sort of f?rst-order approximation of total
quantifiable benefit.
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4.,

SCALING OF BENEFIT VALUES

At the-December Project Board meeting, the principal issue to arise in relation to scaling.
concerned the handling of inherently annual benefit values-and those relating to investment
decisions.- It .was a recognised target of the methods that -annual benefit values should, be:
produced, but difEculties existed over the best means of translating (often large) benefit values
associated.~th:(occasio~a~~~investment.decisions.jnto anannual~form: +Two :principal routes
were identified through extended discussions after the meeting:.
1. obtain annualised values.for each investment decision benefitusing an annual equivalent.
factor formula; or
2; use a simple averaging approach for a short length of years, assessing all benefits occurring
in that period.
The fist approach is theoretically-attractive in that the time value of money. is,accounted for I;
explicitly.,- It would be implemented on the basis that annual benefit values would be obtained
for every year from the implementation of a capital scheme until the end of the design life. :.
However, this creates the problem that, for the overall assessment of benefit to be
representative, data need to be gathered for all capital projects in the catchment area which are
still within their design lives. Obtaining information for such projects would clearly pose
substantial problems, and pose the risk of generating unrepresentative outputs..
The second approach:i& proposed for adoption using,a 5-year window up to the time of benefit
assessment (i.e. the current- year). This makes no direct allowance for the time value of money,
but does attempt to give a representative indication of typical annual benefit through the use of +.
5-year annual averaging. However, use of this.method does pose the risk of generating
overestimates, where a large benefit of locally unusual magnitude occurs during the 5-year
period..
In the draft Progress Report: the second method is recommended for general application,
because the risk of consistently underestimating benefit fi-om investment decisions is judged to
be less helpful that running the risk of substantial overestimates-on some occasions.
Furthermore, the use of annual equivalent factors is recommended: for. situations where a single
benefit dominates the overall assessment of benefit for a catchment.
This issue is dealt with at length in Section 7.4 of the Draft Technical~Report:
One:fLrther point to note,.onthe,subject of scaling, is that other scaling factors have been the
subject of further development since the December meeting.. -In particular, accuracy scaling
methods have.been developed further; linking to the. 1.995.NRA Gauging Station Classification--..
system. Also; scalings of >lOO% have been introduced where considered appropriate.
Chapter 7 of the Draft Technical Report details the up-to-date evolution of methods for all
aspects of scaling.,
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5.

STAFFING

Members of the Project Board may wish to note that, since the last Progress Report, Nick
Hanley has been appointed Professor of Natural Resource Economics in the Institute of
Ecology and Resource Management, University of Edinburgh. He continues to be fully
involved with the research, and Ceara Nevin (who acted as a research assistant to this project
in its earlier stages tid is now studying .under his supervision in Edinburgh) also remains
interested in the core issues of the research.

6.

FINANCE

Invoices for all outstanding S&IS were submitted to the Environment Agency in March, prior
to the end of the 1997/98 financial year. While the work of the project as a whole remains to
be completed, now awaiting feedback to the Draft Technical Report, this will allow payments
to be made as soon as the remaining project milestones are passed.
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Questionnaire responses
FRESHWATER CHEMISTRY

INF’Ol!tB4&~ION REQUEST: Freshwater chemistry
What hydrometric data are.needed in your ,/unction (type,of
, I data, approx number of

Are any stations used-morethan others;3 so, which and
n/o.
/q // &&Y)J
?medi3W</ Am-2

If the hydrometric network- in your areawere reduced,to the lowest station-meach
major catchment,how would.this network serve-your needs?
&
/f& /a usizz.LJ- / r$& /,,t?& *wews
mastY db-f*skk
k s.crbyd~ -7zs t7wuL y&d.
sM%zz 5h&~ kiwi- LeJ C4&6 sd
Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the“network were extended?

Do you use hydrometric data for simulation-purposes, either.in real time or with
historic data?

What % accuracyis required in the data for your purposes; would estimatessuffice in
someplaces or do some uses demand observed data?

-r 30”/0 ‘.

Telephone:.
Position:

j-/. T&j.

Region/Area:

fd a’ zk&.~,/

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy ofthis request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . ..rr

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

DDI 4HN by X/l l/96

INFORMATL6N

REQUEST: Freshwater

chemistry

and tick here . ... .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..I .. .. c]
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l II96

INFORMATION

REQUEST: Freshwater

chemistry

What hydrometric data are needed in your function (type of data, approx number of
stations)?

If the hydrometric network in your area were reduced to the lowest station in each

Do you use hydrometric data for simulation purposes, either in real time or with
historic data?
No

Telephone:

o\r.15t

CA b2’3

Position:

RqionlfIrea:

Kindlypass

copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request

Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . ... .. .. .. .0

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFORMATION

REQUEST: Freshwater

chemistry

What hydrometric data are needed in: your function-(type of data,. approx number of.
stations)?
G\vJs=v ,
Le-ms
+0.
-Ymsnio;s\
G c?dc*k
c&J

\~c-i-~=t%Y h/4

cvL2&3Kz

sccw,k

How are they used?

If the hydrometric network in your ,area were reduced to the lowest station in each
major catchment, how would this network serve your needs?
ti+
$td-- G&dcsRth
WisEa 53s lJkoJvr3 l&m CT\&- -=4= -=c+ilL
it-J& &wzv=
t-7 w.
Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if thenetwork
thxf= -ra+tJ UKsq

were extended? .Y

Do you use ,hydrometric data for simulation purposes, either in real time or with’ :
historic data?.
w

What S/oaccuracy is required in theldata for your.purposes; would estimates suffice-in
some places or do some uses demand observed data?
@sx‘bm

‘w&L-

Position: ?LL~c~~d.L~C~wcj~

SLhfiF~~G -=

,

Region/Area:

/& &J&yp

, Qgq&

.

Q$-f-

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy ofthis requesr
Anv further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. ... .. .. .. .,...,..... . .. . ... .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .m
Please return to: Mike Steel; Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFORMATION

REQUEST: Freshwater

+
.,‘.

chemistry
FiusLc,(kcpr b$p, u-

.*

What hydrometric data are needed in your function (type of data, approx number of
stations)? b
a-k
(h c> Or/\
flK~
L&
JLyce- L.&L
d
4’
fisl& 6th
a

d-

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
J @.
If the hydrometric network in your areawere reduced to the lowest station in each
major catchrnent,how would this network serve your needs?
pa% ‘r .
Would you use hydrometic data from more stations if the network were extended?

Do you use hydrometric data for simulation purposes, either in real time or with
historic data?

What % accuracy is required m the data for your purposes; would estimates su.ffke in
’

T
Region/Area:

?s 4

/ Hs

T3FT
u&%

.

not have received a copy of this request

Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. .. ._.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. cl
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

REQUEST: Freshwater

chemistry

What hydrometric data are needed in your function (type of data, approx number of
stations)? fL&$
ikA5.h &&J, oc LA3 /-4=- &d,
S‘+d- G&.&L c: &CL
fi c”wL. (,.3J, ~~~Ld%u~z~
6”

Do .you-usehydrometric data for. simulation purposes, either in real time or with
historic data? ~J- r c~r%t.l-4uc’:
ec.d&-+ * ~~~~;ccc &..c &(.A J&J&-G;
y / J-

What % accuracyis required in the data for your purposes; would estimatessuffice in
some places or do solmeuses demand observed,data?

Any further comments? -please use reverse offorrn and tick here .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. ... . ,.., . .. .. . . ... .. .. .. .. .. .

.. ... .. . . ... .. .. .

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE; DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96
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Questionnaire responses
FRESHWATER BIOLOGY

INJKMHATION

v
aREQUEST:

Freshwater

Biology

What hydrometric data are needed in your function (type:of data, approx-number of
stations)?

Are any stations used.more than others; if so, which and why?

If the,hydrometric network in your area.were reduced to the lowest station in each
major catchment, how would this network.serve your needs?

Would you use hydrometric data from-more stations if the network were extended? ::

Do you use hydrometric data for simulation-purposes,
historic data?

either in real time or with

What % accuracy is required in the data for your purposes; would estimates suffice in
some places or do some uses demand observed data?
g--/=gpqfpjyJ‘

i.+J@LAf-l) fg&-4c<ay:

J’LJFt?G

Kindly pass copies to any &leagues who may lot have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. . .. ... . ... .,..................,.............., . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . ...
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFOIXMATION

REQUEST:

F
:function (type ,of data, approx nmber of

If the hydrometric network in your area were reduced to the lowest station in each.
major catchment,how would~this network serve your needs?
b.

Lc d

r\in-Aut\O*~td-

h-t

rrettl,‘.

Would you use hydrometric data from more-stationsif the network were :extended?
\3ci’, %?A$.
Do you use hydr’ometricdata for simulation purposes, either in real time or with

Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . . .. .. .. .

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography.Department,

University of-Dundee, DUNDEE, DDE 4H'f.j by 8/11/96

INF’ORMATION

Freshwater

REQUEST:

Biology

What hydrometric -data are needed in your function (type-of data, approx number.of
stations)?
-7-e
l,&
!/II:
L.+LF
&4
-$I
%
f+
h%.# i,G
/f~T.LJg-~
JF
/2( VC-74
./-/-A.~~
How are they used? :

Are any stations used more-than, others; if so, ,which:and why?

If the hydrometric-network in your area were reduced to the lowest station in each
major catchment, how would this network serve your needs?
XT-

L-J”&

JQ-4.hii

do-7

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?
wc
Do -you use hydrometric data for simulation purposes, either in real time or-with
historic data?
bJ Q

What % accuracy isrequired in the data-for your purposes; would estimates sdfice in
some places or do some uses demand observed data?
/G&J+

/4ilfcu&

kfi-

a3
&Lm-7

Position:

&

u’ \;a ‘pv

--Region/Area:..

fl I 9 &?d #

%/ J’

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. . .. ...~.. ., .. .. .. .. ..., ... . _.. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .._. . ,.
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96
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INFORMATION

REQUEST:

Freshwater

Biology

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?

No

If the hydrometric network in your area were reduced to the lowest station in each
major catchment, how would this network serve your needs?
wad&
Pd4-y
u/-+4& l‘fiyy
Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?
‘I dcLtu y
” ~tc’s~~~
p&&y
vi& &a~
u.Jbe. vvvwt CLC~~
q,. -*&z
w4
Do you use hydrometric data for simulation purposes, either in real time or with
historic data?
LvJl-LhC d-h

What % accuracy is required in the data for your purposes; would estimates suffice in
some places or do some uses demand observed data?
ClL
i&L+.w~

Position: &W~OR

0-w

-G*fl

Region/Area:

‘,&- 1+..

5. g#jgqg$

gyiQ?~”

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
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If the hydrometric network in your area were reduced to the lowest station in each
major catchment, how would this network serve your needs?
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If the hydrometric network in your area were reduced to the lowest station in each
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What % accuracy is required in the data for your purposes; would estimates suffice in
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stations)?
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INFORMATION
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What hydrometic data do you use (data type; approx number of stations)?

Do you have any requirements-regardingthe accuracy of hjdrometric data?
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Do you ever have hydrometric data needs which cannot be met by the hydrometric
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Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . . .. . .. . . ,.. .. . . . . .. ... ... .

. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 0

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by S/l 1/9k

Questionnaire responses
WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

83INPORIMATION REQUEST: Water Resource Management
What hydrometric data,do you use? - type of data and,approx fraction of network
stations used in typical year
&VT
&k
~5.
~hhWI-Q - qq..
03JkiLf
JfJ ,.
f
How are the hydrometric data used within your function?
(c;,: . i..$f.,pjm&hni
rf
o\Iem.
-s&am5
-IQ 6bcw-N
h=Gw=-N
pi
&&g
sc/fstJc~ .FirddJ
J
!//Jts3Nm&E/4 %-J&Hw-hm~
&-em,
cJ=bmuL -huuh’+
..e c-wu4c~.
/$kiiwh)
Please indicate.distribution of your data use - allocate scores to,add to 100%
///L///rj// f I I I Headwater stations
// /I/ j$] \#il l/l Catchment outfall stations ..
: Mid-catchment/major tributary! stations
~~~~~~iillti~l~~~l

32

lGh2.m

%-

30 .:0/o

*h

Does your functionrequire a programme of ongoing data collection, orare historic
data generally of -equivalent utility?

-

Historic data adequate alone once record length exceeds threshold
cl
Ongoing data collection is required only-at -%
of current network stations c]
Ongoing data collection.is required at ali stations in hydrometric network.

id
(tick one)

Do you.requirespecific levels of accuracy in
&&ajgpm
;ml@fw~m3
Low flows
Medium flows
High flows/floods-

flow measurement?
paF-)T sm
&cc

#twT--:~rJ~~fl.

Express values as -I-/- x% offlaw
or other unit (specra)

Do you have any assessment of the (economic) value of hydrometric data to your
activities (eg uncertainty reductions and attendant benefits); if so plepe indicate:
Na &5/&vwt
\tJv&wmw
t%fiw-~L~
-

... ..... . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. ..... .. .. ... . .. .... .. .... . . ...

Telephone:
gion/f&a:

a3

I-

<@It

+tfu

-?w&.

GWSF’&$ld

.

. .. . . .

,
(~ih)d*H

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .d
Pk?aSe return t6 Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4m by 8/l l/96
.a-

ma

lwk4

+?d

q-qnli;~-

S-l-m7csrJ~

U-E-~~i~~

CM-

tin-.

INF’ORMATION

REQUEST:

Watbfkesource

Management

What hydrometric data do .you-use? - type of data and approx fraction of network. :
stations used in typical year
iq)AlJFLL

i 12~~6~~4

@J&A

How are the hydrometric data used within your function?
lI&k4eL 35AILS iilL
,4Ati
/Z&fiS , &dt&.
hr7d%f..L

C-~J~h?Fdfd
lkmG+wr

/i!PdFAu-

,&it
c O.dfr-

is&-R

kc

X&G&.
nw

a&A.

G:zPalL\Sa
LA4

L-

j&C

ZrJCciKAJTJ

Y/EL3

,

-6f-rlrA5;UJ

CC=
t&It.

s?;FiFa-y

Fx%,r.\

Wi-

sC4Jti6

k-ttvhd&Q

_

Please indicate. distribution of ,your ,data:use .- allocate scores to. add to 100%
Headwater stations
Catchment outfall stations.
Mid-catchmentimajor tributary stations

&z %
\a: %
10 %

Does your function require a programme of ongoing data collection, or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility?
Historic data adequate alone once record length exceeds threshold
Ongoing-data collection is required only at e%

El

of current network stations B

Ongoing data collection is required at all’ stations in hydrometric network

0
(tick one)

Do you require specific levels of accuracy-in flow measurement?
Low flows
Medium flows
High flows/floods.

-

Express values as -I-/- x% ofj&Yw
or other unit (specs@

Do you have any assessment of the (economic) value-of hydrometric data to your
activities (eg uncertainty reductions and attendant benefits); if so pleease indicate:
ILL3

Position:

StiQ

Region/Area:

ti

-ixc-Mr1

Kind& pans copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here , . . ... .. ._.._... ... .

.. . .. ... .

.

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

z4

a

INFORMATION

REQUEST: Water Resource Management

What hydrometric data do you use? - type of dataand approx-fraction of network
stations used in typical year
-3&k*
$”
- R<LL~,.Cs.LdL,
Q-+4d,
L-A~kw\4,.
1m%
40%
Xhhk 7 +..r 579%
da
How are the’-hydrometricdata used-within .yourfunction?

use - allocate scoresto add to 100% -.%:A
k-f;. Swy
hm k,v+
%- f&
x-7$-

%.4%.

Mid-catchment/major tributary stations

-3

91%.:

srgx

7x4

six

X0@

Does your function require a programme of ongoing datacollection, or are historic :
data generally of equivalent utility?
Historic data adequate,alone once record length exceeds threshold
III
Ongoing data collection is required only at - % of current network stations [7 ,
Ongoing data collection is required‘at all stations in hydrometric network
w
(tick one)

Do you require specific levels of accuracyin flow measurement?*
Ys%
Low flows
Medium flows zx
High flows/floods -t; ICJ“/?..

Express values as +/- x% offlav
or other unit (spec&)

Do-you have any assessment-ofthe (economic) value of hydrometric.datato your
activities (eg ~uncertainty.
reductions and attendant.benefits); if so pleease indicate:

..&ki!k...L~GQh
..................!?!.4.0.3
.....KxL~~L~
.....__...._.__.....................
Name:
Telephone:
Position: S en\*
^ -1 )j J&d&O~Region/&
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. . ... .. .. . .. . ... .. ,. .. .. .. .., . . ... . .. ... .. .. .... . .., .. .. .. .. ,.. .. .. .. . . .q

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFORMATION

REQUEST: Water Resource Management / f lewhHA.~
I

What hydrometric data do you use? -type of data and approx fraction of-network
stations used ,m typical year ‘. d c
-r
-5
+
IS - •~
1
p&3
How are the hydrometric data used within your function?
w
m
t4LdmkLd
-y---J
f&&&,.qL L
Please indicate distribution

.*

uh&a.~

of your data, use - allocate scores to add to 100%

Headwater stations
Catchment outfall stations
Mid-catchment/major tributary stations
Does your function require a programme of ongoing.&&
data genertilly of equivalent utility?

50 %’
3s %
a L’ O/o
collectio% orakehistoric

Yes

I&-’
Historic data adequate alone once record length exceeds threshold
Ongoing, data collection is required only at -.30 % of current network stations id
Ongoing data collection is required at all stations, in hydrometric -network

&

4

(titik one)-

Do you require specific levels of accuracy ,in flow measurement?
Low. flows
Medium flows
HighflowsEloods

-.,ts3io

Eipress values & +-/- x% offlav
or other unit (specify)

f CL
.. %, A&,

:

Do you have any assessment of the (economic) value of hydrometric data-to your :
activities (eguncertainty reductions and attendant benefits);.if so pleease indicate:
No:

Name:. h -

Q&

Telephone:
Region/Qrea!

5-w

L3E-Sr

who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .._................_......................................................

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

u,

INFORMATION

REOUEST: Water Resource Minagement

What hydrometric data do you use? - type of data and approx fraction of network
stations used in typical year
A-U

Please indicate distribution of your data use - allocate scores to add to 400%
Headwater stations
Catchment outfall stations
Mid-catchment/major tributary stations

33 %
‘37%.
33

pi’

Does your function require a programme of ongoing data collection, or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility?
0.
Historic data adequate: alone once record length exceeds threshold :
Ongoing data collection is required only at -. % of current network stations q
Ongoing data collection is required at allstations in hydrometric network.

d
(tick one)

Do you require specific levels of.accuracy in flow measurement?
f 2%
Low flows : :
Medium flows
f z*h
High flows/floods e 5%

Express values as -I-/- xy%of~7ow.
or other unit (spec&)

Do you have.any assessment of the (economic)‘value of hydrometric data to your -.
activities (eg uncertainty,reductions and attendant benefits); if so pleease indicate:’
hl.$b%&&
& A
d”‘h ‘tiX&
~a~c’O3t&,,~~~~
&y&,4$%
JwJh?4Mg~sti~c~
6h L2!ey#hP
/g &g-&e
L&lb
-y-wJ,
“YM
ml.
L
.%?~A~@{.
kfy4
tie ctav+&w&
yty
$$&k?d.r.
.. .~~~
c?h&
.NameI . srlr7;.~~~ .......................................Telephone:.._____._.
o/19L
- ~
Position: P. 0: Z.&J w.

y~&w%M:

S4y7H

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues w IO may not have received a copy of this
Any

further

comments?

- please

use reverse

ofform

}!r .A+

2 . .1._...._.._.___._.._..................
oD
hc 23iQ :

zJcg7
request

and tick here .. . .. ..._.......................__._.........._.._.............._._._........ 4

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography pepartment, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

DDl 4HN by S/l l/96

INFORMATION

REQUEST: Water Resource Management

What hydrometric data do you-use? - type of data and approx fraction of network
p-d-q,&/-&L&-L ) A-z-Q&,
stations used in typical .year
w
Q&&@L.AQ),*-m
,&x3%
/-4-J
How are the hydrometric data used within your func
,>-@

Headwater stations
Catchment outfall istations
Mid-catchment/major tributary stations

L3

%.

36

%

a(

%’

Does your function require a programme of.ongoing data collection, or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility?
Historic data adequate alone once record length exceeds threshold
Cl
Ongoing data collection is required only at ;-% ‘of current network stations 0
Ongoing data collection is required at all:stations in hydrometric network : R
(tick one)

Do you require specific levels of accuracy in flow measurement?
Low flows
Medium flows
High flows/floods

SC-- /&
-1

Exjwess values as +/- x% offlow
or other unit (sped>)

-

Do you have any assessment of the(economic) value of hydrometric data to your. :
activities (eg:uncertainty reductions and attendant benefits); if so pleease indicate:

.. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... . .. .- .. .. .. .. . .. ... . ... . .. . ... .. . .. .. .. .. . ... . .. .. .. .. . .. . ... .. . ... . ... .. . .. ... . ... . ... .. . ..........................................................................................

Name:

&Li-,md~

%(Lo~

ti

Telephone:.

cc31344

-................

.........

862a2(-

Position: I-AD+< OF tfYD(roL~~‘iRegiodj&a:
S.EPA.
b--G==t--(
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. . ... .. .. .. ....~......
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

...

INFORMATION

REQUEST:

/2;5
0
Water Resource Management.

30. yl
3u % .,’
& %

Headwater stations
Catchment outfall~stations.
Mid-catchment/major tributary stations.

Does your &inciion require a przgmmme of ongoing data collection or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility?
______
_..-..“.
Historic data adequate alone ,oncerecordlength$e~ceeds.threshold
q .
Ongoing,data collection-is required only at??% of cur-remnetwork stations d
q
Ongoing data collection is required-at all Stationsin hydrometric network
Do you require specific levels of accuracyin flow’measui-ement?
-rt,sx.
Low flows
Mediumflows
AT%
High flows/floods A ccx

”

Express values as +/-x% qfjbw
or other unit (specifjl)

Do-you have any assessment.of the (economic) value of hydrometric data,to your
activities (eg uncertainty reductions and-attendantbenefits); if so.pleease indicate:.

,:..;:.

.~~~~l...~.~~~~~~~...~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .-;i~i.&....

. . . . . . . . . . .o;.z.)’

. . . . . . . ~~~

. . . . . ‘“.~~~..~..

‘1

2..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._...

. .. .. ... . .. .

\

Position: 5LL-t.S

m

.

Region/Area: M LJafJ&

-

&&a~,

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copqkof thkrequest
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. . ... ... . .. .. .. ...._........ ..,... .._....,..... Q/ .

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DD 1 4HN by S/i I/96

INFORMAT

9.
R

REQUEST:

Water Resource Management

Please mdicate~distribution of .you.r data use - allocate scores to add to 100%
Headwater stations
Catchment outfall stations
Mid~catchmentimaj or tributary stations

b .%.
c.#%7:%
L&o y4i

Does your function require. a programme of ongoing data collection, or are historic
data generally of equivalent, utility?
Historic data adequate alone once record length exceeds threshold

q

Ongoing. data collection is required only at 700/d of current network stations El
q
Ongoing data collection is required at ahstations in hydrometric network
(tick one)

Do you require specific levels of accuracy in flow measurement?
Low flows
3-S-2
Medium flows
-szIs3L
High flows/floods .’ xz

Express values as +/- x% ofjlbw
or other unit (speczfi)

Do you have any assessment of the (economic) value of hydrometric data to’your
activities (eg uncertainty -reductions-and attendant benefits); if so pleease indicate:

A t-&a+&+
23 9 2.43~.
0 7r3
........
Jd....I....................................................................
....................................................................................................
Name:

Position: my

’
~AXS

b

Telephone:.
Regiodw

&i,4%c-E+d

7 ’

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy ofthis request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . . . .,... .. ............_.....
........... .............._. ......

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

.. ...

INE’ORMATION REQUEST: Water Resource Management
What hydrometric data do you use? - type of data-and approx fraction of network
6 WA I ‘-4
stations used in typical year
wcecLuA,.M:
--y-T
toq.
(I How are the hydrometric data used within your function?’

Please indicate distribution of-your data use - allocate scores to add to 100%
lo

%:
60
-%
33a :% ..

Headwater stations
Cat+crrent
outfah statiorrls
“L
Mid-catchment/major tributary stations

Does your functionrequire a progamme of ongoing data collection,. or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility? : ’
0
Historic data adequate alone once record lengthexceeds threshold.
Ongoing data collection is required only at %
‘of current network stations q
Ongoing data-collection is required at all.stations in hydrometric network- : g
&.uw&nc~
aLQ_ hQ-J-fJ-4.
(tick one).
>
Do you require specific levels of accuracy in flow measurement?.

I- s.v,

Low flows
Medium flows
I- 5%
Hi& flows/floods .; sr-.-I 8 z

Exfpress values as +/- x% offlav
or other unit (speda)

Do you have any assessment of the (economic) value of hydrometric data to your
-a&-&es
(eg uncertainty reductions and-attendant beneGts); if so pleease indicate:l/c-d
*
iF&LJL.
w’

Name: \m
Position: I?+--&

&J-J&g&
lyib-dp--

Telephone:

0 12 2 L

Region/Area:

hL5Lf-U:

7700F:~2
-

-4&G

cuMc*L

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here ... .. .. .._........................................................

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/I I/96

... .. .. ... .

INFORMATION

REQUEST: Water Resource Management

What hydrometicdata
do you use? - type of data and approx fraction of network
stations used in typical year F/c~i .--~IQXL&~ &+~,aa,
.&A , - L?+XS’?ti
(&RL;c\ ~~/.&L b+h Cd&I, hk$j
) - i t3-S

,3a*.n

:e the hydrometric data-used
cg--ILy&“by
a$dp
d.L

Please indicate distribution of your
Headwater stations
Cat&n-rent outfall stations
Mid-catchment/major tributary stations

20%
60%.

Does your function require a programme-of ongoing data collection, or are historic
data: generally of equivalent utility?
0

Historic data adequate alone-once record length exceeds threshold

Ongoing data collection is required only at ___ % of current network stations 0
Ongoing data collection is required at ail stations in hydrometric network
w

?F
(tick one)* ;sr;LcL’

Do .you require specific levels of accuracy in flow measurement?
Low flows
Medium flows
High flows/floods

Express values as -I-/- x% offlow
or other unit- (specify)

Do you have any assessment of the (economic) value of hydrometric data to your
activities (eg uncertainty. reductions and attendant benefits); if so pleease indicate:

. .

. .

. . .

.

. .

. .

. .

.

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

.

. .

. .

. .

.

. .

. .

. . .

.

. . .

.

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. . .

.

. . .

Telephone:

.

. . .

. .

. . .

..........................................................................................................................

0 /iI ?,(5- 6 5.3 Ljdiy

<.,-KC:2.74-o

Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here ,....,........._..............,._._....__...,................................

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HNby 8/l l/96-

ti

T7vJFOWl’lOS __
REQLTST:
.-_.- .- ...-...-m-v--Water Resr,urr,e
--- Management

Nam;:’ jq&~

~~~ /(,J&

. .. .. .
‘Ieieph;oE

.. .

&43 55

.
;l-Jr,

-.

I
..,... ,.
. ,, ... ..._._....__..............
/g.’ /

INF’ORMATION

REQUEST: Water Resource Management

What hydrometric data do you use? - type of data and approx fraction of network
stations used in typical year
l!diLh
F!?Ma\ \f&\fihh Qwt\ @sNb&qJL Lbi&
t&q+
\a. \ ’ q. NC\tiQ01\
How are the hydrometric data used within your function?
‘PAjSb~

‘&LNiF;(,

.

Headwater stations
Cat&n-rent outfall stations
Mid-catchmentimajor
tributary stations

24 %
bQ %
16 %

Does your function require a programme of ongoing data collection, or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility?
fl
Historic data adequate alone once record length exceeds threshold
Ongoing data collection is required only at -%
of current network stations 0
nn?n~rnO
A..+, L,,:‘rtiLrviA
-n~iq,-+:fiw 13
a” -squired at all stations in hydro,metric neevvork
\J ‘Lb”L’D =A&,
d

/

1

‘L
(

(tick one)

Do you require specific levels of accuracy in flow measurement?
Low flows
Medium flows
High flows/floods

\GG
sa
9T

2) -rr
fZxpress values as -I/- x% of&m
*zy,, P-.
g- ,,or other unit (specla)
iY

-‘A:’ ;, : .

Do you have any assessment of the (economic) value of hydrometric data to your
activities (eg uncertainty reductions and attendant benefits); if so pleease indicate:

Position:

‘VTVJALQT5

Region/Area:

s&

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have receiveda

psfl
copy of this request

.4ny further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. ..

. . ._. ... . .

.. . .. . . . . .

. .. .. . .. ..

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

./I 3

What hydrometric data do you use? 1 type of data and approx fraction.of network.
stations used in typical year

How are the hydrometric data used within your. function?

Please indicate distribution of your data use - allocate scores to-add to 100%
Headwater stations
Catchment outfall stations
Mid-catchment/maj or tributary stations

-.

%
%
%:

Does your function require a programme of ongoing data collection, or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility?

E
of current network stations E

Historic data adequate alone once record length exceeds threshold ,!.
Ongoing datacollection

is required only at -%

Ongoing data collection.is required at all- stations in hydrometric network

17
(tick one)

Do you require specific levels of accuracy in flow measurement?
Low flows
Medium flows
High flows/floods

Express values as -+-/-x% ofjlow
or other unit (speczjj)

Do,you:have any assessment of.the (economic) value of hydrometric-data-to your
activities (eg uncertainty reductionsand attendant benefits); if so pleease indicate:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........................................................................................................................

Telephone:
Region/Area:

C, IZ-3-1 7 \33-3’72
ti --LA+\

PL’L

Kind1.v pass copies to ail-v colleagues who may not have received a copy qf this request
&v further comments.? - please use reverse ofform ad tick here .. .. ... ..._....__.._.........._._...............__._..........___........ i .
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water orders)

if the network were extended?
chccuce.%Q. cl.AtoAy
Las
-i---b
hkL.J-G
s
ogether, would
a) use theoretical estimates?
0
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
0

,

If no flow data were available for ‘a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
&3 - .a-o&d=%
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).

Does the availability of data offer any benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systems and the reource? If so, what are these benefits?
h.s-Ypun~
+-fcA&Ld,
L-hpJ.&k
-wPb
kacnr
,
Do you use real-time data at all? If so, how?
GLC- cdbc-.
How do you consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who”may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here

.. . . .._.... .?.. . . . _.,......,_._,,..,_.,... ..._.......__.... . i 7

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

INF’ORMATION
What-hydrometric data do you use? - type,-ofdata and approx fraction of network ..
stations used in typical year j)&,& $p
- vim $LiP4, &w .lwdL
,,s,,p
\
I(
)--ALL:
LJ
.sf~LL‘~l
h
2
i,AL//
zG%\_i/-/jy-qLLL.-&
U-d
&m&L
+s ci?‘P
w
How are the hydrometric data used within your function?
/l/,;,5 &+/&&&..
; &,+ ““,p &J-e&=&-if 1L.+~9enlw:G-; &Am-J ,‘wl, r,s-m
%“T
l+mLlL.;x
‘l-ii c4r-n
Lcvlttic,l\
jLL- d%p
:
;, p .t&$U
.&mJ t,i+TL+Q
p(/+jr9/ h-~vw.1 CA -..J
<.J
lLlCiJ

Please indicate distribution of your data use - allocate scores to -add.to 100%.:
22 O/o.,:
-2.0 O/o’;
5g %:. .

Headwater stations
Catchment outfall stations
Mid-catchment/major tributary stations

Does your function require a programme of ongoing data collection, or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility?
Historic data adequatealone once recordJength exceeds threshold
q
Ongoing data collection is required only at %
.of current network- stations [7
Ongoing data collection is required at all stations in hydrometric network’:; o/
(tick one)

Do you require specific levels of accuracy in flow measurement?
y ;-;
Low flows
Mediurnflows
c ;/;
High flows/floods &Q;

Express values as +/- x%. of&w
or other unit (speclfi)

.

Do.you have any assessmentof the (economic) value of hydrometric data to your
activities,(eg uncertainty reductions and attendant.benefits); if so pleease indicate:

...............,.................,........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Name: T,‘~MIL- /$.d/bengo~.
Position: &lti1/?/3

Telephone:

L kYi)~2dlYS,IJRegion/Area:

a1-,3r;
J/p+

c; 2. .-25 8 “1

; efi3.r

(+%&!I)

7%“j

fc’

I? q

Kindly pass copies lo any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
’
Any further comments? - please ure reverse ofform and tick here . .. ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. ... . ... .. . ... ... . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .q
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University

of Dundee, DUNDEE,

DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFORIKATION

REQUEST: Water Resource Management

What hydrometric data do you use? - type of data and approx fraction of network
stations used in typical year
5-o

Jo

7oz

Please indicate distribution of your data use - allocate scores to add to 100%
Headwater stations
Catchment outfall stations
Mid-catchmentimajor tributary stations

Lo %
60 %
20 %

Does your function require a programme of ongoing data collection, or are historic
data generally of equivalent utility?
Historic data adequate alone once record length exceeds threshold

Cl

Ongoing data collection is required only at 90% of current network stations w.
Ongoing qata collectionis required at all stations in hydrometric network
q
(tick one)

,i ~

-

Do you require specific levels of accuracy in flow measurement?
5 io/%
Low flows
5 /d/o*
=-Medium flows
High flows/floods:
10;L

l&press values as +I- x% 0fjbW
or other unif (speczfi)

Do you have any assessment of the (economic) value of hydrometric data to your
activities (eg uncertainty reductions and attendant benefits); if so pleease indicate:
20.

Name: 4
.i

. f.

d--a
Telephone: O/Z/
--7/l/
/tAG-?& &u--s
A-&L/A
pc,++,-~. Region/Area:

--Z-32-9

x 309-0

Position: Lys4
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Anyfurther comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. . .. ..._.... .. .. .. . .. .. . .... . .. .._.........................................
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/J 11%

cl

Questionnaire responses.
ABSTRACTION

LICENSING

INFOliUbkTfON REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and::water orders) :

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?

If hydrometricdata collection were to cease altogether, would y
a) use theoretical estimates? :b) commission you own flow. measurement programme?

more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
pd$bt69wm&.
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence based on, .
observed-data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction):;
/aa
Does the availability of data offer any benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systems and the reource? If so, what are these:benefits?

-q-J qm 5%&&d/. A24
.?lh.u fh‘y. /thz4.4 How do you consider- the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to,any

Telephone:

o/&!y
/lJ&

2,$;$-/
A! /J/m.

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who hay not have received a cop5 of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . . ... .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. . ... Ll
Please return to: M&Steel,
Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

INFORMATION REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water orders)

If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
YESM
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
YES-

suw

l-6

BURWf
UIL(Wl~.

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
NOT ifdz?sSW~~
he
lyavLb A+d-Y
4&zYW
7aEs@z=
4Mw.
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).

Does the availability of data offer any--benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systems and the reource? If so, what are these benefits?
i.&FuL.
E@ tQJFi@c~
2!zwF.
Do you use real-time data at all? If so, how?
NOT tl%imzWLLY
csa
gr CCCW~
=@+=F. l4atq-w CtSFb 13Y
@Jm=yGw
SWHow do you consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements?
&bQlA/ ,.&SQL .8y. .w
zsi!T@F 75 &t52L4ue .wph-.
&/j2-t t!dw
Q?ux&ur‘
TG;. F~LLQAJD
Telephone: Or332
O/ 39 2 44
4- 4- B&J
Name:

N. PRWL

-4

L&SC e&i&

-

b%Ai

*efl*

co1Ieague.s who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here .. . .._... .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .._..,..... .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. ..n
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by S/l l/96

b2W

I-a
ti

INFORMATION REQUEST. ’ ?
Abstractions and return flows (lie nsing and water orders)

C-A
h&g&t
> )t, -. -. _- rc ., > ,II ,-_.
Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network. were extended?.
erSe*G&
-r
e+kc&kG~a
-Q-3L
‘=
=k-G cx”.., ~~ekxiG,
b-Mu**
Q-Q-CA -.
oee=av
If hydrometric data collection were ,to cease altogether, would you:
a)- use theoretical estimates?
YESIIW
b) commission you own flow measurement programme? “.
YEsm

If no flow data were available for a giverrreach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally: available?
P-=&Sk.
3.
If so, please indicate the’ typical % difference likely between a licence based on
observed data and.one based on estimates (eg,25% reduction). S
O?Q
‘L--=+
dk\&&Ls&
-ad&f&
c&&L&&g
&*--LA
-=-H-cc&
% S&k
-NQ~~SW&&S

&q

Does the.availability -of data offer any- benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systems and the reource? If so, what are these benefits?

Do you use real-time data at all? If so, how? .u-a-a%
&-aype’
n/e$c&.G<L
3 --Q-Ad
--u
&p-m2\.
How do you consider the flow monitoring network-in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements?
G -2
\-ypv%sJw\
to
<\
&$&&t-&b
U~A--43~gs
3
pName:

Telephone:

e Position:

Region/Area:

c

.:

’ _,.\ c ; ,‘fcv~~

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . ... .. cl
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DD14HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

,i

IN-FORMATION REQUEST
. ..Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water orders)
What hydrometric data do you use - type of data and approx number of stations

A-an\*-

, qqwx

+JQ-~
2m f2yp-p

$-w+p~bp”

How are the hydrometric data used?
bb.&A i ~v*co3 &n*~,
&ud
(,e.hb d CJJzj tzkb+dJ, )!I&.&-

qzA+
121-w

ea30-

&Ciid

kM+t.)K-

*s

WI*

Would any further hydrometric data be used iif the
Nti
WbJ
bAh ,-tre pl-@ rGh
kwte &hti
d b&J $$zsw+w
If hydrometric data collection were to ceasealtogether, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
J5ESlNO
b) commission you own flow measurementprogramme?
Y-=W
If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
a

1;\&&

c-s b-e

Does the availability of data offer any benefit in the day-to-day management of river

relevant legislative requirements? UQLJ
.uLLd
wq
Name:

ch.e~
.s.b&i~
.dd+:. 2 ctp
J
il+hiaA
cAdywvaS\L
SJf-\lt
slwd

m@-

Telephone: 01903

2 \ <GC

Position:
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. . ... .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. . ... .. .. .. . ... .. .. .,. 4
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

Qfd

INIWRMATION REQUEST
__
.~, Abstractions and return. flows (licensing and water orders)
What hydrometric data-do you use - type of data and approx number,of stations

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?
km.
If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether;.would
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?

If no3oiv data were available for a given reach of river;: would- youhave .to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
w&Q\‘$5sxd
wIf so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licenc
observed data and One based on estimates (eg 25%,reduction).
pJ\rh .
Does the availability

Name: jw

of.data offer any benefit in the day-to-dayzmanagement of river :.

Telephone: 6 f.? ‘< 3 Ll y-k c Q&g
Region/Area: Lk\L+s

~,w;c-+-\

may not have received a copy ofthis request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. . ...., . .. ... .. .. . ... .. . .. .,... ., .. ... .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. . ... .. .. .. B

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by.8/1 l/96

b2W

INFOFUWATION REQUEST
Abstractions an@return flows

orders)

What hydrometric data.do you use - type of data and approx number of stations
25mzx
d;p\.3c1ics
* 38
Ge\UC\tic,
How are the hydrometric data used?

S~~or3

s

If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?

0
0

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
.QQ - iPtczg OF W!h Ac33AL
WKA
&OOLD
C& Ch~k+c3Z4PtL/
&-CL iiA!!RG QQ- (.SSS
f2tESSTR’i~~~~
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
j+ i\-- PCXQAC
Qpiifi
\s QScJ@&Y 3SEQ -m cwwJ(vt%7tie
f?wsz!GQW\/
of csx\r-PfTE5i
Fbe fid ~\ac&Qc&3
S-szC’TC~
Does the availability of data offer any benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systems and the reource? If so, what are these benefits?
EQccQa~h9’-iaG wi3smc\Qt~
LwzE~C~~
+ @aJar Lww”
asph
be&l,
C~chd
l-22, fl.n,hJ-\
0 kSc>MC
Do you use real-time data at all? If so, how?
ckix
HT
%
~gf&$g~-&gl
L\CEQE
tk-T?E.RtiiNc-T,Q~
How do you consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements?
t.A&
iS HCp<hC.A ,
best
&or
. . :_ _._
Position: t(cxx&saQq
\tAs%cm&
Region/Area: socs\l
am@
Kindly pms copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request

(

~RQOWC(

Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . ..n

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

b2W

DD 1 4HN by S/l l/96

f?J
\u

INFORMATION REQUEST _
.:-‘--;,,i::
Abstractions. and return flows (licensing and water orders)
What hydrometric data do,you use - type of data and approx number of stations
3u

GAU+d~

L\%Od

-

m-u

LDc\Qtzb

c 1.5klh.Jh

ikuu

Lhmh)

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network.were extended?,
evh+umu4 QP \+PRcT: CJrJ3b”f-I-~
BUS
M9-w~
I wvlrascw*~ *
If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether, .would
a) use theoretical:estimates?
b) commission-you own flow measurementprogramme?
If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, -would-you have to -issuea
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available‘?
bloc

.IJ@=-WRR~b

iwMWL+z

-Iu-

lx%mAwJk~
Qvad

TLWU

lcivupc\

w

+&et----j==

u*-aiL$

-i-\d

$g~&.&

CJVd

UL(Lh(~~~

0%

h)u\-cab

If so,.please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction). ..
Does the availability of datazofferany benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systemsand the &o&e? If so, what are these benefits?.
PW Yk!L?~ LN -c 53enb-Lr.t~QJpb Qf- c~Lc@tez= b\u
Ld -PAti
-Q--lQG “Cur or4 ” r-w
cUw3 I nWv5
&l~mwkllnov.l
SCM<WO‘
Do you use real-time data at all? If so, how?
*--oq
T--J- w-$~um9~
S~<wGyti
do YOU consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements? 33-e w-J\\hl\ bTP&nQba -j=&.+ p&-&7 ai
PLUL”h.fwL+ L cFii%d ~c.w&-eJ .
HOW

Position: vH=hLQ

q\ >-I cu$+Qf&-- Region/Area:

La CLSYi

o-x&d

,. [su

PI-P,&

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who1 ay not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. .. .. .. . .., ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . ... ... . .. .. . . @

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, .DDl 4HN by S/l l/96

b2W

*

&&

bad

-JGG3

ENFORMATION REQUEST
F
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water

y”l/

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended? .
(-+j&y-q
Q--+.%-&h
kGGes=k
-vx -&L!!L<m-*
,

-&L +uazq --ta-=qsx~

--~~~‘~~

If hydrometric data collection were to ceasealtogether, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurementprogramme?
k&b

observed data and one based on estimates(eg 25% reduction).

How do you consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements? ‘&&Q.- a\
L
~~LSL&=
y Xy
case.=-2e+..&!!*,

Name.
L >Q,+=a=%<\

Telephone:

e

~1-k

xg~xc5-m.Q

’

Region/Area:
may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..._.......................................................
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 434 by 8/l l/96

b2W

u

0:

INFORMATION REQUEST.- /’
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water orders)
What hy&ome& data do YOU use - type of data and approx number of stationsI
--.. 35.3 Sib% *iSif U 41~cU(qfJ. %v 1C.f
L, bu CLL’T(+l-t4CeT
40
I%4 s;ta 8
J is &,,L~c. F&
L\ .
HowGethSydZEetric
data uzd?

Would any further hydrometric data be used if t&network were-extended?
YA4 .
If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
YESJW
b) commission you own flow measurementprogramme?
YEsyw5

&J i&L kl :
a541:c9-J

Eno flow data were availab1e’for.a given reach-ofriver,-would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
T&LU7,
qlA+-a
e&&L Lc &+A
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence based on
observed data and-one based on estimates(eg 25% reduction).
Does the availability of data offer any.benefit in the day-to-day.managementof river
systems and the reource? If so, what are these
‘L2i - L 4-G.L&*s&e
L‘;‘acp-kwL!k
Do you use real4ime data ~~ll?“~~, .how?
prjy+s
1 el,
& &A
How do you consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements?
tiLG3/rIlzz
3I
Name:
Position:

Telephone:@

/w&f~~~~t,u-ti
s’“‘1
c
LrtiJCcrW

Region/Area:

q S-4 c ’
b uv: ~[-w-JJ

0153L2

s;3i-WJ

.mc;jLi+@

Kindly pass co&s

to any colleagues who may not have received a copy ofthis request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .._....... . .. .,.. .,... ...a

Please return to: Mike.Steel,

b2W

Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96.

...i

INFORMATION REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water oglers)
._ _

If hydrometric data collection were to ceasealtogether, would you:
c-L
..tLk yEs/jgig
a) use theoretical estimates? *SAM.
b) commission you own flow measurementprogramme?
JYlWSS
If no flow data were available for a given reach of river; would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
-u*p.
If so, please indicate the typical % dBerence likely between a licence based on

Y
Does the availability of data offer any.benefit in the day-to-day management of river

How do you consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements?
Name: A.-N. &Y=KA~A~
Position: k+b~ k&,&g

Telephone:
tJ&L&r

Region/Area:

CH473

-737

e

-1

-712
~k-&=n-

k

Kindly pans copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. ...._......................... . ... . ... .. .. .. .. .. ..g

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

b2W

DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

ILNNmmTION
R.EQuEST
Abstractions and return .flows (licensing and;water orders)
What hydrometric dat: do you use - type of data and approx number. of stations
l5m+bduw1cLu
- ftdti krqdtrp&
,b
ddi&&~
..#F, Q45 EJbf ) .
TW
t-1
c%tUA QM-Q
) swqacJq+
..,I h &aJS~
-4lu)ajttty
th
\.w&@vw.
‘.
How are the hydrometric data used?.

If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether, would you.:
a) use theoretical estimates?.
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?

If no flow data were available,for a given reach.of river, would.you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
f&&lq
hak

-

&a

?-u-f

‘Irr\tf&e

uitq

&

sklzh

01 fdb,

l-w?

UC inrqpf---~

If so; please indicate-the typical % difference likely between alicence based on
observed data.and one based onestimates (eg 25% reduction):

slh sp!!.dd tdi&&..~~~

timQJ&b.

Does the availability of-data offer any benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systems and the.r urce? If so, what are these benefits?
Tp
,&~la~~cchs~
ClvJfafj
h: fb?Jubkd~
Do you use real-time data at a113 If so, how?

HOW do YOU consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any.,

relevant legislative requirements?

.4tw further comments? - please use rcI:erse of @rm and lick hui2

_. _. _. _.

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

b2W

_._,_.

_._.

_.

DD 1 4HN by S/l l/96

:,

INF’ORMJTION REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water orders)
What hydrometric data do you use - type of data and approx number of stations
f&&q&~
dc&dil~i~
syd- * ICSQq-w&Q -.
%CLL&WJk Sucs;j
/antJ tAcLkg Lwd dcd&y”i”‘“rw
,
How are the hya’tric
d~?‘z?&ed? ~**cwi

c data be used if the network were extended?
If hydrometric data collection were to ceasealtogether, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
YES&?
b) commission you own flow measurementprogramme?
msw
If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available? e.
-J---U-~
q
FcJw+Js
cz%vxop
s----+=
7 iz3&Yz=&
or\reyr,‘wx.n-~-zGL=%
LW
kc
* -a M&/Q (-x+-i C-t-w~ h-a.
-+QAd4--m
If so, please indicate the typical % dBeren&e likely betweeri&Enc~aS
on >S-QGJ )
observed data and one based on estimates(eg 25% reduction).
Does the availability of data offerany.benefit in the day-to-day management of river
systemsand the reource? If so, what are these benefits?
geti
+1-s
d
8.- p
w , C3-Q MG’~LL~A&

ez?x-qkf-b

a$-

?!A

cQ-cwLL&~,

Do you use real-tune data at all? If so, how?
~~oa-e,
How do you consider the flow monitoring network
relevant legislative requirements?
:\ @.w
mab,C
A.+ (e
um
Name:

MAqqrd

!3uictr

(

IS&
ARui- ucw~s/h;cj
Position: OFYe&

4Kid-

-f‘oc u--

Telephone: (01 I 3) 2 3 I 2073
.g234\yQ?-Lj
c-yp-vw
Region/Area: t-lom~ E’AJ-~ - R,O,IJQ

m,tin

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here ... .. . ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by S/l l/96

b2W

INFORMATIONREQUEST
\ ’ ’
Abstractions and return flows ‘(kensing and water orders)
What hydrometric data do you use - type of data and approx number ofstations.
RCLtW
fGti) Eti*P.hkS P;r,.k;
?eJ*LGJL/k**6g , QUSJ
U i&W
‘j

How are the hydrometric data-used?
h pwwu
- Asse5;~ coat\&
-3
- Lq
- Ewjz&J

‘LUAJ
6b‘
~c!dtl.

+M
cnb&&-J

Would.any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?.

YQJ

if hydrometric data:collection .were to cease.altoge-her,would
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own-flow measurementprogramme?
If no flow data:were available .for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a’+
more restrictive licence thanifflow.data were locally available? $.s , robaL
B
5
If so,,please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence based on

Does the.availability of data offer any benefit in the day-to-day managementof river

How do you consider the flow monitoring network in your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements? I9 ~PQ.b-4-q -g u%k‘~~
L F.w.ep
tJ.nibf +-3d-,

Position: 5 LJR M&k. k - oFRce?a;Re@o~
Tdv@s
.
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - pleas-e use reverse ofform and tick here , .. .. ., .. .. . ..., . .. .. .. .. .. . . ... . .. .. .. .., ,, .. .. ... ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .w
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl &@I by 8/l l/96

b2W

ENVIRONMENT
AND HERITAGE
SERVICE

Dr; ,A R Black ’
Geography -Department ‘..
University of Dundee
DUNDEE
DD14HN
26

November 1996

Dear Andrew,

BENEFITS OF HYDROMETRIC

NETWORKS:

INFORMATION

REQUEST

I enclose completed survey forms in relation to the above section of the SNIFFER project. I
realise that the returns are later than your stated date , but this. was unavoidable since the
forms had to be issued to three different sections within the. Department.
In the’case of the form relating to ‘Abstraction’, a reply. has been provided by: assuming the
role (for which we have statutory provision but which has never been enacted). If this is not.
suitable please regard it as a nil return on this issue;
I trust that the replies will prove informative
:
project.

and useful and wish you success with the--

Yours sincerely,

JOHN WATERWORTH
Water Quality Unit

Tl32-LEE.DOC

Calved House, 23 Castle Place
BELFAST BT1 1FY
Tel: 01232 254754. Fax: 01232 254793

L

IN-FORMATION REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing a.nd water orders)

(&?l&uL&y
3A LL
a+&&&y(
Would.a.nyfurther hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?
\& _ h&cA-t~
.~+hAzk
m4&
Ad-A-4
La&

’

LA

h-,

c&k&L!^9

LLd&

e&-u&

-3&idJs

l

If hydrometric data collection were to ceasealtogether, -would-you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
YES~
b) commission you own flow measurementprogramme?.
YEW
If no flow data were available.for a given reach of river, would you have.to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
Sk+ lbAku& he&\
-aye&.
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a lidence based on
observed.data and one based ‘onestimates(eg 25% reduction).
\\’ Does the availability of data offer any .benefitin the day-to-day managementof river
\ssA &&ul

q

Do you use real-time data.at all? If so, how? :
VC% - b- -b&Ad\
exa&~hc\ & xAN-sk&
kxk
ek-k
4-L k&c w4i
% 4 c- u\A,\r‘;c3.- -td*,t;;
How do you consider the flow monitoring network.in your areato relate to any

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who maynot hm>e received a copy of this re&est
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform andtick here,...........................................,........,.....................
?d

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFOETION
REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (1

If hydrometric data collection, were to cease altogether, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
YES
b) commission you.own flow measurementprogramme?
YES

gA$6fiomh/~~l;raE’
SVMivE~ GtzoGrn.
G irnSE~ &wGffi’;

If no flow-data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence-thanif flow data were locally available? YE&
w7.m
b@‘D
R~7xmmS~~~lmRz~
PCCCU?dXN~Li/

fl+Q

~~fml3LE~

~lijfi7yEq~~~U~

m[m

,&?~MI
czTPw&l

If so,-please-indicatethe typical .% differencehkely between a licence based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
Does the availability of.data offer any benef$in the day-to-day managementof river
systems-andthe reource? If so, what are these benefits? V&C - 62u~rTY/r\/F~ UN FLOW
i\/fl Lrfu/crA’CL&& m 'f@gc ,slznuq -@uwrS, /3u7--ALid iFmm& CauTf~~~J
l&(Trdiml\c G GYFWF, f&E&q IF.i4NYj eF;FAF/M3.J.Qd -6 Pzi@L eqi/CAE*
Do you use real-time data:at all? If so, how?
V~f-sz!%Qww7
- &wi 7tmE .tyKq
c&d &-fiDg
4 CUh$w
kNw
S/+0+ @=RI r/f% f3EHflVIl-WUtd~ CBA&-~
lguW3~rlaNS. - m~v=~~~~
h-T-.TlmJ* a= SmJJ Qfu/wvExz[g
LyG%m?m
How do youconsider the flow monitoring network m your area to relate to any
relevant legislative requirements? gs&Zfl/M
iN FiXAtiiflG
S’Tllft/irt727+ b@IJVglz~
Sj%&OSK.O..

L@faM

Name: ~d%?wc~~~
Position: %Xi&

7745

/&4?WL

&T

Telephone:

~3% - v~fE% GfJG.’ Region/Area:

<NT
0 f2’3L

a@@31

qF.2 ~~~/lgO

F&j

J-J-+S6.0

E\I- \fLrsLolQ9

-.

Kindly PUSScopiesto any colleagueswho may not have received a copy of thisrequest
Any further comments?--pleaseusereverse ofform and tick here .............................................................................ET-

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department; University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

INFQRMATION REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and wRter order/s) ‘..

If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether,. would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
=sw
b). commission you own flow measurement programme?
-w@

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than ifflow data,were locally available?
.&Vff$
dxh pM&&&#
/t”l”$9~ .”

Y

If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely, between a,licence ,based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
? ?20” %.
Does the’availability

Position: A&A

of data offer?my.benefit-m-the

/Z&fivd~

fl&#kegionIArea:

day-to-day management of river

E?V ?~+&/LY

M/ft/ftil,ncr

-

[SC&U/

x/iqtir.

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy ofthi 4 request
.4ny further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .... . ... .. .. .. .. .. E!f
Please return to:.Mike Steel, Geography Department, University if Dundee, DTJNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

INF’ORMATION REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and water orders)

How are the hydrometric data used‘?

Would any further hydrometricdata be used.if the network were .extended?
\
czh.c& . LLTt2A.a &4
k~csc %\P kcQ& ‘h\kL
czy
\A
k-. &i<v
L.-d&
&b&c
,
A
If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether, would you: :
a) use theoretical estimates?
YES/pre(
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?.
YE=
:i

K.eqyA

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if.flow data were locally ‘available?
z*
keLL&(
v44yddIf so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between.a.licence based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg,25% reduction).

Does the availability

of data offer. any benefit in the day-to-day management of river
are these benefits?
k+s.
\b& q&i
&&r&z!&. ‘bhst
..
&uucFs c.f&&*cbi
r&u. >

How do:you consider the’flow monitoring network in your area to relate.to any

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this re&est
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . ... . ... .. .. .. ... . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . ... .d

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography.Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

4

IN-FORMATION REQUEST
Abstractions and return flows (licensing and. water orders)

If hydrometric data collection were to cease altogether, would your
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?

If no flow data were available for a given reach.of river; -would you have to issue a
more restrictive licence than if flow data were locally available?
~#?&&L
4rAdQ@r\sck
.4--a--%f-2
,“p
cwwduc-&h-%&u
b
cF
w
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a licence based on

Does the.availability of data offer any benefit in the day-to-day management of river’
systems and the reource? If so, what are these benefits?
&&p&a&k
L,Ld
qd&A-iQLpk
i-?s-c&+
&&-A
cpn&‘

~.&).$zi~Orj
(sAcL=
cy3==tCGPosition: S&S. L-C cEQScds
~*q$~~ea:
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform.and tick here ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. ...’w

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

Questionnaire responses.
POLLUTION

CONTROL

INFORMATION

REQUEST:

controYdischarge consents

data be.used if the network were extended?.:
t2z&L4y&~P~d~
Ifhydrometric data coH&tion were to ce;tse,would you:
a} usetheoretical esti.m%s?
b)* Co.p.mi~sion
:yodqvq &~~.~p.a&fqti~~ $tQee?

.=;::
b

observed&ta bd one based:Qn-estimates(eg.25% reduction)..
,---,&I&&
\.

..

assessavailable dilution?
A%=If not, are there pIa.& .to do so in .your area?
;......................................-.-.........
Po~iitio~:&2.ktwj&&

&!!!

Region/Area: f&C&&

@j).

:

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - plbzse use reverse oyform and tick here .. . ...._.................................................._._........._......

Please return to: Mike Steei, Geography pepartment, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

DDl 4HN byW1 l/96

d

INF’CMMATI~N

REQUEST: Pollution control/discharge consents

What hydrometric data do you use --type of,data and approx number of stations
~W?:&&&&.&&~~~p~+&
/& 39
How are the hydrometric data used?
-EJ cz4~~pLs
e..- gndA,*
,*:
h?c?--=
-/.-+&.:::
.&$.ae&.
t-cac~.
‘-&
~
cJ$yyz+n
-4Gw-L
Wou.8 any further hydrometric data be.-usedif the network were extended?
A~-ZeJo&~S0.
If hydrometric data collection were to cease,.would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurementprogramme?

\

YES@
@

0.

If no flow data were ,available for a given reach ofriver, would you,have .to issue a
more restrictive consent.than if flow data were locally available?.
If so, please indicate thetypical % difference likely between a consentbased on :
observed data,and one based on estimates(eg 25% reduction).
What %.of the consents in your area are-linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?
Do you issue variable-rate consents.basedon available dilution?!
If so,.what % of the consentsin your areaare of this type; are real-time dataused to
assessavailable dilution?
If not, are there plans.to do so in your area?

agues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. ... .. ... . ... .. .. ... tl

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFORMATION

REQUEST: Pollution control/discharge consents

What hydrometric data do you use i type of data and approx number of stations
Low FfL0i.u Cams > fit-J-9. 9f4kP.- 9iy.x
FL-=kJ
.c Q-p),
DA734
P(ZoQy&-$ Ft2orn) GLffwc!q
S7fYzr~q~
K FIp CAZc4tG:ctrd
ctf@&lQii5
How are the hydrometric data used?::
-Jo p@q,,Lfiq,y;~.>;$C:MPFFGE-dsE:d.?
Would anyfurther hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?
If hydrometric datacollection were to cease,would you:
a) use theoretical-estimates?
b) cornmissionyou own flow measurementprogramme?
y#jo7C\$ c.,,t:0g2e\+u

Y-l3WEP
YESM

OaALj7 QE -j+iF .J+E;v:~y

OF f!fS 3~J~@wi-- *
a:wJ
If no flow data were available for a given reach.of river,. would you-have to issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally available?.
fi c/fj .‘rAQLF pi, !Zf*
kSV&9 b&se ~&fLr’Ot@--l‘*ww-mw”,7E
\rJCFJJ
WFr) C&7ML
gf%pr**c.
If so, please-indicatethe typical % difference likely ,between a consentbased on
observed data and one based on estimates(eg 25% rediiction).
What % of theconsents in .your area are-linked to flow in the.-receivingwatercourse?
w;,
hA~HX.+-- ,$ 0+43tGrJ?r
bfF%P
=nJ Q-?y. .
DO youissue variableirate consents based on available dilution? ..’ VuT[

Rc,CG 7

If SO, what % of the consentsin your-area-areof this type; are real-time ,dataused to
bJ+-tr,$~
pJF
assessavailable dilution? <. \ 71 - Rdx L 7 J-V 3 c\+fi

d-a

If not, are there plans to do so in your area?

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. . ... ... . .. ..-r-l
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/I l/96

INl?ORMATION

REQUEST: Pollu

What hydrometricdata

do,you use : type of.data and approx number of stations t
. .za s-&s
/c--Lx. z!? s&q
How are the hydrometric:data used?

If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would your
a> use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
l%-LcdAA&n’2
L-d4
If no flow data were vailable.for a givemreach of river;would

you have to issue a

observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).:
m
jL& L-w-~ . -n-w
& /Lo $,)&i&L/
@&fk-f-hQ,
I
What % of the consents in your area are linked to flow,in the re.cei:ving:.watercourse?
#i$p.
ja.“/o. i+, m /la.u-d r?x, r-L-/ pcu
add
A:cdd&
yjt& c’A.L++d lc?.iMLJ~G\>*
Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution?
&Pw4
-4 ‘~&pL?.-T xc
A 2;. SMrcrq/<l~
6.
ic$-tg w &qpt.&:
jZZic nw%..j w & s;-t
cd!?
If so; what % of the consents in y&r area,.are of this type; are real-time data used to
assess available dilution?
0
If not, are there plans to do so in your area?“q&&j L4LN\ & c&7&&
&dY- 8-z-c&s&&J.
P-t’ did Lid&%
. . ... ..... ... L’&l?
.... .. +Y
. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . ..... . ..... . .. . . . . . . .... .... .. .. . ... ... ... . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .
Name: r>&&L~((&~

Telephone:.

(3 2 27

77’1 Q3 88

2.re 6

.4n.vfurther comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. ... .. .. .. ..._.......... ,.__....................................
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,‘DDl
4HN by S/l l/96

.. . .. .1 !

TION REQUEST: Pollution control/discharge consents

If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
YESD6
YES/NO
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
f-u5 ~E.~‘,uQ%~-EQ~ I S cDh>OiciGQ (59 A~oTA-&A
~~.~a’L-TP-tCA-To I- F\ (‘illCd7c:0.3 T;(LRi’ioR

.3A-i; 5

AGo

fLd!xO

r;q

o&LcL oi5P.4*7Ni~r

(L3~F.Q-L

c2~so~acE.s

(
LQQV

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally available?
bt2.i
i L2jfJ-46
! 015i

5TCLtCLTC-t

SP&AbCS.&,C,

;) i 5Crl4fLL&i
l-IFILGL5

-cd*

-3;s

bJOoclL0

rEdi

AS
T &=5
l-s,

6E

F&d
km-u-l
E%Ai

o.wm
ny-zg
-/
PL

ES\

s-ry

‘-ica

Y=$43

(QC

RAln7S

f&L

~lc;dkt=~CAd7

THrJBe

LLcJ2

a.1
T&l&

-GaLuu.~~~S
S;ri.++EiLC

L~fl-ff%Xa,.
A ?a a

.L

M(tvtiaT~~

5 ,q 3 LL
ficLLq3

,,

If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).

Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution?
v&*-l KRc-L&-1, ovL~-+ c(az &<I555 ciin_ cara-T\+.dC;~‘~ QLC 0 tsc+lF\l-LGeal “,‘-Y--;
If so, what % of the consents in your area are of this type; are real-time data used to
assess .available dilution?
If not, are there plans to do so in your area?
RIG

... ... . . ....... . .. . ... .. . .. .. . . . . ........... .. . . . . . . ..... .. ... . .. . . . .. ...... .......... .... ... . . ..... .. ...... ... . . ...
f. XT
q t-L
\
+ 000
Telephone:
0 L4 I u’%
N.mae:&71%13 L-ILL I c
-

-

Position: l.)v&
~~~~~~~
off~cgz
Region/Area:
NC Kc \-\ Cp\‘ic
Q&, , o ,-j ,i;c> .z..rt r,4,qlQ&
l
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request

r3 C$(;L

.4tl-vfurther comments? - please ure reverse ofform and tick here .._____.........._............_................. ;............................
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/l l/96

1.I

INFORMATION

REQUEST:

Pollution control/discharge

consents

What hydrometric data do kyou use - type of data,and approx nurnber~of stations
(;icrc,/&
&i+-&LJ
2 -siti,
cl:’+4Gl-G, d Kid.

Would any further-hydrometric data be used if the.network were extended?
kttia NJ. &q&J &$+ t,S’ &A9rd~
yFJs -, tiiz.&PacrutLc7 td- ~~G~~
If hydrometric data collection were to cease,i would-you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
7tiG.s W.G-..rU ih2&&i3 6W.i Y&t&E rtr rlh4uYL.. *JblcL.,-c.aJ

igrL

b&lr%,6rA’j

,&m

&s&f~+

&.$6;r*;<

fby&b$&

YESM
YESM
--ec

/--

If no flow data.were.available.for-a given reach of.river, would. you have-to issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally available?
ti-iLL&ts d.4,
hi 6
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between.a consent based on.
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
7,
What % of the consents in your area are linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?
i/,=21
r%Ld *
Do you issue variable:rate consents based on available dilution?

‘Liicj

If so,, what % of the consents in your area are of this type; are real-time data used to -~
assess available dilution?
\/c&-l. SbmLi ~+--d~G,
: ‘IL.:J g&(L_<iz,. ha
c(
i,Li]
L‘5
If not, are there plans to do so in yourarea?
.Name...Q.&s,aI

. . . . . . . . $....;.;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Telephone:”

. . . ~;ss~~

. . . -t;.~i~;’

. . . . . .._.......................................

-

Position: fi d: s LA 4 6. ~-z?&s~ L Region/~

k-scs -(-

-...- <&t-h.

Kindly pass copies to ail-v colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request

Any further comments.? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .
.._.. ..__._ . _. _.
_.
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/l l/96
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INFORMATION

REQUE

: Pollution control/discharge

consents

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?
LT&i-&
L
m
d
A-Q- A&N CL
Us,
Ac+a
CifPf.&+,
0c +& CLX- Wb*
-- s.\e~LAS-A If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?

a-Q6

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally available?
OQ.
incaL’ i&-h
4Lu& i-Lakd
@$ia
Cs%L
Q--Q0
kQ4.&
ta L.
*dciase
&&
cx&tA& u!k drl
A0 Lz&w.q+ b =&!??$@gxate
the typical % diff erence likely between a consent based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
Fi?r-ALb
GusL3pyr\ rw-a7&.
a;~Q2s---~
_
What % of the consents in your area are linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?

AL{ -

,2!b\L

&..L.L CL!

ca.&-!

py- &-.L-m& \y-,!

Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution?
t&, .- b&
&Iz &::.;&
.?-T‘r&-J-y&
i--~,~2.& -&:-~r%~!
,
If so, what % of the consents in your area are of this type; are real-time data used to
assess available dilution?
If\ not, are there
L planst to do so in your area?I &.% I L.,YC
.
Telephone:
Name: : ‘.
/<I::CL. c.
Lc! LX
Positiok~d/>~.c&+j33-k
r-(cf+egion/Area:

\a
A,

l-&&,
&&~,
l.\P
, i ;c-&-:.,Sn?..>-. ’I,c‘.‘%‘
b-n.

o\c; t 31’73 ZJ’;~“-‘; 2 +c+- ‘;KY~
hI&-k-L

LL+.C-

- ckL,f~

-

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here ...__........_.......... . ..,. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. . ... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . ..I.. .n
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/I I/96

INB’ORMAkiONkEQUEST:

Pollution control/discharge

What hydrometric data do you use - type-of data and:approx-number.of
c&w
) (&>

consents
stations

If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:,
a) use theoretical- estimates?
b) commission. you own flow measurement programme?A\% Asp-A
rJ-/k j\teS
\ ci-‘ t l/-.&h cl?.b*.ip
If no flow data ,were available for a given reach.of river,.would.you
morerestrictive consent thanif flow data were locally available?

i+.

have to issue a

r!%wAQc.-c2kscr5,d (SL
3

If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent based on .
observed data and one-based on estimates (eg 25% reduction). .).

What % of the consents in your area are. linked to -flow in the

receiving

watercourse?

Do you-issue variable-rate consents based on available Idilution? . L\ \, “, .!i L;&k!L4
-‘SQ-~~ nxbL
lJ.-GQ3 L-: \= ,tL..o-Qy
b”&
0M
Lx- Q: If., yy~~,,~,
2 used to..
If so, what % of the consents in your area are .of this~iype; are r&l-t~~~.&t
assess available’dilution?....
If not, are there plans to do so in your area?
,.

______.......................................,...................................................................................,.,.............................................................................................
..

Name:C.-A*3-rp%J A&-TN
-&J 7EzzK
c&AA%, r’s>\
Position:. do, cd
c3.aT pj.

Telephone:
Region/Area:

‘7 - 23 .- Ls3~ c
y~,cT*t~~rLl

[ s ,;:*tFx

Kmdly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this requesi
.41svfurther comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here
,............_. ,......................... .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

/ j

INFORMATION
What hydrometric data do you use - type of data and approx number of stations
-s.+
U-d
-&AC&
t- -9
“6”^3
Ol-,
m&&d-L
Y-$$Eg
How are the b drometric data used?
\cz bdd
4aZf4
.\ w
‘; .;&
.w
&
i? p .‘..~..d
.+... bu T G
24&d4b&w
*Q-%4
tAcd-u2
L-co,
&
‘) PWould any further hydrome6Tdata be used i? the network were extended?

If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally available? ,
4
G&QxAAQanI
‘%dkd
luo
hfi
,bMW I
*
ss-j=QLq
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a conserit based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).

What % of the consentsin your.area are linked to flow in the. receiving watercourse?
3-o Ia ?fpwJ,
Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution?

v -Q-J

If so, what % of the consents in your area are of this type; are real-time data used to
assess available dilution?
t-Qc?.&hAl
d&-e
h w
6
If not, are there plans to do so in your area?
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INFORMATION

REQUEST: POllu

What hydrometric data do you use .- type of data and.approx number of,stations e .

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?
&A-&
&A
2
.4/P&%3&
If hydrometric data?$ollec;ion were to cease, would .you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
YEW6
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
msw

If no flow data were available for a given-reach of river, .would you have to issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow.data were locally- available? @
& -T&

If SO, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent.,based on ..
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
7:
L&&..&/z;
& Zg.H/d~
&
What % of the consents in your area are linked to flow in the receivingwatercourse?
&+f5 ,//p~/.d+
/d
k
Do you issue variable-rate consents.based on available dilution?

-‘&&i&

/ccp/,.

sA=+w

/&” .

If so, what % of the consents in your area are of this-type; are reaMme data used to
assess available dilution?
Ad/ ~y4Lz.AL
If not, are there plans to do so in your area?
r/ c.

,
..........-................,.... .. ....--.........

Name:, - /

‘m

Position: pl &SCM&. /!&M&e

..._..._..._...._.__.............................................................................................................................
,....... ... ............

Telephone:
Region/Area:

G/d-9y~
~Cjz~~/ti~

2% 922 d//..
cJJ/ w-sic#-/
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INl?ORMkkION

REQUEST: Pollution control/discharge consents

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?
tiG.uL
p&.&~
Q,‘*&
L, b&d&a
Am
.
If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally available?
b4.&Qui~~d~&~~t-~~L+A*~
a
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
t.hvu&b kl sh-cu.H- bA
kl%pYb..-A
&x&L 9””
cpo&.L -v
L

<”

What % of the consents irryour area are linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?
Ad
(LA L&a&p
0 to - css, 13 2tw
Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution?
-fas
If so, what % of the consents in your area are of this type; are real-time data used to
assess available dilution?
S,&J c \ e&3&
Cl5 ‘L -L

2 T&L-

3; :
Position: 7-M

LWX

Region/Area:

ms-

/AbQBms

SW+
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INFORMATION

REQUEST: Pollutio~ontrol./discharge~consents

What hydrometric data do’ you use - type- of data and
&iJs

tipprox

of stations

m,m

.(4!c%,

FztTZ &+j%$WEL

Would any further.hydrometric
ye/
&fl*M
GC /i&a-

data be used if thenetwork..were extended‘?
tqf rR;F.*LLGay
..fti~~~Gp~~Sirrr
cd:~E

‘rmh

If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would *you:.
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission. you own flow measurement programme?
Bm

-

43 m?~~~

’

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, .would you have to .issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally:available?

&Y‘9ff?&DJ I&

&-CL #~S~~+A~~:L+~ ~Npithpa

&5s

fi$Ji dcr ,. -_’

If so; please indicate the typical -% difference likely between a consent based on
observed data-and one based on.estimates (eg 25%.reduction).

What % of-the consents in yourarea are linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?

Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available -dilution?. j $v+G

f @T5E*y
&fgc-9 &nG3Jv i.
If so, ,what % of the:consents in your area are of this-type;. are-real-time data used to ~
4%:
assess available-dilution?
tie #WI-L s\dfq- i)(Lin”‘RJ. &~pA@TIf not; are there plans to do so in your area?

4 !o. <.

.4n.vfurther comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . ___. . .. . . .. . .. _. . . .
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Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 811l/96
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INF’CkMATION

REQUEST:

ollution control/discharge

consents

What hydrometric data do you use - type of data and approx number of stations
qs%o

&

) t-G:D

-

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?
blb.j f&?

- iw’f

M

If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally available?
fhmq

L

If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
:d -4ipJ
‘Ivy
>
/
What % of the consents in your irea are linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?

Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution?

j.? ‘.:;

70 -

If SO, what % of the consents in your area are of this type; are real-time data used to
assess available dilution?
J-tnfLh
Iye
I‘\
$ < 1.7 18
If not, are there plans to do so in your area?
u,-*y p $k
I t -:i$
7
I

..............................~ ............. ..................:‘ ..................“..............................................................................................~...............................~.........................

Name:

$a.&

L-TJ,%--

Position:

i%c L c-tiPi
.. -

Telephone:

017

h,~GJz,~.fl Region/Area: pctII\

1 d k7-7 l-t k?‘1
p-w

( .+-krkfM~x/~

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
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INFORMATION

REQUEST: Pollubon

ntrol/discharge

consents

What hydrometric data do you use -. type of data-and approx number of stations

If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you o~~fllo~ mzEment
programme?
QEJLiti-Y cu+
&hi
++-WLcf
‘
Pr6

(J&r

.<

EC i st,rJk

/&GL7~~-

4

&;z)yly>~

Pf&

4-J

&+4L

)F??q

If no-flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you,have- to issue a
.$-L+ G
more restrictive onsent than if flow data were locally- available?.- .’ Pt;A isLY
&f/
/d F&c 77crr
P&?&44
[J
ilk -@f&Gh/ {$I .&
‘&q 7 /&&+,) rl’ .&dJ@eq
/vc..v 7-uc fl/LkLi7
fl
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
gy
/o ,;,
.What % of.the consents in your area are linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?
&+iw&-4 /SC/l. { c-ffzh &w
&-,&
hY$YL~
A&-. /w 5’ L :r*‘W/c-~--zJ
?G i&Id
(:‘7,Q’
$6
c;.&.&q
Do you issue variable-rate consents. based on available dilution? _ y*s
A--j,? &
( ‘7dJ*L/j. 3 i 3.b
If so,. what %-of the consents in your-area are of this type; are real-time data used-to *Jl
assess available dilution?
‘WC.-7
: -- 4-A-j’.
z s
/
If not, are there .plans to do so inyour area?

Name:

Telephone: .(
Region/Area:
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If no flow data were available for a gtven reach of river: would you have to issue a
more restrictive c.onsent than if flow data were 1oc.al.Qavailable‘?
fb%

i AL’J

If so, please indicate the typical % difi%rencc likely between a Consent based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
)f!q fQSSI$?&m
J-3+:,
- _._..- .. -...------.-_ - ._.__.______I_..-.---. .----..--. . -__--_... --.-.-- _II..-___ ..__.,
What o/oof the consents in. your area are linked to flow in the tec&vi& w-aterGourse‘?
tis IN GCAL cu.. w?-g3
,;clQt$&
&!dmwwl^
s-- 16%
c
H YDROr,lE-fl
bc.
Do you il;;sue variable-rate consents based on avaliable dilution’?
/f &/.-g tyke ‘J

. . . ..__..
.,...._._..__.__
. ..
_.___
......... ......._._
_._.._.,_
:,.L
,.........._____.__.
*..,...,,.,,,,.,..,.,....
s........ . ..____._.,,,.,,..........................,,,,.,...........
N3IUC T, [. . j+j-jd,f K)’
7 g 20 f y <i-j-s?
Telephone:0 /Lo $
,

INFORMATION

REQ

T: Pollution control/discharge consents

What hydrometric data do you use - type. of data and approx-number of stations

c&L--

Would any further- hydrometric data be used if th network were .extended?
-qq+k-~.o
s-ywu#d
LW
..P
If hydrometric data collection-were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates? u&
4
b) commission you- own flow measurement

4Gc- .

@-No
YES@

If no flow data were available formagiven reach of-river, would you have to issue a
more-restrictive consent..than if flow data were locally available?. pO gg , /3 i.

If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between.a consent-based on
observed data and one,based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).

What %-of theconsents in-.your area are linked to flow in thereceiving
(RRa*T
,I.)
-c P(o

watercourse?

Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution? ~\fo
If so, what % of the consents in your. area are of this type; are-real-time:data used to.
assess available dilution?
If not, are there plans to do so in your area?

pi,

.......................... ............................. . ...__..............................................................................................................................................................................

Name:

c\ cm

a++,~

Position: pl’isy. LI Q f7&d?J&

Telephone: ..
Region/Area:

7

1 x

suv.-Ttt-@L.

, ,2 y
1 l&Jr--
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Would any further hydrometric data be used if the network were extended?

Yis ,
If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
rc-@c&
rnPti&CCJ tflb-l&
db t&A%&’ L!hJ
d
/v
“i
&b v, flut- cwwcvh&~

ti

YlW240
YESM
dJydi
bfly&

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
h.4 lw *
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locally available?
,/j.,,, ti,t-w&
//cbv v,it;vd e,+ 1% &G ~\j-\d,j ; ci p,q,t,,dtc
-VIC,ti&3 “/! ,,/h
i~~.~
d.- $-+qGJ & flq!; ~~l-d,~O fcxgd- b “/) trcd
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).

What % of the consents in your area are linked to

the receiving watercourse?
l,i ~ (C ~~
1

on available dilution?
hc
If so, what % of the consents in your area are of this type; are real-time data used to
assess available dilution?
If not, are there plans to do so in your area?

position: ,fd ~G’l?f.jh~~$,3

;f=(;( (‘,$-g RegiodArea:

~.CI I-/ fs;E31

- i$$i7i

lh, t ‘;c<x

dLzct

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
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Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96
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INFORMATION

REQ~Sbf$Pollution

control/discharge

consents

Whtit hydrometric data do you use - type of data and approx number of stations
fq!

&&u,

GJ’ts..&:

qpw

/2

otukh

*

How are the-hydrometric data used?

Would any further hydrometric data be used if the .network were-extended?

a) use theoretical estimates? -b) commission -you own flow

If no flow data were -available for a given-reach of river, would.you have to issue a
1I
more restrictive consent than if flow data were locallv available?

AMGYLCHEDD-.
.ENYIRONMENT .I:

with
::

The

compliments

Environment

Agency

Chester Road, Buckley, Flintshire CH7 3AJ
Tel 01244

550124

rr.?

Fax 01244

Posltlon:.

-Ghr&x

550144

‘q?pJ

l

Region/Area :
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INFORMATION
‘:.:-:.I

REQUEST: Pollution control/discharge

consents

If hydrometric data collection were to cease, would you:
a) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow measurement programme?
*tiwecd~

4
WWWi~*
%hirn~t~,m~A
bpak’
‘+h.e
no pkAf~ Jtalimj l?!x’dt;r -4
'li)dvwg

~lub3

J\-wkcn

edit6

hh~k?Fbt~

~-wfyngJ
ak

Wuhq

bNG5

Up

6r

a\s

*

If no flow data were available for a given reach of river, would you have to issue a
more restrictive consent than -if flow data were locally available?
a\+*L
ik e)riqChCnrp dC% &j&Ii Ct.&. b-JcU\.c;l d
~Mz
h7 tQ
,hlJpe
$y$‘fi,~
aq.
*
- km
~cbd” upJ)fCRh
*a
If so, please indicate the typical % difference likely between a consent based on
observed data and one based on estimates (eg 25% reduction).
Oi k\cch\)-KLqk

C-R

j-Q
McxA

C+OVhh
c+qj
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. &n&dc
aantt

&a
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kAQu~ch
b.h\q
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‘3-d
f&J
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~Q?i~

h&d
bbl

- f”Le
%

What % of the consents in yourarea- are linked to flow in the receiving watercourse?
a<, thovJt4i
aAh WA %EL hwd
hl b
-Qwt
b
daq&AiL. s-cphc %wh
q& ‘(, ?
Do you issue variable-rate consents based on available dilution?
&7 - b% JcMq ct24e& $Q Kid -b,iJ
dns Q+ul Jw~w*
I-Q w’ar
c-m4
If so, what % of the consents in your area are of ?i!&?‘&pe,time
data used to
assess available dilution?
3a3 *LA\ ‘IA
If not, are there plans to do so in your area’?
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+
pic J*m~qJ
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Telephone: 0’?3Z
339 %&I
Name: LWPW3(C
I? b+tc\i\E
(v&I
%tiTRIfi
Position: WAXR GWAC\-~ M&R Region/Area:
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.A

hydrometric data do you;use - type of data and-approx number of stations

Would any further-hydrometric data be used if the network were extended’?.’
sIx3’d k--b;5-e.
_._ i*Q-.-__
_...w-.“.-_---_. _-..-- ---.--_-_ --_.,
If hydrometric data collection were ta cease,would you:
3.) use theoretical estimates?
b) commission you own flow.measurcment programme?
.--_-_
If no flow data were available I’or a given reach of river; would .you,haveto.issue a
more restrictive consent than if flow data were localiy availabk?

--^

--.-

-_-_-___-

Irr_l_.__.

-----

--

-

. .._____

If so, please indicate the
observed data and one based on estimates(eg 25% reduction).
..-

-

___....

-

_._____

-.-.
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-

_._._.___
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I

-.

nf the consents in your area are linked to -flow in the receiving watercourse’?
__.yfa = /-LA.L u
.cznA.-q.
-p.cLLJ d,tg.kLb&ti.
--v--F
j!b-w-+ 59d;1~
L3-2 4$zhd -1.
ficJLJ _
I)O vou tssuevariable-rate consentsbased on available dilution’? &3 ,
If so, what o/o(;- !ie consents m your area are of this type;-are real-time data-usedto
assessavailabLL .;iution?.
If not,,are the::

.: to.do soin your area’!

: _

i

..I-

.:.:i

Questionnaire responses
FLOOD WARNING

INFORMATION

Flood warning

‘What data areneeded for flood warning purposes (type of data, approx number of
stations)?
C&s&~
’ /L.kJ
~~J~Sl~
: u-r2 c/dQ+iL
d
SY- &.@,
28@,
, 28 hd & 9 4iLtQ;’ -ik $@.& ,.‘rl ke 4~pfbdE-x&JpffL# k&-i-s 3al
fl&.L
What is the minimum record length required for a station-to be useful in the setting-up
of a flood warning model?::

Have new stations ever been established in your area purely for the creation.of a flood
warning model and, if so, have any of these stations subsequently been-added -.
permanently to your hydrometric network?.
Yzs
How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models?
-s/Both.
(delete as appropriate)
4
b):

Using real-time data in a flood warning model

cd

Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please specify)

Ed

What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accrue from operation of the flood-warning system(s) in your.area? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you couldsend/lend us, these wouldEbe-gratefully 1
received; l-2. per area maximum!) .
How sensitive is your warning system(s)’ to.gauging station data? For example, .what
would be the outcome of removing 25% or 50% of the network?- If any. sensitivity
analysis has been undertaken; -please comment on the relative importance of individual
stations (eg are some superfluous to model performance?).

to assume responsibility for all current flood warning stations?
Would&se
data from more stations if the network were extended?
Name:

4 ~O~Lsl EA3-F
Position: &(c+ H-/J)&~G,s<

Telephone:
Region/Area:,

0151-l

513 le\3

PwclL,W

YES/J?6
YES6
e )c k-t-j,,

I tuzsm+w

J+R+wl
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INFORMATION

REQUEST: Flood warning

What data are needed for floodlwarning

purposes (type of data, approx number of-

How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models‘?
¶42+kddM/BOth
(delete as appropriate)
4
b)

Using real-time data in a flood warning model.

d

Using real-tirne data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please,specify)

d

:

What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accrue from operation of the -flood warning, system(s) in .you.r area‘? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully
received;
FLuww.

l-2
fkm

per

area matim!)

Fa.=w&~\\rG“

NRR

-P’L.~~~sF, &S&L%
RHJ

y?t
,

pp

* AQ Ac~~~nhl;h)? 06 TME CDL% a cLw@\~
CI=
HGg+
0
C~rCFl~
.
+gy-$Jy
zt;2c
$$ygJy
&-=7

HOWsensitive is your warning system(s) to gauging station data‘? -For example, what
would.be the. outcome of removing 25%.or 50%. of the network? If any sensitivity
analysis .has been undertaken, please comment on the relative importance of individual
pie -5.\T+Q
stati0n.s (eg are some superfluous to model performance‘?). ~‘-0 ~%u&J
f
wc;fl&
f=&‘lu;
PI5
pc4&mc4
mxwv
~P~C\FlC = Lw% i~Fo(L~\G~ F IloxA SPISCrFt
c YrAmJW ,
DO tdi D&L \rr\7~f&
OJNT . jpq$q 25;/. gJ&& (-2&Jw\il;D.he;; -&c&f L&50 IP f=vQ :+GJ-J IT
If the hydrometry function:.were to be removed, would the flood warning function wish
to assume responsibility for a&current flood warn&stations?
._.
T4saNo
/
Would it use data from more stations if the network were extended?-. ~‘YES/SQ
Name:
Telephone:
Position:

Region/Area:
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How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models?
A/Both.:
(deie te as appropriate)
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Using real-time data in a flood warning model
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Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please specify)
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What is the average‘ annual economic saving to the community which is thought to :
accrue from operation of the flood warnmg system(s) in your. area?. (If there are any

How sensitive is your warning system(s) @gauging station data? For example, what
would be the outcome of removing 25% or 50%.of the network? If any sensitivity
analysis has been undertaken, please comment on the relative importance of individual :
stations (eg are some superfluous to model,performance?).
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What is the minimum record length required for a station to be useful in the setting-up -:
of a flood warning model?
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What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accruefrom operation of the flood warning system(s)in your area? (If there are any:.reports on this subject which you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully
received; l-2 per area maximum!)
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How sensitive is your warning system(s)to gauging station data? For examl&+hat
would be the.outcome of removing 25% or 50%' of the network?, If any sensitivity
analysis has been undertaken, please comment.on the relative importance ofindividual
stations (eg are some superfluous to model performance?).
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Have new stations ever been established m-your area purely for the creationof a flood
warning model and, if so, have any of these stations subsequently been added. .:
permanently. to your hydrometric network?
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How are hydrometric-data used for flood warning models?
As levels/As flows/Both:
(delete as appropriate)
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Using real-time data in a flood warning model.
Using real-time data to.inform duty .flood warning officer ‘.
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What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accrue from: operation of the flood warning system(s) in your area? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully
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Have new stations ever been established in your area.purely for the creation of a flood .:
warning model and- if so, have any of these stations subsequently been added
permanently to your hydrometric.network?
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How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models?
(delete as appropriate)
a> w/Both.
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Using real-time data-m a flood.warning model
Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer.
Other (please specify)
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What is the.average annual economic saving to the community which is thought ,to
accruefrom operation of the flood warning system(s)in your-area?.(If there are any
reports on-this subject which you could send/lend us; these would: be gratefully ’
received; l-2 per area maximum!)
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What is the rninirnumrecord length required for a station- to be useful in the setting-up
of a flood warning model? _

Have new stations ever been established in your area purely for the creation of a flood
warning.model and, if so, have any of these stations subsequently been added
permanently to your hydrometric network?
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How are hydrometric data used-for flood warning models?
As levels/As&
(delete as appropriate)
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Using real-time data in a flood warning model-
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Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other. (please specify)
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What is the average annual -economic saving to the community which-is thought to
) m your area? (If there are any
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How sensitive is your. warning. system(s) to gauging station data? For example, what
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to assume resp.onsibility for all current flood warning stations?.
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Have new stations ever been estziblished /II your area purely fob the creation of a flood
warning model a~14 if so: have any of thqse stations subsequenjly been added
perrnan~ntly to your hydrometric networy?
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stations (eg are some superfluous to mod41 perf’omance?).
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Have new stations ever been established in yourSarea purely,forthe creation of a flood:
warning model and. if so, have any of these stations subsequently been.added
permanently to -your. hydrometric network?

How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models? :
(delete as appropriate)
As levels/m.
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b)

Using real-time data.in a flood warning model
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Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer.
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WhatGs the Iaverage annual economic saving to the community which is thought to .‘.
accrue from operation of the flood warning system(s) inyour area? (If there are,any
reports onthis subject which,you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully.‘:
received; 1-2 per area maximum!)
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How sensitive is yourwarning system(s) to gauging station data? ;For example,-,what
would be the outcome of removing 25% or 50% of the network? If any sensitivity
analysis has been undertaken, please. comment on the relative imp,ortance of individual
stations (eg are some superfluous to model performance?).

If the hydrometry function were to be -removed, would the flood warning function wish
to assume responsibility for all current flood warning stations?
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Have new stations ever been estab&hed its your area purely for he creation of a flood
warm

model and, if so, have any of these stations-subsequehy
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permanently to your hydrometric network?
How are hydrometric data used for flood watning mod+s?
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Using real-time data in a flood warning model
Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning off&zer
Other (please specify)
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What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accruefrom operation of the flood warning system(s)in your area? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully
received; l-2 per area maximum!)
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Ho; sensitive is your warnitg system(s)to gauging station data? Fox example, what
would bc the outcome of removing 25% or 50% of the network’? If any sensitivity
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What data are needed for flood warning purposes (type of data,-approx number of ‘.

What is theminimum record length required for a station to .beuseful in the setting-.up
of a flood warning model?

Have new stations ever been-established in your area.purely for. the creation of a flood
warning model an& if so, have any of these stations subsequently been,added
permanently to your hydrometic network?

How are hydrometric-data used-for flood warning models?.
a). =24&&s/*/Both
(delete

b)

as appropriate)

Using real-time data in a flood warning-model
Using real-tune data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please specify)
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What is the average annuaLeconomic saving.to the community which is thought to.accruefrom operation of-the flood warning system(s)in your area? (If there are any
reports on this-subject which you could send/lendus; these would be-gratefully
received; l-2.per area
a 1ti-w
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How sensitive is your warning system(s)to.gauging station data?.For example, what
would.be the-outcome of removing 25% or SOO/d’of
the network?- If any sensitivity
analysis.hasbeen undertaken, please comment on,the relative importance of individual
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... “What data are needed for flood warning purposes (type of data, approx number of
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What is the rninim~ record length required for a station to be useful in the setting-up
of a flood warning model?
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Have new stations ever been established in your area purely for the creation of a flood
warning model and, if so, have any of these stations subsequently been added
permanently to your hydrometric network? JJ&~ ;
k~@~,

How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models?
(delete m appropriate)
bf~lBRh/BOth
a>

b)

Using real-time data in a flood warning model
Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please specify)

What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accrue from operation of the flood warning system(s) in your area? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully
received; 1-2 per area maximum!) D /c/,
/
How sensitive is your warning system(s) to gauging station data? For example, what
would be the outcome of removing 25% or 50% of the network? If any sensitivity
analysis has been undertaken, please comment on the relative importance of.individual
stations (eg are some superfluous to model performance?). H
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If the hydrometry function were to be removed, would the flood warning function wish
to assume
responsibility for all current flood warning stations? i
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Would it use data from more stations if the network were extended?
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REQUEST: Flood warni

What data are needed for flood warning purposes (type of.data, approx number of
stations)?

What is the minimum record length required for a station to be useful in the setting-up
of a flood warning model?. ::.
,. .-.
Have new stations ever ,been established in ,you.rarea purely for the creation of a flood
warning model and, if so, have any of these stations subsequently been added
permanentlyto your hydrometric network?
V&C -Gad yl’
How are .hydiometric data used for flood warning models?
(delete.as appropriate)
As levels/As flows/Both
a>

b)

Using real-time data in a flood warning model

Cl

Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officerOther. (please specify) .:

cl

What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accrue from operation of the.flood warning system(s) inyour area? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you couldsend/lend us, these would be gratefully
_ ’
received; l-2 per area maximum!)
How sensitive is your warning system(s) to gauging station data? For example, what
would be the outcome of removing,25% or 50% of the network? If any sensitivity,
analysis has. been-undertaken, please comment on the relative importance of individual :
:J ESsenhc\.‘.
stations (eg-are some superfluous to model performance?).
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What data are needed for flood warning purposes (type of data, approx number of
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What is the rninimum record length required for a station to be useful in the setting-up
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Have new stations ever been established in your area purely for the creation of a flood
zh * wzning model and., if so, have any of these stations subsequently been added
@4
permanently to your hydrometric network? ?/I!!< ,

How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models?
(delete as appropriate)
A+els/A@ws/Both
4
j&e*/4

b)

Using real-time data in a flood e
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model

47

Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please specify)

Er-

What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accrue from operation of the flood warning system(s) in your area? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully
received; l-2 per area maximum!)
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How sensitive is your warning system(s) to gauging station data? For example, what
would be the outcome of removing 25% or 50% of the network? If any sensitivity
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to assume responsibility for all current flood warning stations?
Would it use’ data from .more..stations if the network were extended?
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REQUEST:

.What data are needed for flood warning purposes (type of data, approx number.of
stations)?
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What is the minimurn record length required for a station to be useful in the setting-up:
of a flood warning model?
h21\~.

Have new stations ever been established in your area purely for the creation of a flood
warning model am&if so, have any of these stations subsequently been added
permanently to your hydrometric network?
vG

How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models?
(delete as appropriate)
a)
As levels/As flows/Both
xoT*

W

Using real-time data in a flood warning model
Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please specify)

Ii6
ixv

What is the average annual economic saving to the-community ,which is thought to
accrue from operation of.the flood warning system(s) in your area? (If there are any
reports on this .subject .which-you could send/lend us, these would: be gratefully
.
received; l-2 per area maximum!) ., \L.G/
\/Lw
\oN3;- &JJ b wLL”rz‘
How sensitive is your warning system(s). to gauging station data? For example, what
would be the outcome of removing 25O/.or 500/d of the network? If any sensitivity
analysis has been undertaken, please comment on the relative importance of individual
stations(eg are some superfluous to model performance?).

If the hydrometry function were to-be removed, would the flood warning function wish.‘. ”
yEs/No
$:uMC BUT
to assume responsibility for all current flood warning stations?
Would, it use data from .more-stations if the-network.were extended?.
YESetiQ7
PM-Name: 8ty Ad dEdlQ?J
Position: C&IAL-L4

b-peh

Telephone:. P \ 3%

Lt& O%%‘\’

Region/Area:

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here ,...... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .0

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFOIWA’I’ION

REQ&:

Flood warning

What data are needed for flood warning purposes (type of data, approx number of
stations)?
e minimum record length required for a station to be useful in the setting-up
of a flood warning model?
Have new stations ever been established in your area purely for the creation of a flood
warning model and, if so, have any of these stations subsequently been added
permanently to your hydrometric network?
How are hydrometric data used for flood warning models?
As levels/e
(delete as appropriate)
4

b)

Using real-time data in a flood warning model
Using real-time data to inform duty flood warning officer
Other (please specify)

cl
lzf

What is the average annual economic saving to the community which is thought to
accruefrom operation of the flood warning system(s)in your area? (If there are any
reports on this subject which you could send/lend us, these would be gratefully
received; l-2 per area maximum!)
NGJs~Lyd TM\wL
How sensitive is your warning system(s)to gauging station data? For example, what
would be the outcome of removing 25% or 50% of the network? If any sensitivity
analysis has been undertaken, please comment on the relative importance of individual
stations (eg are some superfluous to model performance?).

:..

If the hydrometry function were to be removed, would the flood warning function wish
assume
responsibility
for all current.ifflood
warningweri:
stations?
‘.
IY-lZSm
: to
wodd
it.use
d$&.y& Y.y~~?&&
& -twoik
.extende&T
YES&f@
Name:

1 I ‘%(w

Position: W\\!O@$

Telephone:

o\&

Region/Area:

$J&

?&?%I&
m7

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please me reverse ofform and tick here

. . . .. ... ... . .. .. .. .. . .. .

.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. . ..n,

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/l l/96
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REQUEST: Flbod warning

1

What damare neededfor flood..w&g
stations)?. yAIzia

$urposes(type of-data?approxnumberof
I

P. z

Questionnaire responses
FLOOD DEFENCE

What data are required for,flo,od deferlce purposes?
Historic only (eg data up to 1 year ago)
Mix of historic and recent
How are.hylrometria~datawed’?.

A-.*

HOW~+~u~d-flooddefence functions be attempted ~IIthe absenceof anyhistoric
c&a-#-p\.

.

network weree;YtemkP

b..dc- ‘.--‘cryk’\vb.A
‘How accurate do hydrijrnetric data need to.be for flood defencephases, and how
accurate do estimated flood levels need to be?
:k $u ‘--...n b-u
l-2-k k#L

Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for fldod ..
defence progamtnes a&if so, are copies available?
GC?.
.-xN,k C.&A”x&
bp? A --CL&L, - -0-a L rztid--bwk A-&~A-F
y-L&-~ &GIf the -benefitof flood deftince measuresin your areaxvere,assessedas a nominal &,lm
pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?!

\.”
r,:.
!‘l

INFOd

..
’ ‘\

’)

ON REQUESTi Flood defence

What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only (eg,data up to 1 year ago).
pshi;
and recent

Would Flood Defence use data from.more stations if the network-were extended‘?
iA.aAJeb.&ti.
YS;
i9em.v-+--.
How accuratedo hydrometric data need to be for flood defence purposes, and how
accuratedo estimated-flood levels need to be? M
---o A. k .-L d
b-t wb & dQ;/Lbi.ckuL~
-q-d&b*.
lQe&-tad
0m+Ll-A~~~

areawere assessedas a no

‘Whathydroinetric data do you require for channel maintenanceand weed-clearing

Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here ...;.. ... . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . . . . ... ... . ... .._,...... . . . ., . .. ... . ... .

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE;-DDl

4HN by 8/l l/96

Flood defence

INF’ORMATION.~QUEST:

What data are required for flood defencepurposes?
Historic only (eg data up to 1 year ago)
Mix of historic and recent
b?4&gJ4

Wm.

$50.

!S+7-3f’-7

6

cl
d

~cil7~.L7~~.~~~

Would Flood-Defence use data from more stations if the network were extended?
~7~oJzK * eilz& cEJcdd* l-i%&siiy e. G.&b .sxLbc i=4$-25 *Lws~
4& G&z 62is!-i& 0-e

Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for flood :
defence programmes and, if so, are copies available?
If the benefit of flood defence measuresin.you.rareawere,assessedas a nominal &lm
pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data inputs? 1.
What hydrometric data do you require:for channel maintenance and weed-clearing
work?

LL7wL at-2iao. l+sis&3~.0~
Name&-*-

bT-4 &L-:&p,.

Telephone:

0\2.32

P&Ti2~pfx& i?i.u2&a .

Zn372

Position:U& &G k(-c’D4a&;csRegion/Area:hs 32&A,&,
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - pleme use reverse ofform and tick here .. ... .. .., .. . . .._..... . . .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. . . .. . . . ... .. . ... .. .0

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DTJNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

REQUEST: Flood defence

INFORMATION

What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only~(eg data up.to 1 year ago)

0
Jd

Mix of historic and,recent

How are hydrometric data used? :.pfi=~~

.se/7&&9,

kdH#7HAM

: kk>rcU&
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r&5eA7/0~4L

GdN7RoL

/crOP4%

)

-L/&el7,ou/,
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4w37e

---.
How would flood defence functions be attempted in the absence of any historic
hydrometric data? cc’c, -55 J .-J
P--.
r?&aLw&-
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L
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Y
i&-i?

Au4

fl

/i2L.+

&Awe

d

/.‘

&*

M

A+.

Would Flood Defence-use data from more stations if the network were extended?

How accurate do hydrometric data need to be for:flood:defence
accurate do estimated flood.levels need to be?
-.4 /O /@
0

purposes, and how
2-50

-

Do youhave any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for flood.
defence programmes and, if so, are copies available?
YES

s/

YES

If the benefit of flood defence measures in your area were assessed as a nominal &lm
pa on average, what % of this would.you attribute.to hydrometric data inputs?

What hydrometric data do you require -for channel maintenance and weed-clearing,
work? ,qe/&y
&+-L-k-‘.
~-Asdf
-4-A
&.+&&
4-FA/&dA
-&d&z
r 0 mo/932

Name: P-J? w+d

B&s7#

7s ?833

Telephone:

k~4%fX
Region/Area: 7H4+&s
s&8.&
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request

Position: ~kG&o~~

4%&6

A.

Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .._... .. .... . .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ., .. .. .. .. .. ... . ... ... . .. ... . d

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE;DDl

4JTN by 8/l l/96
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INE’ORMATION REQUEST: Flood defence
What data are-requiredfor.flood defence purposes?
Historic only (eg.data up to 1.yearago)
Mix,of historic and.recent .:
How are hydrometric data used? .L&+J-L”A

El
d-

.+&x - -. p-1

A

How would flood defencefunctions be attempted in thetabsenceof.any historic
hydrometric data?
vwLh.w-%
y---g+*
Would.Flood

network were extended?
!&LA-. -ALL+

,y _

HOW accurate do hydrometric.data need-to be for flood defencepurposes;

ad

how

accuratedo estimatedflood levels need to be?
t-’ $:(I :-L&AA
LA ,.L.L
What are the effects of lower accuracyhydrometric data (ie a cost/kostbenefit)?.
5+t f *ch
Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed forflood :
defenceprogrammes and,-if so, are copies available?
.ktA c-..c c-c*- d?
y&L &
b\ ;+ A. he L+L- -. -0 -& %s%*
&A
‘G--b
If the benefit of flood defencemeasuresin your areawere .assessed.asa nominal &lm.pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?

3.
What hydrometric data do you require.for channel maintenanceand weed-clearing

Position:

h

Region/Area:

5.a 4 Uk

I ‘,

h-cl

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. .. ... .. . ... ... .. . ... .. .. .. ...._................... . ... .. .. . ... ... . .. .. ... 0
’
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department; University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

REQUEST: Flood defence

INFORMATION

What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only (eg data up to 1 year ago)
Mix of historic and recent

How
gS’i-/M

are hy&o.m&~
Arf

Od

&&used?

OF fcoop
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d

:. F Lo OD .- Fo ‘12 cA5

R/5/(

/

'

p-y"/

Of

7’d

AN A$
d

FL6OD

fS ,

&CEd/iq~oA)

SCCJRMES
How would flood defence functions be attempted in the absence of any historic
hydrometric data?
~+fk(c/tTcorJ
OF ~kitE.orC~T/cac ~Eeb-J~/+XS
b&%&d
F&k
%=
rccom
5TJDlES
/f&for;,7Would Flood Defence use data frdm more stations if the network were extended?
Pb SSlBCf
How acc,u.ratedo hydrometric data need to be for flood defence purposes, and how

pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?

What hy&ometric data do you require gor channel maintenance and wqed-clearing

Name: r.

w,

HfiRT

Telephone:

0733

44

+fw-

Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. .. ... .. . ... ... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .., . ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .17

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DTJNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFORMATION
@L\

REQUEST: Flood defence

What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only,(eg data up to 1’year ago)
Mix of historic and recent .I

How would-flood defence fimctions be lattempte&n
I
J.

EC
6

the labsence of. any .historic

mm-T
Would Flood Defence use data from more stations if the network were extended?

How accurate do hydrometric data need to be for flood defence -purposes, and how
accurate do estimated flood levels need to be? c
JLJRcvw
*
&p4fbq - M\(Df!MfiT&
m
!m
What arc the effects of lower accuracy-hydrometric data (ie a cos+Jiost benefit)?
&J&
uptqa.~l~~-:
4%a..s5&92=6:
iJJc.45 a9 ‘brnb &,
s?Aa3fe
z?lkm=i*~~F39
Do you have any examples o
alvsis
defence programmes and, if
mu2 ~&&J&AIiL~Le&J&.Af211pm..~~l
9 @.‘.
If the benefit of flood defence measures ir -your area-were assessed as a nominal &lm

What hydrometric data do you require for channel maintenance and weed-clearing .‘c,
4blJs - iRzls4tiGs - i&J&cslh4MJ-&G
&=+QEd-P
..
work?
6% cnw3ar.Q-m
&a&&-

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Anyfurther

comments? -please uTe reverse ofform and tick here ,.. . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... . .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... .. .. . e

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE; DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

REQUEST: Flood hefince

INFORMATm

What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only (eg data up to 1 year ago)

m
&r

Mix of historic and recent

How are hydrometric-data-used?

i /=ibod

& -&,&de&

F fsr*cc&+,

-f&&j

‘(hlk3

QAJ

pS+
&
+Siy.
How would flood defence functions be attempted in the absence of any historic
hydrometric data?
$-4 t%&
Q+--d
~$$LyL+&&
Q/J
L.Q
a(-pQdzT__i
Would Flood Defence use data Erom mire stations if the network were extended?
41QT .
How accurate do hydrometric data need to be for flood defence purposes, and how
accurate do estimated flood levels need to be?
c-9
emetic data (ie a cost/lost benefit)?
pm-r-- (&J
G-$j
WY,
e
_
v
I/
Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for flood
defence programmes and, if so, are copies available?
Y 4s -

Y QS,

If the benefit of flood defence measures in your area were assessed as a nominal Elm
pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?
Q$t&/tk

OiJuL -

1

-&I

m

100/6 @VW) ,

What hydrometric data do you require for channel maintenance and weed-clearing
work?
“+I
o-+i --=kJJ
S-u-a!!
w drn&(;.
(&&J=-e-.Jg,;
Name: Q.-h)

_ WQ

Position: A f&G-

5

Telephone:

0 (7 3 2

b7 !X%c)

Region/Area:

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy oft
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ._............. . .. ... .. .. .. .u

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dun&e, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96
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INF’ORMATION

REQUEST: Flood defence

What dataare required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only (eg data up to 1 year ago) ..
Mix, of historic and recent

v
w

How are hydrometric data used?
Ech-le.%fS
( c--+s#+Qn
(CA-a-tfL3Q3 ~f+nd~~c;,
p&4-+G~~CG
(-De
Cd-How would flood defence functions be attempted in the absence of any historic
hydrometric data?

Would Flood Defence use data from more stations if the network were extended?

How accurate do hydrometric data need to be fo
accurate. do estimated flood levels need to be?

What are the effects of lower accuracy hydrom

ports completed for flood

were assessed as a nominal Elm
hydrometric data inputs?

require for channel maintenance.and weed-clearing

%
i, -? .

Position:- ,kc..
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here ,,............. ... .. .. . ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. ... .q

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography-Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96
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INFOE+iMATION REQUEST: Flood defence

‘\
/d

What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only (eg data up to 1 year ago)

d
d

Mix of historic and recent

Would Flood Defence use data from more stations if the network were extended?
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How accurate do hydrometric data need to be for flood defence purposes, and how
accurate do estimated flood levels need to be?
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What are the effects of lowei accuracy hydrometric data (ie a cost/lost benefit)?
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Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for flood
defence programmes and, if so, are copies available?
YES.
If the benefit of flood defence measures in your area were assessed as a nominal &lm
pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?

What hydrometric data do you require for channel maintenance and weed-clearing
work?
G-c L cn(5d&e UOA yJ:cedl , bdl0-1e+?c.L
h’IIC a&s CL -g-AC
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Kindly pars copiesto any colleagueswho may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments?- please ILsereverse ofform and tick here ............._... ..... .........._... ..... . ............. ...........o

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee; DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFORIMATION REQUEST: Flood defence
What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only (eg ,data up to 1 year ago)
Mix of historic and recent

0
ET-

How are hydrometric- data used?-.
I45 b+~~ ;- &iJdak
--A cj c CL,&
kr .;h &-/g+~
Ad--t
&-Q- wYGL(I%~
How. would flood defence functions-be attempted in the absence of any historic
hydrometric data?.
O&Q *LorchJ
J4Ru*
eo&A bc rJ&4(.MJJ,
OE “/wtQ,,f&
&&.!>d
u0l-u
4c.4 b U-LCD ho-)c
Would Flood Defence use data from more stations if the network were extended?
\/e*
Jt
cwJ)eblz eLrz& w&4
he o>eot
How accurate do hydrometric data need to be for flood defence purposes, and how
accurate do estimated flood levels need.to be?:
o,e,
k &b,&+-(Z
- :C’;r
nob c3oPk
LJl)b
Qq
t$.G.-h
u-y
What are the effects of lower accuracy hydrometric data (&a cost/lost benefit)?

Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed.for flood
defence programmes and, if so,, are copies available?

If the benefit’of flood defence measures in yourarea were assessed as a nominal Urn
pa on average, -what % of this would.you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?
zz

Position:. u&.

6.9. %+Y k-&Region/Area:

%-r~&w(~&d;,

fl (OY

Kindly pass copies to ally colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . . ..,. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... ... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .0
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96
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INFOR&biTION

REQUEST: Flood defence

What data are required for flood defence purposes?
Historic only.(eg data up to 1 year ago).
Mix of historic and.recent

izl
iz

How would flood defencefunctions-be attemptedin the absenceof any historic
hydrometric data? Pm..hJd o- -J%pGAdb,-Ww,
vp+
6c wq.
b+---@V”ed;
Would Flood Defence use data from more stations if the network were extended?
How accurate do hydrometric-data need to be:for flood defence purposes, and-how
accuratedo estimatedflood levels need to be? V-~+-+--&p.
$--Da

3QD.--.

Whatarethe eff ect s ofl ower accuracyhydrometric data (ie a cost/lost benefit)?.
f2iAcyvcEc,.~~,~/curRw
A-.yy.-...
Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for flood
defenceprogrammes and, if so, are copies available? %.I , Lopi-ej
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If the benefit of flood defencemeasuresin your areawere assessedas a nominal Elm
pa on average,what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?
&d&5!
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A
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Pwd-FxeW=x~
What hydrometric data do you require for channel. maintenanceand.weedrclearing
work? /JkAzhy
4?$qftmpWb.
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Kindly passcopiesto any colleagueswho may not have received a copy ofthis request
Any further comments?- please uITereverse of’orm and tick here ....................,.. .. ... ... ..,.,...... ..,.. ..........................o

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96
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I$.EFQIJESRFlood defence

03:
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INFORMATZGN REQUEST: Flood defence
What data are required for flood.defence purposes?
Historic only (eg data up to .Lyear ago) + U& by4
Mix of historic and recent

How would flood defencefunctions be attempted.in the absenceof any historic
hydrometric data? ;. h.c3J 0%4.&s l--L.&A r,&~.~~.
Would Flood Defence use dataefrommore stations if the network were extended?
vkhJ4
How accuratedo.hydrometric data need to be for flood defence purposes, and;how
accuratedo estimatedflood.levels need to be?
What are the effects of-lower accluracyhydrometric data.(ie a cost’lost benefit)?
ud h ba,+W~~
.
Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for flood.

If the’.benefitof flood defencemeasuresin your areawere.assessedas a nominal &lm
pa on average; what -%of this would you attribute to hydrometric data-inputs?
~&&#+ik*
u I
What hydrometric data do you require for channel maintenanceand weed-clearing
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Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who rniy not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... ... . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ..D
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l 1196.

Ifiist~ric only

(eg data UP to 1 yeziagoj

Mix of historic and recent

cl

‘I,

d

How are hydrometric data used?

Would Flood D&znce use data from mm-’ stations if the netwobk were extended?
e
I
.42--s
II
Y
i
How accurate do; hydrometric &a need $I be for flood defencd pm-p&&, and how
accurate do estimated flood Ievelti need th be?

If the benefit of flood defence meas’
pa on average, what % of this would you /attribute to hydrom.ct& data inputs?
I
-_..- ____---__
What: hydtom.etic
work?

I

---.data do you require fad chwel

m.aintenallce jand weed-cleting

---

INF’ORMATI~

FIood defence

&QUEST:

What data are required for flood defence pqoses?
Historic only (eg data up to 1 year ago).
Mix of historic and recent

Cl
Q ::

How are hydrometric data used?
In the management of existing.river
new works.

flooding

infrastructure,

eventsand

design

of

HOW would flood defence functions be &tempted in the absence of any historic
hydrometric data?
Via information,
collected
features on the ground.-'

following

events,observation-of

events,

studies

of physical

Would Flood Defence use data from more stations if the.network were extended?
Yes, since these would refine
information.

existing

and.-generally

increase

level

of data

HOW accurate do hydrometric data-need tti be for flood defence purposes, ad how
accurate do estimated flood levels need to be?
This is.dependant
on physical use of Catchment,.urban
high accuracy whereas rural areas can be more coarse.

whdt are the effects of lower accuracy hy&ometric
For flood protection
in urban areas low value
lack of confidence insdata.

areas require

information

data (ie a costiost
data can result.in

due to
\

I--

Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completed for flow
defence programmes an&- if so, are copies available?
Available

information

via

the.Region.

If.the benefit of flood-defence measures in your area were assessed as a nominal Elm
pa on average, what .% of. this would, you attribute to hydrometric data inputs?
High‘-for

urban areas to nil

for

remote rural

area.

What hydrometric data do ,you require :for channel ,maintenance and weed-clearing
work?
None

Name:

John Hesp

POSitiOn:
Are;Flood
Kindly pass &jMU%#Sny

Defence

of a

Telephone:.

(01473)

727712

Region/Area:

Anglian

Region,-Eastern

Area

colleagues who may not have received a copy ofthis request

Any further commenti? - please use reverse of form and tick here ....,..... .. _. ....., . .. . . ... .. .. .,. ... ........... . ... . ..q

Pleasereturn to: Mike Steel,GeographyDepartment,University ofDundee,DUNDEE,DDl 4J3Nby S/11/96

0 What data are required-for flood-defence purposes?
Historic only (eg data up to -1year ago)
Mix of historic and recent
@ How are hydrometric dataused?
@ How would flood defence functions be attempted in the absence-of any historic
.hydromettic data? r

@ How accurate do hydrometric data need to be for flood.defence purposes, and how
accuratedo estimated floo levels need to be? -.
dk f l0.ko-I .L& f%JQ%A~b~W
% f!-CG +i+
up-d
ad2.dje
I&.+L.-.!~
@ What are the effects of lower accuracyhy ometic data (ie a cos.t/lostbenefit)?.
b-z,i-tJ%dtiti-@ Do you have any examples of cost-benefitanalysis reports completed.for flood
defence programmes and, if so, are’copies available?
@ If tie benefit of flood defeuce measuresin your ai’eawere ass’essedas a nominal 51m
pa on average, what % of.this would you attribute to.hydrometric data inputs?

@ What hjidrometrricdata do you require for channel.maintenance and weed-clearing ..
work?

_..._...,.,..

-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . A.,.,

Name: (?

. . . . . . . . . ..s

SPiJ
~yPwc

. .. .. .

t,*,-...

.. .

W

. . . . . . . . . . ,I,.

. . . . . . . . . . . .._....(....................~.........

Telephone:
Pw3.liLpfi

Position: f-~+Vq C+L

\.% . . . . . . ”

. . . ..I....................,,,

01 ot25--

< . . .._.I..__.__....,,......~~........
&J-z?

. ,.,...,

_..,_.-_

. . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . , . ..-.....

ylq

Region/Area: r/w

Kindly past copies to rmy colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
1::I
Anyfwther comments? -ple(tFe use reverse ofform and rick here . ... .I,I . . ... _...I..,8.. ... .. . .. ..I. ... .. ..._..........I..._..,,,,.,....,....

Pleasereturn to: Mike Steel,GeographyDepartment;University uf Dundee,DUNDEE, DDI. 4HN by 8/1I/%

BENEFITS OF HYDROMETRIC

NETWORKS

A mix of historic and recent data is required. The

types of data required includes:
-.
peak: levels :,.and:flows --for3lood -events.
(either as annual maxima or POT)
.
flow/level hydrographs for flood events
.
rainfall amounts
.
hyetographs for storms associated with
flood events
.
flow duration curves
Calibration and verification
of hydrologic,
hydraulic and sediment transport models.
Assessment of simple hydraulic calculations

. . ?..;

I

Also, used for: flood-warning
purposes, assessing working
conditions within river channel,
simple hydraulic calculations

Rely entirely on Flood Studies Report
methodology (which itself is based on historic
data) or similiar.
Yes, depending on relevance of location and
accuracy of flows during flood events

_

Yes

!

:

Less robust or more conservative design - leading
to increased construction or maintenance costs

No, held by Projec# Engineering
Warrington ~

Group at
1

Not known to River Modelling Group
Not applicable to River Modelling Group

!
,

h

^

WL

L

Both high and ‘normal’ flow data
are required to assessthe benefits
in agricultural areas as there is a
land drainage benefit often.
Tim Palmer
Asst. Engineer (River Modelling)
-Environment Agency - NW
Nov 1996

Flood defence

IN-FORMATION

What data are required for flood defencepurposes?
Historic. only (kg data up to I’ year ago)
Mix of historic and-recent

cl
;o’

Would Flood Defence use data from-more stations if the network were extended?
qcwqlrbt4
~oc/yjj/dKl
&a
T4uosE
(Lw
F.LauT? )
How accuratedo hydrometricdata need to be for flood defence purposes, and how
accuratedo estimated.flood leveEneed to be? Cqh)FaT
q-@u*fl.
What are the effects of lower. accuracyhydrometric data (ie a cost/lost benefit)?
Es

G~Gl&+&--

=

~‘qwic.

T-my

Do you have any examples of cost-benefit analysis reports completedefor-flooddefenceprogrammesand, if so, are copies available?
Yt”s.)

.YFS

(SLWW

-

CockL

4-t4-M&V~)

If the benefit of flood defence measuresin your area were assessedas a nominal &lm
pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric data:inputs?
Turs

C3MPh+$Q&)JLJ

~&wJ~T&c

hij-@~

--m&S

“3fbr

,’

What hydrometric data do you require for channel maintenanceand weedYclearing
work?
nAu
t@D
.LA)I%->

Name:7 -k&Lb-

Telephone:

y&-&q.uq~ CtLohQ
..
Position D@bu

hbm

Region/Area:

[O (14-z )
T&AT-i+

ti CcV., 0~ 3

%z+ 3 6

C-G~~

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may nothave received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse offormandtickhere . . . ... .._..................... . .. ... .. ... ... . .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . . . . . Lid .
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

What data are required for flood defencepurp
)
Historic only (eg data up to Iyear,
Mix of historic arid.recent
How are hydrometric data used?-

hydrometric data?
Would Flood Defence use data,from more stations if the network were extended?:!
FA+

) yes

u

+d&i$-

a+, &o-Am

How accuratedo hydrometric data need to be for flood defence purposes, and how
accuratedo estimated flood. levels need to be?
What are the effects of lower accuracyhydrometric data (ie a cost/lost benefit)?
Do you have any examples of cost-benefitanalysis reports completed for flood .’
defenceprogrammesand,if so, are copies available?
,assessedas a nominal &lm
pa on average, what % of this would you attribute to hydrometric.data-inputs?

Position:

-l-l

Region/Area:

3.

m

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
An-v further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . ... .. .. ... .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... . ... ... ._..... . .. . .. .. .. ... . ...a.

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl4HN

by 8/l l/96

Questionnaire responses
FISHERIES & CONSERVATION

INFORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,
What hydrometric,data-do you use (type of data, approx number of:stations)?

How are they used?

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?

Would you use hydrometric.data from more stations if the network were extended?
fJq

Gw-7

Rcr;’

ccw&

,PDO~~

A24QA

%Lci

Do you.operate a Riverline telephone service?
/
If so, please provide. details of usage levels, call charges,revenue (if possible):

If a navigationjknction is served:
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision atlegislative
requirement?
r+&d.

Position:. GM- i; C~fusY;~T

Region/Area:

~ll34d-Q

i

/ u.-izzclx

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. ... .. ... ... .. .. ... . ... .. ...~................... E
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W ,’

INFORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

_..

Recreation and Navigation

If a navigationjhction
is served:
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?
&“-7 ffi*1+
\-r bu-9 B_C(fSC.43 Q b
u,-i
CA--f; tw I
Khi
L,W&
.B&e\cyL- ‘*cl- CL 4&L,
1+a ‘T&
((4$7 a -4 .

Position&Z

-7 ck

b&W @$d-i

Telephone:

Cqy-Fb

Region/Area:

i--b*\

sx.
{SkgT

I
R-‘( ,a t4

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here

4-h 4

I

.. . .. . .. . ..,.. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... . .. .. ... .. .. .. cl

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

b2W

hca’nfi

DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INF’ORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

RecreatM

and Navigation

Are my stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
k---J-&

4&L

ga

c&

l%r-k--

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if thelnetwork were extended?
YeA
Do you-operate a Riverline telephone service?.
d 0
If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).

If a navigation finction is served:
What data do’ you use for navigation. purposes; is. their provision a legislative
requirement? :
N . A-.

Name: r> &RRPosition: St-d

Kk

G)‘=
-~LL.LL

Telephone: c 0 .I 27
Region/Area:

.s. u.

8

,L+c77-3’7
NSe7Lt

x 4&o+’
b6ssLF

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .... .. . .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... cl
Pleasereturn to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDI 4HN by 8/l l/96

i2W

Wocildyou use hydrometricdatafrom more st&km if&c network were extended?

Y&s ~
f30 you operatea Riverline.tekphonestice?

0

__---_

WrCtrQ~~C6C

.

...,”

““.““”

q..o4f~

\.““_”

Name:AZ-&/

u

““..““,,”

.

““““U.““l”

S++&L

y#5- 0, oLm74.

“~_‘~“.~““,~.““Y”~“..~~.~“-.““.“..~\...”U.~””~”--..““.~...”-..-”...~-“--~......-

L&.

POsitiQIx
i% l-t SCrhJ?((7.

Td~hone: (') 1 68.4.

.

. .

.

..--.....

. .

. .

r

$J--- 9 51..

Rq&mhba: M I~uvL&'§~ &qd/

~yX/~d+~;~

Kindly pau copies to any coi1eague.g U&Q may not have receiwd a copy afthr~ requ&
Any fithpr comments? I pltqs~.usc TGWTW offirm andtick here . ... ..I*....-.‘~..-.........~...... ..\...*,.......A,,..-..............,.~.... I._IPk-ase return lo: Mike Steel, Ckqaphy Dqatcuent, University dDundce, DWEE
DDX 4HN by
1196
I. .:S/l , .-.
-_._...

7

&,

..,:;_

with compliments
The,Environment
Agency
Riversmeet
House, Newtown
industrial
Tel 01684 850951 Fax 01684 293599

Estate,

Northway

Lane, Tewkesbury,

Gloucester

CL20

7TG

: . ...: :
:.

.rohibited

but

may

be used

gramme).
g-4.
i -0viding

TIGHT

it is integral).

rastating
bove

:

effect

weights

on wildLife.
are legal that

n.

about

the problems

3 litter.

Safegukd

2 your

caused
wildlife

and anybody

&e’s

Call Riverline, to check theday.
water levels and tern erature
before you go fis Ring. :

TRENT-AREA ’
pn.i
b

‘1.

AVON&LOWkSE#ERNAREA
.egion

has an experienced

inspectors

who

ge of fisheries
.entifk
and
foiding

I

are able to
management

principles
syndicates
many

: the Environment

and

will

to get the

MIDDLE& UPPER
AREA
. SEVERN

pitfalkand
Agency

ils.

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY,
Calkbre charged at 39~ per minute,cheap rate,
49p per minute all other times as at 31st March 199~

1

In any activity where you run the risk of falling into the
river such as canoeing, rafting and sailing you should wear
a good quality lifejacket or buoyancy aid. Rough water
canoeists are also advised to wear a helmet.
Take note of warning
A network

signs and follow their instructions.

of Navigation

Hazard Warning Signs operates

on the River Avon which advise against navigation when
“.tlGriver

rises above-a safe level. Always follow. this.advice.

The majority

of these are manually operated flap board

type where the message is changed at times when navigation is considered hazardous.

A few are of an automatic,

self-reading design. Examples of both designs are illustrated in the back of this handbook.

Information

els can be obtained at all times by phoning
“Riverline”

on river lev-

the appropriate

number (see page 8).

The governing body of each sport will have compiled
of rules and safety recommendations.

Follow

a set

these at all

times. In addition a Natural Water Sports code has been
published
jointly

by the Central Council of Physical Recreation

with the Sports Council.

Even if all the rules are followed,
can happen and it is important
skills in rescue, resuscitation
courses and publications
Children

the occasional accident
that you learn the basic

and first aid. There are many

available to teach you these skills.

should always be accompanied

by an adult when

on or near water and they should be taught the dangers and
safe practices.

:

/ -!
Ii 2.
!

i

Do you operate a River-line telephone service?
UC5
If so, please provide.detailsB of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).

Ifa navigation&nction
is served:,
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?

Position: &2G+.

CLt R QFC\megion/Area:

?QiA~\~w~-~f\

/.3-d

%-?-zicz%

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any/i&her comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here .. . .._....... ... .. . ... .. .. ,... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .0
’
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

12

\

‘.

INFORMATION

I
:“j
. ..l

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
f-i& p3S~ fltemik d a

-3k-s

f

amb-5.

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?
P&d&
Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?
If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges,revenue (if possible).

If a nm@dionfinction is serve&
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?

Naine: ^3 I ‘&CT-&
POsition: A t33G

Wmce

Telephone: Q \q~Zti
i

Region/Area: e&&&&4

-- ZL%~>
[ &.p~q

Kindly pass copies to any %x&es +8 w o may not ha& received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. . .. .. .._......._.................._......................................

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

b2W

DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

0

a

k

INF’OIXMATION REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of&data,approx number of stations)?
; &.?A &A
G-J+-;“d;L1
f&+2.jq& VA..42
pi

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network .were-extended?:.
wl-r

l&ii- do w3 ce%i&lr(2$&%7tk
k”c”“c7 &ST
Qw- -5.
if?

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?

y&G. o&$/L&{&L

--4Ti&d~

If so,.pleaseprovide details of usage levels, .callcharges, revenue (if possible).

ye

It., 530 cJ%. wiF-44 25 el L-LA,

-p&&+ “1’p

IO@.
#

Ifa navigationjhction is served:
What data do youuse for navigation purposes; is their provision-a legislative
requirement?

position:
f{Wdk~@~ - fk&d

Region/Area:
hH’l?/ .,&&r

L b%d.

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Anv further comments? -please uTe reverse ofform and tick here .. . ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..,... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ..,.. . .. .. .. .. ... . ... . .. .c]
Please return to: MikeSteel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

2.4CrhQa&=\
lNF’ORMATION

REQUi&%---

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

I-..___
(0 7y
,

and Navigation

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?

ES,

If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).
SEC

(-gax..

is served: tin ti C

If a navigationfinction

What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement? N ofi;

\+

Position: %

71

Region/Area:

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse offirm and tick here . .. . .. .. ..I..................................................................
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DTJNDEE, DDI 4HN by X/l l/96

b2W

cl

INFORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

RecreatiW

and’ Navigation

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
AM&s

A

/-Av4#c&

&/&-

&#q

;

p AiIth&L2y~pd&‘<

Would you,u.se hydrometric data from more stations if the:network were extended? .I.-’
J
Do you 0perate.a Riverline telephone service?.

If so, please provide details of.usage levels, call charges,- revenue (if possible).

lfa navigation.finction is sewed:
What data do you-use for ,navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?

Name:
Position:

Telephone:
-

R&gion/kea: I_

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy ofthis request
.4ny further

comments? -please E(se reverse ofform and tick here . .. . .. .. .. .. . .._...........................................

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,-DDl

b2W

. .._............. cl

4HN by 8/11/96

&X&t&
INF’ORMATION

&&&J

$(J

Riiiiii-

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of data, approx number of stations)?
F~JJLJ

LCL)R~

TJ- CCG~GM~S

4

:

S~.wKls.

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?

.If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).

If a navigationfinction

is served:

What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision ti legislative
requirement?
Pa

Name:
Position:

f

,&

!&-u%I~T

Telephone:
Fcc.p/

.Region/Area:

popp4

E45j-

/

i-~~oha~

_

Kindly pass copies to any colleagueswho may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments?- please usereverse ofform and tick here ..,.. .., ........,. ...................,..... ..................................q

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DLJNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

! \.r(_i
INWORlMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do-you use (type of data, approx number.of stations)?
I* &,Li, &k-y+ - KL&-DULfztitAaL3.
:
Al@fi w547Q
z- p-w m-TA

Would you use hydrometric.data from more stations if the.network were extended?

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?
If so, please provide.details of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).

If a navigation$mction. is served:
What data-do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?

Name: .\/kxl

la%-

Telephone:.

GC. C.&&L
Position: +x&&a

&~c665~

Region/Area:

&74..,
40w

(

hjt%Z~~~&

:>
44~

DIQt ‘Z-33

4 DOD,

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. . .. .. .. . ... .. . ... . ... . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .._..............................
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

q

IN-F’ORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of data, approx number
of stations)? .
.
~~~
/?t bb/e d
c-k 6.s
F(cw &
ov-’ r&--3
L-) wyc~j
Pppo*
5 &J-kHow are they used?

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
bl -In&

’
rlJeA’

Would YOUuse hydrometric data from more stations if the network were &ended’?
c”““7

&?!q&dh

Ok

la&o’--4

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?

If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).

Ifa navigationfinction

is served:

What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative

Name:

>.iu’

Telephone:

07772

3??dg?

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further

comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. . .. ... . .. .. ... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . q

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

b2W

DDl 4HN by S/l l/96

’

lNFORlWATION REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation and Navigation

Would you use hydrometric data fiom,more stations if the network-were iextended?

DO you operate a Riverline telephone service?

$Jz /+g&

&i&E

‘. j/L/’ ?-h-%$

If so, please provide details -of usage 1evels;call charges, ,revenue (if possible).

If a navigation$nction is served:.
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision-a legislative
requirement?

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who maynot have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... . .. .. ... . ... .. .. . ... . ..
9

Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE,

‘W

DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

INFORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

._/

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of data, approx number of stations)?
~vL$pd~~rn~~
FL-

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
Qcs. w&q (53 -L

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?
Yrcs

Do you operate a River-line telephone service?
4G-r
If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).
~~ic&)cxrJ~. ( QE3iLl3.-3AL svTs=ly)

If a navigationfinction
is served:
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?
WOv-4~

Name: A. K k@
Position: &mi

mus

Telephone:
q/

Region/Area:

flibi

4’23 2237

SXCW Ma

e*r

30z

a’ w) cds1 Q*

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... . ... . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. . .... . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .0
’
Pleasereturn to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by S/l l/96

b2W

INF’ORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of data, approx number of stations)?, :

Are any stations used aore than others; if so, which and why?.
$I@$&
&tJ
&&?Gjq&q..#~Vf9
Lou
rPQh/
Awkr
/
&+I&
& m--- tTziwfle
.
eJ)llCY
*og

a&

Would. you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended? -:

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?.
N 0.
If so, please ~provide details of usage levels, call: charges, revenue (if possible).

If a-navigationfinction-is served:
What data do .you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legisltitive
requirement?

i
Name:md

Position: fgc.

&I M&Y

y

AM@vA5c

Telephone:

0/.2&g

%p

1’ .- &+ f

.so-rz

Region/Area: 60 J%/U%

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. ... .. ,. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . . .. ... . ... .. .q
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4iWby 8/l l/96

b2W

INF’OFUWATION REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of data, approx number of stations)?
NOIUE
How are they used?

rJIA
Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
NIA
Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?
NIA
Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?
w
If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).

Ifa navigationjknction is served:
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?

Name: C.

BmDA

uf

Telephone:

(3(43-3 72w-l2

Region/Area: EmEm

F4020

AIVwlfl\j

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of thi 4.request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .,................,.......................................................
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4I3N by 8/l l/96

b2W

cl
’

INF’ORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of data; approx number of stations)?-

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?
ti
If so, please provide.details of usage levels, call charges,revenue (if possible)

If a navigationjimction is served:
What .datado you use for. navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?,,
//

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. ... .. .._.............................f..........
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department; University of Dundee, DUNDEE; DDl 4HN by 8/l l/96

b2W

cl

lNF’ORMATION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,

Recreation

and Navigation

What hydrometric data do you use (type of data, approx number of stations)?
\I hqw- ttLq/&ff-&;
@.~YLfixP.-ubA+iaI 43%&Qm-b
3
NC&S,
How are they used?

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
a -+Mr8;te
“ryqydWould you tie hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?
A ClbCWQ. Cbp0d.s

;5i+

;O

relati&+Xfl+--S$-~L.

D you operate a Riverline telephone service? No
IJe do hepN”“))
.

P

If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges,revenue (if possible).

Ifa navigation&nction

is served:

What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement? ML&
&%+-lL Ldr (I/La fek4.5)
-.
r.
;.. c.-‘q. I! c?yf ,! 1 ( :;
, ._.-.I L. 4 ;.- pt c-‘. $
< .r ‘L
f
-! ‘;!..,it ;
I’I,!“L’f :~ . ,, ,. 2:L Fr 5 J-:. Lf.I L(..!

Position: f$ZG

b%f+

H?

Region/Area:

j&uqLlAtd

r.. f 2. ~c

/C&WC

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? -please use reverse ofform and tick here . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... cl
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by X/l l/96

b2W

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service? :

If so, please provide details of usage levels, call charges, revenue (if possible)..

If a navigation finction-is sewed:.
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?.

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform and tick here .. ... .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. ... ,....... . ... .. .. c]#
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by S/l l/96

b2W

/ p.2.
-1

INPOlXM2&ION

REQUEST

Fisheries, Conservation,
What hydrometric data do you use (type of data, approx number of stations)?

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and why?
/iwed-

&&$&J5z

/-z&L&-

b

.ccIihzry

Would you use hydrometric data from more stations if the network were extended?
j&5 - 1p &5e
lwe&f. &Q.5ch4n #z J&fk?.c
ucassti;d

&se

OdLj

1

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?
tlv 0
If so, please provide details of usage levels; call charges, revenue (if possible).

If a navigation&nction kserved:
What data do you use for navigation purposes; is their provision a legislative
requirement?
A&Q-

Name:

5 -pm

Position: &‘#A&

Telephone:
~&WE?

Oi4/

20 3 b/,$0

Region/Area: jL&@@‘-&%~

- j)&y~~&!!&I~

Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse offrm and tick here . . .. .., . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .o
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HN by 8/l I/96

b2W

INFORMATION REQUEST
Fisheries, Conservation, Ret-reation and Navigation

Are any stations used more than others; if so, which and:why?

Would you use hydrometric data from more-stations if the network were extended?

Do you operate a Riverline telephone service?

Ah

If so, please provide details of.usage-levels, call charges, revenue (if possible).

If a navigation$nction

is sewed:

What data do you use for.navigation
requirement?

purposes; is their provision a legislative

N/dD -k

Name: fl,

i%Lf<(

Telephone:

Position:
Kindly pass copies to any colleagues who may not have received a copy of this request
Any further comments? - please use reverse ofform ami tick here . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..._...... .. ... . .,.. ... .. .. . .. .. . . .,..... ._..... q
Please return to: Mike Steel, Geography Department, University of Dundee, DUNDEE, DDl 4HNby 8/l l/96

b2W

III

KEY CORRESPONDENCE

Correspondence is reproduced in the following pages regarding the following
of data collection:

key areas

A Scottish Water Authority
Environment Agency (NW Region) re River Bollin) - Data requests
Rivers Agency (Northern Ireland) re River Foyle)
On other factual matters for which no correspondence is produced, information was
gathered either through the questionnaires (Part II of this Project Record), verbally, from
published papers, or from recognised sources (see Technical Report text).
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,:: Alastair Stewart
17/l l/97 12:14
::-

To:

Joyce

Grieve/NOSWA,

Kevin MoranlNOSWA

CC:

Subject:

Wastewater

Treatment

Plants at Perth, Forfar, Brechin

an-

Joyce and Kevin

A researcher at University of Dundee ( Andrew Black Tel 01382 344433 Fax 01382 344434 )
is undertaking research work for EA, SEPA and DOE NI on hydrometric data for river flow
monitoring. ‘He is also seeking correlation between .flow data consent for discharges.. I said .:
we could help here..

Joyce - can you abstract for 1996/97 global running costs ( excluding loan,charges and
consequential capital depreciation etc. ) in respect of each of the four works named above?
So running.costs
am assuming that we have single cost centres for these large works.
encompass power, labour; consumables,plant,etc.
If Crieff is not stand alone, is there another
You choose, but let-Kevin know
works from.which it would be easy to obtain running costs?
of any change.to the list.

Kevin - can you let me have a note of the design equivalent populations of each of the four.. :
works and the degree of treatment, in simple terms, primary, secondary or tertiary?

I would like.this information no later than Thursday to enable me to reply to Andrew for Friday
this week.

Thanks

Alastair

To:
cc:
Subject:

Alastair

StewartlNOSWA-

Re: WTP Data .@

Alastair,
Design populations
and costs with Morna.
Please treat costs with caution;-there
are accruals
for income on both Brechin
and Coupar Angus.
I have also given you a list of other costs which
may be charged
elsewhere.
regards
Joyce

Table 3.2
Design

PopuIation.

2900
6524
7535
5500 ‘.
22000 ‘.

Auchterarder
Blairgowie
Brechin
Crieff ..
Forfar
KinrOSS

KirriemLl.ir
Perth
- Pitkkhry
::1: SCOlle

5500
:
,:.
;: 4400

._
:. 11650
4135

Average Annual ,-:
FIOW (d)

Tlieorctical
Annuai How (m’)
(calcuhted)
232,870
523,877
605,060

:,

356,041
677,078
749,6 11

441,650.
1;766,600
481,800
441,650
3,533,200

1,292,976
‘.,

1,535,803
1,261;440 ..
1,103;760

935,495

11,163,744
625,359

332,040

643,334

The sample of ten plants covers approximately 73% of treated Lvasmater. hg total
costs found of f.5,4?7,717;~100?! C&U projection would be f7,531,119. The total
:’;*uLf
revenue expenditure on items included in 1994-95 was just over f9M, but this inch&d ‘- ” ”
$&-\,
costs which would not be rechargeable,e.g. treatment unrelated to tradee$lIuent.
@Xi.hLi,
y .I,<.L-g$
,/J !:iT.

3.6

Income from C21argu

3.6.1

In principk,Trade Effluent chargesshould,& basedon the estima.tedhveragecost of
dealing with one cubic metre of combined wastewater (i.e. domestic plus trade
effluent) and surf& water draining to treatment plants through the -t’s
sewers.
The charge must take into account ah expenditure involved in providing maintaining
and operating the Department’s sewerage system The current chargefor trade efEluentis
22p per cubic.met&.

3.6.2

Income is.difiiaAt to estimateand often varies from budget throughout the courseof theyear. Environmental factors such ascompanies going,out of business,or introducing
stringent pre-treatment m-es
to minimise the pollutant loading and decrease
charges are out-with the control of the Authority.

3.6.3

Xnsufkient attempt is presentlymade to,forecast accurately trade efl3uentrevenues,
resulting in unrealistic budget predictions. -Following a recent internal audit review,
it has been recommended that a budget for income should be set on the basisof number
of consents in each area alongwith an estimate of the volumes being discharged. This
.information.has now beenprovided tobudget-holders by Trade Efnuent &for .th&
future use.

3.6.4

Trade Effluent income amountedto S527,105.00 in 1993D4 and f&4,206.00 in,1994/95,
a shortfYl of f6,866,913 in that year using~projected costs. It is recognised that not all :

costscanbctargetedatinilividliaitraders,and~theDepartmenthasrstatutoryrolein

I
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Codes------------+
l-S-525300003,'***"
to
l-S-525300003/~***"
f---------------------------------+

61

i5l
I 141
I I01

Budget

Znquiry

Actual

I 121

Current

v Budget-

Year

V Last

Last
year
] (LY Actuals
1 (Accruals)'-.

Year

I 103
Year
End 9798

Opn Bal.
Abrii
May
June

July
?Llgus t
September
October.
November
3ecember
January
February,
March
----W------W+
?eriod(s):-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
08

(LY Revised
IBudget

0.00

IVariance
I

I

0.00

I

8897.76

1

0.00

1.

8773.16
48954.65
40350.55
51582.11
38047.08.1
27203.19
41704.35
30397.06
26209.34
38985.10
64275.58

1
1
1
1

0.00
0.00
0.00.
0.00,
0.00,
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

425379.93

I
I
1
I'
1
1
I
+
Data

I
I

O.-O0 I
(8897.76)

I

I
(8773:16)
1
I
(48954.65)(
1
(40350.55)j
1
(51582.11)
I
1
(38047.08)l
I
(27203.19)1
I
(41704.35)
I
I
(30357.06)l
I
(26209.34)
1
I
(38985.10)
1
1
(64275.58)
1
I
0.00 +
(425379.93~f---------------(l/2,3,4)
or <CR> for all:

I
I
I

I
;Feneral
Ledger
1 /I-S-525300003/110!
2 ll-S-525300003/1!02
3 ,1-s-52’
I,,,,\l\“.l

L)J""""J,
4 ] l-S-52
5300003/!20?
5 II-s-525300003/1203
4; ll-5-5'5300003/1401

ILY Actua1s
Code

II
/$&5
-1

II I,%”

i WXPXA~S)

I
-I

ll"4

ttwi-

0.00

I

I

144.00
-U."" ,."

1
,,

Ii-C-525300003/!402

1

I!-S-525300003/1403

I

,
.(
*A'

!Pl l-s-525300003/2392

!,

-

191!-5-525300003/24OO.j~~llfe)phlR
'iill-s-525300003/2903

GL Code

Line

_

(I-20

or

Next/Prev

0.00
10514.95

I
I

4907.09

I

1981.31

1

I
I
51
I

193.20
523.47
0.00
4ti4.74
38.34

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

17’1.92
0.00

I
I

1
I

744.00
0.00

1
I

'I

Page)

IVariance

ZJyj

Transaction/Source

I

i

I
I
I

I

8

CPM

1523" L. So2
0.00
0.00

1.
I

7

l?ll-s-525300003/2203
13j1-S-525300003/2204
1411-5-525300003/2289
1511-S-525300003/2308
!511-5-525300003/2309
171i-s-5253oooo3/2391

170940.92

I LY Revised
i Budget
1

T/S

0.00

I

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
n"."U 0.9

I
I
I
I
I
1I

(!70940.9’)
.(15232.5911
0.00
0.00
0.00
(144.OO)I
nnmr
V.""

;

0.00

I

0.00

I

0.00
(10514.95)1

0.00
0.00

I
I

(4907.C9j
I
,.-,nnr
>>I1 I
,L,Ol.JI,

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
^ ^^

I
I
I
I
I
.

l183.2031
(523.4711
0.00
(464.74)1
(38.34)l
,.-.^,
-^<,

0.00

I

0.00

I

0.00
0.00

I
I

(744.OOl~l
0.00

I

._
1
I
I

I
I

I

-

I

IGeneral

Ledger

ILY Actua1s
I (Accruals)

Code

_-.. I i-:;-525300003/9122

-“I

i.~Il-:;-525300@03/D141
1L,!-s-s~~~““““~‘“:~’
_._IY”“UI,
,..A<.
,_.-.: , I-Z-5
LI ‘530C@03/T?!!
_’ i-,;-‘r- . _-_5’,G,-,Oil3/Tl77
.-----,
__--

y

-\.

I

-

I,

1
&I
I
I

L

C:o&

Line

_

(l-20

or

Next/Pxv

0.00
O.GO
0.00

I Variance
I

I
I

I
;
I

0.00
0.00
0.00

I
I
I

0.00
0.00
0.00

,
I
I

1
I
!
I
!

0.00
0.00
0.00

;
I
/

0.00

I

0.00

I

(1368.231
!31.31)
(iO8.35)
(135.01)
(:3.66)

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

i366.23
31.31
ice.35
i35.01
13.68

Page)

Transaction/So~rce-T/S

I

I

i:ll-S-5~5300003/Tl?l
:~:1-S-5:5300@03/T15!
‘u’l-:;-5’53C0003/TISi
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I Budget
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Budget.

I 101
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Year
End 9798
Opn Bal
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v Budget

Year
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December
January
February
March

I
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=133130.26
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f
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Codes-----------+

I

l-S-525400003/****

I
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ILY Revised.
IBudget
I

2586.04
3020.40
24390.66
5125.22
16332.99

1
1
1
1
1

10112.63
14586.71.1
12374.54
7995.06
11205.19
8464.13
16936.69

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
iData

/Variance

I

I

I
I
I
.I
I
I
I
I
I
I

G.00 .I
0.00
I
0.00
1.
0.00 .I
0.00
I
0.00
I
0.00
I
0.00~1
0.00
1
0.00
I
0.00
I
0.00
I
0.00
I

0.00
(1,2,3,4)

l-S-525400003/***"

+---------------------------------+

Year

I
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I

Last year
I 103
I ILY Actuals
I (Accruals)
0.00
I

I
I
I
I

+--------

0.00
(2586.04)
(3020.40)
(24390;66)
(5125.22)

(16332.99)
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(14586.71)
(12374.54)
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I
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1
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4
5
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,
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\l-S-525400003/1!02
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I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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IVariance
I
I
I
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0.00
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0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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0.00
0.00

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(46197.601
[3474.44)1
0.00
(245.00)
(367.1411
0.00
(!36.13)1
(3351.521
(331.54)
(1297.33)
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(5.09)
0.00
(iO1.87)
(90.54)
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.o.oo
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I
I
I

I
I
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I
I
I
I
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I
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_
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lVariance
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I

0.00 1
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1 141 Budget Enquiry
Budget
I 101 Actua1.v
I 121 Current Year V Last Year.
1 (03.
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year
Year
1 ILY Actuals
End 9798
1 (Accruals)
Opn Bal
I
0.00.

ILY Revised
IBudget

1

0.00

I

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March

I

1
1
1.1.
1
I
I
I
1
1
1
I
I.

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00.
0.00
0.00

1
I
I
1
-I
I
-II
I
1
I
I

------------+

10229.12
08 through.

Period(s)

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

:

1451.28
4938.11
8523.12
27435.52
16909.80
(2864.13)
(1073.15)
13193.40
5849.30‘
10073.40
llOOO.-15
(85207.68)

I

Codes------------+

l-S-525300002/+***
I
I
to
l-S-525300002/~***'
I
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Date:
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27 August 1997

Dear Sirs
PUBTK REGISTER
Re: Wer l3diu

X?iU E~VIKO~MENTAL

TNF~ltWlATiON

REQUtXI;

Customek- Scnices 0ffiw1

Mr Tuny Bennett
Scot:~aWater Sewices
Belton House
Wanlnckhead
Biggay, ML12 6UR
30 September 1997

Scatland

Dear Tony
WI FFER PROJECT

i CXXXBEN

EFTT OF HYDROM

E’1’tzI.C I’Wl-WOR&3

I would apologise for thc.time taken to reply to your request-for informat.ion but I had to-refer ..:
to another Government Department which delayed matters.
Kef’rencg Items I Reservqirs & 2 Hydro-electric_Gener.ation

Reference Item 3 Bridac/Cutve,g Design
From. our Design -Knits’ records 1-iit the Foyle catchment over -the past. 2 years, there. have

been.9 requests for river flows to facilitate bridge/culvert related works, The S&me details
are as below,, The majority are bridge upgrades or repairs and I have received no costs for
related rtxtd schemes.

Limavady By-pass Curly Bridge

.-.Fau&ln
Fairywater

Ferguson McIlveen. ..
1DOE Roads Service

1 Repakto

tiaughan Bridge
1 Bridge Re-decking
._-..

-

-Community .Platform Millennium Project
Roe
t-

Fairywriter
t kumdennet
I----------p‘“‘l‘“L
-i-----..---I

-__I_.Disabled Anglers E’ootbridge
--____c----h&%$d.Bdge,
Drumquin__-.-__. .-Burndenne~Eridge
---.
______-_
-- ___-_

3rd Millennium l3ridgeCo./
.-.---AL __

p. 86

I estimate the data collection costs as folIows.Staff Time = 10 PTO days per year for all 5 OCthe Gauging Stations (ie 2 days per annum per
Station) which equates t.o approx f. 1,l OO/Year.
Travel
equates tci approx fYOUIYe.ar for all 5 Stations.
..Total costs are therefore in the order of f4UO/Stat,ion/Year
Siarion opening dates.Fairfxater
Nov 7 1
Apr 72
Camowen
Ror:
Jan 75
Fa~igIMn
Aug 76
Bumdennet
May
75
(Note:- R. Foyle is ungauged and tidal)
Reference 4 Flood Warninx Systems
Only -? Stations wit.hin the Foyle Catchrnent (and indeed within N. Ireland) re1at.e to Flood
Waking. These Stations are Camowen @ Lisboy and Ikumragh @, Drumshanly. ‘They are
‘level only Stations (ie no gauging done at sites) and can be accessed via telemetry by Area
Oper.ational Staffto dercrmine the state ofthese rivers which flow into the K. Strule above the
town of Omagh. The Stations are n*Lconnected to any form of automated warning system
I hope that. t.his provides you with sotne usefir information for the SNIFFER Project
need further information or clarification, please contact me.

STEPliEN DAh
’
Seniw Fl~drometric Engitleer
I.Iydronietric Section
cc.

Mt John Water-worth

If you

Mr T. B&nett
Be1ton House
Wonlockhead .’
BIGGAR

SCotland
ML12 6UR

Hvdrbmetric

Networks

SNlFFEWEA

Research Fraiect

As discuss~ please find attached details oP tht: major Water Service dams with inkmnation ..
on year of-commissim,
height, etc;

Tom Hagan
Water Service
Northkud House
3 Fr~deriick Street
BELFAST
ET1 2NR

16 Sqwnber 1997
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Project Personnel

Project Board members:
John Adams (Midlands Region (ex-NW); former R&D Topic Leader)
Scott Ferguson (Southern Region; R&D Topic Leader)
David.Rylands (Thames Region; Project Leader)
Giles Phillips (HQ; Project Executive)
rMeg Postle (EA Environmental Economist)
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Towards new approaches to the evaluation
of hydrometric-monitoring :data
A.R. Black, A.M. B ennett, N.D. Hanley, C.L. Nevin,
M.E. Steel, W.D. Rylands and J.R.W. Adams.:
Abstract

This paper reports-progress in a researchproject which is developing methods
of assessingthe benefits of hydrometric monitoring data. Because of the
complexity or non-market nature of many of the benefits arising from
hydrometric data collection, such assessmentshave notroutinely beenmade.:
However, with the availability of data for.the costs of monitoring, and the
need to ensure and demonstrate wise deployment of resources, the
development of such methods allows monitoring agencies to assessthe
benefits of their activities. Where economic benefits can be related to costs,
ratios can be calculated. The paper presents a review of those economic
methods which have been-appliedto benefit assessment;and the results of a
complementary survey of data users within and outside the UK hydrometric
agencies. The development of an approximate cost-benefit assessment
approach is explained as the basis ofthe method for-assessingbenefits,
drawing on recent advances in non-market valuation techniques. Mechanisms
for recognising the importance of intangible benefits are also described, in the
interests of promoting broadly-based benefit assessments.The paper
concludes with a discussion of how the application of thesemethodswill G.
contribute to the periodic review of monitoring networks.
Introduction,.
Hydrometric monitoring in the United Kingdom
encompasses the routine observation of rainfall,
water levels in rivers and lakes, river flows,
groundwater levels and, less commonly, the
collection of other relevant data such as snow
accumulation and climate parameters. Monitoring is
undertaken in England and Wales by the
Environment Agency, in Scotland by the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency and in Northern .I’
Ireland by the Environment and Heritage Service and
the Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland.
Each of these bodies has a duty to monitor water and
other resources on a regional basis, within its area of
jurisdiction, in the course of promoting the wise use
of these resources. Other bodies, such as water
supply undertakings~nndertake
independent
monitoring activities for their own purposes.
The history of.hydrometry in the UK is a long one,
with the earliest monitoring of rainfall dating from:.
the seventeenth~century. However, this paper will
consider surface water monitoring only. The earliest
continuous records of river level and flow are from
the River Lee at Feildes Weir in 1879 (Lees, 1987),
but occasional observations are known from as long
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ago as 1740 for the city of Edinburgh (F. M. Law,
pen. comm.). These earliest measurements were
concerned with quantifying water resources for s.
supply purposes. However, the subsequent expansion
of monitoring in the UK, principally from-the late
1940s was concerned also with land drainage,
fisheries and pollution prevention. Today, the
statutory authorities operate some 1600 gauging
stations from which data amused for a wide range of
purposes.
With the growth of monitoring by public authorities,
there has been an increased need to ensure that
expenditure is being directed towards appropriate
activities and at an appropriate scale. Therefore,
efforts have been directed towards assessing the
economic value derived- from hydrometric data
collectionprogrammes.
Often, such studies- have
focused on the benefits accruing from one particular
application of data, although occasionally more
general assessments have been undertaken.
With reorganisation affecting the whole of
environmental regulation .in the UK, principally as a
result of the 1995 Environment Act, the new
agencies are keen to have a methodology with which
to evaluate the benefits of hydrometric data
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collection activities. This is important within the
context of the Act requiring the England & Wales
and Scotland agencies to take account of the costs
and benefitof their activities:Such a’:methodology
will allow future decisions, regarding monitoring
network changes, to be undertaken in full knowledge
of the benefits accruing from the various strategies
available. A study was commissioned by the
Environment Agency and the Scotland and Northern
Ireland Forum for Environmental Research
(SNIFFER) in 1996 to develop the methodologies
required, and forms.the.basis of this paper. lt follows
work by the Environment Agency, reported by
Fawthrop and Streeter (1996a, b), which considered
the efficiency and value-for-money with which
hydrometric services are being provided . In the
following sections, we will describe the history of
assessing hydrometric data benefits, provide an
overview of current data uses in the UK and their
associated benefits, and then explain how a new
approach is being developed which will provide for
the fullest possible assessment of benefits in the
future.

Literature

review

Formal benefit quantification was not applied in the
earliest advances into hydrometry: the various
interests involved required hydrometric data
sufficiently strongly to justify the necessary
expenditure. However, since the growth in
recognition of cost-benefit analysis as a useful tool
for appraising resource allocation decisions in water
projects since the 196Os, benefit assessments in
hydrometry have become increasingly common. The
products of these reviews have been reported in the
hydrological and economics literature. Many studies
have concentrated on single uses of data, or the uses
of data from specific gauges or groups of gauges,
with a small minority addressing whole networks-in
a general manner. At the same time, there has been a
history of methods which do not attempt to fully
quantify benefits in economic terms, but which set
out criteria to guide the review of an existing
network.
Economic benefit assessments
A number of economic approaches are employed to
assess the benefits arising from the use of
hydrometric data.
i:..\-.
‘i:t

:
.1’.

:, i

1 Benefits of applying real-time data to reduce
damages L e.g. bythe issue of fldod warnings
based on hydrometric data.
2

Benefits of applying real-time data in resource
management - costs can be avoided, e.g. in a
drought situation, if real-time information allows
actions to be taken to avoid likely costs, such as
pumping to maintain river flows or to provide
supply from distant sources.

3 Benefits relating to investment planning - costs
are associated with under-design and over-design
and so, where data can be used to reduce
uncertainty in the design process, a benefit arises.
Examples include bridge and dam design, and
major commercial or residential developments.
4 Benefits assessed within the context of a
production function - hydrometric data can be
treated as an input in the production of a desired
level of water quality, e.g. more information as an
input can allow forless expenditure in abatementcosts.
Each of these approaches has been applied in the
selected economic case studies summarised below,
covering five main areas of benefit (the list is not
exhaustive).
Storage reservoir design
The design of a reservoir is based on the delivery of a
required yield and, in order for the reservoir to
deliver this in practice, a knowledge of the behaviour
of the inflow streams is desirable. Synthetic data are
regarded as a less valuable alternative. Adeloye
(1995; 1996) indicates that the coefficient of
variation of annual inflows is the most important
streamflow parameter for design purposes, and that
capacity estimates are highly sensitive to record:
length. He also illustrates (1990) that a six-year
record implies a 30% error in required capacity
estimate, while even 20 years still result in a 15%
error. Longer records are of particular importance
because of their increased likelihood of including
critical periods (e.g. droughts) which cannot be
synthetically generated from shorter records
(Barlishen ef al., 1989). In New South Wales,
Cordery and Cloke (1990) were able to assess the
sensitivity of reservoir capital costs to record lengths,
identifying savings in over-design and under-design
as data benefits. They developed this work to show
that if data from the 500 gauging stations in New
South Wales were applied only to this type of work,
data collection benefits would remain in excess of
costs until record lengths reached approximately 80
years. Such an analysis excludes other benefits from
consideration, not’least the benefits of reservoir
operating strategies which employ comprehensive
hydrological data (Tejadaguibert et al., 1995).
Design of bridges
Cordery and Cloke (1990) also present benefit-cost
ratios for data used in New South Wales for the
design of small stream crossings.. Design .guidelines
have been issued in Australia in 1958, 1977. and
1987, based on successively larger amounts of
streamflow data (institution of Engineers, Australia,
1987). Each revision of the guidelines is associated
with changes in the costs and benefits accruing from
the design of new crossings, namely:
(a) capital loss/saving due to overdesign/
underdesign,
(b) costisaving of damage to structure due to
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underdesignfoverdesign,
and
(c) cost/saving of delays, extra travel distance, etc.
(Cordery and Cloke, 1990, ~222).
A benefit-cost ratio based on data collection costs
and benefiti relating to this data use only, between
the years of -1958 and 1987, produces a ratio of 92: 1. I
Even when all data collection costs in the state are
considered over the period, a substantial ratio of 22: 1
is found. Benefits accruing from the application of
data to other design work were additional to the
reported analyses.
Flood protection
Uncertainty reduction is important within the designof flood defences. Mawdsley er al. (1990) report a
study in England, relating the benefits of data in this
context to the costs of collection. Benefits were given
as approximately 4-5% of construction costs, giving :
benefit-cost ratios of 1.0, 0.37 and 0.05 in the three
examples studied. By contrast, however, Cordery and
Cloke (1994) produce benefit-cost ratios of up to
80: 1, and suggest that there should be a general
expectation that data benefits will outweigh
collection costs whenever flood protection works are
contemplated. On this basis, they recommend that
whenever data are scarce and a future need of this
sort is likely, instrumentation pro,gmes
should
commence immediately.
Flood warning systems
Hydrometric data are needed for both the design and
operation of flood warning systems. Benefits of flood.
warning are assessed by reference to damages
avoided: flood-threatened residents and businesses
can move possessions or stock and equipment to
avoid the effects of inundation. The most significant
UK effort in assessing flood damages and the
possible avoidance of costs by structural and flood
warning measures has been undertaken by the
Middlesex University Flood Hazard Research Centre.
Recent research for the National Rivers Authority :.
(Heijne et al., 1996), following these methods, has
indicated that tangible benefits from fluvial flood
warning in England and Wales could amount to
some 215 million annually. Current research for-the
Environment Agency (1996) indicates that in some
circumstances, tangible losses may be reduced by as
much as 50% as a result of warnings:However,
little
work has been done on relating the possible benefits
of schemes to the costs of providing data.
Water quality-maintenance
and improvement
Some progress towards valuing water quality
ma&tenance and .improv.ements. has been .made in
the UK by Adeloye and Mawdsley (1990). However,they report low data values, and consider it important
to stress intangible benefits. The difficulties here
relate to the problem of.water quality not being a
marketed good. However, data benefits can be
arrived at by.the application of a production function
(see above). Benefits may also accrue from being able
to avoid costly actions in-order to maintain quality
standards. Sections below will discuss how this

approach may be used in this study.
Recreational benefits are often associated with water.
quality management. Green et al. (1989) suggest that
improvements in water quality due, for example, to
the avoidance of low flow episodes, will lead to
benefits in terms both of increased quality and
quantity of fishing, and may allow.other benefits
such as swimming or other clean-water sports.
Progress in quantifying these benefits is difficult:
benefits are not as clearly identifiable as with flood
defence projects, for example. Nonetheless, economic
principles can be invoked to-quantify sume benefits,
and a recent F.W.R. (1996) manual gives monetary
benefits of-up to f25.66 per angler-visit resulting
from water quality improvements. Methods used to
assess.benefit,include assessment of demand and the
willingness of anglers to pay for recreational
benefits, e.g. by reference to travel costs over..
different journey lengths. However, it is not the
concern of these methods to identify that fraction of
recreational benefit which is directly attributable to
data collection (see below).
Many more studies are known than those reported
here, but the selection serves to illustrate the-range of
circumstances in which data benefit assessment has
been attempted. In some examples, differences in
benefit assessment are reported forsimilar
applications of data. Part of the explanation for-this
must lie in the circumstances of a specific project,
e.g..the costs of a proposed investment project, the
local costs of dam collection. However, it must also
be possible that different approaches could be taken
to appraising the benefiti arising in one given
project. Reference to the means by which dam
collection costs are assigned to individual benefits
gives one illustration of this.
Non-economic

benefit assessments

Non-economic benefit assessment methods have been
developed where comparative data-generating values
have been required-as part of the review of a gauging
network: Although numerical scores are used, these
do not purport to represent the economic value of the
data being generated. One example comes from
Canada where Davar and Brimley (1990) report the
application of a general approach by Wahl and
Crippen (1984). In it, scores were accumulated under
each of four headings:
(a) site characteristics,
(b).identified client needs - regional hydrology,
(c) identified client needs .- operational hydrology,
and
(d) regional importance of water resources.
This allows an objective basis for discriminating
amongst stations, but offers no direct potential for
assessing the economic benefits of data and is
therefore discounted from application in this study.
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Network

reviews

Perhaps as an indication of the increasing emphasis
being placed <on-aecountnrg for public expenditure,
the literature search for this study indicated a
substantial growth in data-benefit-cost papers since
the mid- 1980s. One particularly important study for
the UK is the broad-based benefit-cost assessment
undertaken for the whole UK flow gauging network
by C. N. S. Scientific & Engineering Services
( 199 1). At c. 1987 prices, total UK costs for flow
gauging were estimated at f9 million, with benefits
being-quantified-in -five main areas:

~:

.1.

(a) the risk of climatic change or other factors
causing a significant change of river flow
(assuming that the gauging network had been
abandoned);
(b) water authority operations, including the supply
of potable water;
(c) irrigation;
(d) flood alleviation;
(e) flood warning.
(C.N.S., 1991; p.1)
Perhaps surprisingly, the study reported only “small
benefits” being quantifiable from flood warning, and
none from consents to discharge effluent, although
the latter was seen to be important nonetheless. The
final benefit values ranged from f 11 million to E60
million, representing benefit-cost ratios of 1.2: 1 to
7: 1, with a best estimate of 2.3: 1. This indicated that
UK expenditure on gauging was producing cost- .
effective returns, but the report did not provide a
methodology for the assessment of local networks. It
is noticeable-that the range of ratios is large,
reflecting the importance of the methods used for
assessing benefit. It is recognised that costs can be
quantified with much greater confidence.
Through the Nordic Coordinating Committee for
Hydrology, the Nordic countries have been
undertaking a review of their hydrometric
monitoring programmes (Puupponen, 1996). Their
assessment of benefits has so far been limited to the
classification of the networks with respect to the
utilisation of data, using three broad categories:
hydrological analysis and process studies,
water resources management? and
0 environmental monitoring.

l
l

The importance of each site for each function was
assessed by local hydrometric staff, rather than by
-data users.
:
The review considered the economic properties of
hydrological data and hydrological network
operation, concluding that “the economic
characteristics of hydrologic data and acquisition and
hydroiogic data as a commodity show that the
conditions for a comparative market are not met, so
economically efficient conditions for the production
and exchange of hydrologic dam will not be

established” (Puupponen, 1996). Such findings
accord well with those of this project.
: :;,

Survey of data uses and benefits
As part of the process of developing methods to
assess benefits, it was decided that contact should be
made with data users. This would allow applications
of data, and the benefits arising from them, to be
identified.
A series of questionnaires was developed for
distribution to regional and area offices of all the UK
hydrometric agencies. Questionnaires were drawn up
specifically for each of the following agency
functions:
i

Freshwater chemistry
Freshwater biology
l
Estuary/marine survey
a Water resource management
l
Abstraction licensing
0 Pollution control
l
Flood warning
l
Flood defence
l
Fisheries & conservation
l

Table 1 lists the main uses identified for each of
these functions. Many of the main uses are familiar
to ail associated with the work of the agencies, e.g.
discharge consent determinations, flood warning
system operations, calculation of marine loadings.
But others are less well known, e.g. application in
the design of environmental enhancements forrecreational activities such as canoeing, a far cry
from the oft-quoted dams, bridges and culverts, and
this illustrates the diversity of activities undertaken
by environment agencies and the breadth of utility of
their hydrometric data.
Elucidating information regarding the benefits of
data was much more difficult than identifying uses.
Most Pollution Control Officers, in responding to
their questionnaire, were unable to quantify the
iikely effects of a shift from setting consent standards
with flow data available to relying only on flow
estimates. Similarly, most Flood Warning Officers
found it difficult to provide information on the
benefits accruing from operation of their systems,
despite the economic nature of the direct benefits.
The exercise therefore had its main benefit in
identifying the breadth of data use, rather than in
quantifying benefits.
Interviews were held with a number of external data
users, recognising that their uses are in addition to
those identified by the questionnaire survey. Some
uses, such as those pertaining to water supply, may
yield some of the largest benefits accruing from data
use. Dam request-logging systems in the Midlands
Region and Dales Area of the Environment Agency
allowed an overview of the frequency of requests
from different types of user. In both, schools and
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Table I Summary

of hydrometric

data uses cited in questionnaire
Hydrological

[key:
n
_

Network

responses, listed by function

Data Us’es

%EJECT-

main data uses in order of.frequency
other cited’data uses]
Pollution

1.
2.
3.

consent determination/review
calculation and modelling of mass balance/pollutant
assessing and managing pollution events
design of surface-water
treatment
sewerage modelling
timing of engineering work
risk assessment for pollution prevention

loads

Abstraction
abstraction licences; determining new levels and altering
investigating .derogation complaints
enforcing residual and compensation
flow licences
catchment model construction and evaluation
estimation of dry weather flows in ungauged, catchments
setting ‘hands off flows
compensation

existing

ones

Chemical
1.
2.

-.

calculating chemical loads to North Sea for PARCOM/Red
Environmental
Monitoring
modelling catchment water quality and quantity (including
information about time of sampling for result -interpretation
studying effects of low flows on water quality
compliance with Drought Orders
planning fieldwork

List/Harmonized
SIMCAT

Monitoring

Scheme/Global

modelling)

Biological
1.

2:
3.
4.

input into RIVPACS
determining whether conditions are suitable and safe for sampling
calculating dilution available for effluent for sampling/cost
recovery
loading models (solute loadings and loch retenticn) and water quality models
phosphorus
concentration)
interpreting survey results
to ‘trigger’ surveys on low flow effects/drying/recovery
Base Flow Index input to SERCON conservation assessment scheme
Fisheries/Conservation/Recreation/Navigation

‘,
1.

relating flow/discharge
with run-times and the suitability/utilization
of various
habitats
targeting vulnerable areas for monitoring/improving/restoring
habitat
,.operationaCuse;:survey
information, critical levels, enforcement, fish rescue
access; canoeing.only
at high flows -.
low flow research projects
design of channels (environmental
enhancement)
and fish passes
maintenance
of navigation and power generation purposes
Flood

1.
2.

Warning

flood warning
flood warning

system development
system calibration i
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(loch eutrophication/

flood warning system operation
level to levelcorrelation
extended use of radar
flood forecasting modelling
Flood

defence

assessing return periods (flood frequencies)
assessing particular flooding events (post flood analysis)
design of new works; flood alleviation schemes
calibration of design models for schemes/investigations
management
of infrastructure
(maintenance
work)
checking design tolerances
improving Flood Studies estimates
development
of control purposes e.g. building above sea level
MarinelEstuarine
1.

river loads and freshwater inputs for water quality
estuarine salinity and current studies
calibrating models/predictive
simulation
marine survey evaluation
design purposes
Water

Resources

modelling

Management

Data uses encompass a number of uses cited above, from most subjects;
water resources planning and monitoring
low flows and abstraction issues
flood risk and warning
insurance/legal
purposes
research projects

.
universities/collegesformed the single largest group,
with the water supply companiesand consultants
being secondor third in each. For usersexternal to
the data collection agency, their maximum
willingness to pay for data would be an indication of
the economic value of those data. However, current
chargesfor data supply (typically only handling
charges)fall well short of thesemaximal amounts, so
chargescould not be usedas a measureof benefit.
An interview with one supply company indicated
that most of their usagederived from eight sites,
with direct accessto data three times a day; but in
periods of drought. data from a much larger area are
requested.Visits were also made to a number of
consulting engineers.Here, someprogresswas
achieved in identifying the sensitivity of flood
defence design data uncertainties in design flood,
and also the relationship between designand cost. In
.:oneexample studied, a 20% cost increasein a f20
million schemewas a realistic scenario if no suitable
data were available. A secondarypoint is that even
after a period of data collection at a site, benefits
continue tegrow as a result of reducing parameter
uncertainty, though at a changing rate (seeThomas,
1994). This is particularly important in relation to
the estimation of rare floods, especially if climatic
shifts may occur.

Problems of benefit identification
A number of difficulties facing the development of a
method for assessinghydrometric data benefits were
identified above. Difficulties arise in the assessment
of somebenefits where no satisfactory basiscan be
found for quantification. Such benefits are referred to
as intangible benefits and include, for example, the
reduction or avoidance of stressand illness
associatedwith flooding, and the recreational
benefits of maintaining or improving water quality.
Benefits are real, but are hard to value, although
recent advances in non-market valuation techniques
mean that “ball-park” benefit figures can be arrived
at (Hanley and Spash, 1994).
Relationshipsbetween benefits and their
determinantscan be difficult to define. Estimates of
benefit arising from flood-warnings are dependemon
assumptionsmade,regardin@he:effectivenessofwarnings issued,the value of movable property and
the future frequency of floods acrossa range of
magnitudes.The possible20% overdesign cost for a
flood defence schemementioned earlier is an
indicative figure and, in a given casestudy , willsimilarly depend on several factors.
Finally, a distinction should ideally be made between
the benefit arising from someagency function‘(e.g.
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flood warning) and the benefit directly attributable to
the use of data in performing that function. In
practice, it seems likely that assumptions will need to
be made as a means of addressing this point, since
there is no recognised basis of making such a
distinction..

all data uses where quantification

is possible.

It.is proposed that this method can be developed
through the following steps (see Table 2):

.:.

1. Base values are obtained from published sources
or detailed interviews for each type of benefit.
These should represent benefits applying to a
typical or nominal situation in which the benefit
arises. The review should also identify the range
of benefit values occurring, and the factors
responsible for :the observed variation;

These difficulties are generally indicative of the.
obstacles which confront attempts to quantify the.
benefits of hydrometric monitoring data, and have
been recognised by past attempts to make progress in
this area. In developing methods to.quantify benefits,
assumptions must be made as necessary, and limit-,- :
ations to the methods be recognised as appropriate.

2. A weighting system is developed to reflect the
effect of key factors on the benefit arising in any
given situation. These weights can then be
applied to the base value. For most types of
benefit, a weighting will be applied to reflect the
value of &record
length; others will be specific
to benefit types.

Development of a reliable method of 1:
benefit assessment
With these comments as a starting-point, a two-part
approach can be advanced, dealing withbothquantifiable’ and intangible benefits respectively.

Assessment of quantifiable benefits: an
Approximate Cost-Benefit Analysis approach

3. Following the use of base values and weights for
each benefit type appropriate to a given situation,
the various component benefits can be summed to
arrive at a total benefit..

An Approximate Cost-Benefit Analysis (ACBA)
approach is proposed as the most valuable means of
assessing the quantifiable benefits of any given
hydrometric data collection activity. We have already
identified that benefits arise in a range of data
applications, -with a corresponding range of methods
of quantification available. These benefits can
.
therefoie be added to produce an overall benefit for

4. A benefit-cost ratio can then be obtained by
comparison of this benefit figure with the total
costs associated with generation of the data in
question. It is recommended that the method be
applied to groups of data-generating stations, e.g..
on a catchment basis, as a means of recognising
the interdependence of stations in relation to the
information value of their data..

Table 2 Approximate
benefit
categqries

flood
warning

CBA method applied to a network
road and
bridge
construction

flood
planning:
housing

X
low flows:
abstraction

low flows:
return
flows

hydro
pow&

storage

bl.

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

b7

length of
record
weight

Wll

w12

w13

w14

w15

~16

WI7

local

w21

w22.

w23

w24

w25 I...

w26

w27

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

base
values
(f per fk
system cost)

conditions
weight
:

applicable
to
network X?

‘I

score for si=(bl ‘wl
network X
1 *w21)

:_

:

.

Total Weighted

Benefits

s2=(b2’w12’
w22)=0

(can be compared

s3=(b3’w13’
~23)

yes

s4=(b4’wl
4*w24)=0

to total costs of network
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sG(b5”wl
5’w25)

X of EC): [(bl+b3+bS+b7)‘C]

s6=(b6’
wl6’w2
6)=0
= fB

s7=(b7’
w17 :
‘~27)

i -’

.

The method is referred to as ‘approximate’ in
recognition of the fact that not all benefits can be
quantified, and also-because the derivation of
component values is approximate: the base values
and weights are not intended to give precise values.
Nonetheless, their use does provide a basis on which
a review can compare the costs and benefits of data
generation in a given area. Other approaches, such
as the point-scoring method of Davar and Brimley
(1990), cannot yield data suitable for this purpose.
Assessment
approach

of intangible. benej2.k: a ~h&ddst

Ample comment has been made in preceding
sections reflecting the inability of quantitative
methods to represent all benefits of data in a given
area. However, decision-making in the context of a
review of hydrometric activities should always be
made on as informed a basis as possible. When
developing methods for assessing data benefit, it
must therefore be important to provide for the
representation of intangible benefits.
The development of a checklist is advanced as a
useful means of servicing this need. The purpose is
to set the economic benefit assessment into a broader
context, and one which will aid decision-making.
The checklist should therefore include the following
aspects, focused on the area in question:
1. Qualitative description of the water resources.rain and snowfall amounts, evaporative demand,
seasonality of these, hydrological response of
rivers to precipitation, groundwater, storages,
water quality aspects.
2. Qualitative description of water use - number,
type, location and size of major water uses,
timing of demand, return flows, information
regarding economic value of water as a resource
‘3. Proximity of gauging stations to information
demand centres - an opportunity to comment
informally on the relative displacement of
stations to those points where information is
needed, e.g. needs of flood warning system well
served throughout the catchment, but flow data
deficient in relation to assessing pollutant
loadings to North Sea.
4. Possiblefrlture demands for hydrometric data an opportunity to indicate how contemporary
benefit assessments might change in the future.
,...
2
. .
This checklist approach should be undertaken at the
onset of any review, by staff with a good knowledge
of the subject area. The results can then be compared
with those of the ACBA, and any anomalies
explored. Such a dual approach therefore allows
checks to be made and adds robustness rather than
placing reliance on one set of methods only. In a
final consideration of a hydrometric network,
decision-makers are therefore able to take a wellinformed view of the benefits being generated. It

should be noted that both elements of this procedure
are intended to be flexible and transparent, so that
specific local considerations can be accommodated.

Assessment of the methods
The methods described constitute a new approach to
assessing the benefits of hydrometric data collection,
and represent the current stage.of work in an
ongoing research programme. The next phase is to
apply the methods as a means of testing them in a
real situation. For this purpose, two contrasting areas
have been selected: the Lough Foyle catchment in
County Londonderry and the River Bollin catchment
in Cheshire. The Foyle catchment is essentially rural,
with only a number of small towns. The water
resources are plentiful on account of an annual
rainfall of some. 1300 mm, and the patterns of
resource utilisation reflect the rural land use. By
contrast, there are several important resource issues
in the Bollin catchment, including the implications
of a new airport runway, abstraction pressures from
spray irrigation and the possibility of a low-head
HEP plant, and the applications of hydrometric data
differ accordingly.
It is intended to assess benefits and benefit-cost
ratios for a number of scenarios in each catchmknt
area. One immediately available scenario will be the
present situation, to obtain an assessment of the
value of data being generated with the current
networks. Other scenarios should consider both
higher and lower gauging densities. The use of a
number of scenarios should indicate the network
with which a maximum benefit-cost ratio can be
achieved. It will be instructive for both researchers
and local agency staff to consider the implications of
a network producing this maximum ratio, not least
the funding which might be required, and also the
implications of implementing other scenarios. It will
be important to compare the results of economic
benefit assessments with the outputs from the
checklist approach described above, and also with
the professional opinion of local staff.
PC-based spreadsheets will be used as far as possible,
to allow flexibility in application, and also easy
dissemination at the close of the development phase.
Such an approach should be in the interests of
transparent operation by the user, and will also allow
for updating of stored base values and weights.
;.

Discussion and conclusions
The value of the methods reported in this paper lies
in their ability to offer an effective aid to hydrometric
decision-making, and in particular to provide an
economic assessment of the ratio of benefits to costs
for a given set of stations. The ability of the method
to indicate whether or not benefits exceed data
generation costs is particuIarly important. At the
same time, it is recognised that any decisions ..
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regarding possible changes in monitoring networks :
must still be made within existing resourceallocating frameworks. A case for network expansion
based on an increased benefit-cost ratio is unlikely to
guarantee the availabilie- of the additional funding
required, primarily because the agency which would
meet such additional costs would not gain in hard
currency the benefits in prospect.
With or without these methods, decision-making
regarding hydrometric networks must always be done
with the maximum available information. .The
methods reported here.increase the availability of
that information, through both the ACBA and
checklist approaches. In some catchrnents, the
economic benefit assessment may reflect most of the
benefits of data generation while in others, such as
rural catchments with little resource development,
the opposite may apply; The use of a checklist should
allow the user to identify which situation applies, by
comparing the outputs of both approaches. Such
comparisons will be especially useful until such time
as a large body of experience is gained in the
application of the methods. In the future, it is hoped
that the general approaches adopted here will allow
application to other environmental monitoring
networks, e.g. assessment of air quality monitoring
networks.
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